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Abstract
This dissertation aims to advance the current understanding of the general conditions affecting the likelihood of military
conflicts and wars between states. To that end, the dissertation develops a Darwinian theory of international conflict.
This theory is developed by generalizing Darwinian principles as they are used in the study of biological entities, and
applying those principles to study states and their behavior. Though states are markedly different from life forms, the same
Darwinian principles—at a high level of abstraction—provide a parsimonious explanation of states’ conflict behaviors.
Based on this Darwinian theory, the key substantive argument of this thesis is that military conflicts between states are
more probable when the use of force is likely to enhance the material power of the involved states. The specifics of this
argument entail novel predictions about the likelihood of conflict occurrence that differ in important respects from existing
claims in the study of international relations. Among other things, and contrary to the prediction of the influential neorealist
tradition, this thesis predicts that states are more likely to join the strong side of an ongoing conflict than the weak. This, and
other Darwinian-based predictions are statistically evaluated in this thesis using all incidents of conflict initiation, conflict
reciprocation, and conflict joining occurring in the international system over the period from 1816 through 2010. The results
of these statistical analyses are largely consistent with the Darwinian-based predictions. Moreover, the variables derived
from the Darwinian framework are found to have a large substantive effect in predicting whether a state will participate in
conflict. Indeed, the substantive effects of the Darwinian variables match (and occasionally exceed) the substantive effects
of some of the most important determinants of conflict identified in the literature, such as those related to geographical
proximity, the democratic character of states, and the presence of military alliances between states.
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1. Introduction 

War between states is a recurring event in world politics. Since the first 

state-like units emerged in Mesopotamia 5,500 years ago, no extended period 

of human history has been spared the scourge of military conflicts.1 Even dur-

ing the current era (which some argue is rather peaceful if viewed from an 

extended historical perspective)2 states continue to resort to violence in their 

relations with one another. In the three decades since the end of the Cold War, 

some form of military force has been used by one state against another on 

more than three hundred different occasions.3 More seriously, nine of these 

post-Cold War disputes were full-scale wars that caused the loss of hundreds 

of thousands of human lives, and brought misfortune to countless other souls.4 

Today, in the Middle East, East Asia, and Eastern Europe, states continue to 

flaunt their military capabilities in response to divergent policies and interests. 

The grim specter of state war still haunts international politics. 

The misery and havoc brought about by military conflicts have motivated 

many people throughout human history to contemplate their causes. Historical 

accounts tend to emphasize the particularities of each incident: the German 

invasion of Poland in 1939 was caused by Hitler and Nazi militarism; the US 

participated in the Vietnam War due to its commitment to containing the 

spread of communism; and Iraq attacked Iran in 1980 in reaction to the Islamic 

revolution in the latter. However, while it is clear that each incidence of inter-

state conflict is caused by a unique set of circumstances, common patterns and 

                                                      
1 Buzan and Little 2000. 
2 Lacina and Gleditsch 2005; Lacina, Gleditsch, and Russett 2006; Goldstein 2011; Pinker 

2011; Gat 2013. On various grounds, many people disagree with this claim; see, for example, 

Gohdes and Price 2013; Braumoeller 2013; Fazal 2014. Though it is worth noting that the dis-

agreement is not so much about the veracity of the claim that interstate relations have been 

especially peaceful in recent history (especially since WWII), but about the explanation for this 

fact, and whether it indicates a historical trend toward increased peace (Gleditsch et al. 2013). 
3 This number of disputes is based on the data provided by the Correlates of War project (Maoz 

et al. 2019). Note that this data extends only through 2010; thus, the three hundred plus figure 

cited here underestimates the actual number of post-Cold War military disputes. 
4 The nine interstate wars are the Gulf War (1990‐1), Bosnian Independence War (1992-5), 

Azeri–Armenian War (1993‐4), Ecuadorian–Peruvian War (1995), Eritrean–Ethiopian War 

(1998‐2000), Kosovo War (1999), Indo–Pakistani (Kargil) War (1999), the US invasion of Af-

ghanistan (2001), and its invasion of Iraq (2003). This list of wars and the estimates of battle-

related casualties come from the Correlates of War project (Ibid.). Note that estimates of the 

number of deaths as being in the hundreds of thousands is based only on battle-related mortal-

ities. The number of causalities is most certainly higher (perhaps in the millions) if one consid-

ers the lives lost in the protracted mayhem caused by some of these wars.  
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regularities are also discernable. As the academic study of international rela-

tions clearly demonstrates, the presence (or lack thereof) of certain general 

conditions renders militarized conflicts either more or less likely to occur, re-

gardless of the particularities of each incident.5 

This dissertation seeks to advance the current knowledge of those general 

conditions that affect the likelihood of conflict between states across space 

and time. Specifically, the dissertation advances the argument that it is fruitful 

to explain states’ conflict behaviors by constructing a Darwinian theory of 

international conflict. This theory is developed here by generalizing Darwin-

ian principles as they are used in the study of biological entities, and applying 

those principles to the study of states and their behavior. Though states are 

markedly different from life forms, the same Darwinian principles—at a high 

level of abstraction—provide a parsimonious explanation of states’ conflict 

behaviors.6 The thesis demonstrates the fruitfulness of this Darwinian theory 

by carrying out extensive statistical analyses of all wars and other forms of 

militarized conflicts between states occurring over the period from 1816 

through 2010. 

The use of Darwinian thought is not entirely new in the study of interna-

tional relations, or the study of politics in general. On the one hand, elements 

of Darwinism are present as an implicit undertone in many scholarly works, 

as evidenced in theoretical formulations that conceptualize a certain phenom-

enon as a struggle for existence in which only the fittest variants survive. A 

notable example of this implicit usage can be found in the influential neorealist 

tradition in the study of international relations (especially in Kenneth Waltz’s 

foundational statement of neorealism).7 On the other hand, Darwinian thought 

                                                      
5 For an overview of the correlates of interstate conflict, see Bennett and Stam 2003; Levy and 

Thompson 2010; Vasquez 2012; Cashman 2013; Mitchell and Vasquez 2013. 
6 It is thus important to note that the Darwinian theory of this dissertation does not explain state 

behavior in terms of the evolutionary history of human biology. Some people pursue the latter 

approach, contending that since states are human creations, and since human nature is the prod-

uct of our biological evolution over thousands and millions of years, one may explain global 

politics—they claim—in terms of how evolutionary processes shaped us as humans to behave 

in certain ways in, and through, the state (e.g. Gat 2009; Thayer 2009; Lopez, McDermott, and 

Petersen 2011; Johnson and Toft 2013; Arbia and Carbonnier 2014). This sociobiological ap-

proach to the study of global politics, though arguably of some utility (for criticisms of the 

sociobiological approach, see Bell and MacDonald 2001; Lebow 2013; Lebow 2017), is not 

taken in this dissertation. Rather, this thesis generalizes the Darwinian principles used to study 

populations of living organisms, and applies those generalized principles to study populations 

of states. In other words, the theory of this dissertation considers the state in itself as the prim-

itive unit on which an abstract version of the Darwinian processes operates.  
7 Waltz 1979; Wilson 2013. Another example of this implicit usage can be found in Tilly’s 

famous argument about the effect of war on the historical development of the modern nation 

state (Tilly 1992).  
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is explicitly invoked in few studies. Notable examples explicitly draw on con-

cepts from evolutionary biology in order to explain the preeminence of the 

sovereign state against its historical competitors,8 the possibility of unforced 

cooperative behavior,9 the evolution of international institutions and norms,10 

and the evolution of domestic orders and institutions.11  

This dissertation offers the first explicit and systematic application of Dar-

winian thought to specifically explain states’ conflict behavior.12 In doing so, 

it identifies the basic ingredients of Darwinian explanations in biology, as well 

as the set of conditions that must be satisfied in order for a Darwinian expla-

nation of state conflict to be possible. Most critically, a Darwinian explanation 

of state behavior necessitates a conceptual distinction between the state as 

such, and what I refer to here as the deep-level constitution of the state.13 The 

dissertation clarifies this distinction and develops a suitable conception of the 

deep-level constitution of the state that can be used to develop Darwinian ex-

planations of various state traits, including their conflict behavior.  

The body of scholarship on interstate conflict can be viewed either from 

the perspective of the empirical facts about conflict that it identifies, or from 

the perspective of the theoretical first-principles it advances to explain those 

facts.14 From the viewpoint of the empirical facts, previous research offers 

plenty of insights into the patterns and factors associated with peace and con-

flict between states. Some of this knowledge is highly contextual and focused 

on specific cases (e.g. in relation to WWI). But the literature also offers many 

insights into the statistical correlates of conflict. This quantitative strand of the 

literature notably highlights four factors that substantively affect the likeli-

hood of peace and conflict between a pair of states: their geographical prox-

                                                      
8 Spruyt 1994. 
9 Axelrod and Dawkins 2006. 
10 Modelski 1996; Florini 1996. 
11 Lustick 2011; Blyth et al. 2011; Fukuyama 2012. 
12 In one study by Shipping Tang, the evolutionary paradigm was explicitly employed in order 

to address the debate between defensive realists and offensive realists about the prevalence of 

war (Tang 2010). The aim of this study is different from mine in that Tang seeks to explain the 

variation in the macro-systemic outcome of war prevalence, whereas here I am interested in 

explaining the variation in the micro-state level behavior toward issues of peace and conflict.  
13 This distinction mirrors the distinction made in biology between the observable traits of liv-

ing organisms (their phenotypes) and the program-like set of instructions that gives rise to those 

traits (the organism’s genotype). 
14 These are not two separate strands of research in existing scholarship, but two ways of view-

ing the same body of scholarship. Most studies on interstate conflict include elements of both 

aspects: they relate to certain empirical facts, and they involve theoretical claims that seek to 

make sense of those empirical facts.  
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imity, their democratic character, their conflict history, and their relative ma-

terial power.15 On the other hand, existing scholarship can be viewed from the 

perspective of the theoretical first principles that it advances to explain the 

observed patterns of interstate conflict. Viewed from this perspective, the 

scholarship on interstate conflict (as is the case in the study of international 

relations at large) has been, and remains, noticeably divided into competing 

theoretical approaches. In attempting to explain the same empirical patterns 

of interstate conflict, these various approaches disagree (among other things) 

about the relevant actors (e.g. individuals vs. states), the goals of these actors 

(e.g. security vs. wealth), the means available to these actors to achieve their 

goals (e.g. material vs. ideational), as well as the mechanisms by which goals 

and means give rise to specific conflict behaviors (e.g. rational choice vs. so-

cial constructivist mechanisms).  

This dissertation contributes to both aspects of the scholarship on interna-

tional conflict. On the one hand, it contributes to the literature by advancing 

the current understanding of the empirical patterns associated with conflict. 

Specifically, it proposes a new factor (referred to here as the expected evolu-

tionary value of conflict) as an important correlate of states’ behaviors with 

regard to the initiation, reciprocation, and expansion of conflicts. This factor 

is deduced from the Darwinian theory of international politics. The substan-

tive effect of this factor on states’ conflict behavior is here shown to be quite 

significant—so much so that it matches the substantive effects of the most 

important determinants of conflict already identified in the literature (such as, 

for example, the substantive effect of the joint democratic character of state-

pairs). On the other hand, the dissertation’s Darwinian theory (supported by 

the results of the empirical analysis) contributes to existing scholarship by 

clarifying the theoretical first-principles that explain the observable patterns 

of interstate conflict. Specifically, the Darwinian theory shows how state be-

havior (including conflict behavior) is significantly affected by the differential 

ability of states to continue to exist in the system. This Darwinian formulation 

offers important theoretical advantages over the dominant realist and con-

structivist approaches in the study of international conflict; most importantly, 

the Darwinian approach to explaining conflict does not make any assumption 

about actors’ rationality, while it is simultaneously able to show how the con-

sequences of certain state behaviors are causally implicated in making those 

behaviors either more or less common in the international system.  

This dissertation’s Darwinian theory is developed based on a critique of the 

neorealist tradition in the study of international relations. Over recent decades, 

neorealism has been one of the most influential approaches to explaining in-

ternational politics in general and interstate conflict in particular. Though 

there is already a large body of scholarship that highlights important flaws in 

                                                      
15 Bennett and Stam 2003; Levy and Thompson 2010; Vasquez 2012; Cashman 2013; Mitchell 

and Vasquez 2013. 
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the common claims of this tradition, I believe that previous critiques fail to 

appreciate the explanatory potential of the neorealist approach. The following 

section describes the distinctiveness of the neorealist approach to the study of 

conflict, and highlights the gap in existing knowledge this dissertation seeks 

to address. 

Neorealism and state survival  

Neorealism is one of the most influential traditions in the study of interna-

tional relations. According to neorealists, the key to explaining state behavior 

in general, and conflict behavior in particular, is to ask: How should a state 

behave in order to promote its own chances of survival? In raising this ques-

tion (which I call here the survival question), neorealists’ principal aim is not 

to make policy recommendations; rather, they argue that the answer to the 

survival question is the key to describing and explaining the actual behavior 

of states. This argument was famously made by the father of neorealism, Ken-

neth Waltz, in his seminal work Theory of International Politics.16 In this 

book, Waltz argued that since certain behaviors are more conducive to state 

survival in the long term than others, we should therefore witness those be-

haviors more often in the workings of global politics. This is so, Waltz con-

tended, for the simple reason that states that tend to behave in ways that un-

dermine their own survival will be eliminated over time, leaving the system 

populated with those following survival-promoting behaviors. Thus, by iden-

tifying how states should decide on matters of conflict in order to continue to 

exist in the long term, one would simultaneously identify how states are actu-

ally behaving in relation to those matters in the observable course of interna-

tional politics. 

Though they disagree on many specific issues, scholars belonging to the 

neorealist tradition share two central claims17: First, neorealists (in accordance 

with Waltz) agree that deducing the demands of state survival is the key to 

explaining the workings of international politics, since any non-survival-seek-

ing state cannot even exist.18 Second, neorealists agree that assessing how a 

specific state should decide on matters of conflict in order to survive depends 

overwhelmingly on the distribution of material power in the international sys-

tem at a given historical moment, as well as on the position of the state in 

                                                      
16 Waltz 1979. 
17 Ibid.; Grieco 1988; Walt 1990; Snyder 2007; Copeland 2001a; Mearsheimer 2001; Glaser 

2011. 
18 Mearsheimer 2001; Copeland 2001a. 
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question therein.19 Thus, for example, most neorealists agree that faced with 

the need to join one side of an ongoing armed conflict, a survival-seeking state 

should prefer joining the side with the lower amount of material resources, 

rather than joining the stronger side. This is because, according to neorealists, 

a state that does the opposite will be undermining its own long-term survival 

prospects, since it would be allowing the already stronger side to become 

stronger, and the latter might use its increased resources to attack the state in 

question in the future.20  

The various neorealist answers to the survival question (notwithstanding 

their great impact on the study of international relations) suffer from one com-

mon weakness: they enjoy very limited empirical support. And this is not just 

a problem for the issues on which they disagree, and for which one can find 

empirical support (or disconfirmation) in the historical record; more critically, 

even on the issues on which most neorealists agree (notably, the claim that 

states will tend to prefer joining forces with the weaker side over the stronger), 

the preponderance of empirical findings disconfirm the neorealist predic-

tions.21 As a positive theory aiming to explain the world as it is, neorealism 

performs rather poorly.  

But as flawed as it may be, neorealism is the only tradition in the study of 

international relations to explore the issue of how the demands of survival 

affect states’ conflict behavior.22 Many scholars criticize neorealism for a 

                                                      
19 This is true for most neorealists with the exception of Stephen Walt, who (in addition to the 

distribution of material resources) put special emphasis on states’ perception of threats. Walt, 

however, is primarily interested in explaining alliance formation, not war per se (Walt 1990). 
20 Waltz 1979, 126; Mearsheimer 2001, 139–40, 162–64. Note that neorealism is a strand of 

thought within the wider school of realism in the study of international relations. Both realism 

and neorealism share many theoretical similarities (e.g. a concern with material power). As I 

note in Chapter 2, neorealists are distinguished by—among other things—their explicit attempt 

to link states’ peace and conflict behavior to the demands of state survival. On the issue of 

balancing vs. bandwagoning, neorealists agree that survival-seeking states should prefer the 

former to the latter. However, other realists (who are not traditionally classified as neorealists) 

disagree with this conclusion, such as Schweller 1994. 
21 This is what the preponderance of evidence points to in the studies of, for example, Sweeney 

and Fritz 2004; Levy and Thompson 2005; Valeriano 2009. See also Chapter 2 below.  
22 Though the issue of state survival is prominent in the literature on deterrence and arms control 

(Schelling 1960; Schelling 1966; Snyder 1961; Powell 1990; Zagare and Kilgour 2000), this 

strand of research is preoccupied with the technological and tactical aspects of interstate com-

petition (importantly, in relation to the potential use of nuclear weapons). Thus, this literature 

(unlike neorealism) does not offer predictions as to when the demands of survival might dispose 

a state to, for instance, initiate a war or join one already initiated by others. Aside from this 

literature, a recent non-neorealist argument advanced by Bueno de Mesquita et al. in 2004 em-

phasizes the issue of survival. However, these authors invoke the concept of survival in relation 

to the leadership of the state, not the state as a whole, by attempting to explain leaders’ decisions 

by referring to their desire to stay in office.  
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number of good reasons,23 but these critics (even those who recognize the cen-

tral role of the survival motive in neorealism) offer no alternative view as to 

how states should behave in order to increase the likelihood of their survival. 

For example, scholars who belong to the constructivist school of thought 

forcefully criticize the neorealist claim that state behavior (including conflict 

behavior) is largely the product of certain material factors, since this view 

overlooks the important effect of the ideational makeup of international poli-

tics.24 Similarly, scholars belonging to the liberal tradition in the study of in-

ternational relations persuasively show that neorealism is lacking by demon-

strating that the likelihood of conflict is significantly affected by factors such 

as the degree of institutionalization in world politics,25 the degree of economic 

interdependence between states,26 and, most importantly, the democratic qual-

ity of states.27 Neither constructivists nor liberals, however, offer specific 

views as to how states should make decisions on matters of conflict in order 

to promote their own survival. 

Even scholars who share the neorealist focus on material conditions (those 

whose main disagreement with neorealism is at the level of substantive 

claims) do not offer an alternative answer to the survival question. For exam-

ple, with regard to the effects of the distribution of power on the likelihood of 

conflict, proponents of the hegemonic stability theory and the bargaining the-

ory of war make a prediction opposite to that of neorealism. Neorealists claim 

that an even distribution of power among states (especially among great pow-

ers) is more conducive to peace than one that is lopsided, because, according 

to neorealists, in a lopsided distribution the power-disadvantaged states will 

fear for their security, and accordingly feel compelled to promote their own 

survival through military buildup and the establishment of alliances in order 

to close the power gap with the preponderant state.28 The intensity of these 

survival-induced behaviors in a lopsided distribution of power—argue neore-

alists—inevitably leads to military competition and rivalries that could easily 

spiral into the actual use of force.29 In contrast, proponents of both the hege-

                                                      
23 Some of these critiques can be found in the edited volumes of Keohane 1986; Vasquez and 

Elman 2003; Booth 2011. 
24 Wendt 1992; Wendt 1999. Numerous empirical studies demonstrate the relevance of idea-

tional factors, such as Strang 1991; Finnemore 1996; Fazal 2014. 
25 Keohane 1984; Keohane 2011. 
26 Rosecrance 1986; Hegre, Oneal, and Russett 2010. 
27 Doyle 1983; Oneal and Russett 2000; Dafoe, Oneal, and Russett 2013. 
28 Waltz 1979, 126; Mearsheimer 2001, 40–2, 138, 140–1, 236–7, 337–47. 
29 Note that in Mearsheimer’s version of neorealism, there is an additional reason for the con-

flict proneness of a lopsided distribution, namely, that the preponderant power will actively 
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monic stability theory and the bargaining theory of war argue (though for dif-

ferent reasons) that the opposite of the neorealist claim should be expected: 

that is, they both argue that an uneven distribution of power should be more 

conducive to peace and stability than one that is even. According to the theory 

of hegemonic stability,30 a strong concentration of power in the hands of a 

single state (a hegemon) is peace-inducing, because the strong state tends to 

be satisfied with its position, and the weak state (even when unsatisfied) will 

not initiate a conflict with the strong state due to its inability to prevail in a 

military confrontation. Similarly, (and in contrast with neorealism) the ration-

alist bargaining theory of war expects power-parity to be more conflict prone, 

as it is necessarily associated with increased levels of uncertainty about each 

side’s capability and resolve, which in turn confounds diplomatic efforts to 

reach negotiated settlements to policy disagreement between states.31 Other 

than noting that exceedingly weak states will not commit a form of suicide by 

attacking exceedingly strong states, however, neither the theory of hegemonic 

stability nor the bargaining theory of war formulate a claim as to how a sur-

vival-seeking state should behave in response to various distributions of 

power.  

But why be concerned with the demands of state survival if one’s aim is to 

explain the world as it is? Skeptics may take the noted empirical failure of 

neorealism as an indication that addressing the question of survival is not a 

fruitful way to explain the actual behavior of states. They might note that other 

traditions in the study of international relations have achieved some success 

in explaining aspects of state behavior without addressing the issue of state 

survival. Skeptics may further emphasize that other traditions in the study of 

international relations (notably constructivism and liberalism) have demon-

strated that states can and do behave in different (often more benign) manners 

than the pessimistic ones predicted by neorealism based on the demands of 

survival. 

Nevertheless, I believe addressing the survival question still holds potential 

for explaining the actual behavior of states. Granted, the neorealist predictions 

based on the demands of state survival largely fail the empirical test, but this 

cannot be taken to mean that the answer to the question—How should states 

behave in order to survive?—is not a good predictor of how states are actually 

behaving in international politics. Such a claim seems to imply the following 

logical contradiction: the existing states in a given historical moment have 

been behaving in ways that caused their nonexistence. More plausibly, the 

neorealist claims do not correspond well to the actual behavior of states be-

                                                      
seek hegemony through military actions as a means to promote its own survival (Mearsheimer 

2001, 344–5). This view, however, is not shared by all neorealists.  
30 Organski and Kugler 1980; Gilpin 1983; Lemke and Werner 1996; Lemke 2004. 
31 Fearon 1995; Reed 2003. 
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cause they are misguided (or at least incomplete) answers to the survival ques-

tion. Perhaps critics are correct in arguing that states behave more benignly 

than neorealism predicts; but even if worlds different from the neorealist con-

ception are possible, it is obviously a fallacy to believe that international pol-

itics is a realm in which states will continue to exist regardless of the nature 

of their actions. This lack of an answer supported by empirical evidence to the 

issue of state survival constitutes a research gap in the study of conflict. 

Research aims and questions 

This dissertation seeks to advance the current understanding of the causes 

of conflict between states. Toward this aspiration, the dissertation has two ma-

jor research aims. The first is to answer the question that neorealists wisely 

raise, but apparently struggle to answer satisfactorily: under what condi-

tions—if any—does a state promote its chances of survival by participating in 

a military conflict? The key to answering this question, I argue in this thesis, 

is to construct a Darwinian image of international politics. If the Darwinian-

based answer to the survival question is valid, then (as Waltz rightly argues) 

we should observe its behavioral implications in the actual workings of inter-

national politics. Thus, the second aim of this dissertation is to demonstrate 

that its Darwinian theory has some descriptive and explanatory utility by 

showing its congruence with how states actually make decisions regarding 

conflict. Specifically, the theoretical argument of this thesis is tested against 

states’ behavior with regard to conflict initiation, conflict reciprocation, and 

conflict expansion. Though state participation in conflicts involves other de-

cisions,32 the three issues of initiation, reciprocation, and expansion have spe-

cial moral and policy significance.  

First, to address the issue of conflict initiation means that this dissertation 

seeks to examine the conditions under which a state is more likely to initiate 

a military action against another state with whom relations have been up to 

this point peaceful. Here the concern is not with states’ decisions to initiate 

the use of military force against certain areas or troops belonging to their op-

ponents; rather, the focus is on the original and more general decision by a 

state to resort to military means against another state in the first place. To take 

the example of the US-led war on Iraq in 2003, the concern in this case would 

be with the US decision to initiate the war, not with the specific strategic, 

tactical, or operational decisions made by the US and its allies during the 

course of the war. Focusing on the issue of initiation is of obvious importance 

since no conflict (big or small) would exist without the actions of one or more 

                                                      
32 For example, the decisions that affect the means of violence used in the conflict, the identity 

of its participants, the intensity and duration of the conflict, as well as the policy outcomes the 

participating state aims to achieve. 
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first-movers. By investigating the causes of first-movers’ actions, this disser-

tation is aiming to also highlight the conditions that make militarized conflicts 

either more or less likely to occur.  

Considering only the actions of first-movers, however, is insufficient: one 

must also investigate the role of the targets in order to obtain a broader under-

standing of the causes of conflict. This is so partly because the first-movers in 

a conflict may sometimes not be the actual instigators. This was arguably the 

case, for example, in the Egyptian-Israeli war of 1967: although Israel was the 

first to take substantial military action in this conflict, Egypt’s immediately 

preceding actions seemed to be a deliberate attempt to instigate the conflict.33 

This point aside, however, considering the role of targets is also important 

even in cases in which the initiators are also the instigators, since military ac-

tions are rarely initiated without the preexistence of a process of interaction 

and communication between the initiating state and its target. This is espe-

cially true for the most severe forms of militarized conflicts: interstate wars. 

The latter are often (if not always) the result of an escalatory process of de-

mands and counter-demands, threats and counter-threats issued by all the in-

volved states. Therefore, in order to gain a more complete understanding of 

the causes of conflict, it is important to also consider the actions of the state 

at the receiving end of the initial military act. This dissertation seeks to achieve 

this by investigating the reasons that lead the target of a militarized action to 

reciprocate by carrying out a military action of its own against the conflict 

initiator. Here again, as with conflict initiation, the concern is not with the 

specific form of the militarized action; rather, the issue of interest is the con-

ditions that led the target in a conflict to reciprocate against its initiator with 

any form of militarized action at all.  

Finally, this dissertation attempts to account for the factors causing a con-

flict to expand beyond its original participants. To put it in behavioral terms, 

this dissertation attempts to account for the reasons some third-party states 

join an ongoing conflict on the side of the initiator or the side of the target. 

The study of conflict expansion has obvious moral and policy relevance. For 

one thing, wars that expand beyond their initial belligerents tend to be espe-

cially deadly and destructive.34 Moreover, these multiparty wars tend to also 

be associated with important alterations to the preexisting international order. 

The two World Wars, the Crimean War, and the Korean War are notable ex-

amples in both of the aforementioned respects. But even for militarized dis-

putes that do not escalate to war, studying the issue of expansion is important 

because the possibility of other states joining the conflict should affect the 

intensity and outcome of the disputes for the initial belligerents, since it should 

affect their willingness to reach a peaceful resolution. By investigating the 

                                                      
33 Gat 2005. 
34 Shirkey 2012. 
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causes of states’ decisions to join an ongoing conflict in this way, this disser-

tation aims to improve our understanding of the causes behind some of the 

most consequential disputes in international politics.  

Corresponding to these three forms of state behavior, this dissertation at-

tempts to answer three research questions: 

Research question 1:  

Under what conditions is a state more likely to initiate a military conflict 

against another state? 

Research question 2:  

Under what conditions is a state that has been the target of a militarized act 

more likely to reciprocate with a militarized act of its own against the con-

flict’s initiator? 

Research question 3:  

Under what conditions is a state more likely to join the initiator or target in 

an ongoing military conflict? 

As previously noted, the attempt to answer these questions in this disserta-

tion is coupled with the aim of evaluating the empirical validity of the answers. 

If the provided answers to these three questions based on the Darwinian theory 

are valid, then we should observe this in the actual behavior of states with 

regard to conflict initiation, conflict reciprocation, and conflict expansion.  

Definition of key terms 

A few remarks on definitions are in order. First, the term conflict (also re-

ferred to as a dispute or militarized act) is used in this dissertation to refer to 

incidents that involve the use of military force by one or more states with the 

aim of compelling one or more other states to act in certain ways. This means 

that conflict in this dissertation is used to refer to wars as well as to less severe 

forms of interstate disputes such as those limited to military strikes, naval 

blockades, and clandestine operations. This also means that conflict is used in 

this dissertation to refer to state actions that involve the mere threat of the use 

of military force against another state. There is, however, an important quali-

fier: the interest here is limited only to conflicts that imply the possibility of 

escalating to a full-fledged war of conquest. That is, in order to be considered 

part of a conflict in this dissertation, a state that uses—or threatens to use—

military force must do so in a way that implicitly or explicitly conveys to its 
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adversaries its willingness to escalate to a full-fledged war of conquest if nec-

essary in order to achieve its aims. This qualifier is important, because only 

military acts that imply the possibility (however small) of a war of conquest 

are relevant to this dissertation’s concern with the issue of state survival. 

Second, in this thesis, as in neorealism, I use the term state to refer to the 

principal political units in the system at a given historical moment.35 Thus, my 

arguments apply to collective actors such as sedentary tribes, city-states, and 

empires insofar as these actors are capable of engaging in a conflict as defined 

above.36 Unlike in most neorealist scholarship however, I am not just inter-

ested in explaining the behaviors of the largest and most powerful states in the 

system. Although actions and the lack thereof by the so-called major, great, 

and super-powers are very consequential in international politics,37 I see no 

theoretical reason to limit research to those more powerful states. 

Third and last, talking about “state survival” begs a precise conception of 

the state, or the aspect of the state, that must remain constant over time in order 

for it to remain in existence. I develop such a conception, in Chapter 3. For 

now, it is enough to note what “state survival” does not necessarily denote; 

most importantly, saying that a state is surviving does not necessarily imply 

that it is flourishing, autonomous, free from fear and danger, or capable of 

exercising complete control over its territories. States in this thesis are consid-

ered to be surviving simply insofar as they continue to exist over some rele-

vant time frame. 

The essence of the theory and its argument  

This dissertation explains conflict between states by constructing a Dar-

winian theory of international politics. The essential elements of this theory 

are as follows: The conflict behavior of a state is conceptualized as the expres-

sion of the complex set of institutional rules that form what is here called the 

deep-level constitution of that state. Under usual conditions, states retain their 

deep-level constitutions over time; occasionally however, variation is intro-

duced to the international system when certain aspects of a state’s deep-level 

constitution is altered (whether by deliberate human action or by accident). 

Each variant of a state’s deep-level constitution leads it to behave differently 

with regard to issues of peace and conflict. These different conflict behaviors, 

in turn, affect the extent of material power that each state controls. All else 

                                                      
35 Mearsheimer 2001, 364. 
36 Note that this consideration of actors other than those fitting the Westphalian nation-state 

model is not uncommon in the study of international politics; see, for example, Donnelly 2012. 
37 Mearsheimer (2001, 5), who like other neorealists is interested in the behavior of larger states, 

defines what he labels a great power as a state with “sufficient military assets to put up a serious 

fight in an all-out conventional war against the most powerful state in the world.” 
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being equal, a state whose conflict behavior leads to an increase in its material 

power will more likely succeed in retaining its deep-level constitution. Con-

versely, and all else being equal, a state whose conflict behavior leads to a 

decrease in its material power will more likely fail to retain its deep-level con-

stitution. Accordingly, the Darwinian theory predicts that conflict behaviors 

leading to the maximization of state power will be more commonly observed 

in the actual workings of international politics. 

Based on this Darwinian theory, the key substantive argument of the thesis 

is that conflicts and wars are more likely to occur in international politics when 

the use of force is likely to enhance the material power of some of the involved 

states. This argument is neither based on claiming that states possess some 

innate drive for power, nor is it based on assuming that leaders consciously 

and willingly make rational decisions so as to maximize the power of their 

states. Rather, the argument advanced here is Darwinian: states whose deep-

level constitution—and hence conflict behavior—leads to the maximization 

of power are more likely to continue to survive in the international system. 

Thus, over time, the international system will be more populated with states 

that behave in power-maximizing ways, since those behaving differently will 

be penalized, and possibly eliminated. International conflicts are thus more 

likely to occur (through initiation, reciprocation, and expansion) when at least 

some of the involved states may be able to increase their material power 

through the use of military force. 

The Darwinian argument of this thesis has similarities and differences with 

existing claims in the study of international relations. Clearly, this disserta-

tion’s argument is most similar to that of neorealism. Indeed, the attempt to 

develop a Darwinian theory in this thesis emanated from noticing a promising, 

yet underdeveloped quasi-Darwinian logic in neorealism—specifically in the 

work of Kenneth Waltz. As in neorealism, the Darwinian argument views 

power as a means to state survival.38 This is different from the argument of 

classical realists, who regard the quest for power as an innate motivation in 

human nature.39 The neorealist and Darwinian arguments are also different 

from other theories that (although they award material factors some causal 

weight) do not emphasize survival as the state’s ultimate aim. For example, 

theories of hegemonic stability,40 liberal institutionalism,41 and bargaining 

theory42 (despite their differences) all consider material power to be a potential 

means to (and constraint on) the attainment of whatever policy preferences a 

state or its leaders might have. According to these theories, considerations of 

                                                      
38 Waltz 1979, 126; Mearsheimer 2001, Ch. 1. 
39 Morgenthau 1948. 
40 Organski and Kugler 1980; Gilpin 1983; Lemke 2004. 
41 Keohane 1984. 
42 Fearon 1995; Bueno de Mesquita and Lalman 1994; Bueno de Mesquita et al. 2004. 
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power alone are not sufficient to explain interstate conflict, because policy 

disagreements must also exist. In contrast, the Darwinian theory and neoreal-

ism consider material factors in and of themselves to be sufficient causes of 

conflict given the imperative to survive. Finally, and in contrast to construc-

tivism,43 the Darwinian theory in this thesis is similar to neorealism (as well 

as to other realist and non-realist theories) in purporting to explain state be-

havior by reference to material factors. 

The Darwinian argument of this thesis, however, differs in important re-

spects from the claims of neorealism. Most significantly, a Darwinian image 

of international politics does not justify the neorealist emphasis on material 

power as the only (or even the most important) factor affecting the likelihood 

of state survival, and hence the likelihood of peace and conflict. While this 

thesis advances an argument that links variation in material factors to variation 

in the occurrence of conflict, this does not negate the fact that state behavior 

in general—and conflict behavior in particular—is significantly affected by 

institutional factors (notably, the democratic character of states) and ideational 

factors (notably, norms about what constitutes legitimate behavior). 

Moreover, even with regard to the limited focus on material factors, the 

argument of this thesis is not entirely consistent with all views within the ne-

orealist tradition. The latter, as noted above, maintains that faced with the need 

to choose joining one side of an ongoing armed conflict, a survival-seeking 

state should prefer joining the side with fewer material resources rather than 

the side with greater material resources; in other words, in the parlance of 

balance-of-power theory, neorealists agree that a state should balance rather 

than bandwagon. In contrast, the Darwinian theory predicts that under many 

material conditions, bandwagoning is the survival-inducing course of action 

because it is more likely to enhance the state’s material power. Furthermore, 

while neorealists claim (as noted above) that an even distribution of power 

among states is more conducive to peace than one that is lopsided,44 a key 

corollary of the Darwinian theory in this thesis is that equal distributions are 

more prone to conflict. 

Research design 

Based on the Darwinian theory, three hypotheses have been deduced that 

address this dissertation’s three research questions on the issues of conflict 

initiation, reciprocation, and expansion. The objective, therefore, is to provide 

an empirical evaluation of these three hypotheses. To that end, I have chosen 

to follow a large-N, quantitative approach. This approach (as opposed to a 

small-N, qualitative approach) is suitable given the probabilistic nature of 

                                                      
43 Wendt 1999; Adler 2013. 
44 Waltz 1979, 126; Mearsheimer 2001, 40–2, 138, 140–1, 236–7, 337–47. 
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these hypotheses. This probabilistic nature means that rather than specifying 

a set of necessary and sufficient conditions under which conflict would always 

occur, these hypotheses specify conditions that should increase or decrease 

the likelihood of conflict. Thus, even when the theory predicts that a specific 

state is likely to participate in a conflict, the presence of other countervailing 

factors might prevent this outcome from occurring. As a consequence, a small 

number of positive or negative cases of conflict cannot constitute convincing 

proof or disproof of the three hypotheses in this thesis. What is more, one 

cannot use a small-N approach to make a reliable estimate of the magnitude 

of the effect of the hypothesized causes, since other factors may amplify or 

weaken the likelihood of conflict in the few cases examined. Therefore, a sta-

tistical approach seems appropriate to evaluate the three hypotheses and meas-

ure the effect size of their associated causal factors. 

The potential pitfall of a statistical approach is that it is not always easy to 

ascertain whether the observed correlations between the hypothesized inde-

pendent variables and their outcomes are indeed causal in nature; this may 

happen when other factors are the root cause of both the hypothesized inde-

pendent variables and the outcomes. In order to alleviate this risk, I control for 

the relevant factors identified in the empirical literature as causes of the vari-

ous forms of interstate conflict under consideration. 

Each of the three Darwinian hypotheses requires a different statistical re-

search design for its evaluation (that is, a different combination of the unit of 

observation, the set of dependent and control variables, the samples, and the 

statistical estimators). I give the full details of these in Chapters 4, 5 and 6, 

where I evaluate the hypotheses on conflict initiation, reciprocation, and ex-

pansion, respectively. 

Key findings and their contributions 

The findings and contributions of this dissertation are both substantive and 

theoretical. The substantive aspect involves proposing and testing a new con-

dition that substantially affects the likelihood of conflict occurrence; the the-

oretical aspect involves developing the Darwinian theory and making other 

arguments about how to explain interstate conflict. 

The key substantive finding and contribution of this thesis lies in proposing 

that states’ conflict behavior is significantly affected by what is referred to 

here as the expected evolutionary value (EEV) of a conflict. The EEV of a 

conflict is state-related, and it represents the risk-adjusted material value the 

state in question is likely to gain from participating in that particular conflict. 

The logic motivating the EEV concept is as follows: a state interested in max-

imizing its long-term material value should prefer engaging in conflicts that 

(1) it has a high probability of winning, and (2), involve an adversary with 
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considerable material worth. These two preferences, however, are inversely 

related: adversaries that are easy to defeat tend to have less material worth, 

and those with substantial material worth tend to be difficult to defeat. The 

EEV concept represents the tradeoff between these two competing prefer-

ences, with the EEV of a conflict at its highest when the acting state has a 

reasonable probability of winning against an adversary with moderate material 

worth.  

Since the EEV represents a state’s likely material gains from participating 

in a conflict, and Darwinian mechanisms favor states that maximize their ma-

terial gains, the prediction is that—all else being equal—the higher the EEV 

of the potential conflict, the more likely the state is to participate via initiation, 

reciprocation, or joining. 

The postulated effect of the EEV on conflict occurrence is corroborated in 

this dissertation by statistical analyses of all wars and other forms of milita-

rized disputes occurring between states during the period from 1816 through 

2010. The statistical results, obtained using state-of-the-art research designs, 

are very supportive of the claim that the higher the EEV, the more likely it is 

that a state will initiate a conflict, reciprocate against the initiator of a conflict, 

or join an ongoing conflict on the side of its initiator or its target. Moreover, 

these statistical tests indicate that the detected effect of the EEV on conflict 

occurrence is not simply an artifact of its focus on material power. Specifi-

cally, the analysis reveals that models based on the EEV concept tend to yield 

better predictive accuracy for conflict occurrence than models based on other 

power-related measures.  

As such, this research makes a novel contribution to the major literature 

that seeks to identify the correlates of peace and conflict between states. This 

is not just due to the noted statistical significance of the EEV-based variables; 

more importantly, the substantive effect of these variables is shown to be quite 

substantial, so much so that the effects of the EEV variables often match—

and occasionally exceed—those of some of the most important determinants 

of conflict identified in the literature. In relation to conflict initiation, the sub-

stantive effect of the EEV variable is second only to variables measuring the 

geographical proximity between the initiator and its potential target. This 

means the EEV variable has a higher substantive effect on conflict initiation 

compared with that of other variables that indicate the following factors: 

whether the initiator is a democracy; whether the target is a democracy; 

whether both the initiator and the target are democracies; and whether the in-

itiator and target have a military alliance with each other. In relation to conflict 

reciprocation, the EEV variable is found to have a higher substantive effect 

than all other variables (including those measuring geographical proximity 

between states). Similarly, in relation to conflict joining (and for most of the 

analyzed samples and versions of the dependent variable), the substantive ef-

fect of the EEV variable is higher than that of other variables that measure the 
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potential joiner’s geographical proximity to the two sides of the ongoing con-

flict, whether the potential joiner is democracy, whether the potential joiner 

and either of the two sides of the conflict are both democratic, and whether 

the potential joiner and either of the two sides of the conflict have a military 

alliance with each other. 

The empirical findings of this research should not only be of interest in the 

literature that seeks to identify the statistical correlates of conflict. The strong 

empirical support found for this dissertation’s arguments is relevant to the 

study of international relations in general, in that it demonstrates the fruitful-

ness of attempting to explain state behavior based on the demands of survival. 

This is not a novel approach: as noted, neorealism has advanced many predic-

tions based on the demands of state survival. But where neorealism has gen-

erally failed, and where this dissertation claims to have achieved some suc-

cess, is in demonstrating that states do in reality behave according to the de-

duced survival-promoting behaviors. In demonstrating the fruitfulness of rais-

ing (and attempting to answer) the survival question in relation to the issues 

of conflict initiation, reciprocation, and expansion, this dissertation hopefully 

constitutes a test case for others in the field of international relations who 

might be interested in explaining other behaviors of state or non-state actors 

in world politics by addressing the issue of survival. 

Empirical findings aside, this dissertation also presents what might be re-

garded as a theoretical finding and contribution as to how to explain interstate 

conflict. The Darwinian theory developed here provides a logical basis for 

understanding the link between the question of state survival and the actual 

behavior of states. This Darwinian theory is developed by applying a highly 

abstract version of biological Darwinism to the study of states and their be-

haviors. The key conceptual move in that regard is the formulation of a con-

ception of the deep-level constitution of the state, which is to the state what 

the genotype is to the living organism: the aspect of the state that reproduces 

its outward form and behavior under certain environmental conditions. Spec-

ifying the deep-level constitution of the state is essential to a Darwinian ex-

planation, because it is the aspect of the state that stores the information about 

the adaptive strategies that best optimize the odds of their bearers’ survival. In 

this dissertation I construct a conception of states’ deep-level constitution, 

based on which I argue that states’ conflict behaviors can be thought of as the 

product of the three Darwinian processes of retention, variation, and selection.  

The Darwinian theory of this dissertation, though intricate, is parsimonious 

in its assumptions. Unlike in many theories of international relations (e.g. lib-

eralism, the bargaining theory of war, and indeed most variants of neorealism), 

it demands making no questionable assumptions about the rationality of actors 

or their conscious motivations. States may be behaving according to the de-

mands of survival due to the skill and awareness of their leaders, but the Dar-

winist image predicts that states (or at least most of them) will still behave 
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according to the demands of survival even if their leaders are neither aware 

nor able to fully process those survival imperatives.  

Though the Darwinian processes of retention, variation, and selection are 

employed here to explain conflict in response to variations in material condi-

tions, I believe the same processes can be used to explain other aspects of 

states’ forms and behaviors that are not necessarily affected only by material 

factors. In other words, I believe this thesis provides some necessary concep-

tual groundwork that may facilitate Darwinian explanations of states’ forms, 

such as their regime types, social and economic structures, or the size of their 

territories. This conceptual groundwork may also facilitate Darwinian expla-

nations of states’ behaviors (other than conflict behaviors), such as their alli-

ance decisions, levels of military spending, or trading strategies.  

Organization of the dissertation  

The remainder of this dissertation is organized into six chapters. In Chapter 

2, I seek to identify a path toward answering this dissertation’s research ques-

tions by surveying the works of neorealist scholars (who, as noted, are the only 

ones in the study of international relations to address the issue of state sur-

vival). I begin this chapter by surveying neorealist empirical predictions as to 

when interstate conflict should be either more or less likely to occur, and then 

review some of the main empirical studies and findings related to those neo-

realist predictions, noting the limited empirical support for their claims. Next 

(and in order to build on the work of neorealism rather than starting from 

scratch), I critically examine the theoretical assumptions and mechanisms ne-

orealists rely on in order to reach their conclusions. In this section I note that 

in some interpretations of the theory, neorealism is based on a mechanism 

resembling the Darwinian mechanism of selection. This Darwinian logic is 

underspecified and underdeveloped in the work of neorealists, however, de-

spite its prima facie plausibility and fruitfulness. I conclude the chapter by 

conjecturing that applying Darwinian logic to the study of state behavior is an 

avenue worthy of further exploration.  

In Chapter 3, I act on this conjecture by drawing an analogy with modern 

Darwinian explanations in the study of biology in order to develop a Darwin-

ian explanation of states’ conflict behavior. In this chapter, I begin by describ-

ing the essential building blocks of Darwinism as currently understood in evo-

lutionary biology, and then summarize the findings of a group of scholars who 

identify the theoretical specifications and conditions needed in order to apply 

these same building blocks of Darwinism (though at a high level of abstrac-

tion) to the study of the characteristics of a social entity. Among these schol-

ars, there is wide consensus that applying Darwinism to the study of a social 
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entity requires one conceptual specification and the satisfaction of three con-

ditions. The conceptual specification is related to the need to identify the deep-

level constitution of the studied social entity (i.e. the aspect of the entity that 

gives rise to its outward characteristics, such as its form and behavior). Once 

this specification is established, the presence and operation of three mecha-

nisms related to the studied entity must be demonstrated in order to make a 

Darwinian explanation possible. First, there must be some means by which 

the information included in the deep-level constitution of the studied social 

entity is maintained over time. Second, there must be some means by which 

variation is replenished to the population of the studied social entities. Third 

and last, the specific characteristic of interest in the studied social entity (e.g. 

a specific behavior) must be shown to have a significant effect on the contin-

ued survival of that entity’s deep-level constitution. I therefore set out to de-

velop the necessary conceptual specification of states’ deep-level constitu-

tions, based on which I show that the presence of the three necessary mecha-

nisms (which correspond to the Darwinian processes of retention, variation, 

and selection) are indeed demonstrable for states and their conflict behavior. 

Next, I develop three models that capture the evolutionary costs and rewards 

states confront in relation to their decisions to initiate, reciprocate, and join 

conflicts. These three models yield three corresponding falsifiable hypotheses 

about the conditions under which conflict initiation, reciprocation, and joining 

are either more or less likely to occur.  

Chapters 4, 5 and 6 offer statistical evaluations of these three Darwinian 

hypotheses on conflict initiation, reciprocation, and joining, respectively. The 

hypotheses are evaluated against the actual behavior of states during the pe-

riod from 1816 through 2010 by considering all occurrences of interstate wars, 

as well as all occurrences of less severe militarized disputes (i.e. those that do 

not necessarily escalate to a full-fledged war). As detailed in these three chap-

ters, the results of the statistical tests are largely consistent with the three Dar-

winian hypotheses.  

Chapter 7 concludes this dissertation with a statement of its main theoreti-

cal and empirical findings. I also discuss the main contributions of this re-

search, and highlight the similarities and differences of my claims with some 

of the most popular claims in the study of international relations, especially 

those of neorealism. In addition, I discuss some ideas for future research. 
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2. Conflict and state survival in neorealism 

As noted in the introduction, neorealists are the only scholars of interna-

tional relations who attempt to explain state behavior by reference to the de-

mands of survival. In this chapter, I review the work of neorealists and their 

critics to answer the following questions: 

1. What are the similarities and differences in the neorealist answers to 

the survival question? 

2. How well do these answers correspond to reality? 

3. Building on neorealism, what is the best way forward? 

I tackle these questions one by one over the following three sections. Be-

fore I begin, however, note that neorealism is a nebulous school of thought in 

the study of international relations, and that accordingly different opinions ex-

ist as to which scholars should be considered neorealists.45 Here, I am primar-

ily concerned with the work of scholars who have explicitly linked states’ 

conflict behavior to the demands of survival. Most important in this category 

are the works of Kenneth Waltz, John Mearsheimer, and Dale Copeland.46 To 

a secondary degree, I also consider the works of other scholars who are ex-

plicit in basing their arguments on state survival, but who are not primarily 

interested in explaining conflict and war per se.47 

Neorealist predictions 

Under what conditions should a survival-seeking state enter into conflict 

with other states? As we shall see in this section, neorealists agree that the 

answer to this question overwhelmingly depends on the distribution of mate-

rial power in the international political system, and on the position of the in-

volved state therein. Neorealists, of course, disagree over important specifics, 

                                                      
45 Neorealism is sometimes called “structural realism.” I use the term neorealism, however, 

since some theorists (notably Buzan, Jones, and Little 1993) purport to offer structural theories 

that do not follow Waltz’s formulation, especially his focus on the question of state survival. 

People identify neorealism by different characteristics, including its perceived materialism, 

statism, rationalism, and emphasis on anarchy as a key explanatory variable (see, for example, 

Glaser 1994, 50). I agree that all of these are common among neorealists, but these characteri-

zations, individually or in combination, are not sufficient to demarcate neorealism from other 

schools of international relations (especially neoliberal institutionalism, which I believe shares 

all the aforementioned characteristics). Indeed, I believe that the question of state survival is 

not just a question that happened to be answered by neorealists, but that asking and attempting 

to answer this question is the most defining feature of neorealism. 
46 Waltz 1979; Mearsheimer 2001; Copeland 2001a. 
47 For example, Walt 1990; Grieco 1996; Resende‐Santos 1996; Snyder 2007; Glaser 2011. 
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notably as to whether state survival is best served by entering a conflict in 

order to expand one’s own power at the expense of other states. But, as dis-

cussed below, this and other neorealist disagreements can be ascribed to the 

employment of different notions of material power and its distribution; they 

do not therefore alter the fact that neorealism regards participating in milita-

rized conflicts in order to ensure state survival to be chiefly a function of the 

material conditions in the international system. 

The issue of conflict and state survival is addressed in neorealism in refer-

ence to a state’s potential aims for participating in a conflict. Specifically, ne-

orealists distinguish between whether a state is using a conflict in order to 

prevent another state from gaining an inordinate amount of power, or if it is 

using a conflict in order to expand its own material power at the expense of 

other states. In what follows, I review the neorealist arguments on conflict and 

state survival in relation to these preventive and expansive aims. 

Identifying how different neorealist scholars view conflict and state sur-

vival in relation to the preventive aim is not a straightforward matter, since 

many of them make clearly pertinent arguments using the parlance of the bal-

ance of power theory without explicitly referring to conflict initiation, recip-

rocation, or joining (the three behaviors of interest in this dissertation). To take 

a notable example, Waltz, though clearly committed to the identification of 

the demands of state survival as a key to explain state behavior, and though 

clearly interested in explaining conflict and war, does not make a single ex-

plicit statement (as far as I can tell) that specifies a condition under which a 

state should go to conflict in order to survive. Rather, Waltz (like other neore-

alists) uses the key concept of balancing, by which he clearly intends to imply 

a conflictual behavior between two states that—in its extreme form—may take 

the shape of a militarized conflict or a full-fledged war.48 In this discussion, I 

will interpret these balance of power concepts common in neorealism 

(namely, balancing, bandwagoning, and buckpassing) as being relevant only 

to initiating, reciprocating, or joining conflicts. It is worth bearing in mind, 

however, that these concepts are also invoked in the work of neorealists to 

denote other forms of state behavior, such as deterrence and alliance for-

mation.49 

With this caveat in mind, it is clear that neorealists largely agree that (if all 

else fails) survival-seeking states should engage in conflict in order to prevent 

other states from mustering an inordinate amount of material power. Failing 

to do so, so the argument goes, will undermine the long-term survival pro-

spects of the involved states, since the increasingly powerful state may be-

                                                      
48 That war is an extreme form of balancing is explicit in Mearsheimer 2001, 139. 
49 Concepts associated with balance of power theory are notoriously ill-defined; see Haas 1953; 

Vasquez and Elman 2003. 
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come a hegemon and later use its might to eliminate other states from the sys-

tem.50 This so-called balancing proposition is often raised in the works of ne-

orealists in relation to states’ decision to join one side in an ongoing armed 

conflict.51 Faced with such a decision, neorealists argue that a state should join 

the weaker side of the conflict rather than the stronger (meaning, in the balance 

of power parlance, that a state should balance against the stronger side rather 

than bandwagon on its rise).52 The one exception in that regard, according to 

neorealists, is when a particularly small state is facing a hostile great power, 

in which case it is argued that the small state may be better off bandwagoning 

on the potential hegemon, since in any case it cannot afford balancing against 

it.53 

Neorealists also agree that the aim of preventing others from achieving he-

gemony will occasionally dispose survival seekers to initiate conflict (collec-

tively or individually, if necessary).54 Unlike the issue of conflict joining, 

however, the arguments on conflict initiation for preventive reasons tend to 

appear only implicitly in the work of many neorealists. Dale Copeland offers 

the most fully developed neorealist argument in that regard, contending that 

conflicts (specifically, full-fledged wars) are likely to be initiated for preven-

tive motives by the dominant states in the system, since they are able to bear 

the costs without greatly risking their survival. More importantly, however, 

he emphasizes the effect of dynamic power shifts in providing incentives for 

survival-seeking states to go to war, arguing that a dominant state facing a 

decline in its relative power has an incentive to initiate a military conflict in 

order to arrest (or reverse, if possible) its relative decline in the system. This 

incentive, according to Copeland, is absent for a state with increasing power, 

since it would be better off waiting to initiate war until it is in a more advan-

tageous power position.55  

                                                      
50 Waltz 1979, 126; Mearsheimer 2001, 139–40, 162–64. 
51 For example, Waltz 1979, 126. 
52 Ibid., 126; Mearsheimer 2001, 139. 
53 Mearsheimer 2001, 163; Walt 1990; Labs 1992; Waltz 1979, 127. Neorealists do not specify, 

however, what counts as a small state. For a different neorealist argument on the relationship 

between states’ alliance decisions and their material resources, see Fiammenghi 2011. 
54 The issue of reciprocation and conflict escalation is not explicitly mentioned in the work of 

neorealists. This is, naturally, the case in the work of Waltz, who, as noted, does not offer a 

single statement about when a survival-seeking state should resort to conflict. But discussion 

of reciprocation is also absent from the arguments of Mearsheimer and Copeland (Mearsheimer 

2001; Copeland 2001a). This is understandable, given their reliance on the assumption that all 

states are rational actors, which places the emphasis on the conflict’s first-movers. However, if 

the rationality assumption is relaxed, we can assume that the same neorealist claims about con-

flict initiation also apply to conflict reciprocation. 
55 Copeland 2001a. 
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Besides balancing and bandwagoning, some neorealists contend that the 

demands of survival sometimes induce states to follow a third strategy: buck-

passing. Also known as sideline-sitting, this strategy, as its name implies, 

simply means that the state in question stays on the sidelines waiting for others 

to balance against a potential hegemon. Mearsheimer (though he agrees that a 

state should prefer balancing over bandwagoning) argues that buckpassing is 

often preferable to either initiating a preventive war or joining the weaker side 

of an ongoing conflict. He acknowledges that this strategy is risky, since other 

states may fail to “catch the buck” by balancing against the potential hegemon. 

He maintains, however, that buckpassing is more conducive to survival than 

balancing because it does not require any costly contribution on the part of the 

buckpasser. Moreover, the buckpasser might find itself in a position of in-

creasing power if the potential hegemon and its balancer(s) get bogged down 

in a protracted war that depletes their resources.56 Still, because this strategy 

is a form of free-riding that relies on other states’ willingness and ability to 

counteract the strength of a preponderant state (especially one with increasing 

power), buckpassing is considered to be the most effective as the number of 

available states increases, which entails that there are others that can catch the 

buck and balance against the potential hegemon. Buckpassing is also an at-

tractive strategy, argues Mearsheimer, for a state considering a conflict in a 

faraway region; in this case, even if balancing fails, being insulated from the 

region means the buckpasser faces no immediate and significant threat to its 

survival if a new hegemon were to arise in that area.57 

Unlike in the case of their arguments in relation to the preventive aim, ne-

orealists sharply disagree over whether the demands of survival should induce 

states to resort to conflict in order to expand their power. According to some 

neorealists, states should refrain from attempting to expand their own power 

using conquest (the defensive-neorealist variant); others believe the demands 

of survival should actually dispose states to expand, whenever possible, at the 

expense of other states (the offensive-neorealist variant).58 The defensive ne-

orealist argument is, crucially, based on the prevalence and efficiency of bal-

ancing in international politics. Since they believe the demands of survival 

will always dispose states to balance against a potential hegemon, defensive 

neorealists maintain that any attempt by a state to expand its power will be 

self-defeating, since it will tend to invite counter measures by other states in 

the system.59 The offensive neorealist case, conversely, as most influentially 

advanced by Mearsheimer, is based on the argument that the balancing 

measures on which the defensive neorealist argument rests will occasionally 

                                                      
56 Mearsheimer 2001, 157–162; Posen 1986, 63–64; Copeland 2001a, 23–24; Walt 1990, 30–

31. 
57 Mearsheimer 2001, 159–62 and Ch. 9. 
58 Taliaferro 2000. 
59 Waltz 1979; Snyder 1993; Walt 1990; Monteiro 2011. 
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fail to materialize for two reasons: First, Mearsheimer, as just noted, empha-

sizes that survival-seeking states prefer buckpassing over balancing, espe-

cially when the potential hegemon is located in a different region. Second, he 

argues that even when states are willing to form a balancing coalition, they 

may be unable to do so quickly enough, owing simply to the difficulty of ne-

gotiating the obligations of the alliance members, and the difficulty of coordi-

nating their actions. Accordingly, offensive neorealists contend that the de-

mands of survival should induce states to expand their power, at least to the 

point at which they are the most powerful states in their home region.60 

The neorealist arguments on conflict discussed thus far concern the behav-

ior of individual states. Neorealists also use those arguments to make predic-

tions about the aggregate outcomes these survival-induced behaviors produce, 

most importantly arguing that hegemonies will rarely form in international 

politics. For defensive neorealists, this claim follows directly from their in-

sistence on the prevalence of balancing among security seekers.61 According 

to offensive neorealists, hegemonies may form, but only within the confines 

of the same region; global hegemonies, they argue, are impossible to forge 

due to the difficulty of projecting power over large bodies of water.62 

In the work of neorealists, the distribution of material power (which deter-

mines states’ survival strategies) is sometimes conceived of as the property of 

two or fewer states (or coalitions of states), and at other times as the property 

of the system as a whole. The former conception is, for example, evident in 

the neorealist arguments on balancing presented above. In this case, what mat-

ters is the distribution of power among a few actors: the initiator of conflict, 

its target, its joiners (if any), and the concerned state, which can be either a 

balancer, bandwagoner, or buckpasser. It is important to note, however, that 

in the view of many neorealist arguments, states’ survival strategies are a func-

tion of the systemic distribution of power. Neorealists, specifically, distin-

guish between three distributions of power at the systemic level, which deter-

mine the so-called polarity of the system. To some neorealists, a system with 

one great power (a unipolar system) is inherently unstable because, once 

again, other states (impelled by their survival motives) will balance against 

the sole hegemon in the system.63 Most neorealists view a system with two 

great powers (a bipolar system) as more stable than one with three or more (a 

multipolar system), because in the former, there is no room for buckpassing, 

                                                      
60 The most comprehensive statement of offensive neorealism can be found in Mearsheimer 

2001. Other offensive neorealists include Labs 1997; Elman 2004. 
61 Waltz 1979, 126. 
62 Mearsheimer 2001, 40–2, 138, 140–1, 236–7. 
63 Waltz 1993; Layne 1993; Layne 2006; Monteiro 2011. 
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and there are fewer possibilities of miscalculations that might lead to conflict 

and war.64  

As should be clear by now, neorealists regard material power as the key 

factor that should affect states’ conflict behavior if they are interested in sur-

vival. For neorealists, this power is ultimately about the ability to win military 

conflicts; as such, military capabilities are an essential part of this conception 

of power.65 It is worth noting, however, that some neorealists choose to refine 

their concept of power by considering the role of other factors, such as the size 

of the economy and population, the abundance of natural resources such as oil 

reserves, and the availability of certain offensive or defensive technologies.66 

Still, these other factors in neorealist conceptions are only important insofar 

as they affect a state’s ability to win conflicts that might affect its odds of 

survival.67 

The adoption of different conceptions of material power and its distribution 

in international politics by different neorealists explains a good deal of their 

divergent conclusions. Most importantly, the noted disagreement between de-

fensive and offensive neorealists is mainly due to their adoption of different 

notions on the distribution of material power in the system: whereas defensive 

neorealists see the distribution of material resources as a feature of the entire 

international system, offensive neorealists see it as partly defined by geo-

graphical factors. As such, and despite offering contradictory conclusions, 

both defensive and offensive neorealists agree on the centrality of material 

conditions in determining the behavior of survival seekers.  

Neorealists recognize that non-material factors have some effect on state 

behavior in international politics—including the propensity to resort to con-

flict. Some statements suggest that neorealists recognize that in decisions on 

matters of peace and conflict, states are enabled and constrained by factors 

such as their identities, the stability and competence of their institutions, and 

the feelings of amity and enmity that they hold toward other states.68 Neoreal-

ists, however, refer to these other factors in passing, and usually only to high-

light their effect on a state’s ability to win conflicts. Thus, according to neo-

realists, identifying which conflict behavior a state should pursue in order to 

survive is chiefly a function of the material conditions in the international sys-

tem. 

                                                      
64 Waltz 1979, Chs. 7–9; Mearsheimer 2001, Ch. 9. Copeland is the only neorealist to argue 

that multipolar systems are less prone to war than bipolar systems (Copeland 1996). 
65 For an excellent survey and critique of the concept of power in neorealism, see Baldwin 

2013. Though I accept Baldwin’s objection to the neorealist conflation of state power with ma-

terial capabilities, I use the terminology of neorealism here to avoid complicated digressions.  
66 Waltz 1979, 131; Mearsheimer 2001, Ch. 3; Copeland 2001a, 5–6. 
67 This is why these are often conceived of as latent power, with the actual power of the state 

being its military capabilities; for example, see Mearsheimer 2001, Ch. 3; Copeland 2001a. 
68 For example, see Waltz 1979, 131. 
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Empirical evidence 

As noted in the introductory chapter, the primary aim of neorealists in ask-

ing how states should behave in order to survive is to explain the actual work-

ings of international politics. It is thus reasonable to ask how well or poorly 

the neorealists’ arguments on conflict (as well as on other security-related phe-

nomena, such as the establishment of military alliances) correspond to reality. 

Attempting such an evaluation is, however, complicated by the fact that neo-

realists often present their arguments in probabilistic terms. As such, when a 

claim fails an empirical test, it is difficult to establish conclusively whether 

this failure is due to the presence of confounding factors, or due to flaws in 

the claim itself. Assessment difficulties notwithstanding, I believe the prepon-

derance of evidence reviewed in this section indicates that the various neore-

alist claims about conflict have, on balance, very limited support. 

Consider the evidence for the claim on which neorealists agree: states, if 

they are to survive, should prefer balancing to bandwagoning. The greatest 

support for this thesis comes, I believe, from Levy and Thompson’s statistical 

study on alliances in Europe during the last five centuries.69 This study found 

that a balancing coalition in opposition to the leading state was more likely to 

form if that state controlled at least one-third of the total material power in the 

European system. This result, however, does not consistently hold true: in 

about 45% of cases during this time period, no balancing coalition was formed 

against a dominant European state meeting this requirement. Moreover, in the 

same study, when one considers alliances against the leading state regardless 

of that state’s share of the system’s total resources, the results show that bal-

ancing only occurred in a minority of cases: about 43% of the time.70 Other 

statistical analyses also fail to corroborate the neorealist claim. Valeriano, for 

example, notes that in the period between 1816 and 1992, major states were 

almost as likely to join the stronger side of an ongoing armed conflict as they 

were to join the weaker side.71 Similarly, during the same period (i.e. 1816 

through 1992), and measuring balancing and bandwagoning in terms of estab-

lishing alliances, Fritz and Sweeney conclude that great powers were equally 

as likely to balance as they were to bandwagon.72  

Qualitative case studies also cast doubt on the neorealist arguments. Based 

on a study of alliance patterns in the Middle East between 1955 and 1979, 

Stephen Walt (a neorealist himself, who accepts that the demands of state sur-

vival are the key to explaining international politics) agrees that states are 

                                                      
69 Levy and Thompson 2005. 
70 It is not clear from this study, however, whether instances of non-alliance took the form of 

bandwagoning or staying on the sidelines (buckpassing).  
71 Valeriano 2009. 
72 Sweeney and Fritz 2004. 
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more likely to balance than to bandwagon. Unlike the standard neorealist con-

ception of balancing and bandwagoning, however, Walt argues that states do 

not necessarily balance against the side with the greatest material power, as in 

the standard neorealist argument; rather, he argues that states actually balance 

against the side posing the greatest threat, which for a given state is defined 

by its opponent’s geographic proximity, offensive capabilities, and perceived 

intentions (in addition to the aggregate material resources it controls).73 Other 

scholars have noted that in many important historical instances, great powers 

(the usual focus of neorealism) have actually bandwagoned rather than bal-

anced,74 noting, for example, that during the Napoleonic Wars all European 

great powers except Great Britain bandwagoned with France for a considera-

ble period, despite the latter’s manifest material preponderance and threat (in 

Walt’s conception of the term).75  

There is also limited support for the neorealist claim advanced by 

Copeland, which maintains that states occasionally initiate wars (or take ac-

tions that risk war initiation) as a form of balancing (that is, for preventive 

reasons). Copeland discusses a few cases, mainly in the realm of twentieth 

century great power politics, in support of his thesis, but at least one of these 

(that of the initiation of WWII) does not support his argument, since it was the 

increasingly powerful state (Nazi Germany) that drove the system to war. 

More importantly, the only statistical analysis of the argument, by Douglas 

Lemke, yields no support for Copeland’s thesis, with the author finding that 

the “preventive motive generally has either no effect or actually decreases the 

probability of war.”76 

As noted, Mearsheimer emphasizes that survival-seeking states should pre-

fer buckpassing to balancing, especially if they exist in a multipolar system. 

The prevalence of this strategy in state behavior has not been subjected to as 

much empirical evaluation, however, as the strategies of balancing and band-

wagoning. As far as I know, the only attempt to offer a detailed evaluation of 

the buckpassing argument comes from Mearsheimer himself, who invokes 

three cases only in support of his claims: Revolutionary and Napoleonic 

France (1789-1815), Wilhelmine Germany (1890-1914), and Nazi Germany 

(1933-41).77 I believe, however, that the behavior of states in these three cases 

                                                      
73 Walt 1990. 
74 Schroeder 1994; Kaufman 1992; Schweller 1994; Schweller 2006; Kaufman, Little, and 

Wohlforth 2007; Wohlforth et al. 2007. 
75 See also Kaufman, Little, and Wohlforth 2007. 
76 Lemke 2003, 288. Other critiques of Copeland’s thesis can be found in Kaufman 2001; 

Taliaferro 2001. For the author’s reply to the latter two critiques, see Copeland 2001b.  
77 Mearsheimer 2001, chap. 8. Mearsheimer in this chapter discusses two other cases: Bis-

marckian Prussia (1862-70) and the Soviet Union (1945-90), but these are cases where he did 

not expect buckpassing to occur, since, according to him, Bismarckian Prussia was not a poten-

tial hegemon and the Soviet Union and the US existed in a bipolar world.  
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can easily be interpreted as evidence undermining his claim that states prefer 

buckpassing to balancing. In the case of WWII, for instance, Mearsheimer 

argues that the three leading European states (France, the United Kingdom, 

and the Soviet Union) preferred to stay out of the war against Nazi Germany. 

He cites evidence from state leaders indicating that France, aware of Hitler’s 

belligerent intentions, was hoping that Germany would aim its offense east-

wards, the United Kingdom was hoping that France would check any German 

attempt to achieve hegemony in mainland Europe, while the Soviets were hop-

ing the Germans would direct their offense to the west, toward France and the 

United Kingdom. According to Mearsheimer, then, the “United Kingdom 

buck-passed to France, which tried to push Hitler eastward against the smaller 

states of eastern Europe and possibly the Soviet Union, which in turn tried to 

pass the buck to the United Kingdom and France.”78 However, Mearsheimer’s 

logic here is not very convincing because wishing to avoid war is not the same 

as actually sitting on the sidelines: France and the United Kingdom did even-

tually declare war on Germany, despite the latter’s eastward push. Indeed, they 

declared war despite Hitler’s (at least ostensible) wish to avert armed conflict 

with these two powers. The Soviet Union did coordinate with Germany in 

their invasion of Poland, but this could be seen as evidence of bandwagoning, 

not buckpassing, as Mearsheimer claims. Moreover, just a few months before 

making their agreement with the Germans, the Soviets approached France and 

the United Kingdom with an offer of military alliance, which the latter two 

rejected.79 Thus, at least in the case of WWII, one finds little evidence of buck-

passing among the European great powers. 

As for the debate between offensive and defensive neorealists regarding 

whether or not states should initiate military conflicts in order to expand their 

power, historical evidence in support of both behaviors is easy to find. The 

defensive argument is supported by the behavior of many great powers in the 

last couple of centuries: those states that attempted to achieve hegemony, such 

as Napoleonic France, Imperial Germany, Imperial Japan, and Nazi Germany 

all saw their efforts defeated by a balancing coalition. Even if balancing ulti-

mately succeeded in those cases, however, the longer historical record as re-

viewed above indicates that states are at best as likely to balance as they are 

to bandwagon. And if one considers the offensive realist argument in terms of 

expansion short of an attempt to achieve regional hegemony, one finds many 

examples in which state survival was served by limited expansion, such as in 

the case of the nineteenth century unification of Germany under the Prussian 

leadership, or the territorial acquisitions of the United States during the eight-

eenth and nineteenth centuries. 

                                                      
78 Ibid., 308. 
79 The Molotov-Ribbentrop pact between Germany and the USSR was signed in August 1939. 

In April of the same year, Britain and France rejected the Soviet proposal of a tripartite alliance 

that was obviously aimed to contain Germany; see Carley 1993. 
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Evidence also undermines the neorealist arguments linking systemic polar-

ity to the behavior of states. Countering the claim of some neorealists, unipo-

larity does not appear to be especially conflict-prone, let alone war-prone. The 

unipolarity of the post-Cold War era has been largely peaceful and cooperative 

(at least in terms of interstate relations), and has not induced states to form an 

effective balancing coalition against the United States.80 Similarly, other his-

torical unipolar systems, such as that of East Asia under Chinese leadership 

between the twelfth and eighteenth centuries, have endured largely peace-

fully.81 In support of the neorealist argument, the bipolar system of the Cold 

War era has indeed been peaceful (though competitive) in comparison with 

the multipolar system of the early twentieth century. It is not clear, however, 

whether this is due to the pacifying effect of nuclear weapons rather than the 

quality of bipolarity per se. And again, when one considers a longer historical 

period, the neorealist argument becomes less persuasive. On the one hand, 

multipolar systems are not always war-prone, for example the European sys-

tem that spanned from the end of the Napoleonic Wars in 1815 until the onset 

of the Crimean War of 1853 was largely peaceful. On the other hand, some 

bipolar systems, such as the ones constituted by Sparta and Athens in ancient 

Greece, by Carthage and Rome in the third century B.C., and by France and 

the Hapsburg Empire in the first half of the sixteenth century, all witnessed 

protracted and devastating wars.82 

Neorealists raise the survival question in an attempt to explain other forms 

of state behaviors that are not likely to directly lead to conflicts and wars. They 

notably argue that survival-seeking states are unlikely to maintain effective 

cooperative ventures because of the so-called relative-gains problem: the rel-

atively inferior gains to be acquired from cooperation could, in the long run, 

alter the distribution of power, and hence states’ ability to win wars.83 But 

even in relation to those other forms of state behavior, the neorealist argu-

ments are not strongly corroborated by the evidence. In relation to neorealist 

arguments on cooperation, states (notably, those of the European Union) are 

often able and willing to maintain extensive and remarkably durable coopera-

tive arrangements.84  

The preponderance of evidence reviewed in this section indicates that states 

do not usually decide on matters of peace of conflict in a way that is consistent 

                                                      
80 For an explanation of why this is the case, see Wohlforth 1999. 
81 Kaufman, Little, and Wohlforth 2007; Wohlforth et al. 2007. 
82 Copeland 1996; Bennett and Stam 2003. 
83 Grieco 1988; Mearsheimer 1994. Other neorealists are more positive about the possibility of 

cooperation under anarchy (Glaser 1994; Glaser 2010; Copeland 2014). 
84 The pessimistic neorealist view of the possibility of cooperation among survival seekers is 

most heavily criticized by the scholars belonging to the school of liberal intuitionalism in the 

study of international politics (Keohane 1984; Axelrod and Keohane 1985; Nye 1988; Baldwin 

1993; Keohane and Martin 1995). 
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with the neorealist predictions. But this lack of empirical support cannot mean 

that states tend to behave in ways that undermine their own survival; rather, it 

is only reasonable to believe that the various neorealist arguments are based 

on faulty logic when it comes to deducing how states should behave in order 

to survive. I review and critique this logic in the following section. 

The way forward 

Even though their final conclusions lack strong empirical support, neoreal-

ists (with varying degrees of detail) offer a deductive argument showing how 

they reach their conclusions from a primitive set of assumptions. Therefore, 

instead of starting from scratch, it is worth examining the assumptions and 

mechanisms neorealists employ to reach their conclusions.  

To begin with, neorealists clearly share four bedrock assumptions.85 First, 

they agree that states exist and operate in an international political system that 

is anarchic. Anarchy in the work of neorealists is not intended to imply that 

the workings of international politics are random or chaotic; rather, neorealists 

use the concept of anarchy to denote the absence of an overarching authority 

above states (say a world government) that can regulate and enforce rules in 

interstate relations.86 The second common assumption on which the various 

neorealist arguments on interstate conflict rest is that states possess some mil-

itary means that enable them to subject each other to great harm, and possibly 

complete elimination from the system as independent actors.87 The third com-

mon neorealist assumption concerns states’ ability to discern each other’s lev-

els of material power in the short- and long-terms. Specifically, neorealists 

assume that states are able to discern each other’s current material power with 

a good degree of confidence; over the long-term, however, neorealists believe 

that states lack the ability to do so reliably.88 Fourth and last, neorealists agree 

                                                      
85 Waltz 1979, Ch. 6; Mearsheimer 2001, 30–32; Copeland 2001a, 30. 
86 Note that the concept of anarchy in itself does not denote the lack of rules regulating interstate 

relations; it does denote, however, that these rules, if they were to exist, would be chosen by 

individual states, not mandated and enforced by an overarching authority. 
87 Together, these two assumptions indicate the salience of the survival question common to all 

neorealists. Asking how states ought to behave in order to survive is, according to neorealists, 

justified by (1) the lack of an overarching authority and (2) the possibility of elimination as an 

independent actor through the use of military force. 
88 This assumption is rarely stated explicitly in the work of neorealists. On states’ ability to 

discern short-term capabilities, Copeland gives only a graphic indication of the confidence de-

gree, which I estimate at about 75% confidence; see Copeland 2001a, 30. Other neorealists do 

not provide us with any indication in that regard, but it is generally implied that states can rather 

confidently assess each other’s current material power. On their ability to discern each other’s 
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in their assumption that states lack the ability to discern each other’s present 

and future intentions, especially their intentions with regard to the use of mil-

itary force.89 

Beyond these four shared assumptions, some neorealists importantly make 

the additional assumption that states (or state leaders) are rational actors; 

Mearsheimer and Copeland clearly make this assumption.90 As Mearsheimer 

puts it, states “are rational actors. They are aware of their external environment 

and they think strategically about how to survive in it. In particular, they con-

sider the preferences of other states and how their own behavior is likely to 

affect the behavior of those other states, and how the behavior of those other 

states is likely to affect their own strategy for survival.”91 This assumption of 

rationality, however, is notably eschewed by the father of neorealism, Waltz; 

as he puts it, “since making foreign policy is such a complicated business, one 

cannot expect of political leaders the nicely calculated decisions that the word 

‘rationality’ suggests.” 92 

Other than these assumptions, it is not clear whether some of the neorealist 

claims are taken-for-granted assumptions or intermediary conclusions based 

on the mechanics of more primitive assumptions. To take an important exam-

ple, it is not clear whether Waltz assumes that states are concerned mainly 

with material facts, or whether this is a conclusion he reaches based on the 

mechanics of other assumptions.93 Since less is better in theoretical assump-

tions, it makes sense to consider the more parsimonious version of a theory if 

it invokes a mechanism capable of producing the same phenomena included 

in an assumption. So, how do neorealists combine the various assumptions to 

arrive at the conclusions they postulate about conflict behavior based on the 

demands of state survival? Three different mechanisms can be discerned in 

the work of neorealists: the security dilemma, rational-choice equilibrium, and 

Darwinian selection.  

                                                      
long-term capabilities, only Mearsheimer is explicit about states’ limited ability in that regard; 

see Mearsheimer 2001, 34–5. 
89 Waltz 1979, 105, 186; Copeland 2000, 188–9, 199–206; Copeland 2001a, 30; Mearsheimer 

2001, 31; Rosato 2014. Like the other neorealist assumptions, this one is criticized by many 

scholars (Glaser et al. 2016).  
90 Mearsheimer 2001, 30–31; Copeland 2001a, 30. 
91 Mearsheimer 2001, 30. 
92 Waltz 1986, 330. On the lack of a rationality assumption in the work of Waltz (and the 

possible consequences of this), see also Mearsheimer 2009. 
93 The lack of clarity here stems from Waltz’s claim that state behavior is a function of the so-

called structure of international politics, and he assumes the latter is constituted only by mate-

rial facts; see Waltz 1979, Ch. 5. Similarly, Waltz is not clear as to whether his claim that states 

are functionally similar (Ibid., 93–97) and self-regarding (Ibid., 91) is a matter of assumption 

or a conclusion that follows from the mechanisms he argues are operating based on other as-

sumptions. 
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According to the logic of the security dilemma, each state’s attempts to 

achieve security through increasing its power will lead other states to feel less 

secure. The latter will in turn attempt to increase their security through the 

accumulation of more power, setting a vicious cycle in motion that often leads 

to rivalry and distrust among states.94 This spiral model, according to neoreal-

ists, does not in itself necessitate militarized conflicts between survival-seek-

ing states, but it increases the chances of misperceptions and miscalculations 

that may lead to such an outcome.95 

The spiral model of the security dilemma depends on the four common ne-

orealist assumptions. It rests on the assumptions that the international system 

is anarchic and that states can use their military means to impose significant 

damage on each other, which together entail that states must rely on their own 

military power in order to ensure their security. This model also depends on 

the assumption that states are able to estimate each other’s present and near-

term power, but not long-term power. This is manifestly so, since the dilemma 

only arises if, on the one hand, states are able to perceive variations in each 

other’s current level of power and if, on the other hand, states are unsure about 

their future power. Moreover, the model crucially depends on states’ inability 

to reliably estimate each other’s current and future intentions.96 If a state were, 

for example, certain that no other state would ever attack it in the future, it 

would have no reason to increase its own power, since its survival would be 

ensured regardless.  

So far, so good. A problem, however, arises once we realize that the logic 

of the security dilemma depends on one additional assumption regarding the 

disposition of the states among which the dilemma arises: namely, that these 

states consciously and purposefully seek only their own survival.97 This is an 

unobjectionable assumption in itself if one intends to apply it to only a few 

                                                      
94 Herz 1950. 
95 Waltz 1988; Glaser 1997. What is more, it is argued that the intensity of the dilemma varies 

according to the distribution of power in the system; therefore neorealists argue that a system 

of two states (a bipolar system) is less conflict-prone than a system of three or more (a multi-

polar system). See Waltz 1979, 186–7; Mearsheimer 2001, Ch. 9. 
96 Copeland 2000; Rosato 2014. 
97 Neorealists share this claim; Mearsheimer, for example, states this as one of his theory’s five 

bedrock assumptions (Mearsheimer 2001). The reason I did not include this as one of the com-

mon neorealist assumptions is that there is an ambiguity in the work of Waltz with regard to 

whether he considers this claim to be an assumption, or instead a conclusion that follows from 

another mechanism (i.e. the Darwinian mechanism). For example, Waltz seems to be assuming 

that states consciously seek survival in claiming that his balance-of-power theory applies 

“wherever two, and only two, requirements are met: that the order be anarchic and that it be 

populated by units wishing to survive” (Waltz 1979, 121). Conversely, he claims elsewhere that 

“The survival motive is taken as the ground of action in a world where the security of states is 

not assured, rather than as a realistic description of the impulse that lies behind every act of 

state.” On this ambiguity in the work of Waltz, see also McKeown 1986. 
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states among which a security dilemma is present. The issue, however, is that 

as far as I can tell, there is nothing in the work of neorealists to suggest that 

they do not intend to apply the spiral model to all state relations and to explain 

all instances of state conflicts.98 This method of invoking the security dilemma 

in neorealism has raised two related and insurmountable objections from crit-

ics. First, it is obviously the case that a good deal of consequential state be-

havior is motivated—consciously and purposefully—by aims other than mere 

survival (for example, the US invasion of Iraq). Second, the logic of the secu-

rity dilemma cannot be operational if one actually assumes, as neorealists ap-

parently do, that all states are in fact primarily motivated only by survival, 

since there would be no reason for states to feel threatened in a world filled 

only with security seekers, and absolutely no aggressors.99 

The neorealist version of rational-choice equilibrium shares the same prob-

lematic assumption implicit in the security dilemma.100 Here it is argued that 

states behave the way they do because (1) they have consistent and ordered 

preferences they seek to achieve, and (2) they believe that a particular course 

of action is best given the response of the other states in the system, who are 

themselves rational. So, in addition to the standard four neorealist assumptions 

(which define the possible actions and their payoffs), this mechanism requires 

two further assumptions: First, it requires an assumption about the preferences 

states are purposefully and consciously trying to achieve, which in the neore-

alist case is evidently the noted problematic assumption that states are pur-

posefully and consciously seeking survival. Second, it requires us to assume 

that states are rational, and are aware of each other’s rationality.101 The first of 

these assumptions raises the same two problems identified in relation to the 

security dilemma: states are not all consciously seeking only survival, and 

even if they were, there would be scarcely any conflicts and wars in the inter-

national system. The mechanism of rational-choice equilibrium adds one 

problematic assumption of its own by assuming that states are rational actors 

that are aware of each other’s rationality. That this is a deeply problematic 

                                                      
98 For example, there is no such qualification in Waltz 1979, 186–7; Mearsheimer 2001, 35–6. 
99 Schweller 1996; Kydd 1997. 
100 Mearsheimer and Copeland clearly rely on this mechanism (Mearsheimer 2001; Copeland 

2001a). Note, however, that the logic of rational-choice equilibrium is rarely given a name in 

the work of the neorealists who invoke it. This is perhaps because the mechanism is considered 

too familiar to be spelled out, or it might be because it is assumed to follow naturally from the 

rationality assumption, which at least Mearsheimer and Copeland accept as a basis for their 

work. 
101 Mearsheimer 2001. Accordingly, for example, Mearsheimer is relying on this mechanism 

when he argues that survival-seeking states should initiate wars of expansion when they have a 

good chance of achieving regional hegemony, because as rational actors, they know that the 

other states are rational survival-seekers as well, and will thus attempt the same if the future 

balance of power changes in their favor. 
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assumption to make about any kind of actor, including states and state leaders, 

is a claim that would leave no contemporary student of social phenomena non-

plussed. 

Of course, there is no reason to believe that neorealists are not aware that 

at least some states are not perfectly rational actors that consciously and will-

ingly seek their own survival. Neorealists perhaps make these claims because 

they believe, as Waltz puts it, that “assumptions are neither true nor false … 

they are essential for the construction of theory.”102 I find this claim uncon-

vincing, however, because it allows the construction of theories with no bear-

ings on reality.103 But even if one grants that unrealistic assumptions are per-

missible for the sake of constructing a useful explanatory theory, the various 

neorealist assumptions have shown little explanatory utility, as the empirical 

evidence reviewed in the previous section demonstrates. It is therefore war-

ranted to regard the two problematic neorealist assumptions and the mecha-

nisms that invoke them with a good deal of suspicion. 

Neorealism also invokes a mechanism that resembles Darwinian selection. 

This is especially evident in the work of Waltz, who clearly relies on a quasi-

Darwinian logic of selection to offer predictions about how states do, and 

should, behave toward each other in order to survive.104 Specifically, he argues 

that the variation in the prevalence of peace and conflict in the international 

system is the product of the variation in the distribution of material power 

among states, which defines what he calls the system structure. According to 

Waltz, these “structures are selectors … [they] select by rewarding some be-

haviors and punishing others”;105 and “to say that ‘the structure selects’ means 

simply that those who conform to accepted and successful practices more of-

ten rise to the top and are likelier to stay there.”106 As such, this mechanism 

does not require the assumption that actors are deliberately seeking survival. 

The concept of survival plays a key role in the mechanism, but it is the conse-

quence of state behavior, not its cause. Nor does this mechanism require an 

assumption about actors’ rationality; as Waltz puts it, this theoretical formu-

lation “requires no assumptions of rationality or of constancy of will on the 

part of all of the actors. The theory says simply that if some do relatively well 

                                                      
102 Waltz 1979, 119. 
103 Norman Blaikie, for example, argues that a theory can be more rigorously evaluated by 

evaluating its bedrock assumptions (Blaikie 2009, vol. 2009, Ch. 4). 
104 On Darwinian reasoning in the work of Waltz, see McKeown 1986; Wendt 1999; Sterling-

Folker 2001; Wilson 2013; Sharman 2014. However, it should be noted that in some of his 

writings, Waltz is relying on the security-dilemma logic, not the Darwinian; see Waltz 1988, 

619–620. 
105 Waltz 1979, 73-4. 
106 Ibid., 92. Related arguments are made in ibid., 90; ibid., 73-7; and Waltz 1986, 330-1. 
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others will emulate them or fall by the wayside.”107 Some states may fare bet-

ter than others, but as Waltz notes, this may be due to dumb luck as much as 

it may be due to imitation or intelligence.108  

Alas, the neorealist invocation of Darwinian logic is impaired by its ambi-

guity and underspecification.109 Waltz, who more than any other neorealist 

relies on this mechanism, does not offer much discussion explicating how it 

leads to the state behaviors he postulates. Indeed, Waltz makes no reference 

at all to Darwin or the study of biological systems, but instead alludes to se-

lectionist logic often by drawing an analogy with microeconomic theory, 

which is based (in most interpretations) on the rationality assumption he him-

self eschews.110 Two manifestations of the ambiguity in Waltz’s invocation of 

Darwinian selection are especially worth noting. First, he fails to specify the 

aspect of the state being selected. This is problematic because although a state 

may persist over time, its characteristics—such as its borders, population, in-

stitutions, policies, and capabilities—vary considerably from a long-term his-

torical perspective (think, for example, of the United States or Germany over 

the last couple of centuries). Thus, unless we know which aspect of the state 

the structure of the system selects, we will not be able to discern whether any 

given state has survived over a given time frame. Second, Waltz fails to spec-

ify a fitness criterion on the basis of which the selection mechanism operates. 

In biology, fitness ultimately denotes the differential success of living organ-

isms in producing offspring.111 Thus, Darwinian selection explains the differ-

ential prevalence of living forms and their behaviors based on their differential 

ability to fulfill this criterion. In international politics, however, it is not clear 

what neorealists think the basis of selection should be.112 

                                                      
107 Waltz 1979, 118. 
108 Ibid., 76–7. 
109 The reasons I give here for why I believe the neorealist invocation of a quasi-Darwinian 

logic is inadequate are different from the ones raised by some critics of neorealism, for example 

McKeown 1986; Wendt 1999; Sharman 2014. I discuss the points raised by those critics in the 

following chapter in the context of my defense of my own application of the Darwinian logic 

to explain states’ peace and conflict behavior.  
110 Mearsheimer 2009. 
111 Though as noted in the following chapters, biologists often also take an indirect fitness 

criterion (such as animal’s net caloric intake from foraging) as a proxy to the number of off-

spring that animal can have. 
112 Survival as such cannot be a fitness criterion in a Darwinian framework because it will result 

in the following tautology: those states that survive are the ones that survive. In the following 

chapter, I propose the material basis of national power as one of many possible fitness criteri-

ons in a Darwinian theory of international politics.  
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So, in building on neorealism, what is the best way forward? In terms of 

assumptions, the four bedrock claims shared by all neorealists seem sensi-

ble,113 so I believe it is reasonable to assume that: (1) the international system 

is anarchic; (2) states possess some military means that enable them to threaten 

the very existence of each other; (3) states are able to rather accurately esti-

mate each other’s material power; and (4) states cannot with absolute certainty 

know the present and future intentions of other states, particularly in regard to 

the use of military force.114 I use these four claims as background assumptions 

in the remainder of this thesis. 

In terms of mechanisms, each of the three variants invoked in the neorealist 

canon has—as noted—its own problems. Still, compared to the other two 

mechanisms, the Darwinian logic seems to be the most promising avenue for 

further exploration as it appears to demand no strong assumptions about the 

cognitive abilities of states (i.e. about their rationality) or their dispositions 

(i.e. whether decision makers are consciously and willingly seeking the sur-

vival of their state). Given its seeming reliance on fewer assumptions, I con-

jecture that an explanation of states’ behavior based on the Darwinian logic—

if possible—is likely to have a degree of explanatory power. In the following 

chapter, I act on this conjecture by drawing an analogy with Darwinian theory 

as used in the study of biology. 

                                                      
113 Even neorealism’s most prominent critics find these four assumptions unobjectionable. 

Wendt 1995, 72; Keohane and Martin 1995. 
114 Perhaps the most problematic of these four assumptions is the last, regarding the inability 

of states to reliably discern each other’s intentions; see Rosato 2014; Glaser et al. 2016. Still, I 

assume the validity of this assumption in order to focus on the more important issue (I believe) 

of identifying a logically sound mechanism by which the four neorealist assumptions lead to 

state behavior.  
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3. A Darwinian theory of international conflict 

[C]an we doubt (remembering that many more individuals are born 
than can possibly survive) that individuals having any advantage, how-
ever slight, over others, would have the best chance of surviving and of 
procreating their kind? On the other hand, we may feel sure that any 
variation in the least degree injurious would be rigidly destroyed. This 
preservation of favourable variations and the rejection of injurious var-
iations, I call Natural Selection.  

- Charles Darwin, On the Origin of Species115 

In this chapter, I draw on evolutionary biology in order to achieve two re-

lated aims. First, I seek to explicate the operation of Darwinian mechanisms 

in international politics. This is an exercise in grand theorizing in the sense 

that it yields a theoretical framework that may potentially be of use for study-

ing various aspects of states’ forms and behaviors. Then, given the main ob-

jectives of this dissertation, the second deliverable from this chapter is a set of 

falsifiable hypotheses about states’ conflict behavior deduced from the Dar-

winian paradigm of global politics.  

Though underdeveloped in the study of international relations, there is a 

well-established scholarship that aims to import Darwinian thought into the 

study of social entities in general. This scholarship (often referred to as gen-

eralized Darwinism) identifies both the basic building blocks of the Darwinian 

explanation of biological phenomena, as well as the set of conditions that must 

be satisfied in order to make a Darwinian explanation of a social entity possi-

ble. This chapter takes the insights of this scholarship as a starting point. 

As I note in this chapter—drawing on the insights of generalized Darwin-

ism—developing a Darwinian explanation of conflict necessitates a concep-

tualization of the deep-level constitution of the state (which is the aspect of 

the state that gives rise to its outward behaviors). This conceptualization is 

necessary for the development of a Darwinian theory because it is this deep-

level constitution that retains the information about the adaptive solutions to 

the problems facing states in their quest for survival. I therefore argue that the 

deep-level constitution of the state can be conceptualized as the complex set 

of rules that, using the available resources, regulate relations of power among 

a group of people occupying a particular territory. This conceptualization, I 

argue, enables the satisfaction of the set of conditions that make a Darwinian 

explanation of states’ conflict behavior possible. In other words, this concep-

tualization enables us to conceive of states’ conflict behavior as the product 

of the three evolutionary processes of retention, variation, and selection. 

                                                      
115 Darwin 1859, 80–1. 
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The conceptual discussion in this chapter is used to argue that a Darwinian 

explanation of conflict is possible and logically sound, but it does not yield 

specific hypotheses about states’ behavior. In order to achieve the latter aim, 

this chapter draws once again on evolutionary biology. Specifically, I draw on 

a common modeling approach (called optimality modeling) used by biologists 

to provide a Darwinian explanation for animal behavior. Here, I develop three 

optimality models of state behavior that address this dissertation’s three re-

search topics (i.e. the issues of conflict initiation, conflict reciprocation, and 

conflict expansion). The outcome of these three models is a set of three corre-

sponding hypotheses about the conditions under which a state is more likely 

to initiate, reciprocate, or join conflict. 

The key substantive argument in the three hypotheses of this chapter is that 

the Darwinian mechanisms will favor states that balance the likely material 

gains from a conflict with the material risks of participating in that conflict. 

This is so for two reasons: (1) the process of Darwinian selection will penalize 

those states that pursue conflict against an exceedingly valuable adversary (in 

material terms), because this adversary will necessarily be exceedingly diffi-

cult to defeat; and (2) the process of Darwinian selection will also penalize (or 

at least not reward) those states that pursue conflict with an exceedingly weak 

adversary, since this adversary would necessarily constitute an exceedingly 

trivial prize. So, it is argued here that the states that should survive and thrive 

in international politics are those that make their conflict decisions so as to 

maximize the risk-adjusted value of a conflict; in other words, the Darwinian 

mechanisms should favor states that participate in a conflict (through initia-

tion, reciprocation, or expansion) if it is against a valuable adversary, and if 

the conflict involves reasonable levels of risk. 

I begin this chapter by describing the basic elements of Darwin’s theory of 

natural selection and highlighting—drawing on generalized Darwinism—the 

set of conditions that must be satisfied in order for the Darwinian framework 

to be applicable to the study of social phenomena. Following that, I carry out 

a necessary conceptual specification of the deep-level constitution of the state, 

based on which I argue that the Darwinian conditions of applicability are in-

deed satisfied for the study of states’ conflict behavior. Next, I draw on evo-

lutionary biology again as I seek to explicate the working of Darwinian pro-

cesses in international politics, and describe three models that capture the po-

tential costs and gains facing states in relation to their decisions to initiate, 

reciprocate, and join conflicts. Last, I outline three hypotheses regarding 

states’ conflict behavior (which follow from the three developed models), and 

discuss the ways in which their predictions compare with some influential 

claims in the study of international politics, including the claims of neorealists.  
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Darwinism: from biology to society 

What are the basic elements of the modern Darwinian explanation of bio-

logical phenomena? And what are the conditions that must be satisfied in order 

to make a Darwinian explanation of a social entity (such as the state) possible? 

The answer to the first question can be found in any standard textbook on 

evolutionary biology.116 To begin with, Darwin’s theory of natural selection 

is invoked to explain the outward traits of a living organism—what biologists 

call the phenotype of the organism. These outwards traits are often classified 

into four categories: behavioral traits (e.g. the upstream swimming of mature 

salmon); physiological traits (i.e. those related to how the bodily parts of liv-

ing organisms function); morphological traits (i.e. those related to the form of 

a living organism, such as the giraffe’s long neck); or ontogenetic traits (i.e. 

those related to the developmental life-cycles of the organism, such as the 

four-stage metamorphosis of butterflies). These phenotypic traits, we now 

know,117 are primarily an expression of the complex set of genes that most 

fundamentally constitute the organism, which is often called the genotype.118 

So, the phenotype of an organism at a given moment is immediately caused 

by its genotype at that moment.119 

But rather than aiming to explain the phenotype of a single living organism 

at a single moment of observation, biologists are often interested in explaining 

the maintenance and change of the prevalence of phenotypes within succes-

sive populations of organisms over long periods of time. Since the phenotype 

of each organism within these populations is still primarily the expression of 

its genotype, explaining the temporal variation in the prevalence of certain 

phenotypes is a matter of explaining the temporal variation in the prevalence 

of certain genotypes. So, for example, rather than explaining the long neck of 

a single giraffe today, biologists are typically interested in explaining the 

maintenance and change in the prevalence of long necks among even-toed 

ungulate mammals (the order that, in addition to giraffes, includes many other 

species, such as pigs, deer, and cattle) over millions of years. The neck length 

of every single even-toed ungulate that existed during the past 55 million years 

                                                      
116 For example, Futuyma 2005; Herron and Freeman 2013.  
117 Darwin himself did not make the distinction between phenotypes and genotypes because he 

did not know of the existence of genes. On the historical development of the important ideas in 

evolutionary biology, see Mayr 1982. 
118 On genes and genotypes, see Kampourakis 2017. 
119 The same genotype can produce different phenotypic traits, however, depending on the 

stimuli, resources, and constraints of the organism’s external environment (which is why iden-

tical twins look and behave differently). Still, compared with environmental conditions, the 

genotype of an organism has a much greater influence on its phenotype (for instance, the gen-

otype of a giraffe will not allow it to swim like a salmon, even if it lives in an environment 

typical of the latter). 
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was still primarily the result of their genotype at the moment of their existence, 

so explaining the maintenance and change in the prevalence of long necks 

among even-toed ungulates over the past 55 million years is a matter of ex-

plaining the maintenance and change in the prevalence of certain genotypes 

over that period. The question thus becomes, how do we explain the temporal 

variation in the prevalence of certain genotypes?  

Darwin’s theory of natural selection is the cornerstone of modern biology’s 

answer to this question. At the most general level, natural selection actually 

involves three distinct mechanisms: retention, variation, and selection.120 The 

first mechanism, retention (or inheritance), denotes the sequence of events by 

which some or all of the genes in existence at a particular moment in time are 

identical to the genes in some earlier period,121 which is achieved among living 

organisms through sexual and asexual reproduction. The second mechanism, 

variation, refers to the sequence of events by which new genotypes are intro-

duced to a given population. This takes place via four means: first, via the 

recombination and re-assortment of the parents’ chromosomes in their off-

spring during sexual reproduction; second, via mutation (that is, the random 

alteration in DNA during reproduction); third, via the infrequent flow of genes 

due to the migration of individuals between relatively isolated populations; 

and fourth, via the horizontal transfer of genes from one organism to another 

during their lifetimes (which notably takes place among bacteria). The third 

and final mechanism of Darwinian Theory is that of selection, which denotes 

the sequence of events by which some genotypes become either more or less 

common in the population due to the differential ability of their bearers to 

reproduce. The significance of the mechanism of selection is best understood 

by considering the unrealistic implication of a theory of biological evolution 

that considers only the first two mechanisms. Specifically, if one considers 

only the effects of retention and variation, one must accept the unrealistic 

claim that it is possible to maintain any combination of genotypes (and hence 

of phenotypes) in the system.122 If, however, one considers two additional 

facts about biological life, namely, that the genotype of an organism causes its 

phenotype, and that this phenotype—under certain environmental condi-

tions—affects the ability of the organism to reproduce, one must conclude that 

some genotypic frequencies are either less or more likely than others to be 

                                                      
120 Kutschera and Niklas 2004. Some biologists refer to Darwin’s theory in terms of the sub-

mechanism of selection only (for example, Lynch 2007). Most, however, seem to view Dar-

winism as involving the three mechanisms of retention, variation, and selection.  
121 While it is not uncommon to refer to this process as “retention” (see, for example, Campbell 

1960; Stoelhorst 2008), note that biologists often use other terms to refer to the same thing 

(notably, they use “inheritance,” “reproduction,” and “heredity”). I choose to use the term “re-

tention” because it captures the functional role of this process in Darwinian theory without 

evoking ideas about the exact biological mechanics of creating offspring (which are not in 

themselves essential to a Darwinian explanation as noted below).  
122 Stoelhorst 2008, 349. 
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maintained over time. The process of selection must thus be considered to 

comprehend the ways in which genotypes become either more or less common 

over time due to the differences in the fitness of phenotypes for surrounding 

environmental conditions. The latter includes the members of the organism’s 

own species and living organisms belonging to other species, as well as abiotic 

factors such as rainfall and wind. As these environmental conditions change, 

so do the kinds of phenotypic traits that would be favored by the process of 

selection. 

The genotype-phenotype distinction and the three mechanisms of retention, 

variation, and selection are the essential building blocks of modern Darwinian 

explanations of biological life.123 These building blocks are necessary and suf-

ficient to account for other higher-order mechanisms of interest in evolution-

ary biology. Most importantly, these building blocks give rise to the mecha-

nism of adaptation, which is the sine qua non of a Darwinian explanation.124 

Adaptation refers to the differences in the prevalence of phenotypic traits 

within a population due to the differential ability of these traits to retain their 

genotypes. For example, a Darwinian (adaptationist) account of the preva-

lence of long necks among giraffes involves showing how this trait (compared 

to shorter necks) has made giraffes better adapted to browse for vegetation at 

heights that are unreachable to most other herbivores.125 Such an adaptationist 

account depends (1) on the existence of the genotype (to contain information 

about how to produce the different phenotypes), (2) on the process of retention 

(to ensure the preservation of genotypes over time), (3) on the process of var-

iation (to replenish genotypic-phenotypic variety in the population), and (4) 

on the process of selection (to reward or penalize the different genotypic-phe-

notypic variants through differential retention). 

Given the aims of this thesis, the question thus becomes: Is it possible to 

apply these same building blocks of Darwinian theory to the study of a social 

entity such as the state? Since the publication of On the Origin of Species, 

there have been numerous attempts—spanning many fields of study—to im-

port Darwinian principles in order to explain social phenomena.126 But it is 

                                                      
123 Kutschera and Niklas 2004. 
124 These building blocks are also used to account for other higher-order mechanisms relevant 

to evolutionary biology, such as the process of coevolution (a selection process occurring 

among populations whose members are cooperatively or conflictingly dependent on each 

other), the process of speciation (whereby mutation and selection cause two groups of offspring 

to become markedly different from each other), the process of extinction (whereby some gen-

otypes are eliminated from the system altogether), and the process of artificial selection (in 

which the selection environment is constituted by purposeful human beings who choose to 

breed certain life forms based on the utility or aesthetic value of their phenotypes). 
125 Mitchell, Sittert, and Skinner 2009; Mitchell et al. 2013. 
126 For recent examples, see Lewis and Steinmo 2007; Hodgson and Knudsen 2010; Lewis and 

Steinmo 2010; Lustick 2011; Blyth et al. 2011; Nelson et al. 2018. A handful of these attempts 
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only during recent decades that a group of scholars have focused on theorizing 

the general specifications and conditions necessary for the Darwinian frame-

work to apply to the study of a given social phenomenon. The product of these 

contributions has come to be known as Generalized Darwinism.127 

Generalized Darwinism is based on the argument that the explanatory 

power of Darwin’s theory does not depend on the specific properties and 

mechanisms that exist in the biological domain. It is argued that applying the 

Darwinian principles does not necessitate, for example, that the coding of ge-

netic instructions be located in the DNA, that the retention of genotypes take 

place through sexual reproduction, or that variation be introduced to popula-

tions through random mutation. Rather, generalized Darwinism maintains that 

the properties and mechanisms of biological systems only matter to a Darwin-

ian theory because of the functions they fulfill. It is argued, therefore, that at 

a high level of abstraction, the same explanatory logic of the Darwinian frame-

work as used to study biological entities can be applied to the study of social 

entities.128  

Among contributors to the Generalized Darwinist approach there is broad 

consensus that adequately applying Darwinian principles to the study of a 

given social entity necessitates one conceptual specification and three condi-

tions.129 The conceptual specification is related to the genotype-phenotype dis-

tinction in biology: specifically, Generalized Darwinism emphasizes the need 

to specify the deep-level constitution of the studied social entity (which is 

analogous to its genotype) and distinguish it from the entity’s outward char-

acteristics, notably, its form and behavior (which are analogous to its pheno-

type).130 This distinction is necessary for the development of a Darwinian the-

ory of a social phenomenon because such a theory (as in biological evolution) 

                                                      
were even made by scholars of international relations; see Florini 1996; Modelski 1996; Kahler 

1999; Thompson 2001; Cederman and Gleditsch 2004; Modelski, Devezas, and Thompson 

2008; Sagarin and Taylor 2008; Tang 2010; Tang 2013. 
127 Generalized Darwinism is also known as Universal Darwinism (Dawkins 2010). Important 

modern contributions to Generalized Darwinism include Campbell 1960; Dawkins 1978; Daw-

kins 2010; Hull 1988; Dennett 1995; Aldrich et al. 2008; Hodgson and Knudsen 2010. Some 

contributors to Generalized Darwinism make a strong claim that is not adopted in this thesis, 

arguing that the Darwinian framework (rather than being just useful) is necessary to achieve a 

complete understanding of any social phenomena (Ibid.; Tang 2013). I do not find this argument 

compelling, and accordingly treat the generalized Darwinian framework only as a potentially 

useful means to explain social entities.  
128 Winter 1991; Stoelhorst 2008; Hodgson and Knudsen 2010. 
129 Stoelhorst 2008; Hodgson and Knudsen 2010, 32–35. For an overview, see Breslin 2011. 
130 Note that making the genotype-phenotype distinction is necessary even if one attempts to 

explain a system (social or biological) in Lamarckian (rather than Darwinian) terms, since it 

provides the only way to distinguish between inheritance and mere contagion (Hull 1982; 

Hodgson and Knudsen 2006). Note also that what I refer to in this dissertation as the “deep-
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would explain variation in the outward characteristics of a social entity only 

indirectly, by explaining variation in its deep-level constitution.131 Here, Gen-

eralized Darwinism emphasizes that the genotype of a living organism is a 

program-like set of instructions that determines the organism’s phenotype 

(and hence the ways in which the organism interacts with its environment). In 

biological evolutionary theory, genotypes play an essential role as the means 

by which information about phenotypic traits is stored and transmitted from 

one generation to the next. In a similar way, a theory of social evolution also 

requires specification of the deep-level constitution of the studied entity, since 

this is the aspect that retains the information about how the entity should be-

have, or look like, under different environmental conditions.  

Once this conceptual distinction is made, Generalized Darwinism high-

lights three conditions (corresponding to the three processes of retention, var-

iation, and selection) that must be satisfied in order for the Darwinian frame-

work to be applicable to the study of a social entity. First, there must be some 

means by which it is possible to retain the genotype of the studied entity in the 

system over a relevant time scale. Note here that what matters in biological 

evolution is not parents’ ability to produce offspring; rather, the significance 

of reproduction (whether sexual or asexual) among living forms is that off-

spring tend to maintain most of their parents’ genetic constitution, thereby 

leading to the retention of this constitution in the studied population over 

time.132 Therefore, a Darwinian framework should still be possible even if the 

genotype of the studied entities is maintained over time via means other than 

the creation of offspring. The second condition for applying a Darwinian the-

ory is the existence of some means by which variation in the genotypes (and 

hence, the phenotypes) of the studied social entities is replenished. Here again, 

the means of replenishing variant forms in populations of social entities do not 

have to be identical to the ones found in biological evolution; that said, the 

existence of some means of introducing new variants into the system should 

                                                      
level constitution” is often referred to in the Generalized Darwinism literature as the “replica-

tor,” which is in turn distinguished from the outward appearance of the organism or social entity 

(the latter being called the “interactor”); see ibid. I choose to use the terms deep-level constitu-

tion and outward traits of entities because I believe they are more intelligible when applied to 

states and their behavior.  
131 As noted above, a Darwinian explanation of an outward biological trait (i.e. a phenotype) 

such as the prevalence of long necks among giraffes accounts for this trait by explaining the 

prevalence of the genotypes that give rise to long necks among giraffes.  
132 To illustrate that the reproduction of offspring is not in itself significant for evolutionary 

theory in biology, imagine if the world were such that each living organism was equally likely 

to produce any of the other infinitely possible life forms. For instance, imagine that each giraffe 

was equally likely to give birth to a long- or short-necked offspring, or even to a drastically 

distant life form such as a salmon. Applying the Darwinian framework to explain the variation 

of traits in this world would not be possible (despite the existence of reproduction) since the 

offspring’s traits would be completely unrelated to those of their parents.  
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be demonstrated.133 Third and last, applying a Darwinian explanation necessi-

tates that the phenotypic trait of interest in the studied social entities has a 

significant effect on the likelihood that the genotype will be retained in the 

system over time. Note that unlike the first two conditions, which apply to the 

studied entity as a whole, this condition applies to the specific phenotypic trait 

the researcher aims to explain. The point here is that a Darwinian explanation 

of some trait (say a behavior) is not possible if the likelihood that genotypes 

are retained in the system is unrelated to the quality or quantity of this trait.134  

If these three conditions are met, the next step in developing a Darwinian 

explanation involves showing how different variants of a social entity’s trait 

are differentially fit to be retained in a specific environment. As noted, this 

adaptationist exposition is common to all invocations of natural selection in 

biology. In the study of animal behaviors (such as fighting or foraging behav-

iors), the adaptationist exposition of natural selection involves developing 

what biologists call an optimality model. Below, I describe this modeling ap-

proach and draw on it in order to elaborate the effects of the Darwinian pro-

cesses on states’ behavior in international politics. But first, over the following 

two sections, I develop the conceptual specification and evaluate the three 

conditions necessary in order to apply the Darwinian framework to the study 

of states’ conflict behavior. 

The deep-level constitution of the state 

As just noted, applying a Darwinian framework to the study of a social 

entity requires, first of all, a conceptual specification of this entity’s deep-level 

constitution. Accordingly, the first step in developing a Darwinian explanation 

of states’ conflict behavior requires an exact conceptual specification of the 

                                                      
133 Stoelhorst argues that the existence of variation-replenishing means is essential for a Dar-

winian theory, because otherwise the latter would be able to explain neither how different forms 

evolve from a common ancestor nor how increasingly complex forms emerge from those that 

are more primitive (Stoelhorst 2008). But there is an additional reason: without the existence 

of variation in deep-level constitutions, there would be no variation in observable characteris-

tics, and hence no need for a Darwinian explanation (or any explanation for that matter), since 

one would be attempting to explain a constant. 
134 As David Hull puts it, in order for the Darwinian theory to apply, the studied “entity must 

interact with its environment in such a way that some replication sequence ... is differential” 

(1988, 409). But note that if this condition is not met, the prevalence of the genotypes-pheno-

types in the population would still change due to the random sampling of genotypes during 

retention. This random process would then be called genetic drift, which is part of a non-Dar-

winian evolutionary theory. In biology, a trait such as giraffes’ long necks or the upward swim 

of salmon are only suitable for explaining using natural selection, since these traits affect the 

differential ability of individuals within these species to reproduce. Natural selection has noth-

ing to say about traits that neither amplify nor dampen their bearers’ odds of reproduction. 
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deep-level constitution of the state.135 Distinguishing the deep-level constitu-

tion of the state from its observable traits is necessary for the development of 

a Darwinian theory of international conflict. This is so because (as in biologi-

cal evolution) a Darwinian theory of international conflict would explain var-

iation in the observable conflict behaviors of states by explaining variation in 

their deep-level constitutions. This section develops a conception of the deep-

level constitution of the state. 

To develop such a conception (and in order for this conception to be suita-

ble for a Darwinian theory), it is important to note that the deep-level consti-

tution should be to a state what the genotype is to a living organism. This 

analogy is both ontological and functional. In ontological terms, the genotype 

is an essential subcomponent of a living organism: the latter cannot exist with-

out the former. In functional terms, the genotype is the aspect of the living 

organism that retains the information that (in interaction with stimuli from the 

environment) gives rise to the observable traits (the phenotype) of that living 

organism. Analogously, and in ontological terms, the conception of the deep-

level constitution should refer to a phenomenon that is an essential subcom-

ponent of the state as such. In functional terms, the conception of the deep-

level constitution should refer to the aspect of the state that retains the infor-

mation that (in interaction with stimuli from the environment) gives rise to the 

state’s observable traits (i.e. its form and behavior, including its conflict be-

havior). 

Keeping the ontological and functional dimensions of the analogy with bi-

ological genotypes in mind, I believe it is useful to develop a conception of 

the deep-level constitution of the state by departing from existing conceptions 

of the state as such. This is not to imply that the state is identical to its deep-

level constitution; rather, considering existing conceptions of the state is im-

portant because however one might conceive of it, the deep-level constitution 

should be an essential subcomponent of the entity referred to in the conception 

of the state as a whole. Accordingly, I argue that a proper conception of the 

deep-level constitution can be arrived at by an act of reductionism on the con-

ception of the state as such.136 This act of reductionism, if properly carried out, 

will ensure the ontological dimension of the analogy with biology (that is, that 

the deep-level constitution should be an essential subcomponent of the state 

as such). In addition, one must also ensure that the reduced conception of the 

                                                      
135 Obviously, this does not refer to the state’s legal constitution, although, however we define 

the state, its legal constitution probably forms a part of this deep-level constitution. 
136 By “reductionism,” I mean trimming and pruning the conception of the state in order to 

arrive at a proper conception of its deep-level constitution. Note that this is different from the 

usage of “reductionism” in which the term indicates redundancy. In the latter usage, if X can 

be reduced to Y, this is taken to mean that if one knows Y, then one can in principle know X. I 

am not using “reductionism” in this sense; in other words, I do not mean that the conception of 

the deep-level constitution will render that of the state redundant.  
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state (the deep-level constitution of the state) fulfills the functional role nec-

essary for the development of a Darwinian theory (i.e. this deep-level consti-

tution must be capable of retaining information that reproduces state form and 

behavior under similar environmental stimuli). Accordingly, in what follows, 

I begin with a brief review of existing theories of the state in order to identify 

its essential dimensions. Next, guided by these dimensions, I formulate a func-

tionally appropriate conception of the deep-level constitution of the state. 

Theories of the state  

The state is a notoriously difficult phenomenon to define. Perhaps because 

it is not a manifest, material object, the existing scholarship offers considera-

ble variation in its conceptualization of the state. My aim here is not to adju-

dicate among the extant conceptions; rather, I seek to identify the essential 

dimensions highlighted in the competing conceptions, because I believe each 

of them taps into some important aspects of the phenomenon referred to as the 

state (hence making these different dimensions relevant in guiding the formu-

lation of a conception of the deep-level constitution). 

Broadly speaking, state theories can be grouped into five approaches: elit-

ist, pluralist, Marxist, legal-institutional, and culturalist.137 These five ap-

proaches share a common core captured by the popular Weberian definition, 

which regards the state as “the human community that, within a defined terri-

tory ... (successfully) claims the monopoly of legitimate force for itself.”138 

This definition captures one vital aspect that all the theories share: the state is 

the entity with the main responsibility for political control (i.e. the regulation 

of the use of force among a population occupying a particular territory). Be-

yond this aspect however, existing theories vary notably with regard to their 

conception of the state. Elitist theories view the state as a centralized authority 

and bureaucracy (in short, a government) that exercises control over a popu-

lation.139 The population in elitist theory is largely treated as if it were com-

posed of individuals and groups who (though capable of political action) are 

not part of the state and its actorhood as such. In contrast to the elitist ap-

proach, pluralist theories view the state as an arena of strategic interaction 

among a multitude of actors and groups. These actors and groups, as in elitism, 

                                                      
137 Grouping state theories into five categories is a reduced version of the categorization in Hay, 

Lister, and Marsh 2005. The latter offer a good overview of different state theories. Other re-

views of the different conceptions of the state can be found in Scheidel 2013; Hau 2015. 
138 Weber 2008, 156. The Weberian definition is problematic because only a few—if any—

states have an unchallenged monopoly on the legitimate use of force over their entire territories; 

see Mann 1993, 55; Wendt 1999, 206. Here, I interpret this aspect of the definition as a claim 

about what states aspire to achieve but in practice rarely do completely.  
139 Tilly 1985, 170; Tilly 1992, 1–2; Mann 1993, 55. 
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include the government, but they also include other societal actors who (ac-

cording to pluralism) exert important influence on the form and behavior of 

the state.140 Marxist theories share the pluralist view of the state as an arena in 

which different groups exercise their influences, but the Marxist conception 

of the state differs from the pluralist in two important respects: first, Marxists 

view the state as the product of an adversarial power struggle between the 

different economic classes; second, Marxists emphasize that the conception 

of the state cannot be divorced from its function as a tool to control and allo-

cate material resources.141 In the legal-institutional approach, the state is 

viewed essentially as a complex set of laws and rules that determine the influ-

ence of the various public and private actors within the state. Thus, as in plu-

ralism and Marxism (and unlike elitism), this approach conceptualizes the 

state as being affected by various groups (including non-governmental 

groups). Unlike pluralism and Marxism, however, what essentially character-

izes the state in this approach is the relatively stable institutional-legal struc-

ture that regulates the relations between the different groups acting within and 

through the state.142 Finally, the culturalist approach includes a diverse group 

of state theories. In many of its strands (e.g. feminist, postmodernist, and green 

theory), the state is viewed in a way that is similar to that of Marxism, except 

that the nature of adversarial power-relations is not only class-based, but ex-

tends to include other categories such as gender and race. This point of simi-

larity with Marxism aside, the key distinguishing characteristic of the cultur-

alist approach is that it views the state at its base as a set of ideas, norms, and 

discursive practices. For culturalists, the nature of the other aspects of the state 

(for example, its government, its economic organization, and its institutional-

legal structure) is determined by its more basic ideational-normative struc-

ture.143  

The aforementioned divergence in the literature as to the proper dimensions 

of the state concept is mostly a matter of disagreeing over relative emphasis, 

not exclusion. For example, no proponent of any of the aforementioned theo-

ries is oblivious to the fact that states are characterized by the presence of a 

government or some form of centralized authority. The difference between 

elitism and the other approaches, however, is that the former emphasizes the 

exercise of power by a centralized authority as the most characteristic feature 

of the state. Still, some of the aforementioned dimensions of the state adopted 

                                                      
140 For an overview and a modern defense of pluralism, see Almond 1988. 
141 For an overview of Marxist state theories and their genealogy, see Hay 2005. 
142 Much political science research seems to rely on this view of the state as an institutional-

legal order; for example, Spruyt 1994; Fukuyama 2012. For an overview, see Schmidt 2005. 
143 Hay, Lister, and Marsh 2005; Hau 2015. The former includes chapters reviewing feminist, 

green, and post-structuralist conceptions of the state. In the study of international relations, the 

culturalist conception is prominent in the constructivist school (Wendt 2004). 
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by the different traditions are clearly contradictory (e.g. only Marxists view 

class struggle as an essential component of the state). Setting aside those ir-

reconcilable aspects and focusing on the least common denominator between 

the different views allows one to arrive at a synthetic (somewhat reductive) 

conception of the state that is consistent with most treatments of this con-

cept.144 Specifically, I believe that existing treatments highlight six essential 

dimensions of the state:  

1. It is the entity with the main responsibility for political control (i.e. 

the regulation of the use of force among a population occupying a 

particular territory). 

2. It involves a degree of centralized authority (or a government). 

3. It is an arena of strategic interaction among many individuals and 

groups. 

4. It is a legal-institutional structure.  

5. It is an ideational-normative structure. 

6. It involves the control and allocation of resources (both material and 

ideational). 

The first of the aforementioned dimensions is articulated in the Weberian 

definition and shared by all the theories. The second dimension is emphasized 

in elitism, and the third is emphasized in pluralism. The fourth and the fifth 

dimensions are emphasized in the legal-institutional and culturalist ap-

proaches, respectively. Finally, the sixth dimension is emphasized in Marxism 

(in relation to material resources) and in the critical strands of the culturalist 

approaches (in relation to ideational resources).145 

Reducing the state to its deep-level constitution 

In light of this brief review, a conception of states’ deep-level constitu-

tions—one that is suitable for use in a Darwinian theory of conflict—can be 

pieced together by reducing the six dimensions of the state as such. In doing 

so, however, it is essential to ensure that the reduced conception of the state 

                                                      
144 Formulating a synthetic conception of the state that draws on many traditions is a common 

practice; see, for example, Skocpol 1979, 29; Wendt 1999, 201–14. 
145 I did not find the terminology of “resources” in the culturalist literature, but I believe it is 

consistent with this approach. Like material stuff, ideational phenomena (ideas, norms, strate-

gies, knowledge, rights, etc.) can be viewed as resources in the sense that they enable and con-

strain individuals’ actions. For example, voting rights are an ideational resource, the possession 

of which enables and constrains certain individuals’ actions. As such, the view of ideational 

stuff as resources is consistent with the culturalist view (especially in its critical strands) of the 

state as an arena of ideational and normative contestation.  
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(i.e. its deep-level constitution) is capable of fulfilling a functional role anal-

ogous to that of the genotype in biology. As noted, the genotype of a living 

organism can be thought of as a program-like carrier of the information nec-

essary to reproduce the organism’s phenotype under certain environmental 

conditions.146 This program-like property signifies that identically constituted 

genotypes will always produce the same phenotypic trait in the presence of 

identical environmental stimuli. The aim here is to trim down the identified 

six dimensions of the state to the point at which the reduced conception (i.e. 

the deep-level constitution of the state) serves an analogous function for the 

state; in other words, the aim is to identify the aspect of the state that holds the 

information necessary in order to always produce the same observable state 

trait (importantly, its behavior) given identical environmental stimuli.147 With 

this requirement in mind, the question is then: What should be the starting 

point for building the conception of the deep-level constitution? 

It is useful to begin answering this question by excluding some state-related 

phenomena as suitable starting points on which to base the construction of the 

conception of the deep-level constitution. First, we can exclude the regime 

type of the state (by which I mean, for example, whether the state is democratic 

or autocratic, secular or theocratic, monarchic or republican, parliamentarian 

or presidential, etc.), since it is evident that the sharing of a regime type with 

another state does not always produce the same behavior under the same en-

vironmental conditions (for example, Sweden and Norway are two democratic 

states situated in the same region, yet they do not always behave similarly in 

their international or domestic affairs). For a similar reason we can exclude 

the character of the state government and its leadership, since the same gov-

ernment, ruling party, and individual leaders often push their states to behave 

differently, despite the constancy of external inputs (for example, Richard 

Nixon’s rapprochement with China in the 1970s was a turnaround, both in US 

policy and in Nixon’s own ideas, that occurred despite the virtual constancy 

                                                      
146 The view of the genotype as serving program-like functions comes from Hodgson and 

Knudsen 2010. The same authors also provide the conception of information that is used here: 

“some encoded means of generating conditional dispositions that can be transmitted to other 

entities and cause a response”( Ibid., IX). 
147 Like the traits of living forms, the characteristics of the state can in principle be both behav-

ioral and morphological. Behavioral state traits are rather easy to denote: even when one cannot 

precisely define them, it is often possible to identify their presence (for example, it is often 

possible to identify when a state goes to war or when it raises taxes). However, what can be 

called the morphology of the state is rather difficult to define precisely given the large-scale 

and intangible nature of the state, and given the lack of scholarly consensus as to what the 

phenomenon of the state precisely denotes. Given this difficulty, and given the aim of this thesis 

to explain state conflict behavior, I focus my discussions and illustrations here on state behavior 

(though the same arguments made here should apply straightforwardly to state morphology, 

assuming one is able to define what state morphology is). 
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in the makeup of the international system). Finally, we can also exclude the 

state’s physical and geographical properties (for example, the size and nature 

of its territories) because, again, states with similar physical and geographical 

properties often behave differently despite the similar external stimuli.  

I suggest that a suitable conception of the deep-level constitution can be 

constructed starting at the level of the complex set of formal and informal rules 

that one finds in a state. Each of these rules takes the form: “in circumstances 

X do Y,”148 and they each prescribe, permit, or advise the actions of individu-

als and groups within the state.149 The rules that constitute the deep-level con-

stitution of the state are complex, both in that there is a multitude of them, and 

in that they critically depend on each other. For example, in a given demo-

cratic system, a rule may exist that allows the president to declare war. This 

rule, however, is dependent on many other interdependent rules, such as those 

that authorize presidents to declare wars in specific situations; the rules that 

identify some person as the president as a result of an election process; the 

rules that permit some people to seek election; the rules that organize the vot-

ing process; the rules that define who has the right to vote, etc.150 Moreover, 

the rules of the deep-level constitution can be either formal or informal. For-

mal rules are explicit, and usually codified in laws, policies, and codes of con-

duct. Informal rules exist in non-official sources (sometimes implicitly) such 

as in the habits, shared beliefs, and cultures of different groups and state insti-

tutions.151 Furthermore, the rules of the deep-level constitution need not be 

institutional or social in nature. As defined here, a rule instructing a person to 

do Y in circumstance X can take the form of a motive or an idea that a person 

does not share with others, either deliberately, or because this person may be 

unable to express, or unaware of, his or her motives and ideas. Accordingly, 

the rules that constitute the deep-level constitution of the state can also be an 

expression of certain immutable aspects of specific individuals (say, leaders) 

or of human nature in general. 

Conceiving of the deep-level constitution of the state as a complex set of 

formal and informal rules has two advantages. On the one hand, it makes the 

concept consistent with four of the six noted dimensions of the concept of the 

state proper. First, in that it includes formal and informal rules, it is consistent 

with the views of the state, both as an institutional-legal order and as an idea-

tional-cultural phenomenon. Second, in being accommodative of the rules that 

                                                      
148 Hodgson 2006, 3. 
149 On institutional rules, see Crawford and Ostrom 1995. 
150 Some of the rules that are often characterized as international are better conceived of as part 

of the deep-level constitution of the state. For example, the rule representing the norm of non-

interventionism in interstate relations can be considered to be part of the deep-level constitution 

of the states adopting this norm. 
151 Thus, informal rules can be directly related to politics and state affairs, or they can be de-

rived from other sources, such as religious doctrines and folk wisdom. 
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individuals carry in their brains, this conception of the deep-level constitution 

is also consistent with elitist approaches to the state that emphasize the role 

played by state leadership. Third, in that it regards these rules as complex, this 

conception of the deep-level constitution allows for the possibility that many 

individuals and groups have an influence on states’ form and behavior. On the 

other hand, placing rules at the center of the concept allows the deep-level 

constitution to serve the function of a program-like carrier of the information 

that reproduces the same state trait under identical environmental conditions. 

The complex set of rules of the deep-level constitution will remain the same 

as long as the totality of the laws, ideas, interests, values, and norms that exist 

within the state remain the same, and it will accordingly generate the same 

state trait given the same external stimuli. When these rules significantly 

change, however, because, for example, the leadership of the state or its pref-

erences change, then the deep-level constitution may produce a different state 

behavior even if the environmental inputs remain constant.152  

Still, more qualifications are needed to formulate a proper conception of 

the deep-level constitution, since not all rules of the identified form are related 

to politics or to the state phenomenon. For example, rules that regulate peo-

ple’s bodily functions, or that relate to personal matters such as food prefer-

ences are mostly irrelevant to the study of politics. Accordingly, the complex 

set of formal and informal rules that constitute the deep-level constitution of 

the state must also be political in that (and here I am relying on the previously 

noted dimension of Weber’s definition of the state) they must be directly or 

indirectly related to the regulation of the use of force among people occupying 

a particular territory. 

Finally, the conception of the deep-level constitution must relate to the di-

mension viewing the state as being involved in the control and allocation of 

resources (both material and ideational). Accounting for the role of resources 

in the conception of the deep-level constitution is important because rules 

(whether formal or informal) are ultimately ideational constructs that may in 

principle exist without having any effect on the world. To illustrate, imagine 

a leader of a state who believes that it is a good idea for the country he or she 

is leading to attack a neighboring state. Now, further suppose that the leader 

never acts upon this idea, and never communicates it to anyone. In this hypo-

thetical situation, the proposition “attack the neighboring country” that exists 

in the leader’s brain is a rule that relates to political matters, but such a rule 

should be irrelevant to the conceptualization of a state’s deep-level constitu-

tion, since it does not in any way affect the form or behavior of the state. In 

the above hypothetical example, the proposition “attack the neighboring coun-

try” is only relevant to state affairs if the person possessing this rule begins to 

                                                      
152 Note that while identical deep-level constitutions facing identical environmental conditions 

will always produce identical outcomes, identical outcomes can still occur despite variations in 

the deep-level constitutions and in environmental conditions due to equifinality.  
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act on it, or if this rule affects other ideational phenomena (e.g. the leader’s 

perception of the neighboring state and its actions) that in turn affect how he 

or she behaves. The point here is that the formal and informal political rules 

that matter to the conception of the deep-level constitution are only those that 

have some effect on the state’s existing material or ideational resources. Ac-

cordingly, we should add the final piece to the definition of the deep-level 

constitution of the state by identifying it as the complex set of formal and in-

formal rules related to the regulation of the use of force among the population 

of a specific territory that affect the available material and ideational re-

sources of the state. 

This conception of the deep-level constitution is suitable for use in a Dar-

winian theory of international conflict because it is ontologically and func-

tionally analogous to the genotypes of living organisms. Ontologically, the 

deep-level constitution is an essential subcomponent of the state as a whole 

(which is true simply by virtue of the former being formulated by reducing the 

concept of the latter).153 Functionally, the rule-based conception of the deep-

level constitution allows it, as noted, to be the aspect of the state that holds the 

information necessary to always produce the same state behaviors given iden-

tical environmental stimuli. 

While the deep-level constitution of the state overlaps with the state as such 

(in virtue of the former being a subcomponent of the latter), it is important not 

to confuse the two. The deep-level constitution is not the state’s government, 

leadership, influential groups, territories, or flag. More generally, the deep-

level constitution does not include anything and everything that is not a rule.154 

This means that the deep-level constitution does not include various kinds of 

physical phenomena (e.g. cities, landmarks, natural resources, armies, and 

people as physical objects), ideational constructions (e.g. flags, languages, and 

national symbols), or psychological qualities and tendencies (e.g. groups’ 

feelings of amity and enmity toward other groups, or citizens’ perception of 

their leadership as legitimate). It is important here, however, to note three 

things about these phenomena that lie outside the deep-level constitution. 

First, these phenomena (though excluded from the concept) may serve as stim-

uli to the complex set of rules that make up the deep-level constitution of the 

state. Second, some of the noted phenomena (e.g. armies or the natural en-

                                                      
153 This is to say that the state (a phenomenon whose conceptual dimensions were identified by 

reviewing the theories of the state) cannot exist without a complex set of formal and informal 

rules related to the regulation of the use of force among the population of a specific territory 

that affect the available material and ideational resources of the state. 
154 Some rules should not be considered to be part of the deep-level constitution of the state. 

These rules come in two forms that were noted above: rules related to non-political matters (e.g. 

dietary rules) and rules that (though political) are kept privately by their bearers and thus do not 

have any implications for the material or ideational resources of the state. 
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dowment of a state) can be regarded as resources that the deep-level constitu-

tion can manipulate. Third, some of the mentioned phenomena (notably the 

government and the individual human beings who lead the state) are the car-

riers and interpreters of the rules that form the deep-level constitution. 

While defining the deep-level constitution is easy, measuring and describ-

ing its contents in specific instances is not a straightforward matter for several 

reasons. First, some of the rules of the deep-level constitution are the expres-

sion of privately held principles, ideas, and motives whose bearers (even if 

willing to divulge their inner thoughts) might be incapable of articulating 

them. Second, the deep-level constitution is partly made up of informal rules 

that are difficult to measure due to their lack of codification in a text. Third 

and last, even the rules that are codified in, say, legal and religious texts, often 

have different expressions depending on the subjective interpretations of the 

people who engage with them. The difficulties of precise measurement not-

withstanding, it should be possible to identify the key features of the deep-

level constitution of a state and track major changes therein. For example, it 

is possible to identify the key features of the deep-level constitution of Nazi 

Germany (its authoritarianism, its militarism, its racial doctrines, its aversion 

to communism, etc.) and to detect that a major change occurred to this consti-

tution after the end of WWII. This sort of identification of major changes can 

be obtained based on a dedicated examination of the rules that make up the 

deep-level constitution of the state. In addition, the identification of the prop-

erties of the deep-level constitution must also be corroborated with what can 

be inferred from the state’s observable behavior.  

Retention, variation, and selection in global politics 

Now that the deep-level constitution of the state has been specified, the 

prevalence of the state trait of interest to this dissertation (states’ conflict be-

havior) can largely be explained in terms of the prevalence of that constitu-

tion.155 This is, as discussed, the same approach used in evolutionary biology: 

it explains the prevalence of the outward traits of living organisms in terms of 

the prevalence of certain genetic constitutions that are a significant cause of 

these outward traits. As was also noted, however, applying the Darwinian ap-

proach to the study of a social entity requires three further conditions. The first 

two conditions are that there must be some means by which the deep-level 

constitutions of the studied entities are (1) retained and (2) altered. The third 

condition is that the continued retention of deep-level constitutions over time 

must be affected to a significant degree by the phenotype of interest produced 

                                                      
155 I say “largely” because environmental conditions have some effect on the prevalence of 

conflict in virtue of them acting as stimuli on states’ deep-level constitutions.  
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by these constitutions. These three conditions, I argue in this section, are sat-

isfied for the study of states and their conflict behavior. The satisfaction of 

these conditions implies that the prevalence of different kinds of states’ deep-

level constitutions (and hence the prevalence of peace and conflict) can be 

explained by the three Darwinian processes of retention, variation, and selec-

tion. 

In relation to retention, it can easily be discerned that most states tend to 

maintain most of their makeup over time. As expressed by Alexander Wendt, 

“states are homeostatic structures that are relatively enduring over time. Like 

other cultural forms states are self-fulfilling prophecies … once up and run-

ning they acquire interests in reproducing themselves that create resistance to 

disappearing of their own accord.”156 Of course, radical changes over short 

periods of time can and do occur, but these are the exception. So, for instance, 

though it is theoretically possible, it is highly unlikely that we will wake up 

tomorrow to find a dictatorship in Sweden and a liberal democracy in North 

Korea. Given the noted definition of states’ deep-level constitutions, we can 

more specifically say that retention occurs in global politics when the complex 

set of rules governing relations of power among a certain group of people oc-

cupying a particular territory are retained. That is, retention takes place when 

state action is affected by, for instance, the same specific individuals, the same 

ideas and motives (even when the specific individuals holding these ideas and 

motives change), and the same legal, cultural, social, economic, and political 

institutions of the state. As such, many of the ways in which retention pro-

duces its effects may easily be discerned. For example, since the state is partly 

constituted by humans, and since human nature remains largely stable over 

decades, centuries, and (at least a few) millennia, then a state’s constitution is 

in some respects retained due to the retention of the nature of the humans who 

make up the state. This same human nature has a tendency to reproduce the 

institutional structures in which it finds itself, and individuals’ ideas and mo-

tives (including their ideas about which states are enemies or friends) are in 

turn the product of these institutional structures. So, for example, one might 

claim that during the Cold War, the successive leaders of the US and the So-

viet Union saw each other as adversaries because, among other things, of the 

grand strategy of their respective countries, and, on the other hand, since they 

saw each other as adversaries, they reproduced the same grand strategy. This 

is not to deny, however, that the retention of a state constitution is often the 

product of deliberate and conscious decisions. Notably, the deep-level institu-

tional structures of the state (whether legal, economic, social, cultural, politi-

cal, or economic) are often deliberately reproduced due to their perceived or 

objective benefits, which in turn has an effect on states’ international behavior. 

In relation to matters of special relevance to interstate interaction, people are 

                                                      
156 Wendt 1999, 238. 
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not always mindlessly following preexisting foreign policies; they often con-

sciously reproduce these policies due to their expected consequences. With or 

without human intentionality, therefore, it is evident that there are many 

means by which states’ deep-level constitutions (which hold information 

about how the state should behave under different environmental conditions) 

are retained in the system over time. 

It is also evident, however, that states’ deep-level constitutions frequently 

change, at least in some respects. For example, the deep-level constitution of 

a state is altered when its foreign policy changes, when new laws are enacted, 

when its leaders are replaced, or when the ideas and motives of the people 

who constitute it change. As with retention, deep-level constitution’s mutation 

can be caused by intended or unintended human action. On the one hand, in-

tended changes may occur when the institutional makeup of a state is no 

longer aligned with individuals’ motives, or even when these motives are 

themselves changed. These intended changes can be the product of periodical 

processes built into the structure of the state (e.g. when leaders are periodically 

replaced in a democratic process), and they can be the product of abrupt events 

(e.g. revolutions). On the other hand, many of the changes in the deep-level 

constitution of a state are unintentional: leaders unexpectedly die, institutions 

exhibit drift and decay, economies boom and stagnate, memories fade, and 

natural resources are depleted. Thus, it can be observed that change (inten-

tional or not) often emanates from within the state. Moreover, states’ deep-

level constitutions are often altered (and may be maintained) due to factors 

that exist in the relations between two or more states. This latter point is em-

phasized by constructivist scholars in the study of international relation, who 

highlight how states’ internal constitutions may be the product of imitation, 

learning, and socialization processes that operate at the level of the society of 

states.157 Accordingly, whether intentional or unintentional, and whether of 

domestic or international origins, it is evident that there are plenty of means 

by which variation in the deep-level constitutions of states is replenished.  

Finally, it may easily be observed that the last condition for applying the 

Darwinian approach to study states’ conflict behavior has been met: the like-

lihood that the deep-level constitution of a state is retained in the system is 

significantly affected by whether the state decides to enter into conflict with 

other states. For example, whether today’s North Korea decides to wage a war 

on the US, China, both, or neither has a significant impact on the likelihood 

of its future existence. This observation is as straightforward and evident as 

the effects of retention and variation in global politics, but it has a very signif-

icant and unappreciated implication: over time, those deep-level constitutions 

                                                      
157 Wendt 1999; Bearce and Bondanella 2007. Though it is important to note that constructivists 

conceive of states as being constituted only by ideas, not by ideas and institutional rules as I 

consider them (or rather their deep-level constitution) here. 
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that lead to certain conflict decisions that in turn undermine their states’ sur-

vival will become relatively less common in the system compared to those 

that lead to decisions promoting their states’ survival. To illustrate, imagine 

the following scenario: first, the international system today includes only the 

US, China, and North Korea; second, this world is such that a simultaneous 

aggression on both the US and China by the North Korean state would lead to 

the latter’s certain annihilation; and, finally, the deep-level constitution of 

North Korea is such that this aggression is inevitable. Since in this hypothet-

ical world the North Korean deep-level constitution will lead to the doomed 

aggression, we know that in some moment in the future, the prevalence of 

state deep-level constitutions in this world will be equal to their prevalence 

today less the deep-level constitution of North Korea. Satisfying the third and 

final condition thus implies that a process analogous to biological selection 

affects the prevalence of state deep-level constitutions in global politics by 

rewarding or penalizing the conflict decisions these deep-level constitutions 

produce. 

As already noted, generalizing Darwinian principles from the study of bi-

ology and applying them to the study of social entities such as states does not 

mean that the specific properties and mechanics of retention, variation, and 

selection are identical in the biological and political domains. The most obvi-

ous difference between the two domains is related to the fact that retention in 

political evolution does not take place through sexual reproduction. But, more 

importantly, political evolution is different in that it is affected by sentient 

human beings who, among other things, are capable of creativity, reasoning, 

and forward-thinking. This property implies that the rate of variation is much 

higher in political systems than in biological systems, since humans can de-

termine the deep-level constitutions of their states (which living forms cannot 

do for their genes). Being affected by sentient, purposeful human beings also 

implies that political evolution is less likely to produce a great variation in 

states’ forms and behaviors, due to humans’ tendency to learn from each 

other’s experiences, and imitate those experiences if inclined to do so. Still, 

the process of Darwinian selection in international politics should exert a con-

straining influence on the kinds of state forms and behaviors that humans 

might imagine or imitate. It is thus worth examining the kinds of behaviors 

that would be favored or penalized by the Darwinian processes.  

Some scholars in the study of international relations are skeptical about the 

possibility and usefulness of a Darwinian explanation of state behavior, argu-

ing that the death rate of states is too low to allow for the elimination of unfit 

variants via the process of selection.158 Moreover, they claim that a Darwinian 

approach is not useful because some of the few states eliminated from the 

global political system were later “reincarnated” (e.g. Germany and Japan in 

                                                      
158 McKeown 1986; Wendt 1999; Sharman 2014. 
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WWII).159 Finally, skeptics point to the fact that militarily weak states (e.g. 

Vatican City) persist in the system despite their weakness, which—according 

to the skeptics—contradicts a presumed survival of the fittest logic in a Dar-

winian world.160 

These objections, however, do not pose much of a problem for this disser-

tation’s Darwinian formulation. For one, the claim that the death rate of states 

is too low is valid only if we treat the state as a name, a flag, and an outline on 

the world map161; this is not the conception of the state (or rather of the deep-

level constitution of the state) I assume here. As noted, the deep-level consti-

tution of the state (the aspect of the state that may be retained over time) is 

essentially a complex set of rules. It is difficult, of course, to set a hard and 

fast criterion as to when this complex set of rules has changed enough for it to 

be appropriate to say that a deep-level constitution has died (i.e. that it has 

failed to continue to be retained in the system). This difficulty notwithstand-

ing, it is clear that the death rate of the state qua a complex set of rules is 

significantly higher than that of the state qua a name, a flag, and an outline on 

the map. Yes, two countries called Germany and Japan existed before and after 

WWII; but to say this is to overlook the significant changes in the makeup of 

these two states before and after the war. And even without wars or military 

defeats, the nature of states’ deep-level constitutions changes all the time. 

Sweden, for example, has not engaged in major wars for the last 200 years, 

and consequently has not experienced any recent military defeats; still, the 

character of the Swedish deep-level constitution (i.e. its complex institutional 

structure) has changed significantly over this period (including the parts of its 

deep-level constitution that are responsible for its international behavior). 

Moreover, and even if one grants that the death rate of states is not remarkably 

high, the fact that states are partly constituted by purposeful human beings 

who are capable of some level of reasoning about the likely consequences of 

their actions means that the effects of the process of Darwinian selection can 

partly take place through this human faculty. In other words, the humans who 

form an important aspect of states’ deep-level constitutions can choose one 

course of action and refrain from another due to its likely effect on the contin-

ued survival of the state. As such, the presence of humans and their intention-

ality can complement the effect of the brute elimination process of Darwinian 

selection. All in all, the claim that a Darwinian explanation of state behavior 

                                                      
159 Wendt 1999, 323. 
160 Ibid., 265; Sharman 2014. 
161 In an important study, Tanisha Fazal finds that since 1816, 66 of 207 states have died. She 

believes that this rate of state death is higher than scholars such as Wendt and Waltz have 

thought (Fazal 2007). However, as J.C. Sharman notes, there is no doubt that this rate is orders 

of magnitude lower than the rate of death among other units, such as economic firms (Sharman 

2014); and it is certainly a much lower rate than in biological systems. 
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is not possible because the death rate of states is low, or because some of the 

states that die are later reincarnated, does not apply to this dissertation’s Dar-

winian formulation.  

Moreover, skeptics are simply mistaken in claiming that the survival of 

militarily weak states such as Vatican City is evidence against the operation 

of Darwinism in international politics. Darwinian fitness in global politics (as 

in biology) does not have to mean the biggest or the strongest. Darwinian fit-

ness denotes the suitability of units’ traits to their environment, which results 

in differential success in retention, favoring the small under certain environ-

mental conditions. In biology, a great number of small creatures are often 

more evolutionarily fit than larger beings (think, for example, of ants vs. mam-

moths). Similarly, in international politics, there is no contradiction between 

the Darwinian worldview and acknowledging that militarily strong states of-

ten expire (e.g. the Soviet Union) while some small states persist (e.g. Vatican 

City). 

Three Darwinian models of interstate conflict 

Specifying the deep-level constitution of the state and demonstrating that 

the three processes of retention, variation, and selection are operational shows 

that a Darwinian explanation of conflict is possible in principle. This concep-

tual work does not yield, however, specific empirical predictions; to obtain 

the latter, more details must be added. This section makes the necessary spec-

ifications pertaining to the three phenomena of interest to this dissertation: i.e. 

conflict initiation, conflict reciprocation, and conflict expansion.  

In order to identify which further specifications are needed to obtain falsi-

fiable predictions that follow from the Darwinian framework, I once again 

draw on evolutionary biology. Biologists, as noted earlier, explain the effects 

of the Darwinian processes on animal traits by showing how these traits in-

crease the retention rate of their bearers in a specific environment. In the study 

of animal behavior, this adaptive exposition often takes the form of what is 

called an optimality model.162 This model is a theoretical construction whose 

development involves the three specifications detailed below.163  

First, the model involves the specification of the set of actions (also called 

strategies) that are possible for each individual to follow.164 These actions can 

                                                      
162 Smith 1978; Parker and Smith 1990; McNamara, Houston, and Collins 2001. Optimality 

analysis is a standard tool in behavioral ecology (Westneat and Fox 2010; Davies, Krebs, and 

West 2012). Note that optimality models can also be used to study morphological traits; see, 

for example, van Gils et al. 2006.  
163 Parker and Smith 1990. 
164 Possibility is an important constraint on Darwinian selection, and it refers to the existence 

of the variants subject to selection in the gene pool.  
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be discrete (e.g. fight a competitor) or can vary continuously (e.g. forage for 

more food). In either case, the action set in an optimality model represents the 

available genotypic-phenotypic variants in the studied population. These var-

iants are assumed to be those in which evolution is possible according to the 

Darwinian process of selection due to their differential effect on retention.  

Second, developing an optimality model requires the specification of a fit-

ness criterion that the process of Darwinian selection is assumed to be max-

imizing. In the biological domain, the ultimate measure of fitness is the ex-

pected number of offspring produced by an individual possessing a certain 

phenotypic trait (since this reflects the number of this genotype-phenotype in 

subsequent generations). Other fitness criteria, however, are also conceivable, 

since in order to achieve the ultimate aim of reproduction, animals need to do 

other things, such as finding enough food, attracting mates, and choosing suit-

able nesting sites. Thus, optimality models are also often constructed by taking 

an indirect measure of fitness; for example, in explaining foraging behavior, 

fitness is often taken to be the animal’s net caloric intake, which is assumed 

to be an indicator of its differential ability to reproduce, and hence its differ-

ential ability to maintain its genotype in the system over time.165 

Third and last, optimality analysis requires the specification of the fitness 

consequences (or payoffs) of the various possible behaviors in the action set. 

These payoffs are measured in the same units as the fitness criterion, and they 

represent the tradeoff between the costs and benefits of carrying out the dif-

ferent actions. For instance, in studies that seek to explain foraging behavior 

using caloric intake as the fitness criterion, the payoffs represent the tradeoffs 

between energy expenditure and energy gain associated with the different ac-

tions.166  

Once these three specifications are determined, optimality analysis con-

cludes with a deduction (mathematical or in prose) of the optimal behavior: 

the behavior that is most likely to maximize the stipulated fitness criterion. 

This optimal behavior is understood to be favored by natural selection because 

it is likely to maximize (directly or indirectly) the odds of retention for the 

specific genotype, which in turn gives rise to this optimal behavior. While in 

optimality models the choice of the action set, fitness criterion, and payoffs 

should make empirical sense, these choices are ultimately assumptions made 

by the researcher in order to understand a specific phenomenon. What should 

be subjected to empirical evaluation is the deduced outcome of optimality 

analysis: namely, the optimal behaviors Darwinian processes are likely to fa-

vor.  

                                                      
165 For example, Emlen 1966; Pyke 1980; Cresswell, Osborne, and Goulson 2000; Raynor et 

al. 2016.  
166 See ibid. 
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Optimality models for Darwinian explanations of social behaviors should 

be applicable in a straightforward manner. In relation to the studied social be-

havior, one must specify: first, the set of possible actions (which can be dis-

crete or continuous); second, the fitness criterion (which can directly or indi-

rectly affect retention rates); and third, the payoffs. Once these three specifi-

cations are made and justified, one then simply deduces the kind of behaviors 

that are likely to maximize the stipulated payoff. These deduced optimal traits 

should be those that are likely to be favored by the Darwinian processes, be-

cause they are likely to maximize the odds of retention of the studied social 

entity’s deep-level constitution, which in turn produces these behavioral traits. 

I use optimality models in this way in order to explicate the effects of the 

Darwinian processes on states’ conflict behavior. As described in the intro-

ductory chapter, the overall aim of this dissertation is to shed light on states’ 

decisions to initiate a conflict, reciprocate a conflict, or join an ongoing con-

flict. These three forms of behavior, though related, are qualitatively different 

from one another in that they have different conditions of possibility. Conflict 

initiation is possible to carry out, in principle, by any state with some military 

capabilities against any other state in the system (assuming, of course, that 

those capabilities can physically reach their target). The acts of reciprocation 

and joining, however, depend on the prior existence of an already initiated 

conflict. The three forms of behavior are also different in that they hold dif-

ferent kinds of consequences for the states engaged in them. Initiation can lead 

to gains or losses for the initiator, but a potential initiator has the freedom not 

to begin a conflict, in which case it is less likely to face immediate conse-

quences for its inaction (the exception to this, of course, is a situation in which 

a preemptive strike is advantageous). In contrast, a target of an already initi-

ated conflict does not have the same degree of freedom, and is more likely to 

face consequences regardless of whether or not it chooses to reciprocate or 

escalate the conflict. The calculus is yet again different for a potential joiner 

of an ongoing conflict, since this third-party state might have to share any 

gains or losses with the states already engaged in the conflict.  

Given their qualitative differences, the three forms of behavior will there-

fore be specified in three optimality models that separately address the issues 

of conflict initiation, reciprocation, and expansion (i.e. joining). Analyzing 

these phenomena separately entails that the models will not capture the possi-

ble interdependencies between the different kinds of decisions. For example, 

modeling initiation separately from reciprocation means that one is not con-

sidering the possibility that in deciding whether or not to initiate a conflict 

against a specific target, a state might factor in the likelihood that its target 

will reciprocate with military violence. This might seem theoretically limiting; 

but the alternative (which is to include the three kinds of decisions in the same 

model) is also problematic, since it requires making a strong assumption about 

the capacity of actors to make rational, strategic decisions. As a result, I have 
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chosen to model the three forms of conflict behavior separately, despite the 

theoretical limitations of this approach.  

Like all forms of scientific models, optimality models are conceptual con-

structs that abstract from the totality of reality in order to make sense of the 

studied phenomenon. This act of abstraction can take endless forms with var-

ying degrees of granularity and, hence, complexity. The design of the three 

optimality models used in this study is, naturally, guided by the research aims 

of this dissertation, but was also deliberately chosen so as to be as simple as 

possible. In keeping them simple, these three models will hopefully have the 

benefit of being both parsimonious and analytically tractable. Table 3-1 sum-

marizes the key elements of the three optimality models, which are detailed 

over the following three subsections. 

The action sets 

As noted above, the action set of an optimality model includes the behav-

ioral variants from which the Darwinian processes select depending on their 

payoffs. For the three models developed here, I have chosen to construct the 

action sets as follows: First, in the conflict-initiation model, a state may at any 

given time decide either to do nothing (i.e. trigger no military threat or act), or 

decide to initiate a conflict against another state in the system (its target). The 

population of potential targets is defined by the interaction between geograph-

ical factors and the kind of military capabilities the potential initiator pos-

sesses. Thus, for a potential initiating state (state A) that might possibly exert 

some military effect on a population of N states, the action set would consist 

of N+1 number of possible acts: N acts of conflict initiation against each of 

the N possible targets, plus one act representing taking no military initiative at 

all. Second, for the conflict-reciprocation model, the acting state is the target 

that is at the receiving end of a military action (or threat thereof) by another 

state. For this target, the action set involves two choices: either to do nothing, 

or to reciprocate by initiating a conflict against the initiator. Third and last, in 

the conflict-expansion model, the actor is a third-party state that could join an 

ongoing conflict either on the side of the initiator or the target. The action set 

in this model thus includes three acts: do nothing, join the initiating side, or 

join the targeted side.  

A few points about the action sets are worth noting. First, all acts of conflict 

in the three action sets refer to dichotomous acts: states can either initiate a 

conflict or not, they can either reciprocate or not, or they can either join one 

side of an ongoing conflict or not. An alternative approach would have been 

to view acts of conflict in continuous terms. This continuous version could 

refer to something like the extent of demands a state is making to its adver-

saries, or the amount of resources a state is dedicating to a conflict. Since, 

however, the research purpose here is to figure out why states decide to engage 

in conflicts rather than not, the dichotomous version of the acts is adequate. 
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Second, the concept of conflict in the three action sets is used to refer to a 

single category of behavior. As noted in the introductory chapter, the term 

conflict is used in this study to refer to any form of military act used by one 

state in an attempt to compel another state to perform a specific action. So, 

“conflict” in the present context denotes various phenomena, such as acts of 

war, acts involving the use of military force short of war, and acts involving 

the mere threat of using military force. Although it would be possible to spec-

ify the action sets so as to distinguish between the different kinds of conflict, 

I have chosen to treat all forms of conflicts in the same category; this is be-

cause in order to qualify as a conflict (again as per the definition in the intro-

ductory chapter), the military action must be made so as to convey to the ad-

versary that a state is willing to resort to a full-fledged war of conquest if nec-

essary in order to achieve its aims. For all intents and purposes, then, conflict 

acts in the three models should be understood to imply the possibility of a full-

fledged war of conquest. 

Third, the three action sets consider only dyadic forms of relationships, by 

which I mean that the acts in the sets are limited to those performed by a single 

state against another single side (which itself might be constituted by a number 

of allied states). Most acts of interstate conflict seem consistent with this for-

mulation, in that they are carried out by a single state. And, even in acts of 

conflict that involve many states on the initiating side, it is often the case that 

only a single state is calling the shots (think, for example, of the 2003 US-led 

invasion of Iraq). Still, it is worth bearing in mind that this is occasionally not 

the case, and that states sometimes coordinate their military actions (for ex-

ample, in the case of Arab states in the 1948 war with Israel, or the case of 

Britain and France, who coordinated their intervention against the German in-

vasion of Poland in 1939). The dyadic design used here does not capture these 

rare multilateral acts.  

The fourth point to note is related to the conflict reciprocation action set. 

Reciprocating military violence is often an automatic act carried out by the 

defending side’s troops: it does not always require an explicit decision by the 

political leadership of the state. This kind of automatic violence-reciprocation 

is not of theoretical interest to the present study; rather, I examine only deci-

sions in which the political leadership of the state was involved to be acts of 

conflict reciprocation. 

The fifth and last point is related to the action set for the conflict expansion 

model. It is worth noting that this model makes the simplifying assumption 

that it is only up to the third-party state to decide whether or not to join a 

conflict, and if it does so, which side to join. It is also reasonable to believe, 

however, that the existing parties in an ongoing conflict might have some say 

as to whether or not they are willing to let a state join their side. The initiator 

of a conflict, for instance, might not welcome another state joining on its side, 

since it might be unwilling to accommodate the demands of the joiner. This 

might be the case for the target of conflict as well, though the latter would 
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presumably be more likely than the initiator to welcome external support, 

since it is likely in a disadvantaged position. These, however, are merely the-

oretically plausible scenarios; I cannot think of a historical case of conflict in 

which the participants rejected the participation of a state willing to fight on 

their side. If not for the extra material capabilities that come with it, a state 

engaged in a conflict should welcome the participation of another state on its 

side because this should increase the legitimacy of its actions. 

The fitness criterion 

As the fitness criterion for the three optimality models used in this study, I 

chose to take the material basis of national power as an indirect indication of 

states’ ability to retain their deep-level constitutions in the international sys-

tem over time. In doing so, it is not my intention to dismiss the role of institu-

tional and ideational considerations in international politics. Rather, I chose to 

focus on material factors in this dissertation due to their centrality to many 

arguments in international politics, especially to those related to the question 

of state survival in the neorealist school of thought on which this dissertation 

builds. 

It is important to note here that with the term material basis I intend to refer 

to something other than what scholars traditionally label material resources. 

The latter is often used to refer to things such as states’ military assets, their 

iron and steel production, their energy consumption, their industrial output, 

the size of their financial markets, and so on. In contrast, the material basis of 

power is used here to refer to more fundamental factors of power, such as the 

size of a state’s territories, the natural endowment of those territories, the size 

of a state’s population, and the level of its scientific and technological devel-

opment. To put it a different way, a material resource is something that can be 

readily used by the state to achieve its aims; the material basis, on the other 

hand, requires some form of processing or extraction before it can be utilized. 

A state’s current stockpile of oil is a resource because it can be readily used, 

for example, but the oil reserves in that state need to be extracted before they 

become a resource. Viewed as such, material resources are the product of the 

material basis of power. They should thus correlate highly with one another. 

However, this need not always be the case; a state that is powerful according 

to its material basis can be weak in terms of resources—a situation that may 

arise due to factors internal to the state (such as its lack of effective political 

institutions) or due to external factors (such as in times of natural disaster or 

war). 

But why focus on the material basis of power rather than on material re-

sources? In my opinion, a focus on the material basis of power seems more 

relevant to a selectionist theory than the resources a state might possess at any 

given moment; this is because a selectionist theory concerns a state’s differ-

ential ability to survive over extended historical periods, and the material basis 
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of power is a more significant indicator of this ability than material resources 

(whose loss is usually only temporary). The claim that material resources are 

relevant only in the short term (and can be relatively quickly replaced in a state 

that is strong on the material basis of power) holds true for many historical 

cases. Germany, for example, suffered tremendous losses to its material re-

sources as a result of WWI, but was able to relatively quickly replace those 

resources because it had a strong power basis to draw upon. Similarly, the US 

may have suffered sizable damage to its military resources after the Japanese 

attack on Pearl Harbor, but its ability to survive was more significantly deter-

mined by its more fundamental material basis, which could relatively quickly 

compensate for the temporary loss of resources. Of course, these examples are 

not intended to imply that conflicts and wars never leave a long-term impact 

on the power of the state. Conflicts may indeed leave a lasting negative impact 

on a state’s material power if they affect the material basis of power (such as 

in cases in which wars lead to the loss of valuable territories). 

As noted, the fitness criterion for an optimality model is the measure the 

Darwinian process of selection is expected to be maximizing. Thus, taking the 

material basis of national power as the fitness criterion implies that the three 

models in this study assume that this is the measure the process of selection in 

international politics is expected to be maximizing in relation to states’ con-

flict decisions. To put it another way, by taking this as the fitness criterion, the 

three models assume that those states with more material basis of national 

power are more likely to survive in the international system.167 It is important 

to recall here, however, the above-mentioned distinction between direct and 

indirect fitness criterions. In biology (as noted above), the direct and ultimate 

measure of fitness is the expected number of offspring, since this measure 

determines the likelihood of retention in the system. But biologists also often 

consider other indirect measures of fitness (such as an animal’s net calorific 

intake) that are relevant to a Darwinian explanation due to their effect on the 

ultimate measure of biological fitness.  

                                                      
167 This fitness criterion is assumed here, not empirically corroborated. Though one empirical 

study by Tanisha Fazal finds no relationship between power and state survival (Fazal 2007), 

this finding is not relevant here as it is based on treating the state as a flag and an outline on the 

map (that is, it does not consider the changes that happen to the deep-level constitution of the 

state). Taking the material basis of national power as a fitness criterion makes sense in light of 

three of the four bedrock assumptions I make here (which were imported from neorealism, as 

noted in the previous chapter). Given, first, that states exist in an anarchic system (which entails 

there is no world government to ensure their safety), second, that states can use military means 

to threaten each other’s existence, and third, that states cannot with certainty know the present 

and future intentions of other states, a state that controls more material power will be better able 

to defend itself against possible future attacks by other states in the system. There might be 

additional reasons as to why more material power is conducive to survival (in relation to econ-

omies of scale, for example), but ascertaining the presence of these reasons would require fur-

ther investigation that is beyond the scope of this dissertation.  
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In the three models developed here, the material basis of national power is 

an indirect fitness criterion, which means that I am assuming this measure is 

relevant to the selection mechanism due to its indirect effect on states’ reten-

tion in the international system. Being an indirect measure of fitness has two 

important and related implications: First, the material basis of power is not the 

only valid measure of states’ ability to survive; other material and non-mate-

rial measures can be used within a Darwinian framework as indirect measures 

as well. One might use the short-term resources of the state as a fitness crite-

rion, for example, or the number and strength of the state’s allies, its interna-

tional legitimacy, its soft power, and so on. Second, and related to the first 

point, being an indirect measure means that the material basis of power is in-

dicative of a state’s ability to retain its deep-level constitution in the system 

only according to an all-else-being-equal logic. In other words, a state that is 

successful in maximizing its material basis of power might still fail to retain 

its deep-level constitution due to its inability to achieve other important pre-

requisites for survival. To take a notable example, the Soviet Union was a very 

powerful state on a material basis, yet it still failed to continue to exist in the 

system due to its inability to exercise authority over its populations and terri-

tories.  

The payoffs 

As noted, the payoffs for the different acts in optimality models are always 

in the same unit as the fitness criterion. Since the latter in this study is defined 

in terms of the material basis of power of the state, payoffs will be based on 

the same unit. The action sets for the three models (conflict initiation, recip-

rocation, and expansion) include the default act of doing nothing (i.e. not en-

gaging in conflict at all). For this default act, the payoff is straightforward: a 

state that does nothing will maintain its current level of material power basis. 

Of course, a decision not to engage in conflict might have long-term repercus-

sions for the state, but in the immediate sense, it is assumed that a state that 

does nothing will incur neither gains nor losses in terms of its material basis 

of power.  

For the modeled acts involving conflict between states, the payoffs are also 

defined in terms of the material basis of power, though the payoffs for these 

acts must reflect the fact that the outcomes of conflicts are always uncertain: 

even the strongest of states sometimes fails to prevail in a conflict against a 

weak adversary. This uncertainty arises both due to the fog-of-war dynamics 

between the states currently in conflict, and also because the number of the 

participating states in a conflict—as well as the side with which they are al-

lied—might change during the course of the confrontation. 

Thus, to capture the inherent riskiness of conflict, it is suitable to speak 

about the expected values (i.e. the expected payoffs) of the different acts of 

conflict. In general terms, the expected value of an act is equal to the sum of 
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the values of the possible configurations of the world, each multiplied by its 

probability. So, for example, if one were to roll a six-sided die once, the ex-

pected value of this act would be 3.5, calculated as follows: 

Expected value of a die throw = (
1

6
× 1) + (

1

6
× 2) + (

1

6
× 3) +

(
1

6
× 4) + (

1

6
× 5) + (

1

6
× 6) = 3.5 

Similarly, a concept reflecting the expected value of conflict (its initiation, 

its reciprocation, and its expansion) is used here to capture the risky payoffs 

involved in these phenomena. In order to specify the form of this concept fur-

ther, however, one must first decide on the possible configurations of the 

world that are relevant to this study. In the example of rolling a six-sided die, 

the possible and relevant configurations of the world are straightforward: after 

the die throw, the world could have one of six possible arrangements, each 

reflecting the possibility that the die would land on one of its six sides.  

Matters are not as straightforward when it comes to deciding on the con-

figurations of the world that are relevant to the study of acts of interstate con-

flict. Naturally, conflicts can lead to a win for one side and a loss for another. 

But wins and losses can be further sliced into different configurations of the 

world that reflect the quality of those wins or losses (for example, if a state 

were to achieve some, but not all, of its aims in the conflict). Moreover, wins 

and losses aside, other configurations of the world might possibly materialize, 

such as when a conflict leads to a draw, stalemate, or compromise between 

the conflicting states. It is also possible to consider configurations of the world 

that reflect the dynamics of the conflict rather than its outcomes (for example, 

the duration and intensity of the conflict or the number and identity of its late-

joiners). Finally, configurations of the world might proliferate even further if 

all the possible combinations between the aforementioned factors were con-

sidered. It might seem appealing to build models that consider a large number 

of possible configurations as a way to present a realistic picture of the world; 

a model with a complex design is undesirable, however, since (1) it would be 

less tractable to analysis, and (2) its empirical testing is likely to be less accu-

rate, since more assumptions would have to be made in the operationalization 

phase. 

Accordingly, for the concept of the expected value of conflict used in this 

study, I have chosen to consider only wins and losses as the two world con-

figurations that might materialize for the acting state as a result of its conflict 

decisions (though, as discussed shortly, there is an important wrinkle that en-

tails that only wins are factored in). Since this study is inspired by evolutionary 

biology, I call this concept reflecting the expected value of different conflict 

acts the Expected Evolutionary Value (EEV) of conflict. As an initial formu-

lation (which will shortly be revised), the EEV of each conflict act in the three 
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models of conflict initiation, reciprocation, and expansion were assumed to 

have the following form: 

EEV of conflict = (probability of winning × value of wining) + 

(probability of losing × value of losing) 

As noted earlier, “value” in the present context is measured in terms of the 

material basis of national power168; what this means exactly for the value of 

winning and the value of losing, however, requires further specification. On 

the one hand, for winning, I assume the value of conflict for the acting state is 

equal to its opponent’s material basis of national power. Thus, in the conflict-

initiation model, the potential initiator’s value for initiating a conflict against 

a target is equal to the target’s material basis of national power. In the conflict-

reciprocation model, the target’s value for reciprocating a conflict against the 

initiator is equal to the initiator’s material basis of national power. In the con-

flict-expansion model, the potential joiner’s value for joining one side of the 

conflict is equal to the opposing side’s material basis of national power. On 

the other hand, for losing a conflict, I assume that the acting state will not be 

affected by the loss; that is, the material basis of power of the acting state will 

not be altered should it lose the conflict. This, I assume, would be the case for 

losing acts of conflict initiation, reciprocation, and joining. I justify these 

choices of assumptions below, but note first that given the assumption that 

losing a conflict would have no effect on the acting state (that is, that the value 

of losing a conflict would be equal to zero), the above-mentioned formula for 

the EEV of a conflict would be simplified to the following form: 

EEV of conflict = probability of winning × value of winning 

This can be further specified for acts of initiation, reciprocation, and joining 

as follows: 

EEV of conflict initiation = probability of winning × value of 

the target 

EEV of conflict reciprocation = probability of winning × value 

of the initiator 

                                                      
168 Note that the EEV concept as formulated is based partly on one of the four bedrock assump-

tions imported from neorealism (see Ch. 2). Specifically, the EEV concept is based on the as-

sumption that states are able to quite accurately estimate each other’s material power (or rather 

each other’s material basis of national power).  
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EEV of conflict joining = probability of winning × value of the 

opposing side 

In the hypotheses described further below, these formulas represent the key 

independent variables this study proposes as explanations of states’ conflict 

behavior.169 

But before presenting these hypotheses, it is first important to address a 

number of possible objections that might be raised about the assumptions 

made here regarding the form and content of the payoffs of conflict. To start 

with, a number of objections might be raised about the assumptions just dis-

cussed regarding the values of winning and losing a conflict. It might be ar-

gued, for example, that these assumptions are inadequate since they do not 

take the disruptiveness and destructiveness of conflicts (especially of wars) 

into account. In the case of winning a conflict, it is assumed that the acting 

state will receive the entire intact value of the losing side. In the case of losing, 

it is assumed that the acting state will lose no value at all. These claims seem 

to fly in the face of the fact that conflicts (especially wars) are often very de-

structive—not to mention that most forms of conflicts short of war are often 

associated with negative externalities, such as the disruption of international 

trade. 

It is important to recall here, however, that “value” in the present context 

should be understood in terms of the material basis of national power, which 

(as defined above) refers to the more fundamental factors of power such as the 

size of a state’s territories, the natural endowment of those territories, the size 

of its population, and its level of scientific and technological development. 

These fundamental factors can of course be impaired by conflicts, but they are 

not the kind of material factors that are easily perishable. So if we look, for 

example, at the effect of WWII on states’ population size, we find that on 

average—and despite the horrendous loss of millions of lives—states’ popu-

lations did not change much in size as a result of the war. For instance, for a 

victor such as the United Kingdom and a loser such as Germany, the post-war 

population was approximately 0.7% and 6.1%, smaller than the pre-war pop-

ulation, respectively.170 In events less serious than WWII, the material basis 

                                                      
169 Dale Copeland (one of the neorealist scholars whose work was reviewed in the previous 

chapter) formulates a concept similar to the EEV, which he calls the Expected Probability of 

Survival (EPS). Copeland proposed this concept to explain state behavior, as is the aim here. 

The EPS is even similar to the EEV in that both are constituted by two components, one of 

which is a state’s odds of winning the conflict. However, the second component of the EEV is 

different from that of the EPS: whereas the EEV considers the material value of the opposing 

side as one of its constituents, the EPS considers as its second component the probability that 

state action will lead to conflict (the increase of which in Copeland’s formulation is assumed to 

decrease the EPS). Copeland 2001a, 39–41. 
170 Pre-war population data were obtained from the Correlates of War project. Total casualty 

estimates were obtained from Royde-Smith and Hughes 2018.  
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of power is likely to be even less affected by the conflict. Thus, it seems more 

reasonable (and more parsimonious) to assume the value would not be af-

fected by conflicts rather than making an arbitrary decision as to how destruc-

tive these conflicts are to the material basis of power. 

Here, a critic might retort that the justification just noted may apply only to 

the winners of conflicts. But it might still seem unreasonable to assume, as I 

do, that the losing side would actually lose no value. The objection to this idea 

might be supported by two claims, the first of which is empirical: it is obvious 

from examining the historical record that losers of conflicts can and do lose 

control over their power basis (either partially or completely, and either tem-

porarily or permanently). The second claim is theoretical, since there seems 

to be a logical inconsistency between claiming that a defeated state, on the one 

hand, would lose everything if it were the opponent of the acting state, and, 

on the other hand, that it would lose nothing if it were the state making the 

decision as to whether to engage in conflict. Thus, rather than the chosen as-

sumption on the value of losing a conflict, it might seem that a more accurate 

description, and a more consistent reasoning, entails that the loser of a conflict 

would lose all its material basis of power, just as the winner is assumed to gain 

all of its opponent’s value. In view of these arguments, the chosen assumption 

about the value of losing might thus seem especially objectionable.  

I agree that the chosen assumption about the value of losing a conflict is 

especially problematic on empirical grounds; but I think the alternative is 

equally problematic (if not more so) in that it involves an unrealistic claim 

about the consequences of conflicts. Yes, in a conflict as severe as WWII, 

defeated countries like Germany and Japan did temporarily lose their inde-

pendent capacity to act, and permanently forfeited important aspects of their 

pre-conflict material basis of power (namely, territories and populations they 

controlled before the war). But this outcome does not always hold true for the 

losing side. Consider, for example, the US war in Vietnam or the Soviet war 

in Afghanistan. While both these wars are considered to be losses for the US 

and the Soviet Union, the power-basis of each state seems not to have been 

affected in any immediate and significant way by this loss: both states still 

controlled the same territories and populations, and commanded a level of 

technological advancement that was comparable to what they enjoyed before 

losing the wars. Hypothetically speaking, there should be a conceptual scheme 

that allows one to distinguish between defeats that would lead to the loss of 

value for the loser, and defeats that would not. Unfortunately, keeping in mind 

the desirability of parsimony and analytical tractability, I was not able to fig-

ure out what the specifics of this alternative scheme might look like. There-

fore, despite its limitations, I think the assumption that the loser of a conflict 

would not lose any of its material power basis is the more parsimonious and 

less objectionable assumption in that regard.  

As for the theoretical objection to the chosen assumption, I contend that 

there is in fact no logical inconsistency involved in having two different values 
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for losing: one for the acting state and one for the state acted upon. This is 

because the acting state is the one that is able to decide on the objectives and 

extent of a conflict; in the examples of the Vietnam and Afghanistan wars, for 

instance, the US and the Soviet Union were able, as the initiators, to decide at 

what point to terminate their participation in these conflicts. Vietnam and Af-

ghanistan, on the other hand, as the states acted upon in these wars, could not 

unilaterally decide to end the conflict. Of course, this is not to deny that both 

sides of a conflict (the actor and the side acted upon) make decisions that affect 

the conflict’s course. Indeed, it is possible to posit a different model design in 

which the strategic interaction of the two sides of a conflict is included. As far 

as the design of the models used here, however, there is nothing logically un-

sound about distinguishing between the values of conflict losses depending on 

the actorhood of the involved states. 

The issue of logical consistency aside, another theoretical objection to the 

chosen assumptions might be that they yield models that lack any costs or 

negative payoffs. The assumptions chosen here noticeably lack the possibility 

of the acting state being eliminated from the system, which might seem nec-

essary for the dynamics of Darwinian selection to take effect. It is important, 

however, to recall that the payoffs described here are assumed to be in terms 

of the material basis of power, which is in itself an indirect measure of a state’s 

ability to survive. Thus, although the possibility of elimination is not directly 

reflected in the payoff for the different acts, it is still accounted for indirectly, 

since the models involve an implicit claim that those states that are less suc-

cessful in controlling material power basis are those that are more likely to be 

eliminated from the system.  

Another issue that might lead some to question the adequacy of the as-

sumed payoffs is related to the nature of conflicts in the action set. As noted 

above, the term conflict is used in this study to refer to a range of state acts 

that vary in their intensity: from the mere threat of violence, to a full-fledged 

war of conquest. However, to assume (as I do here) that the winner of a con-

flict would control all of its opponent’s material basis of power might seem to 

be only applicable to a full-fledged war of conquest; this assumption, on the 

other hand, might appear questionable if applied to conflicts that only involve 

the mere display of force or the verbal threat of violence.  

I believe that the limitation here is only superficial, however, since (as 

noted above) this study considers incidents that do not involve the actual use 

of force to be acts of conflict only if they are performed so as to convey to the 

adversary that a state is willing to resort to a full-fledged war of conquest if 

necessary in order to achieve its aims. Thus, even when violence does not 

erupt, it is not unreasonable to assume that the acting state would expect a 

payoff in terms of its opponent’s total material basis of force. Still, given their 

special relevance to the process of selection, I grant wars special attention in 

the empirical analysis in the following chapters. 
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A final objection to the EEV concept might be that it involves an unrealistic 

conception of the decision makers within states. It might be claimed, for ex-

ample, that the EEV concept is inadequate since it overlooks the fact that dif-

ferent states, and different decision makers within a state, place different val-

ues on their opponents—even if these opponents are of comparable worth in 

terms of their material basis of power. It might also be claimed that the EEV 

concept is inadequate since it implies sameness in the way in which actors 

deal with the uncertainty of conflict outcomes, thereby failing to consider that 

different decision makers hold different attitudes toward risk. 

I believe that both of these criticisms are misplaced, however, because the 

aim here is not to offer an accurate description of the subjective preferences 

of actors and their risk attitudes; rather, the EEV concept is intended to be 

used to deduce the kinds of state behaviors that would be favored by the Dar-

winian processes in international politics. Decision makers might succeed in 

carrying out those evolutionarily favorable behaviors due to insightfulness and 

cleverness, or they might succeed in doing so out of dumb luck.171 In either 

case, it is postulated here that the behaviors favored by the Darwinian pro-

cesses will be more common in the system.  

As with the action set and the fitness criterion, deciding on the form and 

content of payoffs in an optimality model is a matter of assumption. It would, 

of course, have been possible to choose a different design for the three opti-

mality models developed here; still, I believe the chosen formulation, while 

not overly complex, is sufficiently descriptive of the world to enable the de-

duction of falsifiable hypotheses that stand some chance of passing the empir-

ical test. These hypotheses are presented in the following section.  

Three hypotheses on interstate conflict 

To recap, the optimality models in the previous section include the set of 

specifications that are required to make Darwinian predictions about states’ 

behavior with regard to conflict initiation, reciprocation, and joining. Deduc-

ing hypotheses from these optimality models is a straightforward matter: the 

acts with higher payoffs should be more likely to take place in the real world 

of international politics, since these payoff-maximizing acts should be favored 

by the Darwinian processes. In other words, these payoff-maximizing acts are 

expected to be more commonly observed in the actual behavior of states be-

cause they are likely to maximize (directly or indirectly) the odds of a state 

retaining its deep-level constitution (which, in turn, gives rise to these fitness-

maximizing behaviors). 

                                                      
171 This is the point made by Kenneth Waltz as noted in Chapter 2 (Waltz 1979, 76–7). 
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As described, the payoff of participating in a conflict for the acting state is 

represented in the three optimality models of this chapter using the EEV con-

cept. The Darwinian processes should thus favor the kind of conflict behaviors 

that maximize the EEV for the acting state, since these are the behaviors that 

should maximize the odds of the state retaining its deep-level constitution. 

Accordingly (and recalling that conflict in this dissertation denotes either the 

actual use of, or the threat to use, military force against another state), the 

Darwinian construction in this chapter entails the following three predictions 

about state behavior with regard to conflict initiation, conflict reciprocation, 

and conflict expansion, respectively: 

Hypothesis 1: The higher the EEV of a conflict for the initiator, the more likely 

it is to initiate a conflict by threatening to use, or actually using, 

military force against another state. 

Hypothesis 2: The higher the EEV of a conflict for a state that is the target of 

a military threat or action, the more likely it is to reciprocate 

with a military threat or action of its own against the initiator. 

Hypothesis 3: The higher the EEV of joining one side in an existing military 

conflict, the more likely a state will be to join that side in the 

conflict (through threatening to use, or actually using, military 

force). 

The key to understanding the nature of these three predictions lies in ap-

preciating the properties of the EEV concept. As described in the previous 

section, the EEV of a conflict for the acting state represents the risk-adjusted 

material value of its opponents in that conflict. Specifically, the EEV of a con-

flict for the acting state is equal to the probability that it will win multiplied 

by the material value of its opponents. Accordingly, and setting aside issues 

of operationalization for now, the EEV score of an acting state (and hence the 

predicted likelihood of conflict) would be high both if that state were to have 

a high probability of defeating its opponents, and if those opponents were val-

uable in terms of their material basis of power. These two conditions are more 

likely to be satisfied for the more powerful states in the system; thus, the first 

implication of these hypotheses is that the more powerful states in the system 

are more likely to initiate, reciprocate, and join conflicts. Of course, this im-

plication restates the obvious: powerful states are always more capable to take 

action in their environments, and are therefore more likely to engage in con-

flicts. 

The more interesting implication of the EEV concept is related to the 

tradeoff that exists between its two components: the probability of winning, 

and the material value of winning. This tradeoff exists because the more val-

uable the opponents, the more difficult it is to prevail in a conflict against 
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them, and vice versa. This inverse relationship has a slightly different impli-

cation for conflict initiation and reciprocation than for conflict joining.  

For conflict initiation and reciprocation, the tradeoff between the probabil-

ity of winning and the material value of winning is depicted in Figure 3-1. As 

the figure shows, there is an inverse relationship between the raw value of the 

opponent (the solid line in the figure) and the acting state’s probability of win-

ning. A state would be highly likely to prevail in a conflict against a very weak 

opponent, but this weak opponent would not be a worthy prize. Conversely, a 

state might wish to pursue a very valuable opponent, but this opponent would 

be very difficult to defeat. The EEV concept (in that it multiplies the proba-

bility of winning with the value of that win) captures the range of values at 

which this tradeoff is optimized. As depicted by the dashed line in Figure 3-

1, the EEV is at its maximum value when a state chooses to engage in a con-

flict in which it is reasonably likely to prevail against a reasonably valuable 

target. This maximum EEV value may decrease, either because a state chooses 

to increase its probability of winning (thereby necessarily choosing a less wor-

thy opponent), or because a state chooses to pursue a more valuable opponent 

(thereby necessarily reducing its probability of winning). It is therefore also 

worth noting that in the case of conflict initiation and reciprocation, EEV 

scores will tend to be at their highest among states with roughly equal power. 

Among pairs of states with highly imbalanced power distributions, the EEV 

scores (and hence the predicted likelihood of conflict) would be low, since the 

more powerful state would find its weak opponent of little material worth, 

while the weak side would very likely fail to prevail against the stronger 

side.172  

Figure 3-1: Relationship between the probability of winning, the raw value of an 

opponent, and the EEV 

 

                                                      
172 This offers a possible explanation as to why militarily weak states such as Vatican City 

continue to exist despite their weakness.  
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For conflict joining, the relationship depicted in Figure 3-1 between the 

probability of winning and the value of conflict still holds. However, there is 

an additional wrinkle in that regard, since the probability of winning in the 

case of joining a conflict is determined by the combined forces of the acting 

state (the potential joiner) and the side of the ongoing conflict that it might 

join. To be more specific, the acting state’s probability of winning (and hence 

the value of the conflict) would differ depending on whether it were to join 

the weaker side of the conflict (i.e. balance) or the stronger side (i.e. band-

wagon). In the case of balancing, the EEV values depicted in Figure 3-1 would 

still prevail. Extremely weak states joining forces with the weaker side of an 

ongoing conflict should expect a small potential value (i.e. a small EEV), since 

their odds of winning would be low. As the power of the potential joiner (and 

hence the probability of winning) increases, the EEV of balancing would cor-

respondingly increase; though only up to a point, after which the increase in 

the probability of winning can only be achieved by entering a conflict against 

an exceedingly weak opponent.173 In the case of bandwagoning, however, the 

relationship in Figure 3-1 would be distorted due to the fact that even an ex-

tremely weak joiner may be able to obtain some relatively significant value 

from participating in an ongoing conflict if it joins the stronger side, since the 

stronger side has better odds of prevailing against the weaker side to begin 

with. If the acting state thus joins the stronger side, it will only increase this 

side’s probability of winning.  

To illustrate the properties of the EEV of conflict in the case of joining, 

Figure 3-2 depicts the relationship between the capability of the potential 

joiner and the EEV it may obtain by joining the weaker or the stronger side. 

In this figure, the EEV of joining the weaker side is represented by the dashed 

line, which is identical to the distribution of the EEV scores depicted in Figure 

3-1. What this dashed line indicates is that a potential joiner should balance 

when it has a reasonable probability of winning a conflict against a moderately 

valuable stronger side. In the case of bandwagoning, however, Figure 3-2 de-

picts how the distribution of the EEV scores (the solid line) is shifted to the 

left due to the noted ex-ante power advantage enjoyed by the stronger side. 

Thus, for a potential joiner that is especially weak, it is always preferable to 

bandwagon rather than balance. But what if the potential joiner is extremely 

powerful relative to both sides of the ongoing conflict? As depicted in Figure 

3-2, the EEV of balancing will become increasingly similar to that of band-

wagoning, since both EEV scores will be extremely low given that the poten-

tial joiner will find either side of the conflict to be an exceedingly trivial prize. 

To take an extreme example, think of the EEV of the US’s involvement in a 

hypothetical ongoing conflict between the relatively very small countries of 

Suriname and Guyana. Whether the US balanced or bandwagoned would 

                                                      
173 This would be an exceedingly weak opponent relative to the potential joiner. But in the case 

of balancing, this opponent is always stronger than the other side. 
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make virtually no difference to its EEV in this conflict, since both states con-

stitute a very small prize relative to the US. 

Figure 3-2: Relationship between probability of winning, the EEV of balancing 

and the EEV of bandwagoning  

 
Based on Figure 3-2, some may mistakenly surmise that balancing is to be 

expected more often than bandwagoning given that from the middle part of 

the graph to its right tail, the EEV of balancing is shown to be higher. In fact, 

however, Figure 3-2 indicates the exact opposite conclusion: the EEV concept 

expects bandwagoning to be more common than balancing for most distribu-

tions of power. To grasp why this is so, one must consider two observations: 

First, the probability of winning a conflict is always greater than 0 and smaller 

than 1. That is, there is always a chance (no matter how small) that the ex-

tremely weak side will win and the extremely strong side will lose. Second, 

the EEV scores are asymptotic to the probability of winning, meaning that as 

the probability of winning becomes extremely low or high, the EEV scores 

will become extremely low, but (and this is the important part) the EEV score 

will never be exactly equal to zero. That is to say, no matter how small or large 

the two sides in an ongoing conflict, a potential joiner can always expect some 

positive value regardless of its power relative to the two sides. These two ob-

servations together entail that the left and right tails of the EEV distribution 

may extend indefinitely without ever reaching zero. This in turn entails that 

the middle part of this graph (in which the EEV of balancing is higher than 

that of bandwagoning) is a narrow range if compared to the indefinitely ex-

tendable left and right tails. And since, as noted earlier, the EEV of band-

wagoning is always significantly higher than that of balancing in the left tail 

of the graph, while the EEV of balancing and bandwagoning are indistinguish-

able from one another at the right tail of the graph, we can conclude that for 

most distributions of power bandwagoning will yield a higher EEV than bal-

ancing. 
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It is useful here to compare the predictions that follow from the EEV con-

cept with the claims of the neorealists whose work was reviewed in the previ-

ous chapter. In substantive terms, the hypotheses developed here on conflict 

initiation and reciprocation are partly consistent with the predictions of the 

offensive variant of neorealism. Like offensive neorealism (and in contrast 

with the defensive variant), the hypotheses developed here on conflict initia-

tion and reciprocation predict that a state should enter a conflict to maximize 

its power if it stands a good chance of prevailing in that conflict. On the other 

hand, the EEV-based hypotheses are sharply different from two predictions 

that are common to all strands of neorealism. First, the EEV-based hypotheses 

involve a prediction about the effect of the distribution of power that contra-

dicts a common neorealist claim; specifically, while neorealists agree that an 

even distribution of power among states is more conducive to peace than one 

that is lopsided,174 the opposite is argued here: states with roughly equal power 

are more likely to initiate and reciprocate conflicts, since they both would 

likely receive a high material value. Second, the EEV-based prediction on 

conflict joining is notably different from the neorealist prediction. While neo-

realists agree that a state should join on the side of the weaker state (or coali-

tion states) of an ongoing conflict (i.e. that it should balance), it is hypothe-

sized here that a state may join the stronger side (i.e. bandwagon) if it is likely 

to obtain a higher EEV from this act relative to the EEV for joining the weaker 

side. Moreover, as just noted, if one considers all the possible distributions of 

power among the two sides of an ongoing conflict and the potential joiner, one 

should surmise based on the EEV concept (and contra neorealism) that it is 

bandwagoning (rather than balancing) that should be more commonly ob-

served in states’ joining behaviors.175  

In terms of theory and scope conditions, the EEV-based hypotheses devel-

oped here are similar to those of neorealism in a number of ways. First, as in 

neorealism, the EEV-based predictions are supposed to be those that would 

maximize the survival-chances of states. As in neorealism as well, material 

factors play the key role in the hypotheses developed here (though the defini-

tion of material power used here—the material basis of power—is in many 

respects different from the notions of power in neorealism, which are more 

focused on the short-term resources of states).176 Finally, as in most versions 

                                                      
174 Waltz 1979, 126; Mearsheimer 2001, 40–2, 138, 140–1, 236–7, 337–47. 
175 As noted in Chapter 2, Mearsheimer agrees with his fellow neorealists that states should 

prefer balancing to bandwagoning, but adds that states should prefer buckpassing to balancing. 

The latter is not a common neorealist claim, so it is not discussed in detail here. It is worth 

noting, however, that the EEV-based prediction on buckpassing is also different from 

Mearsheimer’s, since it predicts that a state should only prefer buckpassing if it is exceedingly 

powerful compared to both parties in the ongoing conflict.  
176 Waltz 1979, 131; Mearsheimer 2001, Ch. 3; Copeland 2001a, 5–6. On the concept of power 

in neorealism, see also Baldwin 2013.  
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of neorealism, the EEV-based hypotheses look at the distribution of material 

power among the involved states at a single moment in time.177  

There are, however, important differences in the scope of these hypotheses; 

for example, the EEV-based predictions are dyadic and triadic in nature and 

are assumed to apply to all states regardless of their size, whereas neorealism 

is generally considered to be a system-level theory that is concerned mostly 

with the behavior of great powers.178 Moreover, I wish to emphasize that de-

spite the similarities with neorealism (especially its offensive variant), the the-

oretical framework developed here is significantly different in that it does not 

make any claims about the primacy of material factors vis-à-vis institutional 

and ideational factors, since the fitness criterion used here, the material basis 

of power, is only an indirect measure of survival. Thus, a state may still fail to 

continue to exist in the system despite controlling a large amount of material 

power. Of course, neorealists might agree that this last statement is com-

monsensical. I, however, believe that unlike in the Darwinian framework de-

veloped here, the theoretical constructions of neorealism cannot grant non-

material forces any role. Accordingly, it is useful to note that (unlike in neo-

realism) the hypotheses developed here are not antithetical to many popular 

claims in the study of international relations about the causes of interstate con-

flict, such as those that purport to explain interstate conflict in terms of the 

democratic character of states, the character of leaders, or the institutional and 

ideational makeup of the international system. Variations in EEV scores 

should increase or dampen the probability of conflict, but there are no theo-

retical grounds for expecting that they would completely determine the occur-

rence of any given conflict. 

Apart from its relation to neorealism, it is particularly important to distin-

guish the Darwinian logic of this chapter from the rationalist, game-theoretic 

approaches in the study of international conflict.179 The latter bear some re-

semblance to the evolutionary models in this chapter (i.e. the optimality mod-

els) in that in both cases, conflict behavior is assumed to be the outcome of a 

cost-benefit calculus facing two (or a small number of) actors. Beyond this 

limited similarity however, the rationale behind the models developed here 

and their content differ in important respects from those studied in the ration-

alist literature. For one thing, unlike in game-theoretic models in which the 

                                                      
177 I say most versions of neorealism because this treatment of the distribution of power in static 

terms is different from Dale Copeland’s neorealist formulation; Copeland (as noted in the pre-

vious chapter) emphasizes the dynamic shifts in the distribution of power (Copeland 2001a). 
178 Still, as noted in the previous chapter, many neorealist statements are couched in terms that 

appear to be intended to apply to all states, regardless of their size. 
179 The most prominent game-theoretic approach in the study of international conflict is the so-

called bargaining theory of war (Fearon 1995; Wagner 2000; Reiter 2003).  
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optimum behavior is the outcome of a strategic calculation among the in-

volved states, the Darwinian logic developed here looks at favorable behaviors 

as the outcome of costs and benefits actors face individually.180 More im-

portantly, unlike in game-theoretic models, the Darwinian logic makes no as-

sumption about the rationality of actors; indeed, it does not even make an as-

sumption about actors’ knowledge of the costs and rewards their actions will 

potentially lead to. As noted above, the EEV concept is meant to capture the 

kind of behaviors that would be favored by the Darwinian processes in inter-

national politics. States are expected to behave as EEV-maximizers not nec-

essarily due to the awareness and astuteness of their leaders; rather, the Dar-

winian logic predicts the international system will be populated mostly by 

EEV-maximizing states, since those will survive and flourish. States, on the 

other hand, that do not act as EEV-maximizers will be penalized and ulti-

mately eliminated from the system altogether. Hence, state leaders might fol-

low EEV-maximizing behaviors due to their intelligence or as a result of dumb 

luck; both modes of decision-making are consistent with the Darwinian logic. 

In contrast, the game-theoretic explanations of conflict depend on assuming 

that actors are aware of the costs and rewards of the different actions and that 

they are behaving as rational utility-maximizers in deciding which of the pos-

sible actions to take.  

While the empirical predictions in this chapter are based on a Darwinian 

logic that is unique to the study of conflict, the fact remains that the three 

developed EEV-based hypotheses do not make specific predictions that would 

allow one to trace the workings of the Darwinian mechanisms. So, while the 

three hypotheses in this chapter are based on the assumption that the interna-

tional system will evolve so as to be populated by states that act as EEV-max-

imizers, no empirical claim has been made thus far that would allow us to 

detect the workings of this evolutionary process. Unfortunately, formulating 

empirical tests that would allow the detection of the operation of the Darwin-

ian mechanisms is a complicated matter for three reasons: First, the likely ma-

terial gains from conflict (which are represented in the EEV-concept) are not 

the only considerations that determine whether states continue to exist in the 

international system. As noted earlier in this chapter, a state such as the Soviet 

Union might be ahead of its peers in material terms, but still fail to continue 

to exist due to its inability to exercise control over its populations and territo-

ries. This implies that the observed degree of a state’s evolutionary fitness (or 

lack thereof) cannot be solely linked to its conflict behavior. Second, states (in 

that they are partly constituted by sentient human beings) are capable of some 

degree of forward-thinking and learning, and as such there is no theoretical 

                                                      
180 In this way, the Darwinian logic is similar to the decision-theoretic approach used in the 

earlier work of Bueno de Mesquita (1983), though the latter assumes that actors are rational and 

uses a different unit to measure utility instead of the material basis of power as in the Darwinian 

models in this chapter. 
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reason to exclude the possibility that (at least some) states would behave as 

EEV-maximizers without going through the winnowing process of Darwinian 

selection themselves. Third and last, comprehensive data on states and their 

conflict behavior is only available for the last couple of centuries. This pe-

riod—though long—is still limited in comparison to the entire epoch since the 

first state-like units emerged in Mesopotamia nearly five millennia ago. This 

entails the possibility that the Darwinian processes had already worked most 

of their influence in shaping the international system before the period for 

which reliable, wide-ranging data is available (i.e. before the nineteenth cen-

tury).  

These difficulties notwithstanding, the empirical chapters of this thesis 

make a preliminary attempt to discern the influence of the Darwinian pro-

cesses in relation to states’ conflict behavior. To achieve this, I postulate that 

the greater a state’s previous experience with interstate conflict, the more 

likely it is to behave as an EEV-maximizer. To put it differently, I postulate, 

first, that the degree to which states act according to the EEV calculus should 

vary, and second, that this variation should be positively correlated with the 

extent of each state’s previous conflictual encounters with its peers. Evaluat-

ing this postulate against the empirical record should provide a more direct 

indication of whether the Darwinian logic is at play, since the latter involves 

a selection mechanism that should have more opportunities to work its effect 

for states that are relatively more engaged in conflicts. Thus, though it is not 

impossible to imagine other logics (for example, a rationalist logic) that would 

also lead states to behave as EEV-maximizers, the Darwinian logic seems es-

pecially apt in order to explain why we would expect to observe variation in 

states’ conflict behavior that is positively correlated with the extent of their 

conflict experience.  

Conclusion 

Constructing a Darwinian explanation of states’ conflict behavior is possi-

ble. Such an explanation requires, in the first place, a specification of states’ 

deep-level constitution, which is the immediate cause of their observable form 

and behaviors. Such an explanation also requires the existence of mechanisms, 

first, by which states’ deep-level constitutions are retained over time, second, 

by which variation of deep-level constitutions is replenished, and, finally, by 

which the outward traits (through interaction with states’ environment) affect 

the continued retention of the state. In this chapter, I argued that the deep-level 

constitution of the state could be conceptualized as the complex set of rules 

that, using the available resources, regulate relations of power among a group 

of people occupying a particular territory. This conception of the state’s deep-

level constitution allows for the satisfaction of the three conditions that make 
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a Darwinian explanation of states’ conflict behavior possible: in other words, 

it allows one to conceive of states’ conflict behavior as the product of the three 

Darwinian processes of retention, variation, and selection. 

In order to deduce specific empirical hypotheses from this Darwinian con-

struction, three models were detailed that capture the consequences of differ-

ent conflict behaviors on states’ evolutionary fitness. In these models, the evo-

lutionary fitness of states is measured in terms of the material basis of power 

(which refers to the more fundamental, nonperishable factors of power a state 

can muster). Using this as the measure of evolutionary fitness means that it is 

here assumed that—all else being equal—a state is more likely to survive in 

international politics if its peace/conflict behaviors enable it to maximize its 

control over those material bases of power. The peace/conflict behaviors that 

maximize states’ material basis of power should more commonly occur in the 

real-life workings of international politics, since these are the behaviors that 

maximize their performers’ ability to retain their deep-level constitution in the 

system. 

The three developed models of state behavior yield three hypotheses about 

the conditions under which a state is more likely to participate in a conflict 

(through its initiation, reciprocation, and joining). The proposed independent 

variable in the three hypotheses is the EEV concept, which represents the risk-

adjusted material value that a state can expect to gain from participating in a 

conflict. The EEV has two components: the acting state’s probability of win-

ning the conflict, and the material value of its adversary. Considered individ-

ually, a state would prefer to maximize both components; these two compo-

nents, however, are inversely related: adversaries that are easy to defeat tend 

to have less material worth, while those with substantial material worth tend 

to be difficult to defeat. The EEV concept represents the tradeoff between 

these two components: it is at its highest value when the acting state has a 

reasonable probability of winning against an adversary of moderate material 

worth. Since the EEV represents states’ likely material gains from participat-

ing in conflicts, and since the Darwinian mechanisms favor states that max-

imize their material gains, it is predicted here that—all else being equal— the 

higher the EEV of participation in a conflict, the more likely it is that a state 

will participate (through initiation, reciprocation, or joining).  

Although the conceptual discussions in this chapter might appear to some 

to be excessively complicated, I believe they are useful for two reasons: On 

the one hand, these discussions enable a Darwinian framework for interna-

tional politics, which though complex in its workings, is parsimonious in the 

number of its required assumptions. Most importantly, the deduced hypothe-

ses based on the Darwinian theory demand no assumption regarding the ra-

tionality of actors. On the other hand, and though this aim is beyond the scope 

of the present thesis, the discussion in this chapter lays out conceptual ground-

work that could be used to study aspects of states’ form and behavior beyond 
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their decisions to engage in conflict or maintain peace with one another. Con-

ceptual advantages aside, however, the ultimate value of a positive theory lies 

in the degree to which its predictions correspond to reality. Over the following 

three chapters, I evaluate the empirical accuracy of the three hypotheses on 

conflict initiation, reciprocation, and joining, respectively. 
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4. Evaluating the expected evolutionary value 

of conflict initiation     

Under what conditions is a state more likely to initiate a military conflict 

against another state? In the previous chapter, I argued that the Darwinian 

mechanisms would favor states that make their decisions so as to maximize 

the EEV of conflict. For a potential initiator of conflict, the EEV represents 

the material worth of the conflict’s target adjusted for the probability that the 

initiator will defeat that target. I therefore hypothesized in the previous chapter 

that (all else being equal) the higher the EEV of a conflict for the initiator, the 

more likely it is to initiate a conflict by threatening to use, or actually using, 

military force against another state. This chapter provides a statistical evalu-

ation of this hypothesis.  

In examining instances of war initiation and the initiation of less serious 

militarized disputes over the period from 1816 through 2010, I indeed found 

that the higher the EEV of a conflict, the more likely a state would be to initiate 

that conflict. This finding holds both if one treats the EEV as a single indicator 

and if one treats it as an interaction term of its two components (i.e. of the 

probability of winning and the value of the target). What’s more, I found that 

change in the EEV has a considerable substantive effect on the change in the 

probability of conflict initiation compared with the effects of a number of 

other factors routinely regarded in the literature as the most plausible predic-

tors of this phenomenon. Finally, I found that the models involving the EEV 

of the initiator perform favorably in predicting conflict initiation in compari-

son with models employing closely related measures that are also based on the 

material power of the involved states.  

Using statistics inductively or deductively in order to identify the causes of 

conflict initiation between states is an age-old pursuit in the discipline. With 

varying degrees of success, important strands of statistical research have at-

tempted to shed light on the determinants of conflict initiation by reference to 

various factors located at the systemic, dyadic, and state levels of analysis.181 

At the systemic level, statistical research has included attempts to explain the 

prevalence of conflict by reference to the systemic distribution of the material 

power of the international system,182 and shifts therein.183 At the dyadic level, 

                                                      
181 For an overview, see Vasquez 2012; Mitchell and Vasquez 2013.There are also statistical 

works referring to factors at the individual level of analysis (Sechser 2004; Horowitz, McDer-

mott, and Stam 2005; Stein 2015). However, the literature at this level of analysis is compara-

tively small in size, and is relatively less connected with common themes.  
182 Ray and Bentley 2010. 
183 de Soysa, Oneal, and Park 1997. 
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a sizeable body of scholarship looks into the effects of factors such as territo-

rial disputes,184 rivalries,185 bargaining dynamics,186 alliances,187 arms races,188 

nuclear proliferation,189 and economic interdependence190 on the outbreak of 

conflicts. Finally, at the level of the state, quantitative research is significantly 

focused on the effects of regime types191 and diversionary tactics by state lead-

ers.192  

Despite the great number of statistical studies, however, only three factors 

consistently emerge as non-trivial determinants of interstate conflict initiation 

or the lack thereof.193 The first of these is geographical proximity: it is clear 

that states are significantly more likely to initiate a conflict against a proximate 

state than one that is distant.194 This makes intuitive sense, given that military 

power is more easily projected over shorter distances, making proximity an 

enabling condition that facilitates the effect of whatever other sources of con-

flict may exist. In addition, geographical proximity can act as a source of con-

flict in itself rather than being just an enabling condition; this is specifically 

the case in territorial disputes, which are more likely to arise among contigu-

ous states, and more likely to lead to conflicts and wars.195 

The second prominent determinant of conflict initiation in the literature is 

the democratic nature of the involved states. It has long been observed that 

democratic states very rarely go to war against other democracies (if at all, 

depending on the definition of democracy).196 It has also long been established 

that in their relations with each other, democracies are significantly less likely 

to engage in other forms of militarized conflicts short of war.197 Though some 

                                                      
184 Hensel 1996. 
185 Klein, Goertz, and Diehl 2006. 
186 Reed et al. 2008. 
187 Leeds 2003; Johnson and Leeds 2011. 
188 Sample 2002. 
189 Asal and Beardsley 2007; Gartzke and Jo 2009. 
190 Hegre, Oneal, and Russett 2010. 
191 Weeks 2008. 
192 Mitchell and Prins 2004. 
193 Statistical works that evaluate the relative importance of many potential causes of conflict 

occurrence at once include Gochman and Maoz 1984; Bremer 1992; Oneal and Russett 2000; 

Bennett and Stam 2003; Gibler, Miller, and Little 2016. Note that many of the causes reviewed 

here have been studied in the context of conflict onset, not initiation. The difference between 

the claims related to initiation and those related to onset is that the former identify which state 

within a group (usually within a pair of states) is expected to instigate the action, while the latter 

only says that some action is expected to occur (without specifying which side will carry it out). 
194 Diehl 1991; Gleditsch 1995; Hensel 2012. 
195 Vasquez 1995. 
196 Babst 1972; Doyle 1983. 
197 Doyle 1983; Bremer 1993; Oneal and Russett 2000; Oneal and Tir 2006. 
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scholars argue that it is not the democratic quality of state pairs per se that 

makes their interactions peaceful,198 there is no disagreement that the correla-

tion is one of the strongest found in the statistical study of interstate conflict.  

The third important correlate of interstate conflict is the power of states and 

the distribution of power among state pairs. Perhaps unsurprisingly, a large 

body of empirical evidence supports the common view that the more powerful 

states in the system are considerably more likely to initiate conflicts.199 As 

with geographical proximity, state power can be merely an enabling condition 

for conflict initiation (weak states, in any case, have fewer opportunities to 

engage in conflict), or it may itself also be the source of conflict (e.g. more 

powerful states may be drawn to more conflicts due to their tendency to be 

involved in, say, more alliances). In either case, the extent of a state’s power 

(especially its military capabilities) is clearly positively associated with the 

likelihood that it will initiate a conflict. In addition, extant research highlights 

the important effect of the distribution of power among state-pairs on the like-

lihood that either will initiate conflict with the other. Specifically, a consistent 

finding of the literature is that conflict is more likely to occur among pairs of 

states possessing roughly equal amounts of military capability (and, naturally, 

that it is less likely to erupt among states with uneven capabilities).200 Two 

explanations are given in the literature for this empirical regularity: First, it is 

sometimes argued that this is evidence in support of hegemonic stability the-

ory, whose proponents claim that power parity is a necessary (though not suf-

ficient) condition of conflict and war, because in such situations, both parties 

have a reasonable chance of winning.201 Second, proponents of the bargaining 

theory of war emphasize that power parity is associated with a heightened de-

gree of uncertainty about each side’s capability and resolve, which in turn 

complicates states’ ability to negotiate a diplomatic solution to their disagree-

ments.202  

The postulated hypothesis regarding the effect of EEV on the likelihood of 

conflict initiation is not antithetical to these three key findings in the literature 

about the roles of geographical proximity, joint democracy, or power and its 

distribution. A higher EEV should increase the probability of conflict initia-

tion, all else being equal. However, in relation to the last of these findings (i.e. 

                                                      
198 Rosato 2003; Doyle 2005; Gartzke 2007; Mousseau 2009; Mousseau 2013; Dafoe, Oneal, 

and Russett 2013; Gartzke and Weisiger 2014. 
199 Bremer 1980; Small and Singer 1982; Gochman and Maoz 1984; Bremer 1993; Reiter 1999; 

Oneal and Tir 2006; Hegre 2008; Cashman 2013, 192–194; Chiba, Machain, and Reed 2014. 
200 Bremer 1992; Bennett and Stam 2003; Moul 2003; Hegre 2008; Vasquez 2012, 319. Though 

it is worth noting that the substantive effect of power parity on the occurrence of conflict is 

consistently found to be lower than that of the absolute power of the involved states; see espe-

cially Bennett and Stam 2003; Hegre 2008. 
201 Organski and Kugler 1980; Gilpin 1983; Lemke and Werner 1996; de Soysa, Oneal, and 

Park 1997. 
202 Fearon 1995; Reed 2003. 
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about the effects of power and its distribution), the conventional interpretation 

should be brought into question given two interrelated findings in this chapter: 

(1) the EEV of conflict initiation has a strong positive correlation with the 

absolute strength of states and with the power-parity measure; and (2) the EEV 

of conflict initiation yields models with better predictive accuracy than those 

involving either the measure of absolute power or of power parity. These two 

findings imply that the accurate empirical observation that interstate conflict 

is more likely to be initiated by strong powers, and that it is more likely to 

occur among pairs of states with roughly equal power, may be better explained 

by the higher EEV one of the states may obtain under these circumstances.  

The remainder of this chapter is organized into two main sections. In the 

first, I describe the research design used to test the hypothesis on the role of 

EEV in conflict initiation. In the second, I report on the findings of the statis-

tical tests and discuss their implications on the evaluated hypothesis. 

Statistical analysis design  

The research designs used in most statistical studies on conflict initiation 

are very similar in their makeup. I follow the same basic design here to test 

the hypothesis on the EEV of conflict initiation. As the unit of statistical anal-

ysis, I use the directed dyad-year. In this design, there are two observations 

per pair of states (i.e. dyad) per year: one observation in the direction of state 

A to state B, and another in the reverse direction of state B to state A. So, for 

example, for the US-Iraq dyad in the period of 2001 to 2003, there would be 

the following six observations in the dataset 

Year State A State B War Initiated 

2001 US Iraq 0 

2001 Iraq US 0 

2002 US Iraq 0 

2002 Iraq US 0 

2003 US Iraq 1 

2003 Iraq US 0 

The directed-dyad-year design allows for the evaluation of hypotheses that 

involve the deliberate action of one state against the other, as is required in 

this research. I give a detailed description of the other elements of the research 

design used here under the following four headings: Dependent variables and 

samples; EEV operationalization; Control variables; and Statistical estimator. 
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Dependent variables and samples  

Two dependent variables are employed to reflect the claims in the first hy-

pothesis. The first dependent variable is “War Initiation,” and it indicates in-

stances in which a state has initiated a war against another state-member of 

the international system. The second dependent variable is “MID Initiation” 

(MID stands for militarized interstate dispute), and it indicates instances in 

which a state has either threatened to use force, displayed force, or actually 

used force against another state in the system. For the construction of both 

dependent variables (as well as for most of the components of the independent 

and control variables discussed later), I rely on the most recent datasets pro-

vided by the Correlates of War (COW) project.203 The data provided by the 

COW project are the most comprehensive in their temporal and geographical 

scope (covering all states from 1816 through 2010), and it is by far the most 

widely used source in the literature for the statistical evaluation of claims 

about interstate conflict. 

Conceptually speaking, a war is also a militarized dispute, and the COW’s 

dataset on MIDs also includes records of the wars included in its war dataset. 

Having two separate dependent variables, however, is important for three rea-

sons: (1) interstate war is an especially important category of state behavior, 

and is thus an especially important category to consider separately while eval-

uating the first hypothesis; (2) although wars are consequential, they fortu-

nately occur rather rarely, and it is thus worth also considering the relatively 

more common occurrence of less serious militarized disputes in evaluating the 

hypothesis postulated regarding conflict initiation; and (3) having two sepa-

rate dependent variables is reasonable, since for some conflicts, there is a jus-

tifiable difference in the coding of the initiators depending on whether MIDs 

or wars are under consideration; for example, for WWII, Germany is coded as 

the initiator of the war, but Poland is coded as the initiator of the MID (this is 

because Poland was the first to issue a formal military threat on March 23, 

1939 against Germany). Thus, data in the “War Initiation” dependent variable 

are not completely subsumed by the “MID Initiation” variable. 

The “War Initiation” variable is given a value of 1 if a state has initiated a 

war against the other state in the directed dyad in a given year, and a value of 

0 otherwise. The coding of this variable comes from COW’s Directed Dyadic 

Interstate War dataset,204 which provides records of interstate wars between 

all dyads over the period from 1816 through 2010. This dataset defines two 

states as being at war with one another in a given year if they are engaged in 

a military battle in which they each meet at least one of two conditions: (1) 

the state must suffer at least 100 battle deaths, and (2) the state must deploy at 

least 1,000 troops. Accordingly, this dataset includes wars in which states 

                                                      
203 Maoz et al. 2019. 
204 Ibid. 
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were the primary initiators and targets (i.e. the sides involved on day one of 

the conflict), as well as later joiners on either side. Since the first hypothesis 

under consideration here concerns only conflict initiation, I set the dependent 

variable to 1 only if the war involved the primary initiator and the primary 

target. (In a later chapter, I use the same dataset to include the joiner category 

while testing the hypotheses about conflict expansion.) In addition, and as 

standard in the literature, I set the value of the “War Initiation” variable to 

“missing” in two types of records (i.e. I do not include these records in the 

analysis). First, I dropped the few records from the interstate war dataset in 

which there is a clear inconsistency in the coding of initiators and targets; for 

example, in the Austro‐Sardinian War of 1848‐1849, the dataset codes Aus-

tria-Hungary as both the primary initiator and the primary target of the war. I 

dropped these sorts of cases, since the proper identification of initiators and 

targets is a prerequisite for testing the examined hypothesis. Second, for wars 

that cover the span of multiple, consecutive years, I follow the common prac-

tice in the literature of dropping the records from later dyad-years (i.e. I have 

kept only the record of the first year of the conflict); this is because the hy-

pothesis under examination concerns conflict initiation, which happens in the 

first year of the conflict. In later years, however, it is reasonable to believe that 

states follow a different calculus in deciding whether or not to continue an 

ongoing war. 

The second dependent variable, “MID Initiation” is constructed in a similar 

way: it takes the value of 1 if a state has initiated a militarized dispute against 

the other state in the directed dyad in a given year, and the value of 0 other-

wise. The data for the construction of this variable is available in the COW’s 

Dyadic Militarized Interstate Disputes dataset.205 This dataset records in-

stances in which a state has threatened, displayed, or used military force 

against one or more other states in the system between the years 1816 and 

2010. As with the war dataset, this dataset includes records in which the two 

states of the dyad were the primary initiator and primary target of the MID, 

and also records in which one or both of the states in the dyad were the joiner 

of the MID on the side of its primary initiator or target. Here again, I included 

only MIDs that involved the primary initiator and the primary target of the 

dispute, since those reflect the claim of the first hypothesis. Moreover, as in 

the case of the war variable, I set some of the observations of the “MID Initi-

ation” variable to “missing.” First, I set this dependent variable to missing in 

the records in which the COW’s dataset on MIDs did not identify an initiator 

and target (this wasn’t necessary in the case of war initiation, since the COW’s 

dataset is actually complete in its coding of the initiators and targets of wars). 

Second, for a few records I dropped the observations in which there was a 

clear inconsistency in the coding of the initiators and targets of the MID. Third 

and last, for the MIDs that span the course of more than a single year, I kept 

                                                      
205 Ibid. 
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only the first dyad-year record, since the records from later years do not reflect 

the claim of the first hypothesis (which concerns conflict initiation, not its 

continuation). 

As for the cases used for the construction of both dependent variables, I 

focus on two samples commonly used in the literature: the sample of all dyads, 

and the sample of the so-called politically relevant dyads. The all dyads sam-

ple includes all pairs of states in existence from 1816 through 2010.206 The 

politically relevant sample includes only dyads that either consist of two states 

sharing a border, or include at least one major power.207 Focusing on the latter 

sample is justified by the fact that the vast majority of conflicts occur among 

these politically relevant dyads (approximately 91% in the case of war initia-

tions, and 87% in the case of MID initiations). This sample is often of interest 

to researchers because including dyads with extremely low odds of conflict 

occurrence—such as the Estonia-Uganda or Mongolia-Paraguay dyads—may 

add noise that might adversely affect the quality of the statistical inferences.208 

Nevertheless, since the sample of all states is also often used in the literature, 

I will consider them both. Table 4-1 includes the frequencies of war initiation 

and MID initiation, broken down by the kind of sample as well as by whether 

the set of control variables (detailed below) were all available.  

Table 4-1: Frequencies of war and MID initiation by sample and control variables 
Dependent 
Variable 

War initiation MID initiation 

Sample Politically 
Relevant 

All Dyads Politically 
Relevant 

All Dyads 

With/without 
control 
variables (CVs) 

without 
CVs 

with CVs without 
CVs 

with CVs without 
CVs 

with CVs without 
CVs 

with CVs 

N = 0 199,986 160,046 1,643,174 1,284,020 193,718 154,818 1,635,756 1,277,874 

N = 1 84 66 92 72 1,543 1,296 1,772 1,484 

Total N 200,070 160,112 1,643,266 1,284,092 195,261 156,114 1,637,528 1,279,358 

EEV operationalization 

As noted, the independent variable in the hypothesis considered here is the 

EEV of the potential initiator. This variable represents the probability of win-

ning a conflict multiplied by the material value of such a victory (i.e. the ma-

terial value of the target). Thus, in order to operationalize the EEV variable, 

we must first operationalize both the probability of winning an initiated con-

flict and the value of wining that conflict, and then multiply these two com-

ponents.  

                                                      
206 State membership data comes from the COW project. 
207 The data on contiguity and major power status are also obtained from the COW project.  
208 Lemke and Reed 2001. 
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To measure the probability of wining an initiated conflict, I began with the 

COW’s Composite Index of National Capability (CINC), whose usage in the 

literature is standard. The CINC is a composite index measuring the combined 

material capabilities of each state in terms of (1) population size, (2) urban 

population size, (3) energy production, (4) iron and steel production, (5) mil-

itary expenditure, (6) military personnel. The CINC score of a state is calcu-

lated by first calculating its share of the system’s total for each of the six com-

ponents, and then taking the average of those shares. The resulting CINC score 

thus should range from 0 to 1, with higher values indicating that a state, within 

a specific year, controls a large portion of the world’s total material capabili-

ties in that year. 

To measure the probability that state A will win in a conflict against state 

B, researchers routinely take the CINC score of A and divide it by the com-

bined score of A and B. Thus, if both states have an exactly equal amount of 

combined material resources, this measure would indicate that one of them 

has a 50% chance of prevailing over the other. However, this measure seems 

reasonable only in cases of equality. In cases in which the distribution of re-

sources is unequal, I think this method of comparing the CINC scores of the 

two states in a dyad does not accurately reflect the probability that one of them 

will prevail over the other should they engage in a conflict; consider, for ex-

ample, that in 2010, Japan in the Japan-USA dyad controlled 20% of the com-

bined resources of the two states (as measured by the CINC score). Taking 

this to indicate that Japan had a 20% chance of prevailing in a war against the 

US in 2010 seems far-fetched, however, given that the latter commanded four 

times as much material power as the former.  

Accordingly, I believe that a better measure of the probability of victory 

(though still based on the CINC scores of the two states) can be obtained by 

conceiving of it as a non-linear function of states’ relative capabilities. So, for 

example, we might reasonably think that, all else being equal, if state A has 

the same CINC score as state B, then it would have a 50% chance of winning 

a war. But if state A has 10 parts of 100 of their combined resources, while 

state B has the other 90 parts, then we cannot reasonably think that state A has 

a 10% chance of prevailing in a conflict (in fact, the odds are probably much 

lower). The point here is that when states have roughly equal resources, any 

of them can win, but as the difference in CINC scores between them increases, 

the odds of the stronger side winning should exponentially increase.  

To capture this nonlinear relationship between the probability of winning 

and the difference in states’ resources, I have chosen to use a logistic function. 

Specifically, for each directed dyad in which State A is considering initiating 

a conflict against state B, I calculate A’s probability of winning according to 

the following logistic function: 
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𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏. 𝑤𝑖𝑛 𝐴 =  
1

1 +  𝑒
−2.5(ln(

𝐶𝐼𝑁𝐶 𝐴
𝐶𝐼𝑁𝐶 𝐵

))
 

Where in this function, ln is the natural logarithm and e is base of the nat-

ural logarithm. The kind of values this formula produces is represented in Fig-

ure 4-1, which plots the probability of A’s win over B (obtained from the for-

mula) over the share of the dyad’s combined capabilities controlled by A. So, 

for example, when A controls 50% of the dyad’s capability (i.e. when A and 

B have the same amount of resources), the probability of winning obtained 

from the function is equal to 50%. When A controls 60% of the dyad’s com-

bined capabilities (i.e. when A controls 1.5 times the resources of B), then A 

has about a 73% chance of winning a war. Finally, to take another example, 

when A controls 20% of the dyad’s combined capabilities (i.e. when A con-

trols a quarter of the amount of the resources of B), then A has about a 3% 

chance of winning should a military conflict erupt. 

Figure 4-1: Probability of winning a conflict as a logarithmic function vs. the rel-

ative CINC score of A 

 

Now we turn to the second component of the EEV concept operationaliza-

tion: the material value of the target state. As noted in the previous chapter, 

material value in this study is measured in terms of the material basis of na-

tional power, which refers to the more fundamental factors of power (such as 

the size of states’ territories, the natural endowment of those territories, pop-

ulation size, and level of scientific and technological development). Unfortu-
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nately, there is no existing measure that captures all of these factors, and de-

veloping one is beyond the scope of this research. One alternative could be to 

include something such as the state’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) as a 

proxy. The logic here would be that states that are strong on the fundamental 

basis of power should also have a large GDP. This measure is far from ideal, 

however, given that reliable data on states’ GDP are not available prior to 

1950.  

Accordingly, I use the same CINC scores that go into the formula for cal-

culating the probability of winning wars as a proxy for the value of the target 

state. The CINC score of a country includes four factors that should increase 

its value as a prize for other states: its population size, urban population size, 

energy production, and iron and steel production. Indeed, the first two of these 

factors are direct indicators of the material basis of power (whereas the latter 

two could be regarded as proxies for the size of the state, its natural endow-

ment, and its level of technological development). Admittedly, the CINC in-

dex includes two additional factors (military expenditure and military person-

nel) that do not especially increase the value of the state; I still chose the CINC 

as a proxy, however, because it is available for all states since 1816, and thus 

there is no need to focus on a temporally restricted sample of cases.209  

Now that we have both of its components operationalized, the EEV of state 

A’s potential conflict initiation against state B in a given year is equal to the 

probability of it winning according to the logistic formula above multiplied by 

the CINC score of state B: 

𝐸𝐸𝑉 𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =  
1

1 +  𝑒
−2.5(ln(

𝐶𝐼𝑁𝐶 𝐴
𝐶𝐼𝑁𝐶 𝐵

))
 ×  𝐶𝐼𝑁𝐶 𝐵 

Since value in this formula is measured based on the CINC score of the 

target, and since the latter represents the target’s share of the world’s com-

bined material resources in a given year, the EEV of a potential initiator 

against some target can thus be interpreted as the share of the world’s com-

bined material resources the initiator can expect to gain from attacking this 

target. As an example, Figure 4-2 displays China’s EEV of conflict initiation 

against a number of Asian countries in 2010. So, for instance, based on the 

adopted operationalization, China should expect to gain 0.07 and 0.036 of the 

world’s combined material resources if it were to initiate a conflict against 

India and Japan, respectively.  

                                                      
209 Moreover, it is worth noting that a country’s CINC score is very strongly correlated with its 

GDP (specifically, the CINC score is 90% positively correlated with states’ real GDP relative 

to the world’s total real GDP in a given year). Thus, insofar as one considers the GDP to be a 

reasonable measure of states’ value, one should also be content with the CINC scores, given 

their wider availability. 
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Figure 4-2: China's EEV of conflict initiation against selected Asian states in 2010 

 

In the statistical models, I consider this EEV variable both as a single term 

and as an interaction term. As a single term, I treat it as a multiplicative index 

(taking its natural logarithm, since its distribution is heavily positively 

skewed). However, in statistical terms, this variable is also the interaction term 

of the probability of winning and the CINC score of the potential target. If the 

latter two terms were included in the same model, then the EEV variable 

would indicate whether the effect of the probability of winning on the likeli-

hood of conflict initiation is different for different levels of CINC B. I also 

consider this interactive sense of EEV so as to ensure that an observed statis-

tical significance of this variable as a single term is not simply due to the 

causal potency of one or both of its components.  

In terms of expectations, the statistical results will be consistent with the 

hypothesis under examination if the EEV variable (both as a multiplicative 

index and as an interaction term) is positive and statistically significant. Thus, 

based on the EEV values in Figure 4-2, China in 2010 (all else being equal) 

should be more likely to initiate a conflict against India than against Japan, 

and even more likely to initiate a conflict against either India or Japan than 

against a much less valuable target (in terms of combined material resources) 

such as Sri Lanka or Singapore.  

As noted, the EEV operationalization is a mathematical function of the 

CINC scores of the initiator and the target. It is thus worth noting how the 

expectation about conflict initiation that follows from this EEV operationali-

zation compares with other commonly employed measures in the literature 

that are also based on the same CINC scores. Specifically, researchers com-

monly employ one of three other measures in their models that are also based 

on the CINC scores of the initiator and target. The first is the above-noted 
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relative CINC of the initiator, which is calculated by dividing the CINC of the 

initiator by the combined scores of the initiator and the target. The expectation 

from including this measure is that the higher the relative CINC of the poten-

tial initiator, the more likely it is that it will initiate a conflict, since it should 

expect to win. The second commonly used measure aims to capture the popu-

lar power-parity hypothesis, which (as noted in the introduction to this chap-

ter) maintains that conflict is more likely to occur in dyads in which power is 

more evenly distributed. This power-parity measure thus takes the higher of 

the two CINC scores of the initiator and the target and divides it by their com-

bined scores. The resultant measure would accordingly always fall between 

0.5 and 1 (the former indicating complete parity, and the latter complete lop-

sidedness in the distribution of power in the dyad). The third measure is less 

commonly employed than the first two, but is reflected in the influential grav-

ity model of state interaction, which maintains that the larger the states, and 

the closer they are to each other, the more likely they are to interact (including 

conflictually).210 Leaving the issue of geographical proximity aside for the 

moment, one way of operationalizing the size of states in the gravity model 

involves taking the combined score of the initiator and the target. The expec-

tation here is that the higher this score is, the more likely it is that conflict will 

be initiated, due simply to the ability of the two states to interact.  

Figure 4-3 depicts the expectations on conflict initiation based on the CINC 

scores of the initiator and the target according to the EEV concept, as well as 

according to the three measures just mentioned (darker regions in this figure 

indicate a higher expected likelihood of conflict initiation according to the 

respective measure). As can be observed, there is some overlap between the 

expectation that follows from the EEV of A, and the expectations that follow 

from these other measures (especially that following the gravity model). It 

would thus be useful to compare the explanatory value of the EEV concept 

with these (and other possible) measures that are also based on the same CINC 

scores. However, including the EEV variable and the other CINC-based 

measures in the same statistical models would not be appropriate, since they 

are all mathematically related in being based on the same measures. This is so 

because multivariate regression works by estimating the effect of changing 

one variable, while holding the other covariates constant. If one variable in the 

multivariate model is a mathematical function of another, however, changing 

one of them cannot be done without causing a simultaneous change in the 

other, thereby distorting the appropriate interpretation of the estimates. There-

fore, rather than including the different CINC-based measures in the same 

models, I’ll consider them separately in different models, and then compare 

the predictive accuracy of these. If the EEV-based approach is of some value, 

this should be reflected in the relative predictive accuracy of its models. 

                                                      
210 Hegre 2008. 
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Figure 4-3: Expected probability of conflict initiation based on different theoreti-

cal models 

 

 

Control variables 

I include the standard set of control variables employed in the literature on 

conflict initiation. As noted, one of the central findings in the literature is that 

conflict occurrence is significantly affected by whether the states in the dyad 

are both democratic.211 Thus, I control for three variables in order to account 

for the effect of democratic peace, as well as for the possible variation in the 

behavior of initiators depending on whether they are democratic, and whether 

they are facing a democratic target. The variable “Democracy A” takes a value 

of 1 if the potential initiator is a democracy, and a value of 0 otherwise; the 

variable “Democracy B” measures the same for the target state; and the vari-

able “Democratic Dyad” is equal to 1 if both states are democracies, and 0 

otherwise. Classification of democracies is obtained from the Polity IV pro-

ject.212 

In addition, given that geographic proximity is identified in the literature 

as a very important determinant of conflict, I control for whether states are 

contiguous (“Contiguous”) and for the distance between the capitals of the 

                                                      
211 Oneal and Russett 2000. 
212 Marshall, Jaggers, and Gurr 2017. 
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states in the dyad (“Distance”). The data for the Contiguous variable comes 

from the COW project’s direct contiguity data, version 3.2. This variable takes 

the value of 1 if the states in the dyad are separated by either a land border or 

at most 24 miles of water, and the value of 0 otherwise. The distance between 

capitals is obtained from the EUGENE software.213  

Additionally, as is standard in the literature, I control for whether the states 

in the dyad are allied (“Alliance”). This variable is coded as 1 if a defense pact 

is active between the two states in the dyad at any time during a given year, 

and 0 otherwise. The data for this variable is again obtained from the COW 

project,214 and the expectation is that conflict (especially war) should be less 

likely to occur among allied states.  

Finally, I include the standard controls for time-dependence by considering 

the number of peace years since the last conflict between the pairs in the dyad 

(there are actually three terms to account for the probable curvilinear relation-

ship: PeaceYears, PeaceYears2, PeaceYears3).215 Table 4-2 includes descrip-

tive statistics for the independent and control variables for both war initiation 

and MID initiation, broken down by the type of sample analyzed. 

Table 4-2: Summary statistics for independent and control variables in different 

samples of initiation 
 War initiations among politically 

relevant dyads (N = 160,112) 
War initiations among all dyads  

(N = 1,284,092) 
Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min Max Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 
EEV A(ln) -8.984 3.935 -26.139 -1.948 -9.102 2.866 -26.139 -1.948 
Democracy A 0.421 0.494 0.000 1.000 0.367 0.482 0.000 1.000 
Democracy B 0.421 0.494 0.000 1.000 0.367 0.482 0.000 1.000 
Democratic dyad 0.208 0.406 0.000 1.000 0.150 0.357 0.000 1.000 
Distance(ln) 7.670 1.205 1.792 9.392 8.188 0.826 1.792 9.421 
Contiguous 0.254 0.435 0.000 1.000 0.032 0.175 0.000 1.000 
Allied 0.139 0.346 0.000 1.000 0.057 0.232 0.000 1.000 
Peace years 34.699 34.844 0.000 193.000 31.591 30.304 0.000 193.000 
 MID initiations among politically 

relevant dyads (N = 156,114) 
MID initiations among all dyads 

(N = 1,279,358) 
Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min Max Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 
EEV A(ln) -9.016 3.949 -26.139 -1.948 -9.107 2.865 -26.139 -1.948 
Democracy A 0.424 0.494 0.000 1.000 0.367 0.482 0.000 1.000 
Democracy B 0.424 0.494 0.000 1.000 0.367 0.482 0.000 1.000 
Democratic dyad 0.212 0.409 0.000 1.000 0.150 0.357 0.000 1.000 
Distance(ln) 7.691 1.196 1.792 9.392 8.193 0.821 1.792 9.421 
Contiguous 0.245 0.430 0.000 1.000 0.030 0.170 0.000 1.000 
Allied 0.138 0.345 0.000 1.000 0.057 0.232 0.000 1.000 
Peace years 35.293 34.915 0.000 193.000 31.660 30.307 0.000 193.000 

 

                                                      
213 Bennett and Stam 2000. 
214 Gibler 2008. 
215 This is the practice recommended by Carter and Signorino 2010. 
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Statistical estimator 

As standard in the literature, I use logistic regression to model the relation-

ships between the independent/control variables, and the two binary depend-

ent variables, War Initiation and MID Initiation. Logistic regression allows 

one to model the conditional effects of the independent variables on the natural 

logarithm of the odds of the dependent variable. In turn, the odds of the de-

pendent variable is the ratio of the probability that the dependent variable will 

be equal to one to the probability that it will be equal to zero. Thus, the logistic 

regression model in which “War initiation” is the dependent variable can be 

expressed as follows: 

ln (
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑊𝑎𝑟 𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑡 = 1)

𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑊𝑎𝑟 𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑡 = 0)
)

= 𝛼1 + 𝛽2(ln(𝐸𝐸𝑉 𝐴)𝑡−1)  +  𝛽3(𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 𝐴𝑡−1)  

+ 𝛽4(𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 𝐵𝑡−1)  + 𝛽5(𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝐷𝑦𝑎𝑑𝑡−1)  

+ 𝛽6(ln (𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 + 1)𝑡−1)  + 𝛽7(𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑔𝑢𝑜𝑢𝑠𝑡−1)  

+ 𝛽8(𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑑𝑡−1)  + 𝛽9(𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑡−1)  

+ 𝛽10(𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠2
𝑡−1)  +  𝛽11(𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠3

𝑡−1) 

Where t is the year of observation; α1 is the intercept of the natural loga-

rithm of the odds of “War Initiation”; and β2-11 are the coefficients representing 

the increase (or decrease if the coefficient is negative) in the natural logarithm 

of the odds of “War Initiation” per unit increase in the respective independent 

or control variables. Note that as presented in this equation, and as standard in 

the literature, I lag the independent and control variables in the model by one 

year to correct for endogeneity. An identical equation is to be estimated for 

the other dependent variable, “MID Initiation.”  

Ordinarily, the coefficients in logistic regression are estimated using a tech-

nique called maximum likelihood (ML) estimation. However, using ML has a 

serious drawback in cases in which one of the outcomes of the binary depend-

ent variable is rare. A rare dependent variable is one in which there are dozens 

to thousands of times fewer ones than zeros (i.e. significantly fewer events 

than non-events). For rare event data, it is well known that ML yields biased 

estimates of the model’s parameters.216 This makes ML suboptimal for esti-

mating the parameters of the two dependent variables under consideration here 

(War Initiation and MID Initiation), since both are rare event variables: they 

include far fewer (on the order of a hundred or even thousands) conflicts than 

non-conflicts, as can be seen in Table 4-1 above. Thus, instead of ML, I adopt 

                                                      
216 Always biased in favor of non-events. That is, it overestimates the probability of non-events 

(e.g. peace) and underestimates the probability of events (e.g. war). 
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the estimation procedure suggested by King and Zeng,217 which is the standard 

practice in the literature for obtaining bias-corrected estimates in rare events 

data.218 Moreover, as is also standard in the literature, I rely on the dyad-clus-

tered calculations of the standard errors, given that in the directed-dyad design 

used here, observations are unlikely to be independent within dyads.  

Findings and discussion 

The analysis and discussion of the statistical results in this section are or-

ganized into four parts. In the first, I examine the effect of the EEV as a 

standalone term on conflict initiation. In the second, I consider the EEV vari-

able as an interaction term of its two constituents (i.e. the probability of win-

ning and the value of the target). In the third, I compare the predictive accuracy 

of the EEV models with the predictive accuracy of the models that (like those 

that are EEV-related) are also based on the material capabilities of the initiator 

and target. In a fourth section, I report on the results of the analysis that seeks 

to more directly discern the presence of the evolutionary mechanisms in rela-

tion to conflict initiation. Appendix A includes additional robustness checks 

that are largely consistent with the findings in this section. 

The EEV as an index 

Table 4-3 presents the estimation results of the logistic models for war ini-

tiation and MID initiation, broken down by the sample of politically relevant 

dyads and the sample of all dyads. As can be seen from this table, the results 

are consistent with the expectations that follow from the hypothesis under con-

sideration: the coefficients of the EEV of the potential initiator are positive 

and statistically significant (at the 0.001 level). This holds—with and without 

the control variables—for war initiation among politically relevant dyads 

(Models 1 and 2), war initiation among all dyads (Models 3 and 4), MID ini-

tiation among politically relevant dyads (Models 5 and 6), and MID initiation 

among all dyads (Models 7 and 8). These results imply, as hypothesized, that 

a state is more likely to initiate a conflict against another the higher the mate-

rial value it is likely to gain from that conflict. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
217 King and Zeng 2001. 
218 King and Zeng’s procedure for parameter estimation is implemented using the relogit pack-

age in STATA.  
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Table 4-3: Rare events logistic regression of War and MID initiation with the EEV 

as an index  

Dependent 
Variable 

War initiation MID initiation 

Sample Politically rele-
vant dyads 

All Dyads Politically rele-
vant dyads 

All Dyads 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8 

EEV A(ln) 0.273**** 
(0.043) 

0.278**** 
(0.056) 

0.637**** 
(0.075) 

0.444**** 
(0.081) 

0.199**** 
(0.017) 

0.181**** 
(0.017) 

0.440**** 
(0.035) 

0.300**** 
(0.030) 

Democracy A  
 

0.096 
(0.318) 

 
 

0.293 
(0.295) 

 
 

0.232** 
(0.099) 

 
 

0.389**** 
(0.099) 

Democracy B  
 

-0.691 
(0.465) 

 
 

-0.572 
(0.431) 

 
 

0.518**** 
(0.100) 

 
 

0.528**** 
(0.102) 

Democratic 
dyad 

 
 

-1.380 
(1.145) 

 
 

-1.736 
(1.132) 

 
 

-1.371**** 
(0.165) 

 
 

-1.403**** 
(0.164) 

Distance(ln)  
 

-0.253* 
(0.134) 

 
 

-0.445*** 
(0.138) 

 
 

-0.021 
(0.048) 

 
 

-0.239**** 
(0.050) 

Contiguous  
 

0.954** 
(0.408) 

 
 

2.138**** 
(0.511) 

 
 

1.018**** 
(0.129) 

 
 

2.421**** 
(0.159) 

Allied  
 

-0.609 
(0.404) 

 
 

-0.380 
(0.398) 

 
 

0.218** 
(0.107) 

 
 

0.306*** 
(0.109) 

Peace years  
 

-0.279**** 
(0.059) 

 
 

-0.259**** 
(0.053) 

 
 

-0.118**** 
(0.010) 

 
 

-0.132**** 
(0.010) 

Peace 
years^2 

 
 

0.007*** 
(0.002) 

 
 

0.006*** 
(0.002) 

 
 

0.002**** 
(0.000) 

 
 

0.002**** 
(0.000) 

Peace 
years^3 

 
 

-0.000** 
(0.000) 

 
 

-0.000* 
(0.000) 

 
 

-0.000**** 
(0.000) 

 
 

-0.000**** 
(0.000) 

Constant -5.692**** 
(0.307) 

-2.397** 
(1.205) 

-4.869**** 
(0.493) 

-1.481 
(1.508) 

-3.244**** 
(0.142) 

-2.524**** 
(0.421) 

-3.230**** 
(0.267) 

-1.775**** 
(0.538) 

Observations 200070 160112 1643266 1284092 195261 156114 1637528 1279358 
Area under 
ROC curve 

.7112 .9258 .8171 .9769 .6744 .8069 .7596 .8742 

Robust standard errors corrected for clustering by directed dyad in parentheses. 
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01, **** p < 0.001 

 

To evaluate the effect size of the EEV of A, I compare its associated risk 

difference with the risk differences associated with the other main covariates. 

The risk difference (also called first difference) associated with a variable X 

is the change in the probability of the dependent variable that results from a 

specific change in X, while holding the other variables in the model at some 

constant value. Thus, in order to calculate the risk difference for each covari-

ate, I change the value of that variable—from 0 to 1 if it is categorical, and 

from its first to its third quartile if it is continuous—while holding the other 

variables at their median value. Figure 4-4 shows the risk differences of each 

of the main variables used in Models 2, 4, 6, and 8. To understand the infor-

mation conveyed there, consider, for instance the section on the top left of 

Figure 4-4. This part of the figure shows the risk difference for the main co-

variates used in Model 2, which estimates the effects of the covariates on war 
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initiation among politically relevant dyads. In this part, the number associated 

with changing the value of the EEV of the A variable is 0.000058; this means 

that as we change the value of the EEV of A from its first to its third quartile 

(while holding the other covariates at their median values), the probability of 

war among politically relevant dyads would, on average, increase by 

0.000058. Similarly, to take another example from the same part of Figure 4-

4, the number associated with the democratic dyad variable is -0.000038; this 

means that if we change the value of the democratic dyad variable from 0 to 1 

(while holding the other covariates at their median values), the probability of 

war among politically relevant dyads would, on average, decrease by 

0.000038. 

Examining the risk differences in Figure 4-4 reveals that the EEV of A has 

the second-highest absolute effect (after contiguity) on the probability of both 

war and MID initiation between both politically relevant dyads and all dyads. 

In other words, the EEV of A has a higher absolute average effect on conflict 

initiation compared with the absolute average effects of the democratic cate-

gory of the initiator, the democratic category of the target, the democratic cat-

egory of both the initiator and the target, the distance between the capital cities 

of the dyad, and the alliance status of the two states in the dyad. It is important, 

however, to recall that the independent and control variables in all models are 

lagged by one year to limit issues of endogeneity. Thus, strictly speaking, the 

EEV of A has the second-highest effect on conflict initiation in the year fol-

lowing the observation. Indeed, if we do not lag the dependent variable, the 

democratic-dyad variable would perfectly predict peace (as non-wars). Still, 

all studies on war and MID initiation that I am aware of lag the dependent 

variable, and for the EEV of A to have such a relative effect is thus remarka-

ble. 

It is important also to note that the risk differences should be judged relative 

to the baseline probability of war or MID initiation in the relevant sample. So, 

for example, saying that the risk difference for war initiation in the sample of 

politically relevant dyads of the EEV of A variable is 0.000058 should be 

judged relative to the value of 0.00002, which is the baseline probability of 

war initiation in the data when EEV of A is at its first quartile value. In other 

words, changing the value of the EEV of A from its first to its third quartile 

(keeping the other variables at their median values) would almost triple the 

probability of war, which is a non-trivial effect. 
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Figure 4-4: Risk differences (95% CI) of each variable, holding the other covari-

ates at their median values 

War initiation 

 
MID initiation 

 

 

Exploring the substantive effects of the EEV of A on conflict initiation fur-

ther, Figure 4-5 depicts the average marginal effects of this variable on the 

probability of war initiation and MID initiation, breaking down the effect ac-

cording to whether the states in the dyad are contiguous, and whether they are 

both democratic. As is clear from this figure, the EEV of A has the highest 

average effect on conflict initiation when the dyad is contiguous and non-dem-

ocratic. By the same token, the EEV of A has the least average effect on con-

flict initiation when states are both democratic and do not share a border.  
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Figure 4-5: Average marginal effects of EEV A on war and MID initiation by con-

tiguity and democracy 

War initiation 

 
MID initiation 

 

 

The EEV as an interaction term 

As noted, the EEV of A involves two components: the probability of win-

ning (which was modeled as a logistic function) and the value of that win 

(which was operationalized as the CINC score of the target state). Though I 

believe the EEV can be included as its own standalone term (as in the above 

models), it is still useful to examine it as the interaction term of its two com-

ponents. This is an important analysis, since it should highlight whether the 

EEV concept has explanatory power above and beyond its two constituents.  

Table 4-4 includes the estimation results for the logistic models for war 

initiation and MID initiation, treating the EEV A as an interaction term of the 

“probability of win A” variable and the “CINC B” variable. Here again, the 

results are consistent with the hypothesized expectation: the coefficients of the 

EEV of the potential initiator are positive and statistically significant (at either 

the 0.001 or the 0.01 levels). This holds—with and without the control varia-

bles—for war initiation among politically relevant dyads (Models 9 and 10), 
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war initiation among all dyads (Models 11 and 12), MID initiation among po-

litically relevant dyads (Models 13 and 14), and MID initiation among all dy-

ads (Models 15 and 16). These results mean that the effect of the probability 

of winning on the likelihood of conflict initiation is higher for higher values 

of CINC B (and, naturally, that the effect of CINC B on the likelihood of con-

flict initiation is higher for higher values of the probability of winning). Had 

the EEV A variable not been statistically significant in Models 9-16, we would 

have suspected that the statistically significant results seen earlier in Models 

1-8 were merely an artifact of one or both of the EEV A’s two components. 

Fortunately, the obtained estimates (in being statistically significant and of the 

expected sign) provide further support for the expectation that the EEV of the 

initiator would have an effect in explaining conflict initiation above and be-

yond its two components.  

Table 4-4: Rare events logistic regression of War and MID initiation with the EEV 

as an interaction term 
Dependent 
Variable 

War initiation MID initiation 

Sample Politically relevant 
dyads 

All Dyads Politically relevant 
dyads 

All Dyads 

 Model 9 Model 10 Model 11 Model 12 Model 13 Model 14 Model 15 Model 16 

EEV A 37.937**** 
(7.121) 

24.810**** 
(5.834) 

36.696**** 
(4.353) 

23.976*** 
(7.674) 

29.491**** 
(2.813) 

16.647**** 
(2.973) 

35.737**** 
(3.132) 

18.210*** 
(6.504) 

Prob. of win A -0.492 
(0.332) 

0.019 
(0.357) 

0.585** 
(0.282) 

0.408 
(0.329) 

0.142 
(0.130) 

0.673**** 
(0.118) 

0.879**** 
(0.108) 

0.965**** 
(0.112) 

CINC B -11.446** 
(5.482) 

-0.712 
(2.919) 

8.404**** 
(2.205) 

7.142** 
(2.935) 

-3.336*** 
(1.246) 

1.815** 
(0.892) 

10.984**** 
(0.592) 

10.249**** 
(1.113) 

Democracy A  
 

0.255 
(0.326) 

 
 

0.516* 
(0.301) 

 
 

0.316*** 
(0.103) 

 
 

0.505**** 
(0.102) 

Democracy B  
 

-0.743 
(0.505) 

 
 

-0.528 
(0.456) 

 
 

0.486**** 
(0.105) 

 
 

0.513**** 
(0.107) 

Democratic 
dyad 

 
 

-1.398 
(1.152) 

 
 

-1.831 
(1.135) 

 
 

-1.363**** 
(0.169) 

 
 

-1.445**** 
(0.168) 

Distance(ln)  
 

-0.247* 
(0.134) 

 
 

-0.418*** 
(0.133) 

 
 

-0.067 
(0.050) 

 
 

-0.279**** 
(0.055) 

Contiguous  
 

0.993** 
(0.457) 

 
 

2.531**** 
(0.488) 

 
 

1.139**** 
(0.141) 

 
 

2.558**** 
(0.158) 

Allied  
 

-0.666* 
(0.403) 

 
 

-0.469 
(0.395) 

 
 

0.220** 
(0.108) 

 
 

0.322*** 
(0.111) 

Peace years  
 

-0.291**** 
(0.060) 

 
 

-0.274**** 
(0.054) 

 
 

-0.118**** 
(0.010) 

 
 

-0.130**** 
(0.010) 

Peace 
years^2 

 
 

0.008*** 
(0.002) 

 
 

0.007*** 
(0.002) 

 
 

0.002**** 
(0.000) 

 
 

0.002**** 
(0.000) 

Peace 
years^3 

 
 

-0.000** 
(0.000) 

 
 

-0.000** 
(0.000) 

 
 

-0.000**** 
(0.000) 

 
 

-0.000**** 
(0.000) 

Constant -7.312**** 
(0.286) 

-4.608**** 
(1.172) 

-10.309**** 
(0.220) 

-5.662**** 
(1.178) 

-4.939**** 
(0.115) 

-4.227**** 
(0.424) 

-7.588**** 
(0.083) 

-4.773**** 
(0.459) 

Observations 200070 160112 1643266 1284092 195261 156114 1637528 1279358 
Area under 
ROC curve 

.6943 .9119 .7199 .9604 .6304 .8002 .7408 .8908 

Robust standard errors corrected for clustering by directed dyad in parentheses. 
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01, **** p < 0.001 
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To further explore the role of the EEV of A as an interaction term, we can 

examine the average effect of the probability of winning on the likelihood of 

conflict initiation at different values for the CINC score of B. Figure 4-6 illus-

trates this for the likelihood of war and MID initiation at the 1st decile, the 

median, and the 9th decile of CINC of B, showing that there is a substantial 

difference in the average effect of the probability of winning on conflict initi-

ation between the 9th decile, and the 1st decile and the median. There is a very 

little difference, however, in the marginal effects between the 1st decile and 

the median of CINC B.  

Figure 4-6: Marginal effects of probability of winning A at different values of 

CINC B 

War initiation 

 
MID initiation 

 

 
 

The EEV vs. other CINC-based scores  

So far, we’ve seen that the EEV variable (both as a standalone and as an 

interaction term) has, as hypothesized, a substantial and statistically signifi-

cant effect on the likelihood of conflict initiation. But as noted above, the EEV 

operationalization is based on the same CINC scores for the initiator and the 

target used in other measures commonly employed in the literature. As was 

also noted, including the different CINC-based measures in the same models 
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would not be appropriate, since they are mathematically related to one an-

other. Instead, we can compare the worth of the EEV measure relative to other 

CINC-based measures by estimating them separately in different models, and 

then comparing the predictive ability of these different models.  

Figure 4-7 illustrates the relative predictive accuracy of the various CINC 

measures for the different samples of war and MID initiation, using the area 

under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve as a measure of pre-

dictive accuracy. The area under the ROC curve of a given model can be in-

terpreted as the probability that this model would rank a randomly chosen case 

of conflict initiation higher than a randomly chosen case in which conflict was 

not initiated.219 So, for example, in war initiation among politically relevant 

dyads (the top-left corner of Figure 4-7), the area under the ROC curve for the 

model that includes the EEV A (ln) variable is 0.9258. This number means 

that in this sample, a model based on the EEV A (ln) score—in combination 

with the other control variables—has a 0.9258 probability of ranking a ran-

domly chosen case of war initiation higher than a randomly chosen case in 

which war was not initiated. This value can be compared with the area under 

the ROC curve from the other models that—for the same dependent variable, 

on the same sample, and using the same set of control variables—were esti-

mated using a different CINC-based score.  

In examining Figure 4-7, it becomes apparent that the models based on the 

EEV concept have the highest predictive accuracy for both war initiation and 

MID initiation in the sample of politically relevant dyads (the top left and bot-

tom left corners, respectively of Figure 4-7). This is not the case for both de-

pendent variables in the sample of all dyads. For war initiation in the sample 

of all dyads (the top right corner), the predictive accuracy of the EEV-based 

model is virtually identical to the accuracy of the model that includes the mul-

tiplicative product of the initiator and the target (CINC A x CINC B), as well 

as to the accuracy of the model including both the CINC scores of the initiator 

and the target as separate terms (CINC A, CINC B). For MID initiation in the 

sample of all dyads (the bottom right corner), the predictive accuracy of the 

EEV-based model is even lower than the accuracy obtained from most other 

CINC measures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
219 Zhou, Obuchowski, and McClish 2011, 28–9. 
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Figure 4-7: Area under ROC curve of conflict initiation for different CINC-based 

measures 
War initiation among politically relevant 

dyads 
War initiation among all dyads 

  
MID initiation among politically relevant dy-

ads 
MID initiation among all dyads 

  
 

These results suggest that the EEV concept is especially useful in predict-

ing conflict initiation in the sample of politically relevant dyads. Still, it is 

worth noting that in the sample of all dyads, the EEV-based models for both 

war and MID initiation have higher predictive accuracy compared with the 

models based either on the relative capability of the initiator (the “relative 

CINC A” and the “CINC A/CINC B” models), or those based on the relative 

capability of the stronger side of the dyad (the “CINC Max/CINC Min” and 

the “CINC Max/Total” models). The fact that the EEV-based models perform 

better in explaining conflict initiation in both the samples of all dyads and 

politically relevant dyads than the models based on the relative capability of 

the initiator or the relative capability of the stronger side of the dyad, is note-

worthy for two reasons: First, these two other kinds of CINC-based measures 

are the most commonly included control variables in the literature. Including 

the EEV variable as a control variable instead of these measures could thus 

possibly improve the predictive accuracy in models that employ it, regardless 

of the analyzed sample. Second, and more importantly, this finding calls into 

question the common interpretation of these two other CINC-based measures. 

The relative capability of the initiator is often found to be positive and statis-

tically significant, which is taken to imply that the more likely a state is to win 
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a conflict, the more likely it is to initiate that conflict. The relative capability 

of the stronger side is often found to be negative and statistically significant, 

which is taken to imply that parity in the distribution of power among the 

states in the dyad increases the likelihood of conflict initiation.220 However, 

given that the logarithm of the EEV of the initiator is strongly positively cor-

related with the relative capability of the initiator, and negatively correlated 

with the relative capability of the stronger side, and given that the EEV of the 

initiator yields better predictive models of conflict initiation, it may be the 

case that the commonly observed statistical significance of these two other 

CINC-based measures is nothing but an artifact of the EEV of conflict initia-

tion. 

Darwinian mechanisms in conflict initiation 

The theoretical argument of this dissertation holds that a Darwinian logic 

underlies the link between the EEV concept and the conflictual behavior of 

states (including their conflict-initiation behavior). And while the preponder-

ance of evidence reviewed in this chapter does offer support for the hypothe-

sized association between the EEV concept and states’ conflict-initiation be-

havior, the aforementioned analyses provide only an indirect indication that 

this association is, in fact, the product of the assumed Darwinian mechanisms 

(rather than the product of, say, a rationalist logic). Accordingly, it would be 

useful to ascertain the effect of Darwinism in relation to conflict initiation in 

a more direct manner. This (as argued in Chapter 3) can be achieved by eval-

uating whether a state’s propensity to maximize its EEV of conflict is associ-

ated with the extent to which it has experienced conflicts in the past. If the 

Darwinian mechanisms are indeed operational in shaping states’ conflict be-

havior, then we should expect a state with more conflict experience to be more 

likely to act as a EEV-maximizer. Or, to put it differently, if the Darwinian 

mechanisms are operational, we should expect to find a positive interaction 

effect between the EEV of conflict initiation and the extent of a state’s conflict 

experience. 

Table 4-5 shows the result of this analysis, which was obtained by opera-

tionalizing the extent of a state’s past experience with conflict as the number 

of years in which the acting state has experienced an interstate war. As can be 

seen in this table, the interaction term between the EEV of A variable and the 

number of previous wars variable (highlighted in gray) is positive and statis-

tically significant (at least at the 0.05 level) for both kinds of dependent vari-

ables (war and MID initiation), and for both of the analyzed samples (all dyads 

and politically relevant dyads). Table 4-6 includes the same analysis, but op-

erationalizes the extent of states’ past experience as the number of years in 

which it has experienced a MID (rather than a war). Here again, the interaction 

                                                      
220 Bennett and Stam 2003; Hegre 2008. 
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term between the EEV variable and previous experience with conflict variable 

is positive and statistically significant (at least at the 0.05 level) for most mod-

els, with the exception of war initiation among all dyads, where the interaction 

term (though of the predicted sign) is not statistically significant. All in all, 

these results offer additional evidence for the operation of a Darwinian logic: 

states with more previous conflict experience are more likely to behave ac-

cording to the evolutionary value of conflict (represented by the EEV con-

cept).  

Table 4-5: Evaluating the operation of Darwinian mechanisms in conflict initia-

tion using previous wars 

Dep. Var. War initiation MID initiation 
Sample Politically relevant 

dyads 
All dyads Politically relevant 

dyads 
All dyads 

EEV A(ln) 0.269**** 
(0.035) 

0.257**** 
(0.049) 

0.610**** 
(0.081) 

0.431**** 
(0.081) 

0.160**** 
(0.013) 

0.151**** 
(0.016) 

0.305**** 
(0.030) 

0.225**** 
(0.031) 

Previous 
wars A 

0.019 
(0.015) 

0.030 
(0.019) 

0.027* 
(0.015) 

0.024 
(0.016) 

0.035**** 
(0.007) 

0.023**** 
(0.005) 

0.055**** 
(0.007) 

0.030**** 
(0.007) 

EEV A(ln) # 
Previous 
wars A 

0.009**** 
(0.002) 

0.010*** 
(0.004) 

0.006** 
(0.003) 

0.006** 
(0.003) 

0.007**** 
(0.001) 

0.004**** 
(0.001) 

0.007**** 
(0.001) 

0.002** 
(0.001) 

Democracy A  
 

0.317 
(0.314) 

 
 

0.353 
(0.298) 

 
 

0.265** 
(0.103) 

 
 

0.260** 
(0.105) 

Democracy B  
 

-0.696 
(0.488) 

 
 

-0.627 
(0.456) 

 
 

0.440**** 
(0.096) 

 
 

0.388**** 
(0.099) 

Democratic 
dyad 

 
 

-1.866 
(1.144) 

 
 

-2.171* 
(1.132) 

 
 

-1.356**** 
(0.164) 

 
 

-1.377**** 
(0.169) 

Distance(ln)  
 

-0.219* 
(0.129) 

 
 

-0.447*** 
(0.137) 

 
 

-0.022 
(0.047) 

 
 

-0.294**** 
(0.049) 

Contiguous  
 

0.770** 
(0.391) 

 
 

2.148**** 
(0.507) 

 
 

0.972**** 
(0.127) 

 
 

2.301**** 
(0.155) 

Allied  
 

-0.690* 
(0.405) 

 
 

-0.447 
(0.400) 

 
 

0.201* 
(0.108) 

 
 

0.273** 
(0.111) 

Peace years  
 

-0.294**** 
(0.059) 

 
 

-0.274**** 
(0.053) 

 
 

-0.117**** 
(0.010) 

 
 

-0.131**** 
(0.009) 

Peace 
years^2 

 
 

0.008**** 
(0.002) 

 
 

0.007**** 
(0.002) 

 
 

0.002**** 
(0.000) 

 
 

0.002**** 
(0.000) 

Peace 
years^3 

 
 

-0.000** 
(0.000) 

 
 

-0.000** 
(0.000) 

 
 

-0.000**** 
(0.000) 

 
 

-0.000**** 
(0.000) 

Constant -5.170**** 
(0.300) 

-2.428** 
(1.134) 

-4.948**** 
(0.564) 

-1.493 
(1.484) 

-3.323**** 
(0.126) 

-2.685**** 
(0.405) 

-4.432**** 
(0.251) 

-2.006**** 
(0.509) 

Observations 200070 160112 1643266 1284092 195261 156114 1637528 1279358 
Robust standard errors corrected for clustering by directed dyad in parentheses.  
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01, **** p < 0.001 
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Table 4-6: Evaluating the operation of Darwinian mechanisms in conflict initia-

tion using previous MIDs 

DV War initiation MID initiation 
Sample Politically rele-

vant dyads 
All dyads Politically rele-

vant dyads 
All dyads 

EEV A(ln) 0.272**** 
(0.038) 

0.261**** 
(0.053) 

0.606**** 
(0.087) 

0.423**** 
(0.083) 

0.148**** 
(0.013) 

0.129**** 
(0.016) 

0.279**** 
(0.029) 

0.194**** 
(0.029) 

Previous 
MIDs A 

0.001 
(0.003) 

0.002 
(0.003) 

0.004 
(0.003) 

0.004 
(0.003) 

0.007**** 
(0.002) 

0.006**** 
(0.001) 

0.012**** 
(0.001) 

0.008**** 
(0.001) 

EEV A(ln) # 
Previous 
MIDs A 

0.001*** 
(0.000) 

0.001** 
(0.001) 

0.001 
(0.001) 

0.001 
(0.001) 

0.001**** 
(0.000) 

0.001**** 
(0.000) 

0.001**** 
(0.000) 

0.000** 
(0.000) 

Democracy A  
 

0.326 
(0.323) 

 
 

0.287 
(0.303) 

 
 

0.180* 
(0.104) 

 
 

0.149 
(0.101) 

Democracy B  
 

-0.676 
(0.482) 

 
 

-0.668 
(0.458) 

 
 

0.406**** 
(0.099) 

 
 

0.310*** 
(0.105) 

Democratic 
dyad 

 
 

-1.901* 
(1.146) 

 
 

-2.145* 
(1.134) 

 
 

-1.341**** 
(0.165) 

 
 

-1.340**** 
(0.173) 

Distance(ln)  
 

-0.204 
(0.133) 

 
 

-0.450*** 
(0.138) 

 
 

-0.053 
(0.047) 

 
 

-0.345**** 
(0.047) 

Contiguous  
 

0.833** 
(0.395) 

 
 

2.136**** 
(0.512) 

 
 

1.002**** 
(0.124) 

 
 

2.210**** 
(0.150) 

Allied  
 

-0.625 
(0.404) 

 
 

-0.431 
(0.401) 

 
 

0.193* 
(0.109) 

 
 

0.194* 
(0.115) 

Peace years  
 

-0.295**** 
(0.059) 

 
 

-0.271**** 
(0.053) 

 
 

-0.117**** 
(0.010) 

 
 

-0.130**** 
(0.009) 

Peace years^2  
 

0.008**** 
(0.002) 

 
 

0.007**** 
(0.002) 

 
 

0.002**** 
(0.000) 

 
 

0.002**** 
(0.000) 

Peace years^3  
 

-0.000** 
(0.000) 

 
 

-0.000** 
(0.000) 

 
 

-0.000**** 
(0.000) 

 
 

-0.000**** 
(0.000) 

Constant -5.144**** 
(0.319) 

-2.593** 
(1.159) 

-5.018**** 
(0.612) 

-1.598 
(1.489) 

-3.422**** 
(0.127) 

-2.711**** 
(0.396) 

-4.720**** 
(0.242) 

-1.903**** 
(0.485) 

Observations 200070 160112 1643266 1284092 195261 156114 1637528 1279358 
Robust standard errors corrected for clustering by directed dyad in parentheses.  
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01, **** p < 0.001 

 

Conclusion 

The statistical analysis in this chapter offers evidence in support of the hy-

pothesis that the higher the EEV for the potential initiator of a conflict against 

a given target, the more likely it is to initiate that conflict. This hypothesis is 

supported by the following analyses: examining incidents of war initiation as 

well as incidents of less serious militarized disputes; considering the sample 

of politically relevant dyads as well as the sample of all dyads; and treating 

the main independent variable (the EEV of the initiator) as both a standalone 
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term and as an interaction term of the probability and the value of winning. 

Moreover, the statistical analysis provides evidence that the EEV of the initi-

ator yields models that offer a high level of predictive accuracy for conflict 

initiation in comparison with models that involve closely related measures. 

Finally, the analysis in this chapter provides an empirical indication that the 

observed link between the EEV concept and conflict initiation is indeed the 

product of the working of the Darwinian mechanisms.  
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5. Evaluating the expected evolutionary value 

of conflict reciprocation 

Under what conditions is a state that has been the target of a militarized act 

more likely to reciprocate with a militarized act of its own against the initiator 

of conflict? In Chapter 3 I argued, based on an analogy with Darwinian selec-

tion, that survival-seeking states should maximize their EEV of conflict, 

which for the target represents the risk-adjusted material worth of the initiator. 

I thus hypothesized that the higher the EEV of a conflict for a state that is the 

target of a military threat or action, the more likely it is to reciprocate with a 

military threat or action of its own against the initiator. This chapter presents 

a statistical evaluation of this hypothesis. 

The findings in this chapter largely mirror those of the previous. By exam-

ining militarized disputes over the period 1816-2010 between states belonging 

to the sample of all dyads, as well as the sample of politically relevant dyads, 

the statistical analyses of this chapter indicate that indeed the higher the EEV 

for a state, the more likely it is to reciprocate in a militarized dispute. As in 

the case of conflict initiation, this finding holds true both if the EEV concept 

is treated as a multiplicative index, and if it is treated as an interaction term of 

its two constituents (i.e. the probability of winning and the value of the target). 

Also as in the case of conflict initiation, the EEV of the target is a substantively 

important predictor of conflict reciprocation when compared with other kinds 

of potential factors, such as states’ regime types. Unlike in the case of conflict 

initiation, however, the EEV of the target has only an average predictive per-

formance when compared with other measures that also reflect the material 

power of the involved states. 

Conflict initiation is a necessary precondition for conflict reciprocation, 

and as such, the identified causes of conflict initiation discussed in the previ-

ous chapter are also causes of conflict reciprocation, in that they affect its con-

ditions of possibility. In relation to the specific issue of what makes a state 

reciprocate once conflict has been initiated, however, there are very few sta-

tistical studies addressing this question. What is even more noteworthy is that 

within the limited corpus that addresses the issue of reciprocation, most stud-

ies locate their main independent variables within the characteristics of the 

initiator of conflict, not its target. This is because virtually all of these studies 

are intended to evaluate how the nature of the initiator (especially whether or 

not it is a democracy) affects the likelihood that its initial military action will 

be resisted by the target.221 For instance, in an influential early study, Kenneth 

                                                      
221 Horowitz et al. 2018; Moon and Souva 2016; Potter and Baum 2014; Kim 2014; Kinne and 

Marinov 2013; Uzonyi, Souva, and Golder 2012; Weeks 2008; Prins 2003; Schultz 1999. As 
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Schultz shows that democratic initiators of militarized conflicts (compared 

with non-democratic initiators) are less likely to be resisted by their targets, 

which he takes to support the claim that democracies are better able to signal 

their resolve in international crises due to the higher audience costs facing 

their leaders.222 Relatedly, Jessica Weeks argues that certain types of auto-

cratic initiators are as accountable as democratic initiators, and should there-

fore face less resistance from their targets (a claim for which she finds empir-

ical support by, again, analyzing the likelihood of reciprocation by the tar-

get).223 Their differing conclusions aside, both studies exemplify the litera-

ture’s focus on conflicts’ first-movers. In these studies, characteristics of the 

targets are present in the statistical models as controls, but since they are not 

of theoretical interest per se, they are not usually subjected to detailed empir-

ical analysis. Moreover, it is worth noting that the latest research reveals that 

the identified statistical associations between regime types and the likelihood 

of reciprocation are spurious relationships that arose due to poorly coded data 

in earlier versions of the COW dataset (which were used in most studies in the 

literature, including Shultz’s and Week’s).224 Thus, unlike in the case of con-

flict initiation, the literature offers little guidance on the statistical correlates 

of targets’ behavior in conflicts. 

In what follows, I describe the research design of the statistical tests used 

to evaluate the hypothesis on the role of EEV in conflict reciprocation, and 

then report the findings of these tests. 

Statistical analysis design  

Dependent variable and samples  

The dependent variable used to test the hypothesis under examination is 

called “MID reciprocation.” This variable indicates instances in which a state 

that was the primary target of a MID responds with a MID of its own against 

the initiator. As noted in the previous chapter, a MID occurs when a state has 

either threatened to use force, displayed force, or actually used force against 

another state in the system. Thus, for each instance in which a MID was initi-

ated by a state, the variable “MID reciprocation” takes the value of 1 if the 

                                                      
far I can tell, only the following two studies do not attempt to explain reciprocation in terms of 

the initiator’s characteristics: Senese 1997; Morgan and Palmer 1997. 
222 Schultz 1999. 
223 Weeks 2008. 
224 Gibler, Miller, and Little 2016. 
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primary target of that MID has responded with a MID of its own, and the value 

of 0 if the target took no military action.  

As in conflict initiation, the coding of MIDs used for the construction of 

this dependent variable comes from the COW’s Dyadic Militarized Interstate 

Disputes dataset,225 which includes all MIDs occurring in the international 

system between the years of 1816 and 2010. For each of these MIDs, the da-

taset includes information on the highest hostility level carried out by the ini-

tiator and the target, specifying five levels of hostilities for the involved states: 

interstate war; use of force (i.e. short of war); display of force; threat to use 

force; and none (i.e. no military action by the state). For initiators of MIDs, 

the highest hostility level is never the final category (no action), since this 

would mean an MID had not been initiated. For targets, however, no military 

action is a valid category, and the “MID reciprocation” variable takes the 

value of 0 if the highest hostility level by the target is none. If, however, the 

target has either threatened to use, displayed force, used force short of war, or 

engaged in a full-fledged war, the “MID reciprocation” variable takes the 

value of 1.226  

As noted in the previous chapter, the COW dataset includes MIDs between 

the conflicts’ primary initiators and targets, as well as MIDs that involve later 

joiners. Here (as with conflict initiation), I consider only MIDs that involve 

the primary initiator and the primary target of the dispute, since these reflect 

the claim in the hypothesis on reciprocation. Moreover, as with conflict initi-

ation, I set the observations of the “MID reciprocation” variable to “missing” 

for records in which the COW dataset does not identify the initiator and target 

of an MID. In addition, for MIDs spanning the course of more than a single 

year, I consider only the first dyad-year record, since the hypothesis addressed 

here concerns the targets’ initial decision to reciprocate rather than any later 

decisions to continue engagement in a conflict. 

A caveat is in order, however: In Chapter 3, I noted that in order to qualify 

as an act of conflict reciprocation, the political leadership of the target state 

must have been involved in the decision to reciprocate. This definition is in-

tended to exclude acts of military violence by the defending troops from the 

target state that occur automatically in response to military action by the initi-

ator. Unfortunately, the COW data does not always allow this distinction be-

tween deliberate and automatic acts of reciprocation by the target state to be 

made. Specifically, in MIDs that involve the use of force by the target state 

against the initiator, one cannot tell from the COW coding whether these acts 

                                                      
225 Maoz et al. 2019. 
226 It may be worth noting that we cannot have a “war reciprocation” dependent variable since 

war as operationalized in the COW project (which is a reasonable conception in my opinion) is 

by definition an act that requires the involvement of both states; in other words, in order to be 

defined as a war, both involved states must have already been actively engaged in militarized 

conflict. 
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occurred automatically or deliberately. This is not an issue, however, for MIDs 

that involve only the threat of using force or the display of force by the target 

against the initiator, since according to the COW coding, these acts, which do 

not involve the actual use of force, must be carried out by state officials delib-

erately in order to qualify as MIDs. Accordingly, one option is to construct 

the dependent variable so that it only includes MIDs by the target state that do 

not involve the actual use of military force. I find this option rather unappeal-

ing, however, as these violent MIDs tend to be those that are more consequen-

tial. Therefore, in the main analysis, I consider both violent and non-violent 

acts of reciprocation, treating them as if they are always deliberate acts by 

state officials. In addition, as a robustness check, I also consider the version 

of the dependent variable that includes only non-violent acts of reciprocation. 

As in the case of conflict initiation, I consider two samples of cases for the 

analysis of reciprocation: the sample of all dyads and the sample of the polit-

ically relevant dyads. The sample of all dyads includes all MIDs between all 

pairs of states; the politically relevant sample includes only MIDs between 

states that share a border, or involve at least one major power.227 Table 5-1 

lists the frequencies of MID reciprocation broken down by type of sample, as 

well as by whether the set of control variables (detailed below) are all availa-

ble. As can be seen in this table, most MIDs (about 60%) are not reciprocated 

by the targets.  

Table 5-1: Frequencies of MID reciprocation by sample and control variables 

Dependent Variable MID reciprocation 
Sample Politically Relevant All Dyads 
With/without control variables 
(CVs) 

without 
CVs 

with 
CVs 

without 
CVs 

with 
CVs 

N = 0 920 776 1,090 906 

N = 1 623 520 682 578 

Total N 1,543 1,296 1,772 1,484 

The hypothesis addressed in this chapter on conflict reciprocation, as well 

as that addressed in the previous chapter on conflict initiation, are both di-

rected hypotheses, by which I mean that they involve a claim about the direc-

tion of action from one state toward another. Being directed hypotheses is the 

reason why the MIDs in the COW dataset that do not identify the initiators 

and targets were excluded from the analysis. This is, however, unfortunate 

since the latter category represents a sizable percentage of all MIDs (specifi-

cally, approximately 27% of MIDs in the COW dataset do not identify which 

side among the original participants in a conflict was its initiator, and which 

side the target). 

                                                      
227 The data on state membership, contiguity, and major power status come from the COW 

project.  
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Therefore, as an important robustness check of the findings in this chapter 

and the previous, and in order to make use of the information embedded in all 

MIDs between original participants of conflicts in the COW dataset—that is, 

including the MIDs that do not identify a clear initiator and target—I consider 

two additional dependent variables that take an undirected design rather than 

one that is directed. Specifically, I consider conflict onset (i.e. cases in which 

a conflict erupted between two or more states) and conflict escalation (i.e. 

cases in which a conflict reached a certain level of intensity). For the construc-

tion of these two additional variables, I use the standard templates in the liter-

ature: for conflict onset, that popularized by Oneal and Russett,228 and for con-

flict escalation, that proposed by Braithwaite and Lemke.229 The designs of 

these two templates are very similar to those used for the construction of the 

dependent variables of conflict initiation and reciprocation, respectively. The 

main difference is that in this case, there is one observation for each dyad-year 

(as opposed to two in the case of conflict initiation), which indicates whether 

a conflict has erupted or escalated between the two states in the dyad during 

the given year. Examining onset and escalation allows for the consideration 

of a wider set of conflict cases that were excluded in the conflict initiation and 

reciprocation analyses because the coding of initiators and targets was miss-

ing. 

In what follows, I continue to describe the statistical analysis design as it 

applies to the directed “MID reciprocation” dependent variable, since it di-

rectly captures the theoretical claim included in the hypothesis under exami-

nation in this chapter. Later in the chapter, I describe the conflict onset and 

conflict escalation dependent variables in more detail, and highlight the nec-

essary adjustments that need to be made to the operationalization of the inde-

pendent and control variables in order for them to be suitable in the undirected 

format these dependent variables take.  

EEV operationalization 

The EEV concept is operationalized here in the same way in which it was 

operationalized for conflict initiation. Here again, the EEV of the target has 

two components: its probability of winning the conflict, and the value of such 

a win. To model the probability that the target state will prevail over the initi-

ating state, I use the COW’s CINC scores in the same logistic function as em-

ployed in the previous chapter. Specifically, the probability that target state B 

will defeat the initiating state (state A) is calculated according to the following 

function: 

                                                      
228 Oneal and Russett 2000. 
229 Braithwaite and Lemke 2011. 
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𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏. 𝑤𝑖𝑛 𝐵 =  
1

1 +  𝑒
−2.5(ln(

𝐶𝐼𝑁𝐶 𝐵
𝐶𝐼𝑁𝐶 𝐴

))
 

For the second component of the EEV concept, the material value of the 

initiator, I use the initiator’s CINC score (CINC A). Again, this mirrors the 

usage employed in the previous chapter, in which the CINC score of the initi-

ator is taken as a proxy for its material basis of national power. Accordingly, 

the EEV of the target’s decision to reciprocate conflict against the initiator is 

calculated using the following formula: 

𝐸𝐸𝑉𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 =  
1

1 + 𝑒
−2.5(ln(

𝐶𝐼𝑁𝐶 𝐵
𝐶𝐼𝑁𝐶 𝐴

))
 ×  𝐶𝐼𝑁𝐶 𝐴 

Since CINC scores reflect states’ share of the world’s combined material 

resources, the EEV of conflict reciprocation against an initiator should be in-

terpreted as the share of the world’s combined material resources the target 

can be expected to gain from attacking the initiator. For example, Figure 5-1 

displays the EEV of conflict reciprocation for certain European states in the 

face of a potential German initiation of conflict in 1938. As shown in this 

figure, Poland, for instance, can expect to gain less than 0.1% of the world’s 

combined material resources should it reciprocate the German initiation of a 

conflict. This expected value is rather small given that in 1938, Germany ac-

tually controlled about 15% of the world’s combined resources (and it is a 

small expected value because Poland had a rather low probability of prevailing 

in a conflict with Germany). Still, in relative terms, the EEV values of poten-

tial targets of Germany show that Poland should be much more likely to re-

ciprocate in a conflict initiated by Germany in 1938 than a smaller country 

such as Luxembourg or Denmark.  

Figure 5-1: EEV of conflict reciprocation for selected European states in response 

to a potential German initiation in 1938 
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As in the case of initiation, I consider the EEV of reciprocation both as a 

single term and as an interaction term of the probability of winning and the 

CINC score of the initiator. In terms of expectations, the statistical results will 

be consistent with the examined hypothesis if the EEV variable (both as a 

single index and as an interaction term) is positive and statistically significant.  

Control variables 

The same set of control variables used to estimate conflict initiation is also 

used here to estimate conflict reciprocation. Three control variables are in-

cluded to account for the effect of the regime types of the initiator and the 

target. First, the variable “Democracy A” takes the value of 1 if the conflict 

initiator is a democracy, and the value of 0 otherwise. Second, the variable 

“Democracy B” measures the same for the target state (which is the acting 

state). Third, the variable “Democratic Dyad” is equal to 1 if both states are 

democracies, and 0 otherwise.230 Moreover, to account for the effect of geo-

graphical factors on targets’ reciprocation, I control for whether states are con-

tiguous (“Contiguous”) and for the distance between the capitals of the states 

in the dyad (“Distance”). In addition, I control for whether the states in the 

dyad are allied (“Alliance”). Finally, I control for time-dependence by includ-

ing three terms representing the cubic polynomial of the number of peace 

years since the last conflict between the pairs in the dyad. Table 5-2 includes 

descriptive statistics for the independent and control variables for MID recip-

rocation, broken down by the type of the analyzed sample. Appendix B in-

cludes an analysis of the main models using an extended list of control varia-

bles.  

Table 5-2: Summary statistics for independent and control variables in different 

samples of reciprocation 
 MID reciprocation among 

politically relevant dyads (N = 1,296) 
MID reciprocation among  

all dyads (N = 1,484) 
Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min Max Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 
EEV B(ln) -8.08559 3.438637 -22.2459 -2.23905 -8.09825 3.390603 -22.2459 -2.23905 
Democracy A 0.318673 0.466142 0 1 0.316038 0.465085 0 1 
Democracy B 0.314043 0.464313 0 1 0.311321 0.46319 0 1 
Democratic dyad 0.090278 0.28669 0 1 0.089623 0.285737 0 1 
Distance(ln) 6.970464 1.196531 1.791759 9.354441 7.037792 1.175801 1.791759 9.368967 
Contiguous 0.577932 0.49408 0 1 0.504717 0.500146 0 1 
Allied 0.204475 0.403473 0 1 0.191375 0.393516 0 1 
Peace years 14.89352 24.80754 0 186 15.58288 25.25998 0 186 

                                                      
230 Classification of democracies is obtained from the Polity IV project: Marshall, Jaggers, and 

Gurr 2017. 
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Statistical estimator 

As in the case of conflict initiation, I use cluster-robust logistic regression 

to model the relationships between the dependent variable and the one-year 

lagged independent and control variables. Here, however, there is no need to 

use the estimation procedure suggested by King and Zeng to obtain bias-cor-

rected estimates,231 since MID reciprocation is not a rare event (the distribu-

tion of reciprocation to non-reciprocation in the analyzed samples is approxi-

mately 2 to 3). I thus use the standard maximum-likelihood estimation tech-

nique to obtain the coefficients of the logistic regression models. 

Since an act of reciprocation by one state depends on the prior act of initi-

ation by another, the possible presence of selection bias might be an issue to 

consider here. That is, it might be the case that states tend to initiate conflicts 

against targets with specific properties (importantly, those with a certain pro-

pensity to (not) reciprocate). If this were the case, then one should not trust 

the estimates of reciprocation produced by standard logistic regression. How-

ever, as reported using Heckman selection models in appendix B,232 there is 

no evidence of any noticeable level of selection bias with regard to states’ 

decisions to initiate and reciprocate conflicts. The use of logistic regression to 

estimate the models of reciprocation thus seems appropriate.  

Findings and discussion 

In this section, I first report and discuss the results of the statistical tests 

while treating the EEV variable both as a standalone index, and as an interac-

tion term of the probability of winning and the value of the opponent. Next, I 

evaluate the effect of the EEV variables considering only deliberate acts of 

reciprocation. Subsequently, I evaluate the predictive accuracy of the EEV 

variable against that of the other variables based on the CINC scores of the 

states in the dyad. Next, and as an important robustness check of the findings 

in both this chapter and the previous, I evaluate the effect of the EEV concept 

in relation to conflict onset and escalation. Finally, I report the results of the 

analysis evaluating the presence of the Darwinian mechanisms in relation to 

conflict reciprocation. 

The effect of the EEV on conflict reciprocation 

Table 5-3 reports the results of the logistic regression models used to esti-

mate MID reciprocation. As can be observed in this table, these results are 

consistent with the hypothesis under examination regarding the effect of the 

                                                      
231 King and Zeng 2001. 
232 Heckman 1977. 
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EEV of the target on the likelihood of conflict reciprocation. As hypothesized, 

the coefficients of the EEV of the target, EEV B(ln), in Models 1-4 are positive 

and statistically significant (at the 0.01 level). This indicates that within the 

sample of politically relevant dyads (Models 1 and 2) as well as the sample of 

all dyads (Models 3 and 4), the EEV of the target as a single index has a pos-

itive and statistically significant effect on the likelihood that it would recipro-

cate with a militarized action (or threat thereof) against the initiator. This find-

ing also holds true if we examine the results of Models 5-8, which treats the 

EEV concept as an interaction term of the target’s probability of winning and 

the initiator’s material worth: the EEVs of the target, EEV B, are positive and 

statistically significant (at the 0.05 level), which implies (as predicted) that the 

effect of the target’s probability of winning on conflict reciprocation is higher 

for higher values of the initiator’s combined material resources. Had it been 

the case that the EEV B variable was not statistically significant in Models 5-

8, we would have suspected that the statistically significant results we ob-

served in Models 1-4 were merely an artifact of one or both of the EEV B’s 

two components. Fortunately, the obtained estimates (in being statistically sig-

nificant and of the expected sign) provide further support for the expectation 

that the EEV of the target has an effect in explaining conflict reciprocation 

above and beyond its two components. Other than the EEV of the target, only 

contiguity and the number of years since the occurrence of the last conflict 

between the two states are consistent and statistically significant predictors of 

reciprocation. 

In order to examine the relative substantive effect of the EEV of the target, 

Figure 5-2 displays the risk differences (first differences) for change in the 

probability of reciprocation with 95% confidence intervals. Specifically, this 

figure shows how the probability of reciprocation changes if we change each 

variable from its minimum to its maximum value, while holding the other co-

variates at their median value. As illustrated, changing the EEV of the target 

variable, EEV B(ln), from its minimum to its maximum value would increase 

the probability of reciprocation by 0.24 in the sample of politically relevant 

dyads (95% CI [0.07, 0.37]), and 0.25 in the sample of all dyads (95% CI 

[0.10, 0.38]). What is more, these values associated with the EEV of the target 

variable represent the highest absolute change in the probability of reciproca-

tion within both of the examined samples; in other words, the EEV of the tar-

get has the highest absolute effect on conflict reciprocation in the estimated 

models. 
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Table 5-3: Logistic regression of MID reciprocation 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8 
Sample  Politically relevant 

dyads 
All dyads Politically relevant 

dyads 
All dyads 

EEV B(ln) 0.046*** 
(0.015) 

0.052*** 
(0.018) 

0.050**** 
(0.015) 

0.055*** 
(0.017) 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

EEV B  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

9.075**** 
(2.640) 

7.680** 
(3.735) 

10.271**** 
(2.576) 

9.187** 
(3.652) 

Prob. of win 
B 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

-0.116 
(0.190) 

0.183 
(0.208) 

-0.086 
(0.174) 

0.100 
(0.185) 

CINC A  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

-2.196** 
(1.016) 

0.392 
(1.212) 

-1.657* 
(0.964) 

-0.227 
(1.101) 

Democracy A  
 

0.367** 
(0.164) 

 
 

0.165 
(0.149) 

 
 

0.350** 
(0.164) 

 
 

0.142 
(0.151) 

Democracy B  
 

0.276 
(0.176) 

 
 

0.185 
(0.165) 

 
 

0.300* 
(0.176) 

 
 

0.213 
(0.165) 

Democratic 
dyad 

 
 

-0.449 
(0.313) 

 
 

-0.145 
(0.290) 

 
 

-0.462 
(0.316) 

 
 

-0.155 
(0.291) 

Distance(ln)  
 

-0.036 
(0.066) 

 
 

-0.032 
(0.061) 

 
 

-0.045 
(0.070) 

 
 

-0.033 
(0.065) 

Contiguous  
 

0.558**** 
(0.169) 

 
 

0.520**** 
(0.148) 

 
 

0.616**** 
(0.172) 

 
 

0.546**** 
(0.148) 

Allied  
 

0.248 
(0.176) 

 
 

0.251 
(0.169) 

 
 

0.263 
(0.175) 

 
 

0.263 
(0.168) 

Peace years  
 

-0.032*** 
(0.010) 

 
 

-0.030*** 
(0.009) 

 
 

-0.035**** 
(0.010) 

 
 

-0.032**** 
(0.009) 

Peace 
years^2 

 
 

0.000** 
(0.000) 

 
 

0.000** 
(0.000) 

 
 

0.000** 
(0.000) 

 
 

0.000** 
(0.000) 

Peace 
years^3 

 
 

-0.000* 
(0.000) 

 
 

-0.000 
(0.000) 

 
 

-0.000** 
(0.000) 

 
 

-0.000* 
(0.000) 

Constant -0.029 
(0.135) 

-0.059 
(0.578) 

-0.070 
(0.130) 

0.018 
(0.519) 

-0.283** 
(0.127) 

-0.577 
(0.526) 

-0.416**** 
(0.115) 

-0.500 
(0.484) 

Observations 1543 1296 1772 1484 1543 1296 1772 1484 
ROC_AUC 0.530 0.635 0.534 0.635 0.551 0.637 0.539 0.635 
Robust standard errors corrected for clustering by directed dyad in parentheses.  
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01, **** p < 0.001 

To examine the effect size if we treat the EEV of the target as an interaction 

term rather than a standalone index, Figure 5-3 shows the average effect of the 

probability of a target winning on the likelihood of conflict reciprocation at 

the 1st quartile and the 3rd quartile of the CINC score of the initiator. As can 

be observed in this figure, there is a substantial difference in the average effect 

of the probability of winning on conflict reciprocation between the 1st quartile 

and the 3rd quartile of the CINC of A. Specifically, the effect of the probability 

of winning on the probability of reciprocation is appreciably higher if the con-

flict initiator controls a greater amount of material resources. This is consistent 

with the logic the EEV concept is intended to reflect, since it implies that the 

higher the likely gains (in material terms) for reciprocation, the more likely a 

target state is to reciprocate in a conflict. 
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Figure 5-2: Risk differences for change in Prob(MID Reciprocate=1) with 95% 

confidence intervals 

Based on Model 2 

Sample = Politically relevant dyads 

 
 

Based on Model 4 

Sample = All dyads 

 
 

 

 

Figure 5-3: Marginal effects of probability of winning B at different values of 

CINC A 

Politically relevant dyads All dyads 
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Reciprocation of non-violent MIDs 

As discussed above, the operationalization of the dependent variable used 

in the main models does not allow us to ascertain whether acts of reciprocation 

involving the actual use of force occurred as a result of a deliberate decision 

by the political leadership of the state, or were the result of an automatic de-

fensive action by local troops. Therefore, as a robustness check, it is worth 

examining the instances of MID reciprocation that did not involve the use of 

force by the target, since in these it is clearer that the state leadership would 

have had a say. Table 5-4 reports the results of the logistic regression models 

used to estimate these non-violent acts of MID reciprocation, demonstrating 

that the EEV of the target (both as a standalone index and as an interaction 

term) is, as hypothesized, still positive and statistically significant (at least at 

the 0.01 level).  

Table 5-4: Logistic regression of non-violent MID reciprocation  

Sample  Politically relevant 
dyads 

All dyads Politically relevant 
dyads 

All dyads 

EEV B(ln) 0.077**** 
(0.021) 

0.090**** 
(0.025) 

0.084**** 
(0.020) 

0.093**** 
(0.024) 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

EEV B  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

13.501**** 
(3.845) 

13.760*** 
(4.448) 

14.556**** 
(3.759) 

15.391**** 
(4.322) 

Prob. of 
win B 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

-0.032 
(0.230) 

0.361 
(0.247) 

0.042 
(0.211) 

0.289 
(0.225) 

CINC A  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

-3.590** 
(1.628) 

-0.535 
(1.970) 

-2.931* 
(1.541) 

-1.155 
(1.826) 

Democracy 
A 

 
 

0.421** 
(0.200) 

 
 

0.197 
(0.186) 

 
 

0.449** 
(0.207) 

 
 

0.224 
(0.194) 

Democracy 
B 

 
 

0.374* 
(0.212) 

 
 

0.322 
(0.197) 

 
 

0.414* 
(0.214) 

 
 

0.367* 
(0.198) 

Democratic 
dyad 

 
 

-0.490 
(0.402) 

 
 

-0.319 
(0.374) 

 
 

-0.557 
(0.405) 

 
 

-0.384 
(0.377) 

Dis-
tance(ln) 

 
 

0.004 
(0.081) 

 
 

-0.006 
(0.074) 

 
 

-0.006 
(0.085) 

 
 

-0.009 
(0.078) 

Contiguous  
 

0.727**** 
(0.210) 

 
 

0.627**** 
(0.179) 

 
 

0.768**** 
(0.225) 

 
 

0.650**** 
(0.187) 

Allied  
 

0.339* 
(0.202) 

 
 

0.378* 
(0.197) 

 
 

0.346* 
(0.205) 

 
 

0.382* 
(0.197) 

Peace years  
 

-0.015 
(0.013) 

 
 

-0.021* 
(0.012) 

 
 

-0.018 
(0.013) 

 
 

-0.024** 
(0.012) 

Peace 
years^2 

 
 

0.000 
(0.000) 

 
 

0.000 
(0.000) 

 
 

0.000 
(0.000) 

 
 

0.000 
(0.000) 

Peace 
years^3 

 
 

0.000 
(0.000) 

 
 

-0.000 
(0.000) 

 
 

0.000 
(0.000) 

 
 

-0.000 
(0.000) 

Constant -0.411** 
(0.174) 

-0.864 
(0.752) 

-0.423** 
(0.167) 

-0.607 
(0.658) 

-0.899**** 
(0.158) 

-1.733** 
(0.680) 

-1.051**** 
(0.143) 

-1.493** 
(0.603) 

Observa-
tions 

1257 1071 1462 1235 1257 1071 1462 1235 

ROC_AUC 0.565 0.654 0.570 0.657 0.579 0.658 0.571 0.6521 
Robust standard errors corrected for clustering by directed dyad in parentheses.  
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01, **** p < 0.001 
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EEV vs. other CINC-based scores 

Since the operationalization of the EEV concept is based on the CINC 

scores of the initiator and the target, it is worth comparing its predictive power 

with other measures that may also be obtained from these CINC sores. How-

ever, as noted in the previous chapter, this task cannot be achieved by includ-

ing all the CINC-based terms (including the EEV) in the same model, since 

these terms are mathematically related. Instead, as in the previous chapter, I 

evaluate the predictive worth of the CINC-based measures by considering 

each of them separately, and then comparing the predictive ability of the dif-

ferent models. As with the EEV of conflict initiation, I use the area under the 

ROC curve as a measure of predictive accuracy.  

Figure 5-4 shows the relative predictive accuracy of the various CINC 

measures—in combination with the other control variables—for the two sam-

ples of MID reciprocation. In the case of conflict initiation, the EEV variable 

had either the highest or one of the highest predictive accuracies of all the 

CINC-based measures; this is not the case here. As can be observed in Figure 

5-4, the models that include the EEV of the target (EEV B) show a mediocre 

predictive accuracy compared with the other CINC-based measures. This find-

ing suggests that the EEV concept might not be particularly useful in predict-

ing conflict reciprocation. It is worth noting, however, that the EEV variable 

yields a higher predictive accuracy than the CINC variables commonly used 

in the limited literature on conflict reciprocation, in which either the CINC of 

both states in the dyads or the relative CINC score of one of them are used as 

control variables. Relative to these two kinds of controls, the EEV of the target 

offers better predictive accuracy. It is also worth noting that the models based 

on the EEV of the initiator (EEV A) do not perform well in predicting conflict 

reciprocation, providing further empirical support for the decision made here 

to model conflict initiation separately from conflict reciprocation.  

Figure 5-4: Relative predictive accuracy of different CINC measures  
Politically relevant dyads All dyads 
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Conflict onset and escalation 

As also noted above, a substantial percentage of interstate conflicts were 

dropped from the statistical analysis in this chapter—as well as the previous 

chapter on conflict initiation—because the COW dataset in those cases does 

not identify which side among the original participants in the conflict was its 

initiator, and which the target. What is more, even when the COW dataset 

identifies the initiator and target, the appropriateness of this coding in specific 

cases may be questionable. Thus, in order to make use of all of the available 

data, and in order to minimize the adverse effect of possible coding errors, it 

is worth examining the effect of the EEV variable on the likelihood, first, that 

a conflict would erupt between a pair of states, and second, that this conflict 

would then reach a certain level of intensity; in other words, it is worth exam-

ining the effect of the EEV variable on conflict onset and conflict escalation. 

Examining the determinants of conflict onset and escalation would allow us 

to consider all MIDs included in the COW dataset, since it is not conceptually 

relevant to identify which side is the initiator and which the target for these 

two phenomena. 

In relation to conflict onset, I use the standard undirected dyad-year design 

popularized by Oneal and Russett’s influential work on the liberal peace.233 

This design is similar to that used to construct the conflict-initiation dependent 

variable in the previous chapter, with the difference being that in this case 

there is one observation for each dyad-year (rather than two in the case of 

conflict initiation) that indicates whether a conflict has erupted between the 

two states of the dyad in the given year. As in the case of conflict initiation, I 

differentiate here between the onset of wars and the onset of MIDs, and addi-

tionally consider a third category: the onset of a fatal MID. The latter, as its 

name implies, is composed of cases in which the conflict has resulted in at 

least one fatality.234 Thus, I consider three dependent variables used to capture 

conflict onset—“War onset,” “MID onset,” and “fatal MID onset”—each of 

which takes the value of 1 if a conflict with the respective level of intensity 

has erupted in a given year, and the value of 0 otherwise. For the main inde-

pendent variable, I take the minimum of the EEV of the initiator and the EEV 

of the target. This “Min. EEV” variable should indicate the risk that a conflict 

would erupt between a pair of states, regardless of which side initiated it.  

                                                      
233 Oneal and Russett 2000. 
234 Studying the onset of fatal MIDs is a standard category in the literature. The reason it was 

not included in the case of conflict initiation is because the COW’s MID dataset does not indi-

cate whether a given MID was initiated with an action that led to fatalities, or the MID in its 

later phases escalated into one that did. In other words, we lack the data as to which side of a 

conflict initiated the fatal action. In terms of whether a conflict involves a fatality (regardless 

of the side responsible for this fatal action), however, we can use the MID data to distinguish 

cases based on this criterion. 
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Table 5-5 presents the estimation results for rare-logistic regression of the 

three conflict-onset dependent variables for the sample of all dyads as well as 

for the sample of those considered politically relevant. As shown in this table, 

the “Min. EEV” variable is, as expected, positive and statistically significant 

(at the 0.001 level) for all the examined dependent variables and samples. This 

finding offers further support for the findings in the previous chapter on the 

effect of state’s EEV on conflict initiation. In addition, this finding can be 

viewed as offering further support for this chapter’s hypothesis on reciproca-

tion; this would, however, necessitate a conception of conflict onset as an es-

calatory process in which the final behavioral outcome (i.e. whether or not a 

conflict has erupted) is the product of a chain of action and reaction by the two 

involved states. Assuming the accuracy of this escalatory conception, that the 

minimum EEV value in a dyad increases the likelihood of conflict onset can 

be viewed as evidence that the minimum EEV value in a dyad also increases 

the likelihood of conflict reciprocation.  

Table 5-5: Rare-logistic regression of conflict onset 

 Politically relevant dyads All dyads 
 War Fatal 

MIDs 
All 

MIDs 
War Fatal 

MIDs 
All 

MIDs 
Min. EEV(ln) 0.211**** 

(0.041) 
0.153**** 
(0.029) 

0.121**** 
(0.014) 

0.301**** 
(0.070) 

0.175**** 
(0.043) 

0.120**** 
(0.026) 

Democratic dyad -1.851* 
(1.014) 

-1.367**** 
(0.367) 

-0.871**** 
(0.152) 

-1.865* 
(1.011) 

-1.291*** 
(0.396) 

-0.732**** 
(0.146) 

Distance(ln) -0.193 
(0.144) 

-0.170* 
(0.103) 

-0.031 
(0.051) 

-0.384*** 
(0.148) 

-0.288*** 
(0.106) 

-0.234**** 
(0.060) 

Contiguous 0.737* 
(0.394) 

1.337**** 
(0.298) 

0.935**** 
(0.137) 

2.287**** 
(0.524) 

3.236**** 
(0.364) 

2.739**** 
(0.186) 

Allied -0.618 
(0.415) 

-0.355 
(0.224) 

0.032 
(0.120) 

-0.475 
(0.407) 

-0.350 
(0.222) 

0.053 
(0.121) 

Peace years -0.273**** 
(0.061) 

-0.235**** 
(0.030) 

-0.132**** 
(0.010) 

-0.260**** 
(0.055) 

-0.257**** 
(0.032) 

-0.145**** 
(0.010) 

Peace years^2 0.007*** 
(0.002) 

0.005**** 
(0.001) 

0.002**** 
(0.000) 

0.006*** 
(0.002) 

0.006**** 
(0.001) 

0.002**** 
(0.000) 

Peace years^3 -0.000* 
(0.000) 

-0.000*** 
(0.000) 

-0.000**** 
(0.000) 

-0.000* 
(0.000) 

-0.000*** 
(0.000) 

-0.000**** 
(0.000) 

Constant -2.187* 
(1.210) 

-1.688* 
(0.995) 

-1.395*** 
(0.456) 

-1.928 
(1.544) 

-2.635** 
(1.192) 

-1.950*** 
(0.607) 

Observations 80089 77715 79084 642082 639264 640826 
Area under ROC curve .9124 .902 .8207 .957 .9509 .868 
Robust standard errors corrected for clustering by undirected dyad in parentheses. 
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01, **** p < 0.001 

The escalatory dynamic in a conflict is more clearly detectable if we con-

sider the level of intensity this conflict reaches once it has already erupted. I 

emulate Braithwaite and Lemke in unpacking the concept of escalation into 

four dependent variable: (1) escalation as reciprocation by both states; (2) es-

calation as conflicts involving at least one fatality; (3) escalation as conflicts 
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involving more than 250 fatalities; and (4) escalation as war eruption.235 The 

analysis of escalation thus also takes an undirected design, and is limited to 

conflicts that have already erupted (as defined by the above onset variables). 

Each of the four escalation variables takes the value of 1 if the corresponding 

level of conflict intensity has been reached, and the value of 0 otherwise. The 

minimum of the EEV of the initiator and of the target is again used here to 

predict the likelihood that a conflict that has already erupted will escalate to a 

certain level of intensity. 

Table 5-6 shows the results for logistic regression of the four conflict-es-

calation dependent variables,236 as well as for the samples of politically rele-

vant dyads and all dyads. As the results in this table indicate, the coefficient 

of the minimum EEV of the two states in the dyads is, as expected, positive 

and statistically significant (at least at the 0.1 significance level) for most ver-

sions of the conflict-escalation variable. The one exception relates to the de-

pendent variable that measures conflict escalation for any number of fatalities 

among all dyads (there, the “Min. EEV” variable is not statistically signifi-

cant). Still, overall, the results reported in this table can be regarded as evi-

dence in support of the claim that the higher the minimum EEV either state 

can obtain from being in conflict with the other, the more likely it is that an 

ongoing militarized conflict will escalate in severity. This finding on conflict 

escalation—as well as the above-mentioned finding on conflict onset—can be 

taken as further evidence in support of the hypotheses in this chapter and the 

previous chapter on conflict reciprocation and initiation. This is so because 

the dependent variables on conflict onset and escalation include a larger num-

ber of positive cases, and because the undirected dyad design is less vulnerable 

to problems arising due to the possible existence of coding errors for initiators 

and targets in the COW datasets. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
235 Braithwaite and Lemke 2011. 
236 Unlike Braithwaite and Lemke (2011), who use Heckman selection models to estimate es-

calation, I use standard logistic regression here. Braithwaite and Lemke claim that their use of 

Heckman selection models is justified by the existence of a statistically significant correlation 

between the unobserved determinants of conflict onset and those of escalation. However, I be-

lieve that this correlation is only an artifact of their exclusion of the temporal-dependence var-

iables from the conflict escalation stage. In tests (not shown in this dissertation), I ascertained 

that the presence of a selection bias reported by Braithwaite and Lemke disappears once the 

temporal dependence variables in both the conflict onset and escalation stages are included. The 

use of standard logistic regression is thus appropriate.  
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Table 5-6: Logistic regression of conflict escalation 

 Politically relevant dyads All dyads 
 Recipro-

cated 
Esca-
lated 

to Fatal 

Escalated 
to Fa-

tal>250 

Esca-
lated 

to War 

Recipro-
cated 

Esca-
lated 

to Fatal 

Escalated 
to Fa-

tal>250 

Esca-
lated 

to War 
Min. EEV(ln) 0.037** 

(0.018) 
0.042* 

(0.025) 
0.105*** 
(0.035) 

0.111*** 
(0.042) 

0.040** 
(0.017) 

0.040 
(0.025) 

0.099*** 
(0.034) 

0.103*** 
(0.040) 

Democratic 
dyad 

-0.490* 
(0.254) 

-0.710* 
(0.373) 

-0.899 
(0.664) 

-0.594 
(0.679) 

-0.522** 
(0.241) 

-0.680* 
(0.402) 

-0.590 
(0.560) 

-0.299 
(0.578) 

Distance(ln) -0.110 
(0.068) 

-0.218** 
(0.102) 

-0.002 
(0.149) 

-0.027 
(0.179) 

-0.088 
(0.064) 

-0.202** 
(0.097) 

-0.010 
(0.142) 

-0.046 
(0.167) 

Contiguous 0.604**** 
(0.156) 

0.441* 
(0.266) 

0.080 
(0.340) 

0.036 
(0.410) 

0.683**** 
(0.144) 

0.506** 
(0.240) 

0.098 
(0.327) 

-0.041 
(0.382) 

Allied -0.137 
(0.157) 

-0.397* 
(0.223) 

-1.134** 
(0.475) 

-1.093** 
(0.541) 

-0.118 
(0.152) 

-0.396* 
(0.221) 

-0.991** 
(0.453) 

-0.923* 
(0.509) 

Peace years -0.038**** 
(0.009) 

-0.060*** 
(0.020) 

-0.044 
(0.035) 

-0.064 
(0.045) 

-0.034**** 
(0.009) 

-0.067**** 
(0.019) 

-0.054 
(0.034) 

-0.076* 
(0.042) 

Peace 
years^2 

0.001** 
(0.000) 

0.001** 
(0.001) 

0.001 
(0.001) 

0.002 
(0.001) 

0.000** 
(0.000) 

0.002*** 
(0.001) 

0.002* 
(0.001) 

0.002 
(0.001) 

Peace 
years^3 

-0.000* 
(0.000) 

-0.000* 
(0.000) 

-0.000 
(0.000) 

-0.000 
(0.000) 

-0.000* 
(0.000) 

-0.000** 
(0.000) 

-0.000* 
(0.000) 

-0.000 
(0.000) 

Constant 1.024* 
(0.567) 

0.396 
(0.870) 

-1.910 
(1.217) 

-1.839 
(1.454) 

0.820 
(0.525) 

0.232 
(0.820) 

-1.919* 
(1.157) 

-1.714 
(1.350) 

Observa-
tions 

1675 1675 1675 1675 1889 1889 1889 1889 

ROC_AUC 0.654 0.664 0.641 0.663 0.661 0.670 0.638 0.657 

Robust standard errors corrected for clustering by undirected dyad in parentheses.  
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01, **** p < 0.001 

Darwinian mechanisms in conflict reciprocation 

While the above-mentioned analyses are generally consistent with the 

claim that the EEV is positively associated with conflict reciprocation, these 

analyses cannot be used to discern whether this association is indeed the prod-

uct of a Darwinian logic, as this thesis claims. Thus, (as argued in Chapter 3 

and as carried out in Chapter 4 in relation to conflict initiation), it is useful 

here to make an attempt to detect the operation of the Darwinian logic by ex-

amining whether there is a positive association between the extent of states’ 

conformity with the EEV calculus and the extent of their previous conflict 

experiences. As in Chapter 4 in relation to conflict initiation, the extent of a 

state’s previous conflict experience is operationalized here as the number of 

previous years in which the acting state (i.e. the potential reciprocator) has 

experienced both wars and MIDs.  

Table 5-7 shows the results of this analysis for conflict reciprocation in the 

sample of politically relevant reciprocators and the sample of all reciprocators. 

As illustrated in the table, the interaction term between the EEV of the target 

and its number of previous conflict years (highlighted in gray) is not statisti-

cally significant in any of the analyzed models. Thus, unlike in the case of 
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conflict initiation, there is insufficient evidence regarding conflict reciproca-

tion that would allow one to conclude a Darwinian dynamic is behind the ob-

served association between the EEV of the target and its propensity to recip-

rocate conflict. Of course, absence of evidence is not evidence of absence, and 

it is possible that the lack of statistical significance in relation to reciprocation 

is due to the smaller number of samples in comparison to the samples used to 

evaluate conflict initiation.237  

Table 5-7: Evaluating the operation of Darwinian mechanisms in conflict recipro-

cation 

Sample Politically relevant reciprocations All reciprocations 

EEV B(ln) 0.086**** 
(0.020) 

0.092**** 
(0.021) 

0.086**** 
(0.020) 

0.090**** 
(0.022) 

0.087**** 
(0.019) 

0.095**** 
(0.020) 

0.084**** 
(0.019) 

0.093**** 
(0.021) 

Previous wars B -0.011 
(0.008) 

-0.018* 
(0.010) 

-0.003* 
(0.002) 

-0.004* 
(0.003) 

-0.010 
(0.008) 

-0.019* 
(0.010) 

-0.003 
(0.002) 

-0.005* 
(0.003) 

EEV B(ln) # Previous wars B 0.000 
(0.001) 

-0.001 
(0.002) 

  0.000 
(0.001) 

-0.001 
(0.002) 

  

EEV B(ln) # Previous MIDs B   -0.000 
(0.000) 

-0.000 
(0.000) 

  -0.000 
(0.000) 

-0.000 
(0.000) 

Democracy A  
 

0.409** 
(0.165) 

 
 

0.393** 
(0.163) 

 
 

0.224 
(0.151) 

 
 

0.203 
(0.149) 

Democracy B  
 

0.362** 
(0.178) 

 
 

0.402** 
(0.180) 

 
 

0.295* 
(0.167) 

 
 

0.314* 
(0.169) 

Democratic dyad  
 

-0.427 
(0.323) 

 
 

-0.452 
(0.321) 

 
 

-0.168 
(0.300) 

 
 

-0.171 
(0.297) 

Distance(ln)  
 

0.004 
(0.067) 

 
 

0.007 
(0.067) 

 
 

0.006 
(0.062) 

 
 

0.009 
(0.062) 

Contiguous  
 

0.486*** 
(0.172) 

 
 

0.506*** 
(0.172) 

 
 

0.484*** 
(0.150) 

 
 

0.503**** 
(0.149) 

Allied  
 

0.228 
(0.178) 

 
 

0.253 
(0.175) 

 
 

0.235 
(0.170) 

 
 

0.256 
(0.168) 

Peace years  
 

-0.036**** 
(0.010) 

 
 

-0.035**** 
(0.010) 

 
 

-0.033**** 
(0.010) 

 
 

-0.033**** 
(0.009) 

Peace years^2  
 

0.000** 
(0.000) 

 
 

0.000** 
(0.000) 

 
 

0.000** 
(0.000) 

 
 

0.000** 
(0.000) 

Peace years^3  
 

-0.000** 
(0.000) 

 
 

-0.000* 
(0.000) 

 
 

-0.000* 
(0.000) 

 
 

-0.000* 
(0.000) 

Constant 0.509*** 
(0.191) 

0.198 
(0.590) 

0.497** 
(0.198) 

0.116 
(0.590) 

0.407** 
(0.178) 

0.249 
(0.527) 

0.360** 
(0.184) 

0.165 
(0.528) 

Observations 1543 1296 1543 1296 1772 1484 1772 1484 

Robust standard errors corrected for clustering by directed dyad in parentheses.  
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01, **** p < 0.001 

                                                      
237 It seems to me that a definitive falsification of the operation of the Darwinian mechanisms 

in relation to states’ conflict behavior (including their conflict-reciprocation behavior) would 

require testing the predictions that follow from Darwinism against those that would follow from 

other logics (say, from a rational-choice approach). Making such comparisons is, however, be-

yond the scope of this dissertation.  
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Conclusion 

The statistical findings and analyses in this chapter offer evidence in sup-

port of the hypothesis that the higher the EEV of a conflict for a state that has 

been the target of a military threat or action, the more likely it is to reciprocate 

with a military threat or action of its own against the initiator. As in the case 

of the hypothesis on conflict initiation, the hypothesis on conflict reciproca-

tion is supported if one treats the EEV of the target either as a standalone term 

or as an interaction term of the probability of winning and the value of the 

opponent. Unlike in the case of conflict initiation, however, models that in-

clude the EEV variable do not yield a particularly high level of predictive ac-

curacy for conflict reciprocation in comparison with models involving closely 

related measures. Unlike the case of conflict initiation as well, there is no di-

rect evidence that the observed association between the EEV concept and the 

likelihood of reciprocation is the product of a Darwinian logic, as the theoret-

ical argument of this thesis maintains. Still, the fact that the EEV concept is a 

significant predictor (in a substantive and a statistical sense) of both conflict 

initiation and reciprocation lends strong credence to the Darwinian framework 

from which this concept is derived. 
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6. Evaluating the expected evolutionary value 

of conflict expansion 

Under what conditions is a state more likely to voluntarily join an ongoing 

military conflict on the side of its initiator or the side of its target? As with 

conflict initiation and reciprocation, I hypothesize based on the Darwinian 

analogy of this dissertation that the material value a state is likely to gain from 

joining a conflict affects its decision on whether or not to join, as well as its 

decision as to which of the two sides to join. Specifically, I hypothesize that 

the higher the EEV of joining one side in an existing military conflict, the more 

likely a state will be to join that side in the conflict (through threatening to 

use, or actually using, military force). This chapter offers an empirical evalu-

ation of this hypothesis. 

The body of empirical research on conflict expansion, though limited in 

comparison with the literature on conflict initiation, is sizable if compared 

with the very limited literature on conflict reciprocation.238 As in the case of 

conflict initiation, only a few empirical regularities emerge in the literature as 

important determinants of conflict expansion, with geographical proximity, 

material power, alliance patterns, and regime types the factors consistently 

identified in the extant research. One consistent finding in the literature is that 

states are more likely to join ongoing conflicts whose participants are geo-

graphically proximate239; this is an expected finding, given that potential join-

ers should be more concerned about nearby conflicts (especially those involv-

ing a contiguous state) and should be more able to affect the outcome of those 

conflicts, given their proximity to their home base. The second key finding in 

the empirical literature is that the extent of a state’s material power affects 

whether or not it joins an ongoing conflict, and it is clearly the case that states 

with greater military capabilities—especially great powers—are more likely 

to intervene in ongoing conflicts.240 As to whether the distribution of power 

among the sides in an ongoing conflict affects the likelihood of conflict ex-

pansion, extant research indicates that third-party states are not significantly 

more likely to join the stronger side of a conflict (something that is taken in 

the literature to be a refutation of the neorealist prediction that states should 

always act as balancers of power).241 Third, a key finding in the literature is 

                                                      
238 For an overview, see Shirkey 2009, Ch. 2. 
239 Siverson and Starr 1990; Raknerud and Hegre 1997; Aydin 2008; Shirkey 2009; Joyce and 

Braithwaite 2013; Joyce, Ghosn, and Bayer 2014. 
240 Altfeld and de Mesquita 1979; Werner and Lemke 1997; Raknerud and Hegre 1997; Aydin 

2008; Melin and Koch 2010; Shirkey 2017. 
241 Werner and Lemke 1997; Reiter and Stam 2002; Valeriano 2009; Corbetta 2010. 
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that states are more likely to join a conflict on the side with which they are 

allied. This finding appears to especially hold true when the alliance takes the 

form of a defense pact (instead of an entente or a neutrality pact), and when 

the ongoing conflict involves the actual use of military violence rather than 

the mere threat.242 Fourth and last, the literature on expansion indicates that 

democratic states are more likely than autocracies to join ongoing conflicts in 

general.243 The results are mixed, however, with regard to whether democratic 

states are more likely to join these conflicts specifically on the side of other 

democracies (that is, whether the democratic-peace phenomenon extends to 

conflict expansion).244  

The statistical tests in this chapter are consistent with the EEV-based hy-

pothesis. Analysis of instances of wars and less serious disputes over the pe-

riod from 1816 through 2010 shows the EEV variables to be statistically sig-

nificant predictors of states’ joining behaviors. Moreover, the analysis indi-

cates that the EEV variables have a large substantive effect on the studied 

phenomenon, one that often exceeds the previously noted effect of the demo-

cratic character of states, and the presence of alliance ties among them. Fi-

nally, the tests reveal that the EEV variable has a predictive ability that goes 

above and beyond its constituents: the potential joiner’s probability of win-

ning, and the value of the opposing state.  

As in the previous chapters, the discussion here is carried out in two parts: 

first, I describe the design of the statistical tests, and second, I discuss the 

results of the tests and their implications for the hypothesis under considera-

tion in this chapter.  

Statistical analysis design  

On the triadic design 

The statistical modeling in the previous two chapters on conflict initiation 

and reciprocation was based on the widely-used dyadic design. In relation to 

conflict joining however, we need to model the relationship between three 

sides: we need to employ a triadic design.245 In this design, two of the sides 

represent the initiator and target sides of an ongoing conflict (call them sides 

                                                      
242 Siverson and Starr 1990; Leeds, Long, and Mitchell 2000; Aydin 2008; Joyce and 

Braithwaite 2013; Shirkey 2017. 
243 Raknerud and Hegre 1997; Shirkey 2017. 
244 Reiter and Stam 2002; Joyce, Ghosn, and Bayer 2014; Shirkey 2017. 
245 This triadic design is used, for example, in Reiter and Stam 2002, Ch. 4; Joyce, Ghosn, and 

Bayer 2014. 
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A and B, respectively), while the third side of the triad is the acting state con-

sidering one of the following three options:  

a) Do nothing and stay on the sidelines 

b) Join the conflict on side A (the initiators’ side) 

c) Join the conflict on side B (the targets’ side) 

Corresponding to these three choices, the main models in this study have a 

nominal dependent variable (specified further below) that takes one of three 

possible values: 0 if the acting state stays on the sidelines, 1 if the acting state 

joins side A, or 2 if the acting state joins side B. In addition, the main models 

view each year of an ongoing conflict as a separate observation in which each 

of the relevant third-party states (that is, the states that have hitherto not joined 

the conflict) may join either side.246 

To illustrate, Table 6-1 shows the elements of this triadic design in the case 

of WWII, which started in 1939 with the German invasion of Poland, and 

lasted until 1945.247 For each year between 1939 and 1945, there are two sides 

to the ongoing conflict that are determined according to the composition of 

the sides at the very beginning of the conflict, or according to the composition 

at the beginning of each year subsequent to the first year of the conflict. In 

1939, this means that Germany and Poland are coded as the initiating and tar-

get sides respectively. For every other state in the system for this year then, 

there is a single observation that is meant to indicate whether the state in ques-

tion joined either side of the conflict. For example, in 1939, the United King-

dom joined the war on the side of its target (i.e., on the side of Poland), 

whereas the Soviet Union joined on the side of its initiator (i.e. on the side of 

Germany). Other states, such as the US and Italy, stayed on the sidelines dur-

ing this year (at least in terms of full-blown military participation in the main 

conflict). In subsequent years of the conflict, the composition of the initiator 

and the target sides changes to reflect the states that have either joined one of 

the sides or have ceased to participate in the conflict. So, in 1940, the target 

side includes the United Kingdom and the other Allied states that joined the 

war in 1939 and were still at war with Germany at the beginning of 1940. 

Also, in 1940 Poland is no longer considered to be a member of the target side, 

since it was eliminated altogether from the system as an independent actor in 

1939. Relatedly, the Soviet Union is also no longer considered to be on Ger-

many’s side in 1940, since it had not significantly collaborated with the latter 

in military terms beyond the 1939 invasion of Poland. Also in 1940, Italy 

                                                      
246 What constitutes a relevant third-party state depends on the analyzed sample (see the sub-

section below). 
247 Using the COW coding of the conflict (which is consistent with the common historiog-

raphy), 
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joined Germany’s side, and will thus remain a member of the initiator side in 

subsequent years of the conflict. 

Table 6-1: The triadic design applied to WWII 

Year Possible Joiner 
Initiator side 

(Side A) 
Target side 

(Side B) 

Joined War 
(0=no join, 

1=joined initiator, 
2=joined target, 

x=dropped observation) 

1939 UKG Axis Allies 2 
1939 RUS Axis Allies 1 
1939 USA Axis Allies 0 
1939 ITA Axis Allies 0 
1939 … Axis Allies … 
1939 … Axis Allies … 
1940 UKG Axis Allies x 
1940 RUS Axis Allies 0 
1940 USA Axis Allies 0 
1940 ITA Axis Allies 1 
1940 … Axis Allies … 
1940 … Axis Allies … 
1941 UKG Axis Allies x 
1941 RUS Axis Allies x 
1941 USA Axis Allies x 
1941 ITA Axis Allies x 
1941 … Axis Allies … 
1941 … Axis Allies … 
1942 UKG Axis Allies x 
1942 RUS Axis Allies x 
1942 USA Axis Allies x 
1942 ITA Axis Allies x 
1942 … Axis Allies … 
1942 … Axis Allies … 
1943 … Axis Allies … 
1944 … Axis Allies … 
1945 … Axis Allies … 

 

Based on the example in Table 6-1, four additional points are worth noting 

about the triadic design employed here. First, this design only considers the 

choices made by third-party states; it does not consider the choices of the orig-

inators of the conflict (those states that were involved on day one of the con-

flict). So, for example, it does not consider Germany’s choices in WWII after 

the initiation of the war, which may have been affected by how the events of 

the war unfolded, and by which states—if any—joined the conflict.  

Second, in this design, once a third-party state has joined a conflict in one 

year, it is dropped from the analysis as a possible joiner in subsequent years 

of the conflict. So, for example, once the United Kingdom joined WWII in 

1939, it was not considered as a separate observation (i.e. a potential joiner) 
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in subsequent years of the war.248 This design choice is justified by the as-

sumption that the causes that lead states to join a conflict in the first place are 

different from the factors that affect whether or not they continue to participate 

in a conflict once they have joined. If it were to have any effect on the estima-

tion results, the decision to drop later years for joiners would be likely to re-

duce the effect of the EEV variable because instances of non-joining would 

be overrepresented. Thus, this choice implies a more rigorous test of the hy-

pothesis under examination in this chapter. In any case, however, I consider 

the alternative design in which joiners are not dropped from the analysis as a 

robustness check in appendix C. 

Third, and specifically related to wars (not less serious militarized dis-

putes), the design employed here considers only the decisions of states that 

voluntarily joined the conflict. In the example of WWII, the US and the Soviet 

Union are not considered to be possible joiners in 1941, despite the fact that 

they both actually started participating in the conflict during that year. This is 

because both states joined the war involuntarily that year, as a result of the 

attack on Pearl Harbor and Operation Barbarossa, respectively. Moreover, in 

the succeeding years of the conflict (1942-1945), both states are dropped from 

the analysis as potential joiners because they were already actively involved 

in the conflict at the beginning of those years. Again, as a robustness check, I 

report in appendix C on the statistical tests if one includes all cases of war-

joining, regardless of whether these cases of joining occurred voluntarily. 

The fourth and last point to note is that the states that are dropped from the 

analysis as potential joiners are still factored in when it comes to calculating 

the characteristics of each side of the conflict (notably their military power). 

Thus, for example, even though Germany is dropped in the case of WWII 

because it is one of the original participants, the UK is dropped in the years 

1940-1945 because it joined in 1939, and the US is dropped because it did not 

join the war voluntarily, these states are still factored in when the characteris-

tics of the initiating or target sides are calculated.  

Dependent variables and samples 

Three dependent variables are employed to capture the phenomenon ad-

dressed in the hypothesis under examination; “MID joining,” “Fatal MID join-

ing,” and “War joining” are used to indicate instances in which a state has 

joined a conflict, as well as the side it joined. As their names imply, “MID 

joining” measures states’ joining behavior in relation to an ongoing militarized 

interstate dispute (which may involve the actual use of military violence, or 

                                                      
248 For the Soviet Union, however, it is considered as a possible joiner in 1940 even though it 

participated in 1939 because (as noted) its participation on the side of Germany has effectively 

ended in 1939. 
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the mere threat to do so); “Fatal MID joining” measures states’ joining behav-

ior in relation to an ongoing MID that involved at least one fatality; and “War 

joining” measures states’ joining behavior in relation to a full-fledged war. As 

in the previous two chapters, the coding of MIDs, fatal MIDs, and Wars comes 

from the COW dataset,249 and the dependent variables are coded as per the 

triadic design described above. Most importantly, each of these three variables 

may take one of three values: 0 if the potential joiner has not joined the conflict 

at all; 1 if it joined on the side of the initiator (side A); and 2 if it joined on the 

side of the target (side B).250 

As with conflict initiation and reciprocation, I consider two samples of 

states as potential joiners of any given conflict. The first includes all third-

party states existing in the international system in the same year as the conflict. 

The downside of using this sample, however, is that it includes states that are 

very unlikely to join certain conflicts because they are located far from the 

conflict, and lack the capability to project military power over long distances. 

Thus, a second sample is analyzed that includes only the politically relevant 

potential joiners (i.e. states that are either major powers, or states that are con-

tiguous with one or more of the original members of the dispute). Organized 

by the two kinds of samples analyzed, Table 6-2 shows the frequencies of 

“MID joining,” “Fatal MID joining,” and “War joining” for which the control 

variables are available.  

Table 6-2: Frequencies of joining by sample and dependent variable 

Sample Politically relevant  
potential joiners 

All potential joiners 

Dependent variable MIDs Fatal MIDs Wars MIDs Fatal MIDs Wars 

Number of  
conflict cases 

1,945 558 65 1,945 558 65 

N = 0 28,655 10,573 1,352 273,250 102,845 9,901 

N = 1 162 117 18 193 141 22 

N = 2 166 108 11 198 135 20 

Total N 28,983 10,798 1,381 273,641 103,121 9,943 

EEV operationalization 

The EEV concept is operationalized in a manner similar to that employed 

in relation to conflict initiation and reciprocation. As before, the EEV of a 

                                                      
249 Maoz et al. 2019. 
250 As noted in the previous chapter, initiators and targets are identified in all cases of war in 

the COW dataset. This is, however, not the case when it comes to MIDs and Fatal MIDs (for 

which the sides in a sizable percentage of cases are randomly assigned). I have chosen here to 

include all cases of MIDs and fatal MIDs, but I include a control variable that captures the cases 

in which the coding for the initiator and target are missing. 
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potential joiner is calculated by multiplying the probability of winning and the 

value of that win. However, since in the case of conflict expansion a state can 

participate in an ongoing conflict on the side of either its initiator or its target, 

we need two EEV scores. I calculate the probabilities of winning in both EEV 

scores in a manner similar to that employed in the chapters on conflict initia-

tion and reciprocation (which was based on the CINC scores of the involved 

states). Here, however, for a potential joiner considering joining on the initia-

tor’s side (side A) against the target side (side B), its probability of winning 

would be based on its combined forces with A, and vice versa. Specifically, I 

calculate the acting state’s (state C) probability of winning if it joins side A 

against B as follows: 

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏. 𝑤𝑖𝑛 𝑖𝑓 C 𝑗𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑠 𝐴 𝑎𝑔𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 𝐵 =  
1

1 + 𝑒
−2(ln(

𝐶𝐼𝑁𝐶 𝐶+𝐶𝐼𝑁𝐶 𝐴
𝐶𝐼𝑁𝐶 𝐵

))
 

And, naturally, the probability that acting state C would win if it were to 

join the target side, B, against the initiating side, A, would be as follows: 

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏. 𝑤𝑖𝑛 𝑖𝑓 C 𝑗𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑠 𝐵 𝑎𝑔𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 𝐴 =  
1

1 + 𝑒
−2(ln(

𝐶𝐼𝑁𝐶 𝐶+𝐶𝐼𝑁𝐶 𝐵
𝐶𝐼𝑁𝐶 𝐴

))
 

For the second component of the EEV concept, the value of winning, I use 

the CINC scores of the opposing side (again, as employed in the chapters on 

conflict initiation and reciprocation). That is, a potential joiner’s value of win-

ning if it joins side A in the conflict is equal to the CINC score of side B, and 

vice versa. Accordingly, we obtain the potential joiner’s EEV score in a spe-

cific conflict if it joins the side of the initiator against the target (which for 

brevity I will name “EEV join A”) using the following formula: 

𝐸𝐸𝑉 𝑗𝑜𝑖𝑛 𝐴 =  
1

1 +  𝑒
−2(ln(

𝐶𝐼𝑁𝐶 𝐶+𝐶𝐼𝑁𝐶 𝐴
𝐶𝐼𝑁𝐶 𝐵

))
 × 𝐶𝐼𝑁𝐶 𝐵 

And, similarly, we obtain the potential joiner’s EEV score in a specific 

conflict if it joins the side of the target against the initiator (which for brevity 

I will name “EEV join B”) using the following formula: 

𝐸𝐸𝑉 𝑗𝑜𝑖𝑛 𝐵 =  
1

1 +  𝑒
−2(ln(

𝐶𝐼𝑁𝐶 𝐶+𝐶𝐼𝑁𝐶 𝐵
𝐶𝐼𝑁𝐶 𝐴

))
 × 𝐶𝐼𝑁𝐶 𝐴 

Each of these variables can be regarded as either a standalone index or an 

interaction term of the probability of winning and the value of the opposing 
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side. The hypothesis under examination in this chapter is supported if the re-

gression coefficients associated with these EEV scores (both as standalone 

and as multiplicative terms) are positive and statistically significant in the 

models that estimate their respective versions of the dependent variables. In 

other words, the hypothesis is supported if the coefficient of the “EEV join A” 

variable is positive and statistically significant in relation to predicting 

whether a state joins the initiating side, and is supported if the coefficient of 

the “EEV join B” variable is positive and statistically significant in relation to 

predicting whether a state joins the target side. 

To gain a better understanding of the values the EEV scores take, consider 

the example in Figure 6-1, which shows the EEV scores the major powers of 

the day would obtain from joining the side of Germany in the first year of the 

two World Wars. According to the COW’s coding, Germany was the initiating 

side in both wars, with the targets being Belgium and Poland, respectively. 

The bars in Figure 6-1 correspond to the EEV score each of the major powers 

would obtain from joining against the side of Germany relative to what they 

would obtain from joining the side of its opponent. As such, these bars can be 

interpreted as the predicted likelihood based on the EEV concept that the cor-

responding major powers would balance (i.e. join against Germany). In this 

figure it is plain that the larger major powers, the US and Russia, are appre-

ciably more likely to be expected to balance than smaller major powers (e.g. 

Austria-Hungary in the First World War).  

Figure 6-1: Predicted likelihood of major powers’ balancing against Germany in 

the two World Wars based on EEV scores 

  
 

Control variables 

To estimate conflict expansion, I control for a number of possible con-

founders. The EEV score described above represents the risk-adjusted value 

of the opposing side, but since we should expect states joining a conflict to 

each expect (or demand) a share of the spoils corresponding to their efforts (or 

power), the EEV of joining a conflict should be adjusted accordingly. I thus 

control for two variables indicating the power of the potential joiner relative 

to each of the two sides of the conflict; these “CINC share to A” and “CINC 
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share to B” variables are calculated by taking the CINC score of the potential 

joiner and dividing it by the combined CINC score of the potential joiner and 

that of the side it may join. The resulting ratio thus falls between 0 and 1, and 

represents the strength of the potential joiner relative to each of the conflict’s 

current sides. The expectation here is that the higher the “CINC share to A,” 

the more likely it is that the acting state will join side A, since it should expect 

or demand a bigger share of the value of the opposing side. Naturally, the 

expectation is similar for the “CINC share to B” variable.  

In addition, since the COW’s coding of initiators and targets is missing for 

some MIDs and Fatal MIDs, I include a control variable called “Coded Initi-

ator,” which takes the value of 1 if the original initiator and target of a conflict 

are indicated in the source data, and the value of 0 otherwise. This variable is 

included only in the samples that analyze MIDs and Fatal MIDS, since it is in 

these categories that the coding is missing. This variable is not needed for the 

analysis of wars, since the COW’s coding of the initiators and targets is com-

plete in that category. In addition, since previous research has shown that if it 

were to join at all, a state would be considerably more likely to do so at the 

earlier stages of a conflict,251 I control for whether this is the first year in the 

dispute. The variable “First dispute year” takes the value of 1 if this is the first 

year of the dispute, and the value of 0 otherwise.  

I also control for a number of other variables that are highlighted in extant 

research. To measure the regime type of the potential joiner, I include a 

dummy variable indicating whether or not it is a democracy, with the variable 

“Democracy” taking the value of 1 if the potential joiner is a democracy, and 

the value of 0 otherwise. The expectation, based on previous research, is that 

democracies are more likely to join conflicts in general compared to non-de-

mocracies. I also control for whether or not the acting state forms a democratic 

dyad with either side of the ongoing conflict; the variable “Democratic Dyad 

A” takes the value of 1 if both the potential joiner is a democracy and any of 

the original participants on side A of the conflict is also a democracy, and the 

value of 0 otherwise. The “Democratic Dyad B” variable is constructed simi-

larly with regard to the acting state’s relation to side B. The expectation here 

is one that follows from the democratic-peace thesis: a democratic state should 

be less likely to join a side if the opposing side includes a fellow democracy.252  

To account for geographical proximity, I control for two variables, “Dis-

tance to A” and “Distance to B”, which indicate the distance in miles between 

the capital cities of the potential joiner and the original participants in each 

                                                      
251 Joyce, Ghosn, and Bayer 2014. 
252 Classification of democracies is obtained from the Polity IV project. Marshall, Jaggers, and 

Gurr 2017. 
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side of the conflict.253 In a similar way, I control for whether a state is contig-

uous with either of the two sides of the conflict, with the variables “Contigu-

ous A” and “Contiguous B” taking the value of 1 if the potential joiner shares 

a border with at least one of the original participants on sides A and B, respec-

tively, and the value of 0 otherwise.254 The expectation with regard to these 

variables is that a state is more likely to join a conflict (on either of its two 

sides) the closer it is geographically to the conflict’s participants. 

Two other control variables are included to indicate whether a state is allied 

with any participant on either side; “Allied A” and “Allied B” are coded as 1 

if the potential joiner has a defense pact with one of the conflict’s original 

participants on sides A or B, respectively, and the value of 0 otherwise.255 The 

expectation is that a potential joiner is more likely to join a conflict on the side 

with which it is allied, and less likely to join against that side.256 Table 6-3 

provides summary statistics for the independent and control variables.  

Statistical estimator 

Since the dependent variable used here is measured on the nominal level 

(it takes three values with no ordering), I use multinomial logistic regression, 

which is a generalization of the standard logistic regression to multiclass clas-

sification problems. As used here, the base category will represent the acting 

state’s choice to abstain from joining either side of the conflict, and the other 

two categories will correspond to whether a potential joiner departs from this 

base choice by joining side A (the initiator side) or side B (the target side), 

respectively. As with conflict initiation and reciprocation, the independent and 

control variables are lagged by one year to minimize the risk of reverse cau-

sality.  

                                                      
253 The distance between capitals is obtained from the EUGENE software. Bennett and Stam 

2000. In cases in which there is more than one original participant on any side, I select the 

original participant whose capital is closest to that of the potential joiner to calculate the “Dis-

tance to A” and “Distance to B variables”. 
254 Contiguity data come from the COW project’s direct contiguity data version 3.2. States are 

considered here to share a border if they are separated either by a land border or at most 24 

miles of water. 
255 The data for this variable is again obtained from the COW project. Gibler 2008. 
256 The just-described variables related to the traits of the states of side A and side B (their 

democratic nature, their geographical proximity to the acting state, and the presence of an alli-

ance between them and the acting state) are calculated based on the properties of the conflict’s 

original participants (not any other participants that might have joined later). Focusing on the 

properties of the original participants is reasonable here because these variables are more indic-

ative of a state’s possibility of joining a conflict, not its willingness to do so. This is different 

from the EEV variable, which should reflect a state’s willingness to join a conflict, and which 

is accordingly calculated based on the power of all the participants on each side, including the 

late-joiners. Still, as a robustness check in appendix C, I consider the version of the control 

variables that is calculated based on all the participants in the conflict (original and late-joiners). 
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Table 6-3: Summary statistics for independent and control variables in different 

versions of the dependent variable and in different samples of joining 

MIDs 
Politically relevant potential  

joiners (N = 28983) 
All potential  

joiners (N = 273641) 
Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min Max Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 
EEV join A (ln) -5.93158 2.031348 -19.6081 -1.67141 -6.63251 2.030663 -19.7993 -1.67141 
EEV join B (ln) -5.92445 2.202838 -19.6687 -1.62373 -6.76383 2.235908 -21.6661 -1.62373 
CINC share to A 0.48037 0.369916 0.000176 0.999868 0.307101 0.320254 3.51E-05 0.999868 
CINC share to B 0.539604 0.37098 0.000132 0.999934 0.359385 0.340438 3.34E-05 0.999934 
Coded Initiator 0.427354 0.494703 0 1 0.429439 0.494997 0 1 
First dispute year 0.720077 0.448969 0 1 0.728414 0.444778 0 1 
Contiguous A 0.35928 0.479798 0 1 0.038054 0.191326 0 1 
Contiguous B 0.301211 0.458792 0 1 0.031903 0.175743 0 1 
Distance to A(ln) 7.421001 1.108164 1.791759 9.397401 8.193467 0.77955 1.791759 9.421249 
Distance to B(ln) 7.450057 1.119532 1.791759 9.421168 8.200512 0.783966 1.791759 9.421249 
Allied A 0.168168 0.374022 0 1 0.063609 0.244055 0 1 
Allied B 0.150123 0.357198 0 1 0.056 0.229923 0 1 
Democracy 0.434255 0.495667 0 1 0.367365 0.482088 0 1 
Democratic Dyad A 0.148259 0.355363 0 1 0.128815 0.334995 0 1 
Democratic Dyad B 0.158679 0.365383 0 1 0.135009 0.341734 0 1 

Fatal MIDs 
Politically relevant potential  

joiners (N = 10798) 
All potential  

joiners (N = 103121) 
Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min Max Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 
EEV join A (ln) -5.88948 1.929846 -16.5311 -1.67772 -6.64384 1.911567 -17.3343 -1.67772 
EEV join B (ln) -5.93325 2.093611 -19.5682 -1.64108 -6.69829 2.01309 -20.2908 -1.64108 
CINC share to A 0.494462 0.375938 0.000212 0.99972 0.334127 0.327214 3.51E-05 0.99972 
CINC share to B 0.535644 0.374007 0.000132 0.999925 0.365061 0.33744 3.34E-05 0.999925 
Coded Initiator 0.068531 0.252667 0 1 0.073797 0.261441 0 1 
First dispute year 0.543897 0.498092 0 1 0.545689 0.497911 0 1 
Contiguous A 0.334599 0.471872 0 1 0.035037 0.183873 0 1 
Contiguous B 0.285516 0.451681 0 1 0.029897 0.170304 0 1 
Distance to A(ln) 7.427251 1.126716 1.791759 9.391829 8.185086 0.771327 1.791759 9.421249 
Distance to B(ln) 7.462359 1.108594 1.791759 9.391829 8.191258 0.768979 1.791759 9.421249 
Allied A 0.157992 0.364751 0 1 0.056923 0.231697 0 1 
Allied B 0.126783 0.332745 0 1 0.04519 0.207721 0 1 
Democracy 0.402389 0.490402 0 1 0.352469 0.477742 0 1 
Democratic Dyad A 0.117429 0.321946 0 1 0.103636 0.304789 0 1 
Democratic Dyad B 0.114373 0.318279 0 1 0.104857 0.306371 0 1 

Wars 
Politically relevant potential 

joiners (N = 1381) 
All potential  

joiners (N = 9943) 
Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min Max Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 
EEV join A (ln) -5.19241 1.666573 -11.5658 -1.47915 -5.84097 1.438899 -11.5658 -1.47915 
EEV join B (ln) -5.36256 2.268635 -12.1511 -1.53344 -6.53686 2.277037 -13.2889 -1.53344 
CINC share to A 0.411925 0.371811 0.000554 0.999002 0.26903 0.310928 5.74E-05 0.999002 
CINC share to B 0.500038 0.376857 0.000185 0.999245 0.344992 0.321754 0.000145 0.999245 
First dispute year 0.431571 0.495475 0 1 0.409635 0.491791 0 1 
Contiguous A 0.337437 0.473007 0 1 0.046867 0.211365 0 1 
Contiguous B 0.260681 0.439165 0 1 0.036206 0.186813 0 1 
Distance to A(ln) 7.383581 1.102933 3.806663 9.391829 8.168788 0.826961 3.806663 9.407469 
Distance to B(ln) 7.569286 1.068339 3.806663 9.322686 8.251621 0.783766 3.806663 9.421168 
Allied A 0.117306 0.321902 0 1 0.067585 0.251045 0 1 
Allied B 0.038378 0.192177 0 1 0.013075 0.1136 0 1 
Democracy 0.304127 0.460204 0 1 0.273459 0.445757 0 1 
Democratic Dyad A 0.069515 0.25442 0 1 0.06658 0.249305 0 1 
Democratic Dyad B 0.057929 0.233694 0 1 0.039022 0.193658 0 1 
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Findings and discussion  

The EEV as an index 

As noted, the statistical analysis of states’ joining behavior considers two 

kinds of samples: the sample of politically relevant potential joiners, and that 

of all potential joiners. For the former sample, Table 6-4 presents the estima-

tion results of joining MIDs, Fatal MIDs, and Wars. As can be seen from this 

table, the results are mostly consistent with the hypothesis under examination. 

In most models, the coefficient of the EEV of A variable is positive and sta-

tistically significant in relation to joining side A of the conflict. Similarly, in 

most models, the coefficient of the EEV of B variable is positive and statisti-

cally significant in relation to joining side B of the conflict. This implies, as 

predicted by the EEV concept, that a politically relevant potential joiner is 

more likely to join the side of an ongoing conflict from which it is likely to 

gain a higher risk-adjusted material value (i.e. a higher EEV score).257  

For the sample including all joiners, the results are similarly supportive of 

the hypothesis proposed in this thesis. As presented in Table 6-5, the EEV of 

A variable has a positive and statistically significant coefficient (at least at the 

0.05 level) in relation to the choice to join side A of a MID, a Fatal MID, or a 

War. Similarly, the EEV of B variable has a positive and statistically signifi-

cant coefficient (at least at the 0.05 level) in relation to the choice to join side 

B of a MID, a Fatal MID, and a War. These results imply, as hypothesized, 

that the higher the risk-adjusted material value likely to be gained from joining 

a side in a conflict, the more likely a state will be to join that side.  

To gauge the substantive effect of the EEV variables, we can compare the 

risk differences of the covariates in the analyzed models. Figure 6-2 shows the 

risk differences (with 95% CI) of the covariates in Models 2, 4, and 6 (i.e. the 

models analyzing the sample of politically relevant potential joiners). Figure 

6-3 shows the risk differences (with 95% CI) of the covariates in Models 8, 

10, and 12 (i.e. the models analyzing the sample of all potential joiners). The 

risk differences associated with each of the covariates in both figures was cal-

culated by changing each covariate from its minimum to its maximum value,  

 

                                                      
257 This conclusion is not affected by the fact that in the war model with the control variables 

(Model 6), neither the EEV of A nor the EEV of B variable is statistically significant. This is 

because both variables are statistically significant and with the expected sign if we consider 

them without the control variables (Model 5). It is also worth noting that with regard to war-

joining by politically relevant states, we are dealing with a relatively small sample (N=1,381). 

This, coupled with the fact that war-joining in this sample occurred in only 2.1% of the cases 

(specifically, in 29 cases out of the 1,381 opportunities), may account for the lack of statistical 

significance in the two variables of interest when it comes to wars, while controlling for the 

other covariates. 
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while holding the other covariates at their median value. Thus for example, in 

the top left corner of Figure 6-2, the EEV of A variable has an associated risk 

difference of about 0.1, meaning that in the sample of politically relevant join-

ers, if we change the EEV of A variable from its minimum to its maximum 

value (while holding the other values at their median values), the probability 

that the acting state would join side A of the conflict would increase by 0.1. 

Thus, by examining Figure 6-2 and Figure 6-3, we can see that the substantive 

effect of the EEV variables is generally rather high in comparison to most of 

the other covariates. Especially noteworthy is the fact that the EEV variables 

have a rather high substantive effect on joining in comparison with the varia-

ble indicating whether the potential joiner is a democracy, and in comparison 

with the two variables indicating the existence of an alliance between the po-

tential joiner and one of the conflict’s members. This is worth pointing out 

because, as noted in the introduction to this chapter, previous research has 

highlighted these two characteristics as important determinants of conflict 

joining. 

Figure 6-2: Risk differences of change among politically relevant potential joiners 

with 95% confidence intervals  
MIDs – Join Side A MIDs – Join Side B 

  
Fatal MIDs – Join Side A Fatal MIDs – Join Side B 

  
Wars – Join Side A Wars – Join Side B 
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Figure 6-3: Risk differences of change among all potential joiners with 95% con-

fidence intervals 
MIDs – Join Side A MIDs – Join Side B 

  
Fatal MIDs – Join Side A Fatal MIDs – Join Side B 

  
Wars – Join Side A Wars – Join Side B 

  

The EEV as an interaction term 

So far, the EEV concept has been treated as a multiplicative index. Now, I 

examine the effect of the concept treating it as an interaction term of its two 

components (i.e. the probability of winning and the value of that win). Table 

6-6 includes the estimation results for the logistic models of joining the initi-

ator side (side A) in MIDs, Fatal MIDs, and Wars. Table 6-7 includes the same 

analysis for joining the target side (side B). Here again, the results are con-

sistent with the hypothesized expectation: the coefficients of the EEV of the 

potential joiner are positive and statistically significant (at least the 0.1 level) 

for all but one model (that estimating joining side B in wars among politically 

relevant triads). These results indicate that the effect of the probability of win-

ning on the likelihood of conflict joining is higher for higher values of the total 

CINC score of the other side. The fact that the coefficients of the EEV varia-

bles in these models are positive and statistically significant provides further 
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support for the expectation that the EEV concept has an effect in explaining 

conflict joining above and beyond its two components. 

 

Table 6-6: Logistic regression of joining side A with the EEV as an interaction 

term 

Dependent 
variable 

MIDs Fatal 
MIDs 

Wars MIDs Fatal 
MIDs 

Wars 

Sample Politically relevant  
potential joiners 

All potential joiners 

EEV join A 10.023*** 
(3.153) 

9.776*** 
(3.651) 

23.655** 
(11.274) 

36.129**** 
(4.484) 

32.422**** 
(5.734) 

87.008* 
(47.221) 

Probability win A 1.851** 
(0.832) 

1.869* 
(1.007) 

-1.860 
(1.311) 

-1.521*** 
(0.560) 

-0.129 
(0.669) 

-1.900 
(1.410) 

Total CINC B 6.098*** 
(2.052) 

6.167*** 
(2.313) 

2.830 
(4.562) 

-2.215 
(2.700) 

-2.322 
(3.686) 

-49.965 
(44.651) 

CINC share to A -2.783**** 
(0.425) 

-2.754**** 
(0.540) 

-1.761 
(1.907) 

4.591**** 
(0.606) 

2.673**** 
(0.684) 

3.731* 
(2.182) 

CINC share to B 1.900**** 
(0.452) 

1.903**** 
(0.557) 

3.515** 
(1.770) 

-1.678**** 
(0.344) 

-1.177** 
(0.474) 

-3.742* 
(2.076) 

Coded Initiator -1.891**** 
(0.261) 

-0.229 
(0.418) 

 
 

-2.057**** 
(0.250) 

 
 

 
 

First dispute year 0.377** 
(0.181) 

0.338* 
(0.200) 

1.805*** 
(0.635) 

0.875**** 
(0.187) 

1.107**** 
(0.216) 

1.356** 
(0.642) 

Contiguous A -0.888**** 
(0.242) 

-0.737** 
(0.308) 

0.284 
(0.678) 

0.927**** 
(0.266) 

0.980*** 
(0.332) 

-0.044 
(0.983) 

Contiguous B -0.067 
(0.257) 

-0.031 
(0.284) 

0.107 
(0.735) 

0.688*** 
(0.222) 

0.836*** 
(0.292) 

2.298**** 
(0.670) 

Distance to A(ln) -0.088 
(0.110) 

0.102 
(0.144) 

0.277 
(0.350) 

-0.218* 
(0.113) 

-0.262 
(0.162) 

-0.289 
(0.327) 

Distance to B(ln) -0.472**** 
(0.107) 

-0.563**** 
(0.129) 

-1.207*** 
(0.463) 

-0.186* 
(0.107) 

-0.222 
(0.146) 

0.320 
(0.359) 

Allied A 1.158**** 
(0.186) 

1.507**** 
(0.215) 

2.378**** 
(0.611) 

-0.712*** 
(0.270) 

-0.429 
(0.319) 

1.462 
(1.179) 

Allied B -0.101 
(0.245) 

0.159 
(0.291) 

 
 

1.686**** 
(0.232) 

1.138**** 
(0.281) 

0.866 
(1.134) 

Democracy 0.124 
(0.264) 

0.456 
(0.277) 

0.124 
(0.841) 

0.824**** 
(0.177) 

1.157**** 
(0.199) 

1.686*** 
(0.593) 

Democratic Dyad A 0.251 
(0.306) 

-0.113 
(0.355) 

1.503 
(1.128) 

-0.956*** 
(0.346) 

-1.190*** 
(0.450) 

 
 

Democratic Dyad B -1.942*** 
(0.607) 

 
 

-0.189 
(1.414) 

-0.972**** 
(0.286) 

-1.054*** 
(0.360) 

-1.579 
(1.008) 

Constant -2.940** 
(1.144) 

-3.721*** 
(1.411) 

-0.080 
(2.523) 

-5.457**** 
(0.886) 

-5.103**** 
(1.046) 

-7.390** 
(2.962) 

Observations 28983 9563 1381 28983 10058 1512 
Area under ROC 
curve 

.8577 .8761 .8533 .7799 .7891 .7341 

Robust standard errors in parentheses. 
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01, **** p < 0.001 
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Table 6-7: Logistic regression of joining side B with the EEV as an interaction 

term 

Dependent variable MIDs Fatal 
MIDs 

Wars MIDs Fatal  
MIDs 

Wars 

Sample Politically relevant  
potential joiners 

All potential joiners 

EEV join B 27.520**** 
(4.745) 

23.841**** 
(5.334) 

60.628 
(40.017) 

36.129**** 
(4.484) 

32.422**** 
(5.734) 

87.008* 
(47.221) 

Probability win B -2.256**** 
(0.636) 

-1.073 
(0.720) 

-3.851** 
(1.615) 

-1.521*** 
(0.560) 

-0.129 
(0.669) 

-1.900 
(1.410) 

Total CINC A -5.522** 
(2.676) 

-4.466 
(3.062) 

-31.959 
(37.527) 

-2.215 
(2.700) 

-2.322 
(3.686) 

-49.965 
(44.651) 

CINC share to A 3.928**** 
(0.739) 

2.305** 
(0.897) 

3.908 
(2.665) 

4.591**** 
(0.606) 

2.673**** 
(0.684) 

3.731* 
(2.182) 

CINC share to B -2.237**** 
(0.337) 

-1.547*** 
(0.495) 

-3.772 
(2.397) 

-1.678**** 
(0.344) 

-1.177** 
(0.474) 

-3.742* 
(2.076) 

Coded Initiator -1.992**** 
(0.247) 

 
 

 
 

-2.057**** 
(0.250) 

 
 

 
 

First dispute year 0.834**** 
(0.203) 

1.075**** 
(0.238) 

1.051 
(0.726) 

0.875**** 
(0.187) 

1.107**** 
(0.216) 

1.356** 
(0.642) 

Contiguous A -0.374 
(0.272) 

-0.191 
(0.318) 

0.026 
(0.960) 

0.927**** 
(0.266) 

0.980*** 
(0.332) 

-0.044 
(0.983) 

Contiguous B -0.535** 
(0.238) 

-0.220 
(0.290) 

1.373** 
(0.625) 

0.688*** 
(0.222) 

0.836*** 
(0.292) 

2.298**** 
(0.670) 

Distance to A(ln) -0.167 
(0.104) 

-0.202 
(0.149) 

0.068 
(0.303) 

-0.218* 
(0.113) 

-0.262 
(0.162) 

-0.289 
(0.327) 

Distance to B(ln) -0.041 
(0.103) 

-0.119 
(0.140) 

0.270 
(0.343) 

-0.186* 
(0.107) 

-0.222 
(0.146) 

0.320 
(0.359) 

Allied A -0.659** 
(0.268) 

-0.463 
(0.314) 

0.963 
(1.272) 

-0.712*** 
(0.270) 

-0.429 
(0.319) 

1.462 
(1.179) 

Allied B 1.581**** 
(0.232) 

1.111**** 
(0.293) 

0.947 
(1.244) 

1.686**** 
(0.232) 

1.138**** 
(0.281) 

0.866 
(1.134) 

Democracy 0.469** 
(0.199) 

0.916**** 
(0.221) 

1.423** 
(0.708) 

0.824**** 
(0.177) 

1.157**** 
(0.199) 

1.686*** 
(0.593) 

Democratic Dyad A -0.908** 
(0.362) 

-0.963** 
(0.440) 

 
 

-0.956*** 
(0.346) 

-1.190*** 
(0.450) 

 
 

Democratic Dyad B -0.782*** 
(0.294) 

-0.944** 
(0.376) 

-1.388 
(1.240) 

-0.972**** 
(0.286) 

-1.054*** 
(0.360) 

-1.579 
(1.008) 

Constant -3.423**** 
(0.927) 

-3.045*** 
(1.154) 

-6.395** 
(3.193) 

-5.457**** 
(0.886) 

-5.103**** 
(1.046) 

-7.390** 
(2.962) 

Observations 28983 9563 1381 28983 10058 1512 
Area under ROC 
curve 

.8577 .8761 .8533 .7799 .7891 .7341 

Robust standard errors in parentheses. 
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01, **** p < 0.001 
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The EEV vs. other CINC-based scores  

As noted, the operationalization of the EEV concept is based on the CINC 

scores of the three sides of the triad: the initiator, the target, and the potential 

joiner. It is therefore useful to evaluate the predictive power of the EEV vari-

able compared with that of other plausible combinations of the CINC scores. 

As in the previous two chapters, I perform this comparison by estimating sep-

arate models that each include a different combination of the CINC-based var-

iables, and then compare their overall predictive performance. Here, I use 

McFadden’s pseudo r-squared as a measure of the model’s predictive accu-

racy.258 

Figure 6-4 shows the relative predictive accuracy of the different CINC 

measures—in combination with the other control variables—for the sample of 

politically relevant potential joiners, while Figure 6-5 shows the same infor-

mation for the sample of all potential joiners. As illustrated in both figures, 

the predictive performance of the EEV-based models varies if compared with 

the predictive performance of the other CINC-based models. In relation to 

MIDs and Fatal MIDs (in both of the analyzed samples), the relative predictive 

performance of the EEV-based models is mediocre. In relation to wars (and 

again in both of the analyzed samples), however, the EEV-based models (es-

pecially those that include the EEV as an interaction term of its components) 

have a particularly high predictive power. These results are not as impressive 

as those found in Chapter 4 in relation to conflict initiation (where the EEV-

based models consistently yielded higher predictive scores), but the fact that 

the EEV-based models perform at least decently constitutes some justification 

for using this concept rather than the other CINC-based scores. 

It is also useful to note that the predictive scores in Figures 6-4 and 6-5 

offer a result of particular relevance in evaluating the neorealist claims in com-

parison with the hypothesis of this thesis: the models that include either of the 

two EEV-based combinations yield better predictive accuracy than the models 

including the variable that measures the relative CINC score of side A to that 

of side B (that is, variable “CINC Side (A/(A+B)”). The latter variable indi-

cates the balance of material power between the two sides of the ongoing con-

flict, which neorealism claims is the key factor that should determine which 

side of the conflict to join. The fact that the EEV-based models offer better 

predictive accuracy of the three dependent variables, and in both kinds of sam-

ples, is an indication that the EEV concept is more useful in predicting states’ 

joining behavior than the neorealist claims about balancing and bandwagon-

ing. 

 

 

                                                      
258 This measure is used because the area under the ROC curve (which was used in the previous 

two chapters) cannot be calculated in the case of multinomial regression.  
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Figure 6-4: Predictive accuracy of CINC measures (politically relevant potential 

joiners) 
MIDs 

 
Fatal MIDs 

 
Wars 
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Figure 6-5: Predictive accuracy of CINC measures (all potential joiners) 
MIDs 

 
Fatal MIDs 

 
Wars 
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Darwinian mechanisms in conflict expansion 

As carried out in relation to conflict initiation and reciprocation in the pre-

vious two chapters, it is useful here to evaluate whether the strong link noted 

between the EEV variables and states’ behavior in terms of conflict expansion 

is indeed the product of a Darwinian logic, as the theoretical argument of this 

thesis maintains. As in the previous chapters, this analysis is carried out here 

by examining the extent to which states’ EEV-maximization behavior is con-

ditioned by the extent of their previous experience with conflict. 

Table 6-8 displays the results of this analysis in relation to the sample of po-

litically relevant potential joiners, and by operationalizing the extent of states’ 

past experience with conflict as the number of years in which the acting state 

experienced an interstate war.259 Table 6-9 does the same, but for the sample 

of all potential joiners. As can be seen in both tables, the interaction terms 

between the EEV variables and the variable representing the potential joiner’s 

past war experiences is (as expected) positive and statistically significant for 

most of the analyzed models. However, in two models (those in which the 

dependent variable is related to joining the target—side B—of a MID) the 

interaction term has, contrary to the theoretical expectation, a negative sign 

that is statistically significant (at the 0.1 level). All in all, these findings can 

be regarded as partially consistent with what we would expect to find if the 

Darwinian mechanisms were indeed effective in shaping states’ conflict-ex-

pansion behavior. 

  

 

 

                                                      
259 Appendix C includes the analyses in which previous experience of conflict are operational-

ized as the number of previous MID-years. The conclusions that follow from these results are 

consistent with those reached here. 
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Conclusion 

The results of the statistical analyses in this chapter are consistent with the 

hypothesized relationship between the EEV of conflict and the probability of 

joining: the results support the claim that a state on the sidelines is more likely 

to join an ongoing military conflict on one of its sides the higher its expected 

risk-adjusted value for joining that side. This hypothesis is supported by ex-

amining state behaviors with regard to joining wars, joining fatal militarized 

disputes, and joining any militarized dispute regardless of its severity. The 

hypothesis is also supported based on an analysis of the behavior of the sample 

of potential joiners with a higher opportunity of participating in the conflict 

(i.e. the politically relevant sample), as well as based on the behavior of the 

sample with all potential joiners. Moreover, the effect of the EEV variable on 

conflict joining was found to be higher than some other factors identified in 

the literature as important determinants of this phenomenon. Namely, the EEV 

variable has a higher substantive effect on conflict joining than either the dem-

ocratic character of states or the presence of an alliance with either side of the 

conflict. 

The relevance of the EEV concept in explaining joining behavior does not 

appear to be an artifact of the way in which this concept is operationalized. 

Further checks confirmed that the EEV variable has a statistically significant 

effect when it is treated as an interaction term of its two components: the ac-

tor’s probability of winning and the value of the other side. The independent 

value of the EEV concept also found some support via an analysis of its pre-

dictive ability compared to that of other variables also based on the material 

power of states. These results (along with a number of other robustness checks 

found in appendix C) are consistent with the EEV-based hypothesis: the 

higher the risk-adjusted value of joining an ongoing conflict, the more likely 

a state is to participate in that conflict. Furthermore, the empirical evidence in 

this chapter offers some direct support for the claim that the association be-

tween the EEV concept and states’ joining behavior is the product of underly-

ing Darwinian processes. 
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7. Conclusion 

Wars and military conflicts between states are calamitous events that occur 

periodically in world politics. In the current post-Cold War era, states continue 

to rely on military means to resolve their disputes with one another, with tragic 

consequences for human lives and livelihoods. This study sought to advance 

our understanding of the general conditions that affect the likelihood of con-

flict occurrence among states. Toward that end, the dissertation developed a 

Darwinian theory of interstate conflict by generalizing the principles of bio-

logical Darwinism and applying those principles to explain state behavior. De-

spite the patent differences between states and living forms, the thesis ad-

vanced the argument that a highly abstract version of the Darwinian principles 

enables an improved understanding of the conditions under which states are 

either more or less likely to resort to the use of military force in their relations 

with each other.  

The Darwinian theory was developed in response to a puzzle in the study 

of international relations concerning the issue of state survival. This issue has 

been exclusively addressed by proponents of the neorealist tradition, who es-

pouse it as the key to explaining state behavior in general, and conflict behav-

ior in particular. Specifically, neorealists argue that deducing which behaviors 

are conducive to state survival will enable the prediction of the actual behavior 

of states in the observable happenings of international politics. This is be-

cause, according to this logic, states that behaved in ways that undermined 

their own existence would no longer exist, and we would therefore be unable 

to observe their behaviors. The international system, neorealists argue, must 

thus be populated by states that behave so as to maximize their odds of sur-

vival. On a conceptual level, the neorealist logic is certainly convincing. What 

is puzzling, however, is that neorealist predictions about state behavior—

which are the only predictions in the study of international relations based on 

the demands of survival—do not, by and large, correspond well to the reality 

of international politics. Regardless, this cannot be taken to imply that deduc-

ing the demands of survival is not a useful means for describing the actual 

behavior of states, since to claim so is to say that states that exist behave in 

ways that undermine their own odds of survival. Rather, the empirical failure 

of the theory must be taken to indicate that neorealism advances misguided 

(or at least partial) answers to the question of which state behaviors are con-

ducive to their survival. 

Accordingly, this dissertation had two aims, the first of which was to reex-

amine the question neorealists plausibly pose as a useful means to explain state 

behavior: Under what conditions—if any—does a state promote its own odds 

of survival by participating in a military conflict? The Darwinian theory of 

this thesis was developed in an attempt to offer a logically sound answer to 
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this question. And, given that the survival question is addressed here to de-

scribe the world as it is, the second aim of the dissertation was to evaluate the 

predictions of this Darwinian theory against the actual behavior of states in 

relation to matters of conflict. Specifically, the second aim of the thesis was 

to test the Darwinian-based predictions against states’ behavior with regard to 

conflict initiation, reciprocation, and expansion. 

This concluding chapter begins with a review of the Darwinian argument 

regarding the causes of conflict, contrasting it with existing claims in the study 

of international relations. Next, I review the empirical findings of the disser-

tation, noting their compatibility with the substantive predictions of the Dar-

winian theory and highlighting their academic and policy implications. Fi-

nally, I consider the possibility of applying the Darwinian framework to ex-

plain phenomena of interest in international politics beyond states’ conflict 

behaviors. 

Why do states go to war? 

Or, more generally, why do states resort to the use of, or to the threat to 

use, any form of military capabilities in their relations with one another? With-

out denying that those decisions are affected by a multitude of factors, the key 

substantive argument of the thesis is that a state is more likely to engage in 

conflict and war if that action is likely to maximize its long-term material 

power. This argument follows from the Darwinian theory of this dissertation, 

which is based on a distinction between the outward characteristics of a state 

(which includes its conflict behaviors) and the complex set of institutional 

rules within the state that give rise to those outward characteristics and behav-

iors. This complex set of institutional rules was referred to here as the deep-

level constitution of the state. This deep-level constitution tends to remain sta-

ble over time as a result of both institutional inertia and deliberate human ac-

tions that aim to retain certain policies and institutional structures. Occasion-

ally, however, the deep-level constitution is altered due to institutional drift 

and decay or, again, due to thoughtful policy changes. Each type of deep-level 

constitution leads its bearers to behave differently in matters of peace and con-

flict, and different peace and conflict behaviors in turn have different conse-

quences on the material power each state controls. Assuming that a state con-

trolling more material power (all else being equal) is more likely to succeed 

in retaining its deep-level constitution, peace and conflict behaviors that lead 

to the maximization of state power should be more commonly observed in the 

actual workings of international politics. 

The thesis further argues that a state maximizes its power if it decides to 

participate in military conflicts so as to balance the possible material gains 
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from this participation with the involved potential losses. This balancing cal-

culus is reflected in a concept that was called here the expected evolutionary 

value (EEV) of conflict participation. For the acting state considering entering 

into conflict, the EEV has two components: the acting state’s probability of 

winning that conflict and the material value of its adversary. As separate pref-

erences, a survival-seeking state should elect to maximize both components; 

however, the two dimensions are inversely related, because exceedingly val-

uable adversaries (in material terms) are also exceedingly difficult to defeat, 

and vice versa. The EEV embodies the tradeoff between these two prefer-

ences: it is at its highest value when the acting state has a reasonable proba-

bility of winning against an adversary of reasonable material worth. This 

tradeoff has two further implications. On the one hand, in relation to conflict 

initiation and reciprocation, the EEV scores will tend to be at their highest 

values among states with roughly equal power; this is because among pairs of 

states with highly imbalanced power distributions, the EEV scores would be 

low, since the more powerful state would find its weak opponent of little ma-

terial worth, while the weak side would very likely fail to prevail against the 

stronger side. On the other hand, in relation to conflict joining, the EEV scores 

of bandwagoning (i.e. joining the conflict’s stronger side) will often be higher 

than the EEV scores of balancing (i.e. joining the conflict’s weaker side); this 

is because the EEV of balancing is only noticeably higher than that of band-

wagoning in the exceptional situation in which the potential joiner has average 

power compared to that of the two existing sides in the conflict. In most other 

distributions of power, however, the EEV of bandwagoning is either consid-

erably higher than that of balancing (which is the case when the potential 

joiner is exceedingly weak relative to the existing sides in the conflict), or 

there is no appreciable difference between the EEV scores of balancing and 

bandwagoning (which is the case when the potential joiner is exceedingly 

strong relative to the existing sides in the conflict).  

Since the Darwinian mechanisms—all else being equal—favor the maxi-

mization of material gains, and given that the EEV represents states’ likely 

material gains from participating in conflicts, it was predicted here that the 

higher the EEV of participating in a conflict, the more likely a state is to par-

ticipate in it (through initiation, reciprocation, or joining). This substantively 

means that it was predicted here that conflicts are more likely to be initiated 

and reciprocated if the acting state has a reasonable probability of winning 

against an adversary of reasonable material worth (a condition more likely to 

occur among states of roughly equal power). This also means that it was pre-

dicted here that rather than always preferring balancing or bandwagoning, a 

state is more likely to join an ongoing military conflict on the side that pos-

sesses a higher risk-adjusted material value.  

In arguing that material factors have an independent effect on the likelihood 

of conflict, the Darwinian theory is generally similar to claims found in the 

various strands of realism (including neorealism), and markedly at odds with 
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the claims of the constructivist school. However, placing the Darwinian theory 

within the realist tradition depends on whether one treats it as a theoretical 

construction, or if one considers the substantive predictions that follow from 

this theoretical construction. On the one hand, as a theoretical construction, 

the Darwinian theory is most similar to Waltz’s version of neorealism, and 

rather different from other realist strands that view states as rational, goal-

oriented actors (namely, Mearsheimer’s version of neorealism, hegemonic 

stability theory, and the bargaining theory of war). On the other hand, in terms 

of the substantive claims that follow from the theory, the Darwinian predic-

tions are more similar to the predictions of the latter group of theories, and 

rather different from the ones found in Waltz’s version of neorealism. 

That the Darwinian theory is similar in its conceptual construction to 

Waltzian neorealism is no accident. Indeed, noticing that Waltz’s theory is 

based on an implicit, quasi-Darwinian logic was the main source of inspiration 

for pursuing a systematic analogy with biological Darwinism in this thesis. As 

in Waltz’s formulation (and unlike those in the other noted strands of realism), 

the Darwinian theory in this thesis does not require making two questionable 

assumptions: it does not require one to assume that actors are rational, or that 

they are consciously seeking the survival of their states (or any other goal for 

that matter). Instead, as in Waltz’s version, the Darwinian processes are theo-

rized here to be working their effects in international politics by favoring sur-

vival-promoting behaviors and penalizing those that undermine survival, re-

gardless of whether states and their leaders are aware of (let alone willing to 

abide by) the demands of survival. 

Still, the Darwinian construction of this thesis improves on the Waltzian 

version in two main respects: First, it provides a clear conception of the deep-

level constitution of the state, which was defined here as the complex set of 

rules that, using the available resources, regulate relations of power among a 

group of people occupying a particular territory. Specifying this conception is 

essential for a Darwinian explanation, since the deep-level constitution is the 

aspect of the state that stores information about the adaptive strategies that 

best optimize the odds of survival of their bearers. Specifying this conception 

is also important because it allows us to recognize the aspect of the state being 

selected by the Darwinian mechanisms (which goes beyond transitory features 

such as the identity of the leaders of the state at a specific historical moment). 

The second way in which the Darwinian theory of this thesis improves on the 

Waltzian version is with respect to its clarity on the fitness criterion on which 

the Darwinian mechanisms operate. In Waltz’s version, there is much to sug-

gest that he thinks that survival is both the fitness criterion and the outcome 

of the Darwinian-like processes.260 This usage, however, amounts to a tautol-

ogy, boiling down to a claim that those states that are successful in maximizing 

                                                      
260 For example, Waltz seems to use “survival” both as the goal that states seek to achieve as 

well as the outcome the structure of the system will favor (1979, 91–93).  
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their chances of survival are the ones that will continue to exist. In contrast, it 

was argued here that material power (or more specifically, the national basis 

of material power) is a suitable fitness criterion in an evolutionary theory of 

international politics. The Darwinian theory of this thesis was thus able to ex-

plain the differential prevalence of certain conflict behaviors in terms of their 

differential consequences on states’ ability to maximize material power. 

In terms of its substantive predictions, the Darwinian theory has more af-

finities with the different realist traditions that view actors as rational and goal-

oriented than with Waltzian neorealism. In predicting that states are more 

likely to instigate and participate in conflicts that will likely lead to the maxi-

mization of their material power, the argument of this thesis is similar to that 

of the offensive variant of neorealism (which is influentially advanced by 

Mearsheimer), and different from its defensive variant (which is espoused by 

most neorealists, including Waltz). Similar to Mearsheimer’s offensive neo-

realism as well, the argument advanced here emphasizes that participating in 

a conflict is a gamble that involves potential rewards and risks (in terms of 

material power) for the acting state.261 Conflict is predicted to be more likely 

to occur the higher the risk-adjusted material reward for the acting state (which 

in this thesis is captured in the EEV concept). However, unlike Mearsheimer, 

I do not base these predictions on the premise that actors are rational and that 

they are consciously and willingly attempting to maximize the survival of their 

states; instead, I argue that power-maximizing behaviors are commonly ob-

served in international politics because they tend to increase the chances of 

survival for their performers.  

Moreover, in two respects the predictions of the Darwinian theory are dif-

ferent from those of neorealism—in both its offensive and defensive variants. 

First, with regard to states’ joining behavior, both offensive and defensive ne-

orealists predict that states will tend to balance rather than bandwagon. Sec-

ond, with regard to the effect of the distribution of power, both strands of ne-

orealism predict that conflict is less likely to occur among states of roughly 

equal power. In contrast, the Darwinian argument, as already noted, predicts: 

(1) that whether states balance or bandwagon depends on which of these ac-

tions yields a higher risk-adjusted material value, and (2) that equal distribu-

tions of power are more conflict-prone than those that are unequal. 

In predicting that equality of power is conflict-prone, the Darwinian argu-

ment is similar to the theory of hegemonic stability and the bargaining theory 

of war. The logic behind this argument, however, is different in the latter two 

than in the Darwinian construction. For one, both the theory of hegemonic 

                                                      
261 Mearsheimer 2001, 37–40. 
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stability and the bargaining theory are premised on the rationality of actors.262 

Moreover, both of these theories invoke other considerations beyond material 

factors as necessary conditions for conflict occurrence. According to the the-

ory of hegemonic stability, states must be dissatisfied with the status quo in 

terms of the equality of power to increase the chances of conflict.263 Similarly, 

according to the bargaining theory of war, states must be in disagreement over 

some policy issue that they are less likely to succeed in resolving peacefully 

under a situation of power parity due to the associated uncertainty about each 

side’s capability and resolve.264 In contrast, the Darwinian prediction about 

the conflict-proneness of power equality is based only on material factors, and 

does not assume anything about actor’s cognitive abilities.265  

Findings and implications 

As noted, the key substantive argument of this thesis is that a state is more 

likely to engage in conflict and war if that action is likely to maximize its 

material power. The thesis further argues that a state maximizes its power if it 

decides to participate in military conflicts so as to balance the possible mate-

rial gains from this participation with the involved potential losses. This bal-

ancing calculus is reflected in the EEV concept, which represents the tradeoff 

between the acting state’s probability of winning a conflict and the material 

value of its opponent in that conflict. And since the EEV concept represents 

the material gains a state should expect from its actions, it was predicted here 

that the higher the EEV of a state’s participation, the more likely it is to par-

ticipate in a conflict (through its initiation, reciprocation, and joining).  

This prediction was supported by statistically analyzing all incidents of 

conflict initiation, reciprocation, and joining occurring in the international sys-

tem over the period from 1816 through 2010, which corroborated the claim 

that a state is more likely to initiate, reciprocate, and join a conflict the higher 

the EEV of these actions. This finding holds true for different samples and in 

relation to states’ decisions with regard to wars as well as their decisions with 

regard to less serious militarized disputes. What is more, the EEV variables 

were shown to have a large substantive effect in predicting whether a state 

                                                      
262 Bargaining theory of war is clearly based on an assumption of rationality (Fearon 1995). On 

the rationality assumption in hegemonic stability theory, see Organski and Kugler 1980, 39–

40; Gilpin 1983, preface.  
263 Organski and Kugler 1980; Gilpin 1983; Lemke and Werner 1996; Lemke 2004. 
264 Fearon 1995; Reed 2003. 
265 As far as I can tell, scholars of hegemonic stability and the bargaining theory of war have 

not systematically addressed whether and how their theories can be used to explain states’ join-

ing behavior (addressing questions such as whether states tend to balance or bandwagon). 

Where they mention the issue, they seem to agree that, contra neorealism, states do not always 

prefer balancing; see Powell 1999; Lemke 2004. 
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participates in a conflict. Indeed, the substantive effect of the EEV variable 

matches, and sometimes exceeds, the substantive effects of other correlates of 

conflict identified in the literature, such as those related to geographical prox-

imity, the democratic character of states, and the presence of military alliances 

between them. Given its relatively large substantive effect in relation to three 

different forms of state behavior, the EEV variable constitutes an important 

contribution to the literature seeking to identify the statistical correlates of 

conflict between states.  

As noted, in predicting that states are more likely to instigate and partici-

pate in conflicts that they expect will lead to the maximization of their material 

power, the argument of this thesis is similar to that of Mearsheimer’s offensive 

neorealism, and different from Waltz’s defensive variant. Similar to 

Mearsheimer’s offensive neorealism as well, it was predicted here that states 

maximize their power by balancing the rewards and risks of their participation 

in conflict. Both of these predictions are supported by the finding that the EEV 

variables are substantially associated with conflict initiation and reciprocation. 

It is worth noting, however, that this finding does not constitute a complete 

refutation of the defensive neorealist argument, since the latter does not deny 

the possibility that states might act aggressively to expand their power; rather, 

it merely argues that this is a foolish and self-defeating behavior that will have 

negative consequences for the state’s survival prospects (Nazi Germany being 

a case in point). In contrast, both the Darwinian argument of this thesis and 

Mearsheimer’s theory are premised on the assumption that power-maximiza-

tion efforts based on coercion and conquest (unfortunately) often succeed. 

This assumption, however, remains just that in this thesis, and the argument 

regarding power-maximization would be bolstered if future research were able 

to ascertain whether and how often aggressive policies succeed in enhancing 

state power. A related aspect of the Darwinian argument that would also ben-

efit from further empirical investigation concerns the issue of whether more 

powerful states are indeed more likely to maintain their deep-level constitu-

tion. As noted in Chapter 3, being powerful is no guarantee of survival (con-

sider that while Vatican City still exists in the present day, the Soviet Union 

does not). Here, however, it was assumed that, statistically speaking, control-

ling more power increases a state’s odds of survival, and it would thus be use-

ful to empirically evaluate the veracity of this assumption in future research.266  

As also noted, the Darwinian predictions diverge from two claims shared 

by defensive and offensive neorealists: First, with regard to joining behavior 

                                                      
266 There is one empirical study of the relationship between material power and state survival 

(Fazal 2007). However, this study treats state survival as the continuation of some outline on 

the map. Thus, it does not consider the continuity and change that happen to the deep-level 

constitution of the state, making its findings not directly relevant to the assumption on which 

the Darwinian construction of this thesis is based. 
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(and contradicting the neorealist claim that states should always prefer balanc-

ing to bandwagoning) it was predicted here that states will often bandwagon 

if that action yields a higher EEV score. This prediction was supported by the 

statistical findings: not only was the EEV variable found to be a positive and 

statistically significant predictor of joining, it also yielded models with better 

predictive accuracy than those based simply on the distribution of power be-

tween the two sides of the ongoing conflict. Second, with regard to the effect 

of the distribution of power on conflict initiation and reciprocation, it was pre-

dicted here (in contradiction to the claims of neorealism) that equal distribu-

tions of power would be more conflict-prone than those that were unequal. 

This prediction was supported by establishing the positive sign and statistical 

significance of the EEV variables, since these variables (by virtue of the way 

in which they are calculated) reach their highest values in situations of power 

parity.  

Predicting that power parity is conducive to conflict is, as noted, a claim 

that the Darwinian argument shares with the theory of hegemonic stability and 

the bargaining theory of war. The latter two theories, however, invoke other 

conditions related to the actors’ goals: their degree of satisfaction in the case 

of hegemonic stability theory, and the presence of some policy disagreement 

in the case of the bargaining theory of war. The empirical tests in this disser-

tation did not consider these additional factors, and it would thus be useful in 

future research to investigate whether the detected effects of the EEV varia-

bles (which are based solely on material factors) are conditioned in important 

ways by the presence or absence of factors such as the satisfaction of actors 

or their policy differences.  

Moreover, as alluded to above, in predicting that material factors have an 

independent and significant effect on the likelihood of conflict, the argument 

of this thesis is markedly at odds with the claims of the constructivist school 

in the study of international relations.267 Proponents of constructivism do not 

deny that material factors have an effect, but they believe that ideas and inter-

ests are the key factors determining how material conditions affect state ac-

tion. When it is observed that variation in material conditions is correlated 

with variation in state behavior, constructivists claim that this is only due to 

the specific ideas, interests, and norms that were prevalent among some states 

in a certain historical epoch, which caused those states to behave in certain 

ways under those material conditions. Thus, for example, constructivists 

acknowledge that major European powers have historically behaved in pre-

dictable ways in response to the same material conditions—behaviors that are 

consistent with the realist emphasis on the balance of power and realpolitik. 

However, constructivists claim that European powers behaved in such ways 

only because notions about the primacy of the balance of power and realpolitik 

were ingrained in the ideational constitution of those states during a certain 

                                                      
267 Katzenstein 1996; Checkel 1998; Wendt 1999; Adler 2013. 
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historical epoch. When these ideas changed after WWII, constructivists argue, 

European states no longer behaved in the competitive ways typical of power 

politics.268 

However, and in contradiction of the constructivist theories, the empirical 

evidence in this dissertation indicates that material factors (represented here 

by the EEV concept) appear to have an independent and substantial effect on 

the likelihood of conflict occurrence. The statistical tests in this study cover 

the behavior of all states, belonging to various geographical regions, and over 

a long period of time (1816-2010). The fact that the EEV variables were con-

sistently found to correlate significantly with conflict occurrence in these tests, 

with their broad geographical and temporal coverage, undermines the con-

structivist claim that material conditions only matter in virtue of the preva-

lence of certain ideas, interests, and norms. It is important, however, to em-

phasize here that the evidence does not support the opposite case made by 

some realists (notably neorealists), who argue that ideational factors have no 

independent effect on conflict occurrence.269  

Constructivists only allow material factors any independent causal role in 

state behavior in general, and in their conflict behavior in particular, in a very 

limited sense. As Alexander Wendt argues, material factors have an independ-

ent effect on the likelihood of conflict in two ways270: (1) in the sense that very 

weak states will not commit a form of suicide by attacking a very strong op-

ponent, and (2) in that material factors determine states’ ability to interact with 

one another in the first place, regardless of whether these interactions are co-

operative or conflictual.  

The statistical evidence, however, indicates that the independent effect of 

material factors cannot be simply ascribed to a limited form of rationality in 

which weak states do not commit suicide by attacking those that are strong. 

This is reflected in the finding that the EEV variables were consistently found 

to have a statistically significant effect on conflict occurrence above and be-

yond the ability of the acting state to win the conflict. Nor can the influence 

of material capabilities be simply ascribed to the increased ability of more 

powerful states to interact with each other (including conflictually). This is 

reflected in the fact that the EEV variables were found to be statistically sig-

nificant even among the sample of the so-called politically relevant states, 

which by definition includes states that have the opportunity to interact with 

each other, as well as in the fact that the models based on the EEV variable 

were found to yield better predictive accuracy for conflict occurrence in com-

parison with models that included only the material power of the involved 

states.  

                                                      
268 Wendt 1999. 
269 Mearsheimer 1994. 
270 Wendt 1999, 109–113. 
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In addition to their implications on the academic scholarship, the arguments 

and findings of this dissertation have several policy implications. At the most 

general level, the dissertation highlights the relevance of material power in 

affecting state behavior. As such, policymakers are well-advised to pay heed 

to power and its distribution (especially, its regional distribution) in devising 

policies that aim to promote peace and security. The significance of material 

power should not, however, be taken to imply that it is the only factor that 

matters; this dissertation’s findings also highlight the role of non-material fac-

tors (especially the joint democratic character of states) in affecting states’ 

peace and conflict behaviors. Moreover, the thesis finds that conflicts are more 

likely to occur and escalate between states of comparable power. This finding 

should serve as an early-warning signal of conflict, which would be of great 

relevance to state leaders and to various conflict managers, such as to regional 

and international IGOs. In relation to conflict initiation, the thesis finds that a 

state is more likely to be targeted by a state of roughly equal power. This find-

ing should aid political leaders and military planners in their attempt to iden-

tify the potential security threats to their state. Specifically, policies (whether 

diplomatic or militaristic) aiming to increase the security of the state should 

warrant states of comparable size a special attention. In addition, in relation to 

conflict escalation, the thesis similarly finds that a state is more likely to re-

ciprocate a conflict if the initiator controls an equivalent extent of power. This 

result should inform the decision of the potential initiators of conflict, that 

while intending only a limited military action (such as a military threat or 

some form of a blockade), might find themselves entangled in a more severe 

conflict due to the reciprocation of an equally powerful target. Finally, in re-

lation to conflict joining, the thesis finds that the material value a state is likely 

to gain from joining a conflict affects its decision on whether or not to join, as 

well as its decision as to which of the two sides of an ongoing conflict to join. 

This finding is thus relevant to state leaders considering to initiate or escalate 

a conflict as it would help them identify which third-party states are likely to 

be involved in the dispute once it occurs. 

Darwinism beyond the study of conflict 

Although the Darwinian theory of this thesis was developed with the aim 

of explaining international conflict in particular, I believe the conceptual work 

performed here can be built upon in order to explain other phenomena of in-

terest in the study of international relations and politics in general. It will no 

doubt require some theoretical labor to tailor the Darwinian framework to the 

particularities of the studied phenomenon, but my purpose here is to show, in 

a preliminary fashion, how one might extend Darwinism beyond the study of 

interstate conflict and war.  
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To start with, Darwinism can be readily extended to explain other state 

traits. This would require the least amount of adjustment to the theoretical 

construction of this thesis, since the latter would already satisfy three of the 

four conditions necessary to apply Darwinism. This is because the theoretical 

construction of this thesis: (1) provides a conceptualization of the deep-level 

constitution of states; (2) ascertains the presence of means by which this con-

stitution is retained over time, and (3) establishes the presence of means by 

which variation is replenished in the population of states’ deep-level constitu-

tions. Accordingly, extending the framework of this thesis to explain other 

state traits would essentially demand the evaluation of only one condition: the 

state trait of interest must have a significant effect on the likelihood that the 

deep-level constitution will be retained in the system over time. Without the 

satisfaction of this condition, a Darwinian explanation of a state trait would 

not be possible, since the quality and quantity of this trait would not affect the 

likelihood that the deep-level constitution is retained in the system over time. 

As such, the current framework could be readily extended to explain secu-

rity-related phenomena (other than the decision to enter in conflict), such as 

states’ behavior with regard to alliances, military spending, and the develop-

ment of deterrents (e.g. nuclear weapons). These behaviors (like conflict) are 

suitable for study in a Darwinian framework because their characteristics have 

an effect on the likelihood of the survival of the state’s deep-level constitution. 

For instance, by joining the correct military alliance, a state can deter potential 

adversaries that might otherwise have undermined its survival. Or alterna-

tively, by joining the wrong alliance, a state could actually be undermining its 

own odds of survival, since it might be sucked into conflicts that otherwise 

would not have affected it. In either case, a Darwinian logic entails that the 

alliance behaviors conducive to state survival will be more commonly ob-

served in the actual workings of international politics.  

The Darwinian framework can also be applied to explain non-security-re-

lated behaviors. It is essential to note here, however, that state behaviors such 

as those related to alliances, military spending, and the development of certain 

deterrents are suitable for explanation according to the Darwinian logic, since 

there is only a single degree of separation between these behaviors and the 

possibility of military conflict, because the latter is the winnowing mechanism 

by which unfavorable variants of the deep-level constitution are eliminated. I 

can think of only two behaviors outside the realm of security and high politics 

that might affect the likelihood of conflict: economic interdependence, and 

(more recently) the failure to protect one’s own citizens from egregious human 

rights abuses. These two phenomena are capable of invoking war, and their 

occurrence may thus be studied from an evolutionary perspective. Additional 

state behaviors can perhaps be studied using the Darwinian framework if one 

considers a winnowing mechanism other than interstate war; I specifically 

have in mind here the possibility of considering individual human beings, the 

citizens, and various selectorates as the winnowers of state behavior. Doing 
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so would allow for a greater number of traits to be studied from a Darwinian 

perspective, although this option requires further evaluation, since it might 

boil down to repackaging the already prevalent approach in the study of poli-

tics that holds that actors do what they do in order to stay in power by satisfy-

ing the wishes of certain selectorates.  

Behaviors aside, Darwinism can be applied to explain the observable struc-

ture or form of the state—what can be referred to as its morphology. This 

means that the theoretical construction of this thesis can be related to the ex-

tensive and well-established literature in historical sociology that aims to ex-

plain the development of the modern state from its origins in the Middle 

Ages.271 Indeed, this literature is one of the few areas in the study of politics 

where Darwin has already been explicitly invoked.272 Still, the conceptual 

construction of this thesis may help bring more conceptual clarity to this liter-

ature, especially in that it innovates the concept of the deep-level constitution 

of the state, and distinguishes it from the state as such. 

In addition, Darwinism may be extended to explain the observable charac-

teristics (behavior and morphology) of corporate actors other than the state. 

Darwinism can in principle be applied to explain, for example, the observable 

traits of ethnic groups, IGOs, and transnational networks. Doing so would, 

however, require some extensive conceptual adjustments to the Darwinian 

framework presented in this thesis. First and foremost, applying Darwinism to 

study a non-state actor would require a specification of the deep-level consti-

tution of this actor. Furthermore, it must be demonstrated that this deep-level 

constitution is (1) possible to retain over time, (2) amenable to occasional al-

teration, and (3) a significant factor affecting the odds of the entity’s continued 

survival.  

On a final note, I wish to reflect on the general merits of Darwinism as a 

broad analytical approach to study politics. It is often assumed that explaining 

politics—including international politics—requires one to choose between 

two broad analytical approaches (or some eclectic combination thereof). On 

the one hand, there is the rationalist approach, whose explanations are cru-

cially based on the claim that political actors are self-interested and instru-

mentally rational. In this approach, explaining political phenomena is essen-

tially a matter of deducing the kinds of actions that are likely to maximize the 

utility of actors. As such, rationalist explanations are based on the claim that 

actors behave according to a logic of consequences: behaviors are chosen due 

to their anticipated consequences, given actors’ prior preferences. In the study 

of international relations, traditions in which this rationalist logic is prominent 

include neorealism, neoliberalism, and the bargaining theory of war. In the 

study of politics more broadly, rational-choice institutionalism (as its name 

                                                      
271 For example, Tilly 1992. 
272 Spruyt 1994; Fukuyama 2012. 
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implies) follows the same rationalist logic. On the other hand, there is the so-

cial constructivist approach to explanation, whose adherents include the con-

structivist school in the study of international politics, but which is also 

adopted in a variety of interpretivist traditions, such as critical theory, femi-

nism, and constructive institutionalism. Central to the social constructivist ap-

proach is the rejection of the self-interest and rationality assumptions of ra-

tionalism. Instead, social constructivist explanations are based on a logic of 

appropriateness, by which political action is viewed as the expression of in-

tersubjective roles and identities, as well as the reflection of social norms that 

make certain actions legitimate or appropriate.273 So, which is the better ap-

proach: rationalism or social constructivism? A prevalent sentiment in the lit-

erature holds that each approach has its advantages and disadvantages, and 

that each is suitable for explaining certain kinds of phenomena, and ill-suited 

for explaining others.274 To my mind, the key advantage of rationalism is the-

oretical, while its key weakness is empirical. Rationalism seems theoretically 

logical, in that it offers a causal link between consequences and actions, but it 

struggles to account for the many areas of social life where behavior is evi-

dently shaped by the identities of actors and the social norms of the society in 

which they exist. As such, and in terms of its consistency with empirical ob-

servations, social constructivism seems more consistent with the dynamics 

that can be observed in many social phenomena. However, and despite its so-

phistication, social constructivism seems wanting in one theoretical sense, as 

it effectively implies that (beyond the minimal demands of physical possibil-

ity) consequences have no independent causal effect on actions.275  

The Darwinian logic of this thesis is neither rationalist nor social construc-

tivist, since it requires one to neither assume that actors are rational, nor to 

claim that they are norm-following. Instead, Darwinism explains political phe-

nomena by showing how certain behaviors (or other traits of actors) become 

either more or less common in the observed system due to their relative effect 

on their bearers’ survival. As such, Darwinism holds certain advantages over 

the other two approaches. On the one hand, and unlike in the case of rational-

ism, a Darwinian explanation is capable of being consistent with the way in 

which actors usually make their decisions: by making choices that are con-

sistent with their sense of identity and the established norms. On the other 

hand, and unlike as in social constructivism, a Darwinian explanation is able 

                                                      
273 Distinguishing between the logic of consequences and that of appropriateness is most prom-

inent in the literature (March and Olsen 1998). Others contend that actors behave, in some 

respects, according to other principles, such as a logic of arguing (Risse 2000), a logic of prac-

ticality (Pouliot 2008), and a logic of habit (Hopf 2010). 
274 Fearon and Wendt 2002. 
275 Social constructivists acknowledge that consequences may cause action, but not inde-

pendently so. For social constructivists, when actors are observed to follow a logic of conse-

quences, this is only because these actors have internalized certain identities and norms that 

made them behave as self-interested utility maximizers. 
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to show how the consequences of actions can have an independent effect that 

makes those actions either more or less likely to be observed in reality (re-

gardless of the normative content of these behaviors, and the degree to which 

they conform to actors’ identities). In this thesis, the Darwinian approach was 

used to predict that certain conflict behaviors will be more commonly ob-

served in the international system since they should maximize the state’s 

chances of survival. In making this prediction, no assumptions about actors’ 

awareness of the consequences of their actions (let alone their cognitive abil-

ities in processing those consequences) need to be made, yet the theory is still 

able to show how the probability of observing different conflict behaviors in 

reality is affected by the consequences these behaviors produce. 

In comparison with rationalism and social constructivism, the Darwinian 

logic is especially apt for the study of the characteristics of large corporate 

entities such as states, economic classes, and ethnic groups. The characteris-

tics of these entities are the complex expression of the characteristics of a large 

number of individuals and institutions, which undermines the plausibility (and 

hence explanatory usefulness) of limiting their preferences to one or a few 

interests, as required by the rationalist analysis. This aspect also presents a 

practical difficulty for a constructivist analysis, since it would require either 

considering the characteristics of the many individuals and groups that consti-

tute the corporate entity, or making some simplifying assumptions about the 

entity’s motives in a way that would undermine the approach’s claim to em-

pirical accuracy. In contrast, Darwinism does not make any claim about the 

interests and motives of the individuals and groups that constitute the large 

corporate entity, but instead requires an assumption about the fitness criterion 

of the large corporate actor on which the process of selection operates. In this 

study, it was assumed that material power is the fitness criterion in relation to 

states’ conflict decisions. This is not to claim, however, that most (or even 

any) of the individuals within the state are motivated by material power; ra-

ther, choosing this as a fitness criterion means that the Darwinian process of 

selection should favor states that make decisions on matters of peace and con-

flict so as to maximize material power. 

The Darwinian advantage over rationalism and social constructivism, how-

ever, has its limits. As highlighted in Chapter 3, applying the mechanism of 

Darwinian selection requires that the studied trait have a significant effect on 

its bearer’s odds of survival, since the mechanism of selection acts as feedback 

from the outward traits of entities to the deep-level structure that gives rise to 

those traits. This condition is clearly satisfied for the study of states’ conflict 

behavior, and it is likely satisfied for the study of other political phenomena, 

as highlighted above. Many political behaviors and traits (e.g. whether a state 

hosts an international sports competition), however, are unlikely to have a sig-

nificant effect on an entity’s survival, so for these phenomena, Darwinian se-

lection would have no explanatory power.  
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Appendix A: Additional tests on conflict 

initiation 

As a robustness check, I carried out the same estimations as performed in 

Chapter 4, but using a more extensive list of control variables. The results are 

reported in Table A-1, from which it is clear that for all models, the EEV var-

iable is (as hypothesized) still positive and statistically significant, both as a 

standalone term and an interaction term.  

In Chapter 4, it was shown that the EEV A variable has the second-highest 

effect size on conflict initiation, exceeded only by contiguity. Figure A-1 ex-

amines the effect size of all the covariates, while maintaining contiguity at 1 

(i.e. assuming states are contiguous). As this figure reveals, the EEV of A still 

has the highest absolute effect (among the remaining covariates) on conflict 

initiation for both the two dependent variables and the two kinds of samples. 

 

Figure A-1: Risk differences (95% CI) of conflict initiation among contiguous dy-

ads 
War initiation 

 
MID initiation 
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Table A-1: Logistic regression of conflict initiation with numerous controls 

 War initiation MID initiation 

 
Politically relevant 

dyads 
All dyads Politically relevant 

dyads 
All dyads 

EEV A(ln) 
0.254**** 
(0.076) 

 
 

0.291**** 
(0.078) 

 
 

0.169**** 
(0.018) 

 
 

0.165**** 
(0.021) 

 
 

EEV A 
 
 

19.491*** 
(6.489) 

 
 

15.993** 
(7.880) 

 
 

12.204**** 
(2.669) 

 
 

9.022* 
(4.859) 

Prob. of win A 
 
 

-0.764* 
(0.460) 

 
 

-0.527 
(0.400) 

 
 

0.484**** 
(0.145) 

 
 

0.521**** 
(0.134) 

CINC B 
 
 

8.262** 
(4.075) 

 
 

11.477** 
(5.297) 

 
 

2.562** 
(1.100) 

 
 

4.330*** 
(1.534) 

Democracy A 
0.194 

(0.358) 
0.336 

(0.350) 
0.374 

(0.343) 
0.539 

(0.342) 
0.195** 
(0.099) 

0.228** 
(0.103) 

0.178* 
(0.103) 

0.210** 
(0.103) 

Democracy B 
-0.627 

(0.474) 
-0.685 

(0.494) 
-0.646 

(0.468) 
-0.673 

(0.476) 
0.507**** 
(0.100) 

0.471**** 
(0.103) 

0.459**** 
(0.107) 

0.413**** 
(0.108) 

Democratic dyad 
-1.544 

(1.157) 
-1.686 

(1.153) 
-1.910 

(1.172) 
-2.079* 
(1.156) 

-1.292**** 
(0.158) 

-1.314**** 
(0.160) 

-1.374**** 
(0.173) 

-1.390**** 
(0.174) 

Distance(ln) 
-0.391*** 
(0.134) 

-0.419*** 
(0.130) 

-0.596**** 
(0.127) 

-0.606**** 
(0.125) 

-0.011 
(0.059) 

-0.039 
(0.058) 

-0.276**** 
(0.060) 

-0.300**** 
(0.059) 

Contiguous 
1.208*** 
(0.460) 

1.211*** 
(0.469) 

2.042**** 
(0.475) 

2.132**** 
(0.476) 

0.834**** 
(0.174) 

0.982**** 
(0.183) 

2.205**** 
(0.147) 

2.332**** 
(0.150) 

Contiguous (co-
lonial) 

1.032*** 
(0.396) 

1.149*** 
(0.434) 

0.995** 
(0.470) 

1.143** 
(0.507) 

0.226 
(0.193) 

0.330 
(0.212) 

-0.249 
(0.269) 

-0.070 
(0.283) 

Same region 
-0.352 

(0.335) 
-0.156 

(0.339) 
-0.183 

(0.389) 
0.049 

(0.415) 
0.074 

(0.154) 
0.095 

(0.156) 
0.287* 

(0.164) 
0.277* 

(0.162) 

Allied 
-0.679* 
(0.395) 

-0.846** 
(0.416) 

-0.446 
(0.402) 

-0.588 
(0.408) 

0.476**** 
(0.118) 

0.406**** 
(0.116) 

0.613**** 
(0.139) 

0.531**** 
(0.135) 

Alliance similar-
ity 

1.107 
(0.718) 

1.478** 
(0.748) 

0.742 
(0.756) 

1.088 
(0.727) 

-0.618*** 
(0.189) 

-0.527** 
(0.205) 

-0.822**** 
(0.212) 

-0.686*** 
(0.215) 

Allied with sys-
tem leader 

-0.197 
(0.746) 

-0.348 
(0.737) 

0.112 
(0.744) 

-0.002 
(0.726) 

-0.306* 
(0.171) 

-0.347** 
(0.169) 

-0.230 
(0.166) 

-0.267* 
(0.161) 

Allies' power A 
-0.994 

(1.885) 
0.140 

(1.757) 
-1.339 

(1.986) 
0.020 

(1.758) 
-1.051** 
(0.508) 

-0.667 
(0.522) 

-1.125** 
(0.545) 

-0.648 
(0.546) 

Allies' power B 
0.743 

(1.621) 
2.155 

(1.625) 
-0.686 

(1.725) 
0.619 

(1.677) 
-0.535 

(0.460) 
0.232 

(0.494) 
-0.904* 
(0.489) 

-0.132 
(0.497) 

Major power A 
1.260**** 
(0.382) 

1.954**** 
(0.482) 

2.015**** 
(0.315) 

2.630**** 
(0.420) 

-0.385** 
(0.172) 

-0.215 
(0.179) 

1.404**** 
(0.132) 

1.493**** 
(0.145) 

Major power B 
-0.436 

(0.805) 
-1.778* 
(1.075) 

0.358 
(0.804) 

-1.267 
(1.263) 

-0.451** 
(0.178) 

-0.814**** 
(0.219) 

1.442**** 
(0.152) 

0.959**** 
(0.236) 

Major power 
dyad 

-0.808 
(1.017) 

-0.815 
(1.156) 

-1.995* 
(1.050) 

-2.045* 
(1.229) 

0.609** 
(0.296) 

0.788** 
(0.321) 

-1.847**** 
(0.341) 

-1.601**** 
(0.366) 

State A = United 
States 

0.567 
(0.532) 

0.644 
(0.503) 

1.055* 
(0.569) 

1.212** 
(0.512) 

0.336* 
(0.173) 

0.362** 
(0.175) 

1.079**** 
(0.212) 

1.123**** 
(0.211) 

Cold War 
-0.325 

(0.313) 
-0.449 

(0.302) 
-0.351 

(0.313) 
-0.528* 
(0.299) 

-0.158* 
(0.090) 

-0.266*** 
(0.088) 

-0.112 
(0.093) 

-0.224** 
(0.090) 

Peace years 
-0.284**** 
(0.058) 

-0.288**** 
(0.059) 

-0.257**** 
(0.053) 

-0.260**** 
(0.053) 

-0.116**** 
(0.010) 

-0.118**** 
(0.010) 

-0.128**** 
(0.009) 

-0.128**** 
(0.009) 

Peace years^2 
0.007*** 
(0.002) 

0.008*** 
(0.002) 

0.006*** 
(0.002) 

0.006*** 
(0.002) 

0.002**** 
(0.000) 

0.002**** 
(0.000) 

0.002**** 
(0.000) 

0.002**** 
(0.000) 

Peace years^3 
-0.000** 
(0.000) 

-0.000** 
(0.000) 

-0.000* 
(0.000) 

-0.000* 
(0.000) 

-0.000**** 
(0.000) 

-0.000**** 
(0.000) 

-0.000**** 
(0.000) 

-0.000**** 
(0.000) 

Constant 
-2.538** 
(1.276) 

-4.638**** 
(1.126) 

-2.086 
(1.404) 

-4.762**** 
(1.171) 

-1.904**** 
(0.538) 

-3.604**** 
(0.528) 

-2.216**** 
(0.568) 

-3.910**** 
(0.531) 

Observations 160112 160112 1284092 1284092 156114 156114 1279358 1279358 
Area under ROC 
curve 

.9383 .9359 .9817 .9733 .8124 .8069 .93 .9307 

Robust standard errors corrected for clustering by directed dyad in parentheses. 
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01, **** p < 0.001 
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Chapter 4 showed that the models employing the “EEV of A” variable in 

conjunction with the standard set of control variables yielded favorable pre-

dictive accuracies as measured by the area under the ROC curve. Figure A-2 

depicts the areas under the ROC curve for the models employing the same 

CINC-based measures, but without any control variables. Here again it is ap-

parent that, in general, the “EEV of A” performs favorably in comparison with 

the other CINC-based measures. 
 

Figure A-2: Area under ROC curve of conflict initiation for different CINC-based 

measures without control variables 

War initiation among politically relevant 
dyads 

War initiation among all dyads 

  
MID initiation among politically relevant 

dyads 
MID initiation among all dyads 

  

Finally, it is worth noting that the EEV concept embodies a balancing cal-

culation between the risk of conflict and its reward. Thus, a secondary ques-

tion is: To what extent can we find evidence of such a balancing calculus in 

states’ decisions to initiate a conflict? In order to answer this question, we 

need to examine the outcomes of conflict initiation for the initiators. I con-

structed two additional dependent variables, based on the same COW datasets 

described in Chapter 4, but only for conflicts that were actually initiated. The 

first dependent variable “War win” is on the ordinal scale, and it takes one of 

three values: 0 if the initiator loses the war, 1 if the outcome is a draw, and 2 

if the initiator wins the war. The second dependent variable “MID wins” is 

constructed in the same way, but based on instances of MID initiations. The 

coding of wins, losses, and draws is provided by the COW datasets.  
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Table A-2, includes the estimation results of this analysis using ordinal lo-

gistic regression, demonstrating that the constructed probability of the win-

ning variable is positive and statistically significant for all models, lending 

support to the choice adopted in this chapter to model this variable as a logistic 

function. More importantly, the EEV A variable is not statistically significant; 

in other words, there is little evidence that the EEV of A has any effect on the 

outcome of the initiated conflicts. This result supports the conception that is 

implicit in the hypothesis under examination: In deciding on whether or not to 

be involved in a conflict, a state is acting as if it is taking a gamble in which it 

balances the rewards of this involvement with its risks. 

Table A-2: Ordinal logistic regression of the probability of winning 

 War win MID win 
 Politically relevant 

dyads 
All dyads Politically relevant 

dyads 
All dyads 

EEV A  
 

47.866 
(33.273) 

 
 

79.676 
(88.258) 

 
 

7.849 
(5.407) 

 
 

12.375 
(7.897) 

Prob. of win A 1.714** 
(0.666) 

1.915** 
(0.798) 

2.847* 
(1.629) 

4.109** 
(1.772) 

1.305**** 
(0.250) 

1.602**** 
(0.324) 

0.942**** 
(0.261) 

1.063*** 
(0.347) 

CINC B  
 

9.811 
(11.130) 

 
 

49.255*** 
(16.807) 

 
 

4.887** 
(2.341) 

 
 

2.843 
(2.829) 

Democracy A  
 

 
 

1.299 
(0.934) 

1.229 
(1.080) 

 
 

 
 

-0.187 
(0.254) 

-0.179 
(0.262) 

Democracy B  
 

 
 

-3.059*** 
(1.142) 

-4.128*** 
(1.508) 

 
 

 
 

-0.500* 
(0.290) 

-0.574* 
(0.308) 

Democratic 
dyad 

 
 

 
 

-18.124**** 
(1.915) 

-19.803**** 
(2.061) 

 
 

 
 

0.340 
(0.434) 

0.384 
(0.451) 

Distance(ln)  
 

 
 

0.586* 
(0.341) 

-0.020 
(0.451) 

 
 

 
 

-0.114 
(0.124) 

-0.177 
(0.119) 

Contiguous  
 

 
 

0.033 
(1.281) 

1.545 
(1.915) 

 
 

 
 

-1.349**** 
(0.358) 

-1.254**** 
(0.352) 

Allied  
 

 
 

15.345**** 
(0.818) 

16.061**** 
(1.044) 

 
 

 
 

-0.388 
(0.298) 

-0.325 
(0.299) 

Peace years  
 

 
 

-0.003 
(0.339) 

-0.075 
(0.361) 

 
 

 
 

0.027* 
(0.015) 

0.029* 
(0.015) 

Peace years^2  
 

 
 

-0.016 
(0.036) 

-0.010 
(0.033) 

 
 

 
 

-0.001** 
(0.000) 

-0.001** 
(0.000) 

Peace years^3  
 

 
 

0.000 
(0.001) 

0.000 
(0.001) 

 
 

 
 

0.000** 
(0.000) 

0.000* 
(0.000) 

cut1 -0.396 
(0.464) 

0.150 
(0.579) 

3.270 
(2.763) 

1.988 
(3.913) 

-3.333**** 
(0.248) 

-3.000**** 
(0.277) 

-5.568**** 
(1.105) 

-5.704**** 
(1.049) 

cut2 0.155 
(0.445) 

0.751 
(0.594) 

3.941 
(2.764) 

2.873 
(3.827) 

2.618**** 
(0.200) 

3.057**** 
(0.276) 

0.732 
(0.996) 

0.650 
(0.954) 

Observations 84 84 66 66 1094 1094 917 917 
Pseudo R2 0.067 0.127 0.300 0.438 0.034 0.050 0.082 0.094 
Robust standard errors corrected for clustering by directed dyad in parentheses. 
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01, **** p < 0.001 
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Appendix B: Additional tests on conflict 

reciprocation 

As noted in Chapter 5, the fact that acts of reciprocation depend on prior 

acts of initiation raises the possibility of selection bias, since initiators may 

choose to become involved in conflicts they know will (or will not) be recip-

rocated by targets. If this were the case, the standard estimates obtained from 

logistic regression would be biased, since they would not represent a random 

sample of all possible acts of reciprocation. In order to test if this is the case, 

I carried out a two-stage, Heckman-style analysis of conflict reciprocation.276 

The first stage of this analysis involved predicting the probability of conflict 

initiation, using the same independent and control variables employed in 

Chapter 4. The second stage of the analysis involved including these predicted 

probabilities of conflict initiation in estimating conflict reciprocation. Here, 

two issues are of concern: First, it would raise concerns if the effect of the 

hypothesized independent variable of reciprocation (EEV B) were to lose sta-

tistical significant as a result of accounting for a possible selection bias. Sec-

ond, it would raise concerns if there were a statistically significant correlation 

between the unobserved determinants of initiation and those of reciprocation. 

However, as shown in Table B-1, the Heckman probit analysis indicates that 

neither is an issue in the current study. As shown in the table, the EEV B 

variable is still positive and statistically significant despite accounting for the 

determinants of initiation, and there is no statistically significant correlation 

between the determinants of initiation and those of reciprocation (as signified 

by the Rho values). Accordingly, the use of standard logistic regression to 

predict conflict reciprocation in Chapter 5 is justified.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
276 Heckman 1977. 
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Table B-1: Selection Model (Heckman probit) of conflict initiation & reciprocation 

Sample Politically relevant dyads All Dyads 
Reciprocation     
EEV B(ln) 0.032*** 

(0.012) 
0.037*** 
(0.012) 

0.033*** 
(0.011) 

0.036*** 
(0.011) 

Democratic dyad -0.260 
(0.240) 

-0.290 
(0.247) 

-0.048 
(0.198) 

-0.090 
(0.201) 

Democracy A 0.224** 
(0.107) 

0.241** 
(0.107) 

0.081 
(0.099) 

0.089 
(0.098) 

Democracy B 0.164 
(0.122) 

0.177 
(0.121) 

0.100 
(0.106) 

0.115 
(0.105) 

Distance(ln) -0.023 
(0.040) 

-0.023 
(0.041) 

-0.013 
(0.039) 

-0.016 
(0.040) 

Contiguous 0.326** 
(0.140) 

0.388** 
(0.153) 

0.248 
(0.161) 

0.282 
(0.180) 

Allied 0.152 
(0.110) 

0.140 
(0.109) 

0.154 
(0.105) 

0.140 
(0.103) 

Peace years -0.018 
(0.012) 

 
 

-0.015* 
(0.009) 

 
 

Peace years^2 0.000 
(0.000) 

 
 

0.000 
(0.000) 

 
 

Peace years^3 -0.000 
(0.000) 

 
 

-0.000 
(0.000) 

 
 

Constant 0.090 
(0.711) 

0.058 
(0.731) 

0.218 
(0.499) 

0.230 
(0.547) 

MID initiation     
EEV A(ln) 0.065**** 

(0.006) 
0.065**** 
(0.007) 

0.095**** 
(0.010) 

0.089**** 
(0.011) 

Democratic dyad -0.501**** 
(0.063) 

-0.563**** 
(0.067) 

-0.457**** 
(0.057) 

-0.476**** 
(0.059) 

Democracy A 0.069* 
(0.039) 

0.066 
(0.042) 

0.122**** 
(0.033) 

0.098*** 
(0.034) 

Democracy B 0.181**** 
(0.041) 

0.172**** 
(0.044) 

0.167**** 
(0.036) 

0.137**** 
(0.037) 

Distance(ln) -0.011 
(0.019) 

-0.035 
(0.021) 

-0.092**** 
(0.018) 

-0.104**** 
(0.019) 

Contiguous 0.380**** 
(0.051) 

0.471**** 
(0.059) 

0.859**** 
(0.051) 

0.952**** 
(0.055) 

Allied 0.084* 
(0.044) 

0.006 
(0.047) 

0.110** 
(0.043) 

0.026 
(0.045) 

Peace years -0.042**** 
(0.003) 

 
 

-0.041**** 
(0.003) 

 
 

Peace years^2 0.001**** 
(0.000) 

 
 

0.001**** 
(0.000) 

 
 

Peace years^3 -0.000**** 
(0.000) 

 
 

-0.000**** 
(0.000) 

 
 

Constant -1.533**** 
(0.161) 

-1.803**** 
(0.181) 

-1.333**** 
(0.175) 

-1.705**** 
(0.181) 

Rho -0.051 
(0.264) 

-0.087 
(0.250) 

-0.088 
(0.163) 

-0.118 
(0.169) 

Stage 1 N 154,818 154,818 1,277,874 1,277,874 
Stage 2 N 1,296 1,296 1,484 1,484 
Total N 156,114 156,114 1,279,358 1,279,358 

Robust standard errors corrected for clustering by directed dyad in parentheses.  
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01, **** p < 0.001 
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Table B-2 shows the results of the logistic regression models used to esti-

mate MID reciprocation, but using an extended list of control variables. The 

results in this table are still consistent with the findings reported in Chapter 5. 

The EEV of the target (EEV B) is, as hypothesized, positive and statistically 

significant for both the sample of all dyads and that of politically relevant dy-

ads. The EEV of the target is also positive and statistically significant, both if 

considered as a standalone, multiplicative index and if considered as an inter-

action term of its two components (i.e. the target’s probability of winning and 

the CINC score of the initiator). It is worth noting that two of the control var-

iables from the original models in Chapter 5 have an altered statistical signif-

icance here. Specifically, the coefficients of the democratic nature of the target 

(“Democracy B”) variables were not statistically significant in the models re-

ported in Chapter 5, but here are positive and statistically significant. Con-

versely, while the coefficients of the variables measuring contiguity (“Contig-

uous”) were reported in Chapter 5 to be positive and statistically significant, 

here they have lost their statistical significance (possibly due to the inclusion 

of the territorial dispute variable). The fact that the EEV of reciprocation 

maintained its sign and statistical significance using this extended list of con-

trol variables, across the different samples, and while treating it both as a 

standalone and an interaction term, provides further support for the conclusion 

that the higher their EEV, the more likely states are to reciprocate conflict. 
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Table B-2: Logistic regression of reciprocation with extended list of controls 
 Politically relevant dyads All dyads 
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 
EEV B(ln) 0.071**** 

(0.021) 
 
 

0.070**** 
(0.020) 

 
 

EEV B  
 

12.116*** 
(4.034) 

 
 

12.261*** 
(4.109) 

Prob. of win B  
 

0.153 
(0.238) 

 
 

0.120 
(0.206) 

CINC A  
 

2.474* 
(1.498) 

 
 

1.827 
(1.495) 

Democracy A 0.324* 
(0.191) 

0.307 
(0.189) 

0.145 
(0.175) 

0.124 
(0.173) 

Democracy B 0.533*** 
(0.189) 

0.536*** 
(0.188) 

0.453*** 
(0.175) 

0.462*** 
(0.175) 

Democratic dyad -0.631* 
(0.327) 

-0.703** 
(0.332) 

-0.384 
(0.302) 

-0.440 
(0.305) 

Territorial dispute 0.830**** 
(0.152) 

0.802**** 
(0.151) 

0.785**** 
(0.145) 

0.757**** 
(0.144) 

Distance(ln) -0.007 
(0.085) 

-0.022 
(0.085) 

-0.042 
(0.077) 

-0.049 
(0.077) 

Contiguous 0.153 
(0.213) 

0.252 
(0.209) 

0.314** 
(0.158) 

0.359** 
(0.158) 

Contiguous (colonial) -0.280 
(0.370) 

-0.331 
(0.414) 

-0.199 
(0.346) 

-0.229 
(0.379) 

Same region -0.046 
(0.168) 

-0.054 
(0.168) 

-0.148 
(0.154) 

-0.155 
(0.154) 

Allied 0.217 
(0.232) 

0.143 
(0.234) 

0.264 
(0.215) 

0.194 
(0.216) 

Alliance similarity 0.260 
(0.334) 

0.429 
(0.341) 

0.234 
(0.308) 

0.373 
(0.317) 

Allied with system leader -0.303 
(0.291) 

-0.377 
(0.292) 

-0.207 
(0.259) 

-0.252 
(0.261) 

Allies' power A 1.007 
(0.806) 

1.553* 
(0.831) 

1.233 
(0.760) 

1.649** 
(0.774) 

Allies' power B -0.598 
(0.796) 

-0.025 
(0.818) 

-1.177* 
(0.715) 

-0.676 
(0.735) 

Major power A -0.434* 
(0.244) 

-0.659** 
(0.275) 

-0.242 
(0.179) 

-0.471** 
(0.226) 

Major power B -0.441 
(0.305) 

-0.330 
(0.307) 

-0.196 
(0.229) 

-0.143 
(0.241) 

Major power dyad 0.320 
(0.397) 

0.208 
(0.394) 

0.125 
(0.340) 

0.072 
(0.338) 

State A = United States 0.375 
(0.298) 

0.134 
(0.304) 

0.259 
(0.270) 

0.053 
(0.283) 

Cold War -0.181 
(0.151) 

-0.208 
(0.150) 

-0.178 
(0.138) 

-0.208 
(0.137) 

Peace years -0.032*** 
(0.011) 

-0.036**** 
(0.011) 

-0.030*** 
(0.010) 

-0.033**** 
(0.010) 

Peace years^2 0.000** 
(0.000) 

0.001** 
(0.000) 

0.000** 
(0.000) 

0.000** 
(0.000) 

Peace years^3 -0.000* 
(0.000) 

-0.000** 
(0.000) 

-0.000 
(0.000) 

-0.000* 
(0.000) 

Constant 0.023 
(0.748) 

-0.797 
(0.705) 

0.197 
(0.690) 

-0.559 
(0.661) 

Observations 1296 1296 1484 1484 
ROC_AUC 0.679 0.678 0.672 0.670 

Robust standard errors corrected for clustering by directed dyad in parentheses.  
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01, **** p < 0.001 
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As noted, the EEV measure is based on the CINC scores, which measure 

the combined capabilities of the involved states (the initiator and the target). 

Thus, in Chapter 5, the predictive accuracy of the models based on the EEV 

variables was reported and compared with the predictive accuracy of the mod-

els based on other CINC-based measures, and it was noted that the EEV per-

formed favorably compared to other CINC-based measures. Tables B-3 and 

B-4 show the statistical significance and signs for these other CINC-based 

measures using the samples of politically relevant dyads and all dyads, respec-

tively (control variables are omitted for readability). The lack of statistical 

significance of the coefficient of the CINC of the target (CINC B) is notewor-

thy in these tables, since it provides further evidence that the previously noted 

effect of the EEV of the target (EEV B) is not simply due to the effect of the 

capability of the target state. In other words, this provides further evidence 

that states with higher EEVs are not more likely to reciprocate conflict simply 

due to their relative power. Also noteworthy in both tables is the lack of sta-

tistical significance for the EEV of the initiator (EEV A), since this provides 

a good indication that each of the EEV values (i.e. of initiation and of recip-

rocation) are indeed capturing factors of concern for the initiator and the target 

of conflict respectively, and not some general trait that makes a state more 

likely to both initiate and be reciprocated against.  

Given that a great number of the statistical studies on interstate conflict 

(perhaps even the majority) are carried out based on the undirected-dyad de-

sign with the aim of predicting conflict onset,277 exploring this dependent var-

iable further, and its relationship to the EEV variable, seems appropriate. As 

noted in Chapter 5, the “Min. EEV” variable can be used in this undirected-

dyad setting, and it should indicate the risk that a conflict might erupt between 

a pair of states, regardless of which side initiated this conflict. Table B-5 is 

similar to the table in Chapter 5 on conflict onset, but a more extensive list of 

control variables is included here. As can be seen in this table, the “Min. EEV” 

variable is still, as expected, positive and statistically significant for all the 

examined dependent variables and samples. This finding further supports the 

escalatory effect of the EEV variable on conflict onset noted in Chapter 5. 

  

                                                      
277 Oneal and Russett 2000. 
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Furthermore, it is useful to note that two of the control variables in Table 

B-5 are relevant to evaluating the importance of the EEV concept against the 

importance of: (1) the interaction capacity of state pairs due to their combined 

power, and (2) the distribution of power between them. As to the former, as 

noted in Chapter 4 (on conflict initiation), one clear finding that emerges from 

the statistical literature is that relatively powerful states in the system are more 

likely to engage in conflict, which is ascribed to their relatively high ability 

(perhaps also willingness) to interact with other states.278 Thus, the fact that 

the “CINC total” variable (which is the sum of the CINC scores of the two 

states in the dyad) is shown to be not statistically significant in predicting wars 

or fatal MIDs, while the EEV is, is an indication that the EEV concept offers 

a more reliable way to grasp the relationship between the material power of 

the states in the dyad and their propensity to engage in conflict with one an-

other. This conclusion finds even more support if we consider that the “Rela-

tive CINC of max” variable (which measures the CINC of the stronger side in 

the dyad against the total CINC score of both states) is not statistically signif-

icant in almost all of the examined samples and versions of the dependent 

variable. This variable indicates the extent to which the dyadic balance of 

power is lopsided, which (as was also noted in Chapter 4) is consistently found 

in the literature to be a stronger predictor of dyadic peace.279 Thus the fact that 

the EEV variable is statistically significant, while the “Relative CINC of max” 

variable is not, is a further testament to the predictive value of the EEV con-

cept.  

To further ascertain the noted predictive superiority of the “Min. EEV” to 

the “CINC total” and “Relative CINC max” variables, we can examine what 

happens to the latter two variables (alone and in combination) before and after 

the “Min. EEV” variable is included in the models. Tables B-6, B-7, and B-8 

show the results of this analysis in relation to predicting the onset of wars, 

fatal MIDs, and MIDs, respectively. As can be observed in the three tables, 

prior to the inclusion of the “Min. EEV” variable, both the “CINC total” var-

iable (for most models) and the “Relative CINC max” variable (for all models) 

are statistically significant and with the expected sign based on previous re-

search (i.e. positive and negative, respectively). As can also be seen from the 

three tables, however, once the “Min. EEV” variable is included in the models, 

both the “CINC total” and “Relative CINC max” variables tend to lose their 

statistical significance. This indicates that it is specifically the “Min. EEV” 

variable that causes the other two to lose their statistical significance, rather 

than any of the other control variables in the extended list. This finding further 

supports the conclusion that the EEV concept subsumes both the effect of the 

                                                      
278 Bremer 1980; Small and Singer 1982; Gochman and Maoz 1984; Bremer 1993; Reiter 1999; 

Oneal and Tir 2006; Hegre 2008; Cashman 2013, 192–194; Chiba, Machain, and Reed 2014. 
279 Bremer 1992; Bennett and Stam 2003; Moul 2003; Hegre 2008; Vasquez 2012, 319.  
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interactive capacity of states, as well as the effect of the distribution of power 

between them. 

 

Table B-5: Conflict onset with extended list of control variables 

 War Fatal MID MID 
 Pol. rele-

vant 
All dy-

ads 
Pol. rele-

vant 
All dy-

ads 
Pol. rele-

vant 
All dy-

ads 
Min. EEV(ln) 0.303*** 

(0.108) 
0.279** 
(0.114) 

0.282**** 
(0.067) 

0.225*** 
(0.072) 

0.118**** 
(0.022) 

0.079*** 
(0.026) 

CINC total(ln) -0.048 
(0.170) 

0.113 
(0.174) 

0.004 
(0.109) 

0.124 
(0.105) 

0.167*** 
(0.055) 

0.311**** 
(0.056) 

Relative CINC of max 1.445 
(2.012) 

0.825 
(2.086) 

2.260* 
(1.212) 

1.395 
(1.264) 

0.281 
(0.539) 

-0.372 
(0.577) 

Democratic dyad -1.954* 
(1.027) 

-2.231** 
(1.053) 

-1.357**** 
(0.368) 

-1.546**** 
(0.460) 

-0.957**** 
(0.155) 

-1.140**** 
(0.190) 

Distance(ln) -0.362** 
(0.144) 

-0.604**** 
(0.134) 

-0.159 
(0.119) 

-0.409*** 
(0.125) 

-0.091 
(0.060) 

-0.379**** 
(0.067) 

Contiguous 1.039** 
(0.429) 

1.890**** 
(0.464) 

0.834** 
(0.376) 

2.917**** 
(0.406) 

0.830**** 
(0.194) 

2.307**** 
(0.171) 

Same region -0.370 
(0.332) 

-0.135 
(0.381) 

0.072 
(0.252) 

0.203 
(0.316) 

0.053 
(0.163) 

0.228 
(0.190) 

Allied -0.771* 
(0.407) 

-0.639 
(0.398) 

-0.379* 
(0.227) 

-0.347 
(0.237) 

0.049 
(0.128) 

0.133 
(0.150) 

Alliance similarity 1.426** 
(0.561) 

1.349*** 
(0.500) 

0.005 
(0.320) 

-0.014 
(0.299) 

-0.059 
(0.167) 

-0.054 
(0.169) 

Major powers = 1 1.078** 
(0.526) 

1.740**** 
(0.470) 

-0.860** 
(0.373) 

0.565* 
(0.315) 

-0.646*** 
(0.216) 

0.817**** 
(0.166) 

Major powers = 2 0.044 
(0.800) 

0.220 
(0.809) 

-1.511*** 
(0.540) 

-0.727 
(0.583) 

-0.567** 
(0.281) 

0.277 
(0.427) 

Include US 0.808 
(0.521) 

1.487*** 
(0.527) 

0.764** 
(0.373) 

1.534*** 
(0.524) 

0.577**** 
(0.162) 

1.239**** 
(0.232) 

Cold War -0.280 
(0.382) 

-0.238 
(0.380) 

0.391** 
(0.165) 

0.498*** 
(0.169) 

-0.002 
(0.087) 

0.062 
(0.092) 

Peace years -0.274**** 
(0.060) 

-0.251**** 
(0.052) 

-0.230**** 
(0.029) 

-0.248**** 
(0.029) 

-0.129**** 
(0.010) 

-0.141**** 
(0.010) 

Peace years^2 0.007*** 
(0.002) 

0.006*** 
(0.002) 

0.005**** 
(0.001) 

0.005**** 
(0.001) 

0.002**** 
(0.000) 

0.002**** 
(0.000) 

Peace years^3 -0.000* 
(0.000) 

-0.000* 
(0.000) 

-0.000*** 
(0.000) 

-0.000*** 
(0.000) 

-0.000**** 
(0.000) 

-0.000**** 
(0.000) 

Constant -2.796 
(1.823) 

-1.700 
(1.857) 

-1.932 
(1.616) 

-2.148 
(1.596) 

-0.284 
(0.821) 

0.275 
(0.817) 

Observations 80089 642082 77715 639264 79084 640826 
Area under ROC 
curve 

.9292 .9814 .9045 .9692 .8269 .9421 

Robust standard errors corrected for clustering by directed dyad in parentheses.  
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01, **** p < 0.001 
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Appendix C: Additional tests on conflict 

expansion  

In the models used to evaluate states’ joining behavior in Chapter 6, once 

a state had joined a conflict during a year, it was dropped from the analysis as 

a possible joiner in subsequent years of the conflict; for example, since the 

United Kingdom joined WWII in 1939, it was not included as a potential 

joiner in subsequent years of that war. Here, I consider the alternative design, 

in which joiners are not dropped from the analysis in subsequent years. Tables 

C-1 and C-2 (for the sample of politically relevant joiners and the sample of 

all joiners, respectively) estimate the effect of the covariates on joining wars, 

fatal MIDs, and all MIDs if joiners are not dropped from subsequent years of 

the conflict. As shown in both tables, the results are mostly consistent with the 

EEV-based hypothesis. In most models, the coefficient of the EEV of A vari-

able is positive and statistically significant (at least at the 0.05 level) in relation 

to joining side A of the conflict. Similarly, in most models, the coefficient of 

the EEV of B variable is positive and statistically significant (at least at the 

0.05 level) in relation to joining side B of the conflict. The only model in 

which both variables are not significant is that for joining wars among politi-

cally relevant actors when the control variables are included. This, however, 

does not affect the overall findings, since it is a rather small sample.  
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Three sets of the control variables used in Chapter 6 were based on the 

traits of the original participants in the conflict, and not on those of any state 

that might have joined the conflict subsequently; as such, the variables meas-

uring side A and B’s democratic nature, their geographical proximity to the 

acting state, and the presence of an alliance between them and the acting state 

were based on considering sides A and B as being composed of the original 

participants in the conflict. Here, I consider the version of these variables cal-

culated based on the characteristics of all participants in the conflict, including 

late-joiners. Table C-3 shows the estimation results based on this version. As 

the table shows, the results are consistent with the previously noted findings: 

the EEV of A and EEV of B are positive and statistically significant predictors 

of joining side A and B, respectively, of the conflict. The EEV-based hypoth-

esis is thus still supported.  

Chapter 6 included an analysis to detect the operation of the Darwinian 

mechanisms by examining the extent to which states’ EEV-maximization be-

havior is conditioned by the extent of their previous experience with conflict. 

There, states’ previous experience with conflict was operationalized as the 

number of years in which the acting state experienced an interstate war. As a 

robustness check, I make the same analysis here using MIDs (specifically, the 

number of years in which the acting state experienced a MID). Tables C-4 and 

C-5 display the results of this analysis in relation to the samples of politically 

relevant and all potential joiners, respectively. As can be seen in both tables, 

the interaction terms between the EEV variables and the variable representing 

the potential joiner’s past MID experiences is (as expected) positive and sta-

tistically significant in many, but not all, of the analyzed models. This supports 

the conclusion made in Chapter 6: there is some (but limited) direct evidence 

to support the claim that the Darwinian mechanisms were indeed effective in 

shaping states’ conflict-joining behavior. 
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Sammanfattning på svenska 

Syftet med denna avhandling är att öka kunskapen om de generella villkor 

som påverkar sannolikheten för krig och militära konflikter mellan stater. Av-

handlingen utvecklar en ny teori om uppkomsten av internationella konflikter 

genom att generalisera darwinistiska principer, så som de används i studiet av 

biologiska processer, och applicerar dessa generaliserade principer för att stu-

dera stater och deras beteendemönster. Även om stater är markant annorlunda 

i jämförelse med biologiska livsformer kan samma darwinistiska principer - 

på en hög abstraktionsnivå - tillhandahålla en teoretiskt enkel förklaring av 

staters konfliktbeteenden. Det grundläggande argumentet som utvecklas i av-

handlingen är att risken för militära konflikter mellan stater beror på hur stor 

sannolikheten är att de inblandade staterna ska kunna stärka sin materiella 

makt genom internationell våldsanvändning. Preciseringarna av argumentet i 

empiriska termer innebär flera nya prediktioner inom forskningen om staters 

internationella konfliktbeteende. I motsats exempelvis till den inflytelserika 

neo-realistiska traditionen i studiet av internationell politik så implicerar av-

handlingens teori att stater är mer benägna att ansluta sig till den starkare sidan 

i en pågående konflikt, snarare än att ansluta sig till den svagare sidan. Denna 

och andra förutsägelser som härleds från avhandlingens teori prövas empiriskt 

i en serie statistiska analyser. Analyserna behandlar staters beslut att initiera 

konflikter med andra stater, staters beslut att försvara sig i konflikter som har 

initierats av andra, och staters beslut att ansluta sig till endera sidan i pågående 

konflikter mellan stater. Kontexten är global och innefattar alla konflikter som 

ägt rum mellan stater från 1816 fram till 2010. Resultatet av analyserna pekar 

på en hög grad av överensstämmelse mellan avhandlingens teori och empi-

riska observationer. De variabler som preciseras i teorin visar sig förklara sta-

ters faktiska konfliktbeteenden i en betydande och praktiskt relevant omfatt-

ning. Teorins förklaringskraft är jämförbar med (och ibland högre än) förkla-

ringskraften hos de mest framträdande förklaringsfaktorerna inom forsk-

ningen kring internationella konflikter, såsom geografisk närhet mellan 

staterna, staternas demokratiska karaktär, och förekomsten av militära allian-

ser mellan staterna. 
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